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AGENDA for the ORDINARY MEETING OF THE
GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL to be held on TUESDAY 12th June 2018

1.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
In the spirit of respect, Council acknowledges the people and elders of the
Boon Wurrung people of the Kulin Nation past and present who have traditional
connections and responsibilities for the land on which Council meets.

2.

APOLOGIES

3.

OATH OF OFFICE AND DISCLOSURES OF INTERESTS
Councillors are reminded that we remain bound by our Oath of Office to undertake
the duties of the office of Councillor in the best interests of the people of the
municipal district of Glen Eira and to faithfully and impartially carry out the functions,
powers, authorities and discretions vested in us under the Local Government Act or
any other Act, to the best of our skill and judgement.
Councillors are also reminded of the requirement for disclosure of conflicts of
interest in relation to items listed for consideration on the Agenda, or which are
considered at this meeting, in accordance with Sections 77 to 79 of the Local
Government Act.

4.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS COUNCIL MEETINGS
Copies of Minutes previously circulated.
Recommendation
That the minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 22 May 2018 be
confirmed.
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5.

RECEPTION AND READING OF PETITIONS AND JOINT LETTERS

6.

DOCUMENTS FOR SEALING

7.

REPORTS BY DELEGATES APPOINTED BY COUNCIL TO VARIOUS
ORGANISATIONS
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8.

12 JUNE 2018

REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES
8.1

Advisory Committees
a. Arts and Culture Advisory Committee – 21 May 2018
b. Audit Committee – 25 May 2018

Recommendation
That the minutes of the Arts and Culture Advisory Committee meeting of 21 May
2018 and the Audit Committee meeting of 25 May 2018 be received and noted and
that the recommendations of the Committees be adopted.
8.2

Records of Assembly
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

17 April 2018
24 April 2018
1 May 2018 Pre-meeting
8 May 2018
15 May 2018
22 May 2018 Pre-meeting

Recommendation
That the Records of the Assemblies as shown below be received and noted.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

17 April 2018
24 April 2018
1 May 2018 Pre-meeting
8 May 2018
15 May 2018
22 May 2018 Pre-meeting
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Assembly of Councillors

ARTS AND CULTURE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Minutes
5.30pm – 6.30pm
21 May 2018
Ogaki Room
Purpose:
The role and function of the Advisory Committee is to act as a steering Committee to
assist Council by providing recommendations in relation to reviewing and improving
arts and culture programs provided by Council to ensure maximum benefit,
participation and value to the community.
Assembly of Councillors Record
Present
Cr Margaret Esakoff (Chairperson) (via phone)
Cr Jamie Hyams (member)
Peter Jones - Director Community Wellbeing
Deidre Pellizzer - Manager Libraries, Arts & Culture
Apologies
Cr Mary Delahunty (member)
Matters considered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Party in the Park 2017 – post event report
Groove and Graze 2017 – post exhibition report
Party in the Park 2018 – proposal
Groove and Graze 2018 – proposal
Carols in the Park – program discussion to be tabled at next meeting
Other Business
a. Signal Boxes update
b. Community Plan link

The meeting commenced at 5.30pm
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1.

Welcome and introduction

Director Community Wellbeing, Peter Jones introduced Deidre Pellizzer, newly appointed as
Manager Libraries, Arts & Culture. Councillors welcomed Ms Pellizzer and wished her well on
her appointment.
2.

Event Reports and Proposals
a. Party in the Park – post event report and next event proposal
Officers presented post event and proposal reports for the series of Party in the Park
events. Based on overall positive feedback and popularity of the events, officers propose
that the Party in the Park series of events continues in the current format in the 2019
season.
The Party in the Park series was held in January, February and March 2018. The series
was a great success, attracting a total of around 16,500 people across all events.
Highlights of the 2018 Party in the Park Series
Party in the Park ‘Under the Stars’ at Packer Park, Saturday January 20
The ‘Under the Stars’ concert featured headline artist Archie Roach and attracted around
3,500 people. Attendance was lower than last year, very likely because of inclement
weather.
118 attendees were surveyed at the event.
Survey summary:
-

Overall satisfaction, average 4.35 out of 5
25% of the respondents knew of the event via word of mouth and 30% via
billboards. Others found out through social media, posters and flyers, Council
website and Glen Eira News
Overall, feedback was very positive with respondents congratulating Council and
expressed appreciation for a high quality, free event.

Party in the Park at Princes Park, Sunday February 18
Wonderful weather helped attract around 7,000 people to enjoy a wide range of
activities. The event had a theme of sustainability and included local community groups
as well as showcasing some of Council’s services. As well as a positive result by survey,
several positive comments were made by direct contact with Council.
149 attendees were surveyed at the event.
Survey summary:
-

Overall satisfaction, average 4.21 out of 5
25% of those surveyed knew of the event via billboards, flyers and posters and
another 25% via social media. Others found out via word of mouth, Council’s
website or Glen Eira News

Party in the Park and Glen Eira Pet Expo at Allnut Park Sunday March 18
Party in the Park at Allnut Park incorporates Council’s Pet Expo which showcases
services Civic Compliance services for pet owners. Though the weather was windy and
rainy around 6,000 people enjoyed free activities, rides, live performances and pet
demonstrations. As well as Council services, local community groups participated on the
day.
95 attendees were surveyed at the event.
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Survey summary:
-

Overall satisfaction of 4.36 out of 5
41% knew of the event via billboards, flyers and posters, 27% via word of mouth,
and 11% social media; others knew via Council’s website and ‘What’s On’ enewsletter and Glen Eira News
57% of attendees were not pet owners

Recommendation: The Committee recommends to Council that it proceed with
the ‘Party in the Park’ series in the current format in 2019 as recommended, with
two Sunday family days and one Saturday evening concert, spread across
January, February and March.
Moved: Cr Esakoff; Seconded: Cr Hyams
The MOTION was put and CARRIED unanimously.
b. Groove and Graze - post event report and next event proposal
Officers presented post event and proposal reports for the Groove and Graze series.
The events have received positive feedback and are working well. Officers propose a
similar format for the 2018/19 series of events, with a possible change in location for one
event.
Groove and Graze has remained a popular addition to Council’s event calendar,
successfully showcasing parks and spaces and local young musicians. The events are
family friendly, attracting good size crowds to enjoy food trucks and pop-up bars as well
as music.
The current format works well however, officers propose altering the calendar slightly holding one event later into the year than March, after daylight savings ends, which
would lend a more ‘night time’ experience.
Officers also propose a change in location for the Joyce Park event, due to difficulty with
truck parking.
Councillors on the Committee asked that officers consider shade when looking at
alternative sites and also the wider context of event locations so that there is a good
spread across the municipality.
Highlights of the 2017/18 Groove and Graze Series
Groove and Graze 1 - Joyce Park, Saturday October 28, 12 noon to 8pm
The first in this series of events was well attended (6,000) and received.
The event day was hot with direct overhead sun which meant that shade became a
significant consideration during the event.
133 people were surveyed at the event.
Survey summary:
-

99.25% of respondents rated their overall satisfaction as excellent, very good or
good
Actions: Officers to consider suitable sites as an alternative to Joyce
Park as discussed, particularly in Rosstown Ward. Any
change in dates should be no further into the year than April
and with consideration of Passover/Easter dates.
Officers will consider opportunities for shade in the park sites when
planning the events.
3
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Recommendation: The Committee recommends to Council that it proceeds with
the ‘Groove and Graze’ series of events as discussed:
-

October 2018 - Halley Park
November 2018 - Hopetoun Gardens
April 2019 – site to be confirmed and to be reported back to the Committee for
consideration

Moved: Cr Hyams, Seconded: Cr Esakoff
The MOTION was put and CARRIED unanimously.
3.

Springtime Music Festival 2018 – update on proposed program

The Springtime Music series has steadily grown in popularity resulting in further staff
resources and infrastructure being required in order to accommodate a larger audience and
continue to deliver a high quality series.
Officers propose that the 2018 Springtime Music series be held on six Sunday afternoons
with an event targeted toward children during Children’s Week– 21/10.
Actions: Officers consider the spread of this series in the context of
change to the ‘Groove and Graze’ locations (ie Joyce
Park) in order to ensure a good spread of events across
the municipal parks.
Recommendation: The Committee recommends to Council that it proceed with
the 2018 Springtime Music Festival as proposed, with six Sunday afternoons
including an event targeted toward children during Children’s Week, October
2018.
Below are the proposed dates, parks and performers for 2018:
DATE

OCT

NOV

LOCATION

ARTIST

7

Greenmeadows
Gardens

La Nuit Blanche
French inspired, gypsy sounds combined with jazz.

14

Marlborough Street
Reserve

Opal Ocean
Fusion of rock and flamenco.

21

Booran Reserve

4

Victory Park

18

To be confirmed

Stiletto Sisters
Wild gypsy and tango rhythms.

25

Hopetoun Gardens

Klezmania
Combining klezmer, blues, ska, gypsy swing, waltzes,
jazz and folk.

The Kazoos
Acclaimed children’s entertainment.
Mandinkan Meets Melbourne
Collaboration of West African kora and violin.

Moved: Cr Esakoff, Seconded: Cr Hyams
The MOTION was put and CARRIED unanimously.
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4.

Other business
a. Update on Carols in the Park 2018
To be discussed at the next meeting in July 2018.
b. Signal Boxes
Officers gave verbal update on progress on the ‘Signal Box’ project which is
progressing well.
Further updates will be presented at future Committee meetings.
c. Arts & Culture programs and the Council & Community Plan
To be discussed at the next meeting in July 2018.

5.

Next Meeting

Tuesday July 10 2018, 5.00pm
Meeting closed at 6:15pm
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Audit Committee Meeting Minutes – Friday, 25 May 2018

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Minutes of Meeting held on 25 May 2018
Committee Attendees:
Committee Members:
ß
ß
ß
ß

Lisa Woolmer, Chairperson
Craig Geddes, Independent Member
Dr Craig Nisbet, Independent Member
Cr Jim Magee

Council Officers:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Rebecca McKenzie, Chief Executive Officer
Peter Swabey, Director Corporate Services
John Vastianos, Chief Financial Officer
Samantha Krull, Director Infrastructure, Environment and Leisure (Item 5)
Mark Judge, Group Manager Projects and Infrastructure (Item 5)
Paul Wood, Manager Urban Planning (Item 5)
Alan Stone, Manager Corporate Counsel (Items 5 and 7)
Diana Vaynrib, Risk Management Coordinator (Items 5 and 7)
Paul Samaratunge, Manager Infrastructure Assets (Item 8)
Gaye Stewart, Manager Community Development & Care (Item 8)

Internal Auditors (Oakton):
ß
ß

Megan McCullagh, Internal Audit Senior Manager (Item 5)
Linda Lim, Internal Audit Manager (Item 5)

External Auditors (Victorian-Auditor General’s Office):
ß
ß

Tim Loughnan, Financial Audit Sector Director – Local Government, VAGO
(Item 6)
Kevin Chan, Assistant Manager, Financial Audit, VAGO (Item 6)

Apologies:
ß
ß

Lisa Tripodi, Oakton Partner Accounting & Assurance
The Mayor, Cr Tony Athanasopoulos

Minutes:
ß

Alon Milstein, Financial Accountant

Page 1 of 8
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The Committee met at 8am in-camera in discussion of broad issues facing Council
and the risk elements thereof.
1. Matters for Agenda
At 8:35am, the Chairperson welcomed Mr Geddes to the Audit Committee meeting
and noted apologies for The Mayor, Cr Athanasopoulos and Ms Tripodi.
The Chairperson asked whether any person present was aware of any breaches of
any Act, or any other irregularity which should be brought before the Committee. The
CEO noted a breach of Section 186 (1) of the Act’s requirement to undertake a
competitive process to test the market before entering into a contract.
A contractor was engaged under a quotation arrangement and works were
undertaken for Vapour Barrier Rectification Works at GESAC. The complex and
specialised nature of the works resulted in only one supplier/contractor quoting for
the works.
The original scope of the project fell under the LG threshold and complied with
Council Procurement Policy. However, during the course of the original work further
damage was discovered and additional works were required which meant that the
total value exceeded the LG threshold by $11,862.
The CFO confirmed that the breach would be disclosed in the 2017-18 Annual
Report.
2. Confirmation of Agenda
The agenda of the Audit Committee was confirmed subject to some minor reordering
and inclusion of Information Item 6 as an area for specific discussion.
3. Confirmation of Committee Minutes
The minutes of the previous Audit Committee meeting held on 16 February 2018
were confirmed.
4. Confirmation of Action Items
It was noted the action items arising from the previous meeting had been attended to.
The Committee discussed the impact of recycling issues observed in the sector and
noted that management is monitoring this closely.
5. Internal Audit (Oakton) and Regional Clayton Landfill Site update
a)

Strategic Internal Audit Plan Review and Approval

The Chairperson reported that since the last meeting, the independent members met
with the internal auditors to review and enhance the Strategic Internal Audit Plan
(SIAP).

Page 2 of 8
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Ms McCullagh presented the SIAP which outlines the nature and timing of the
Internal Audit reviews to be undertaken over the three year period from 1 July 2018
to 30 June 2021.
Mr Geddes requested that the scope for the Performance Audit scheduled for 201819 include consideration of the Project Management Framework (bring forward from
2019-20) and the Capital Works Program Audit scheduled for 2020-21 be expanded
to include broader works.
Dr Nisbet requested that Oakton update Section 5 of the SIAP to reflect the timing of
completed internal audit reviews prior to 2013-14 for areas that are not scheduled for
review in the SIAP and, if relevant, where other assurances are being provided.
The Audit Committee reviewed the scope of, and recommended the SIAP to the CEO
subject to the changes discussed.
b)

Internal Audit Activity Report

Ms McCullagh presented the Internal Audit Activity Report.
Audit scopes for the Follow-up Review and GECC Transformation Project have been
endorsed and the reports will be tabled at the Audit Committee meeting in August
2018.
Ms McCullagh presented the emerging themes identified in other Victorian Local
Councils and across other industries.
c)

Major Project Management Review

Mr Judge and Ms Krull were welcomed to the meeting at 9:15am.
Ms McCullagh presented the Major Project Management Report. The review was to
assess whether the following projects had been adequately and effectively managed
in accordance with project management best practice principles:
ß
ß

Booran Reserve
Duncan Mackinnon Reserve Pavilion

Ms McCullagh stated that that the processes for managing the delivery of the two
projects were adequate and in accordance with Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK) best practice project management methodology.
The audit however revealed that Council did not have a comprehensive organisation
Project Management Framework in place setting out detailed requirements and
guidance for planning and managing projects.
Other findings included inadequate initial project scoping and planning leading to
delays in project delivery; terms of reference for governing the project had not been
formalised with key stakeholders and formal post implementation and benefits
realisation reviews had not been undertaken.

Page 3 of 8
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Ms McCullagh confirmed that at the time of the audit, Council had commenced
drafting a comprehensive Project Management Framework.
Mr Judge left the meeting at 9:35am.
d)

Regional Clayton Landfill Site Update (Information Item 6)

Mr Stone and Ms Vaynrib were welcomed to the meeting at 9:45am.
Ms Krull confirmed that the two main issues with the Landfill related to the clean-up
notices issued by the EPA and the effectiveness of the landfill gas extraction system.
Mr Stone confirmed that Norton Rose Fullbright Australia had been appointed to
carry out a post closure governance and management review.
The Committee noted the update and requested a further update be provided at the
next meeting.
e)

Open Space Contributions Review

Mr Wood was welcomed to the meeting at 9:55am.
Ms McCullagh presented the Open Space Contributions Report. The review
assessed the adequacy and effectiveness of Council’s processes and controls over
the calculation, collection, management and use of Open Space Contributions.
The audit found that Council has established adequate and effective processes and
controls, however there were areas for improvement including: review of planning
permit applications where an exemption for open space contributions was granted;
processes for notifying the Planning team when open space contributions had been
paid and guidance surrounding the use of open space contributions. The Audit
Committee noted the report and management responses.
Mr Geddes requested an update as to the quantity and value of the permit
application fee exemptions.
Mr Wood left the meeting at 10:05am.
f)

Community Information Glen Eira Follow Up Review

Ms McCullagh presented the Community Information Glen Eira (CIGE) Follow Up
Report. The objective of the review was to provide assurance whether the audit
recommendations raised in the April 2017 internal audit report had been
implemented and were operating effectively.
The audit found that there had been significant improvements to the governance and
administrative processes at Community Information and Support Victoria (Glen Eira
Branch) with 88% of ‘red’ rated actions having been either implemented, or no longer
applicable. Oakton also advised that plans to implement remaining actions were in
place.
The Audit Committee noted the report and management responses.
Page 4 of 8
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6. 2017-18 External Audit
Mr Loughnan (VAGO) presented the Interim Management letter which noted no
current year findings.
Mr Loughnan confirmed that the focus for Performance Statements would
concentrate around the commentary on trends in performance over a four year
period.
The Audit Committee noted the draft Financial Report template and papers on Land
and Buildings, Land under Roads and Infrastructure valuations.
The CFO confirmed that the Commonwealth Government announced prepayments
of 50 per cent of Council’s Victorian Grants Commission funding. A prepayment
amount of $1.84 million will be received in 2017-18.
7. Corporate Counsel Update
Mr Stone presented an update on the Risk Management Program which
encompasses:
ß
ß
ß
ß

Risk Management Policy;
Risk Management Strategy;
Risk Management Charter; and
Risk Registers

The Committee noted the update and welcomed management’s refresh of the current
documentation.
Mr Stone also presented the Business Continuity Planning (BCP) Report and
confirmed that an update will be provided to the Audit Committee detailing the
outcome of the gap analysis as well as the plans and progress made in ensuring the
BCP meets the appropriate standards.
Mr Stone and Ms Vaynrib left at 10:20am.
8. Risk Management Rolling Progress Reports
Ms Stewart and Mr Samaratunge were welcomed to the meeting at 10:20am.
Community Care – Risk Report
Ms Stewart presented the Community Development and Care risk review including
an overview of the services provided by the Community Development and Care
Department.

Page 5 of 8
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Ms Stewart reviewed the department’s top 10 risks with the Committee including:
failure to comply with program guidelines and quality standards, change in legislation
and funding, failure to follow safe food handling practices, failure to provide a safe
work environment, absence of staff integrity, absconding client, inability to recruit
required number and appropriately qualified staff, unauthorised release of
confidential information, major IT failure and damage to facilities.
Cr Magee requested that the Committee receive a report for the backup plan for the
delivered meals process in the event of potential complications or non-delivery by the
contractor.
Ms Stewart left the meeting at 10:35am.
Infrastructure Assets - Risk Report
Mr Samaratunge presented the Infrastructure Assets risk review. Some of the top
risks include provision of inaccurate engineering/technical advice or information, noncompliance with engineering conditions relating to protection of existing infrastructure
assets, injury to staff, damage or access obstruction to Council assets by developers
or utility companies, breach of legislation, loss of corporate knowledge and
inadequate resources, poor customer service levels, fraudulent payment claims, poor
contract management and breach of privacy.
Mr Samaratunge and Ms Krull left the meeting at 10:50am.
9. Audit Committee Charter
The CFO presented the Audit Committee Charter which was tabled for review.
The charter incorporates: objectives of the audit committee, charter and terms of
reference, composition, term of membership, remuneration of independent members,
records of meetings, duties and responsibilities.
The Committee made the decision to redraft the Charter taking into consideration
member’s feedback and possible changes to the new Local Government Act. It was
requested that the Charter be carried over to the August Audit Committee Meeting for
endorsement.
Mr Geddes also suggested considering the Internal Audit Charter requirement.
Cr Magee requested extending an invitation to the Independent Audit Committee
members to attend a Councillor Assembly Meeting in order to brief Councillors on the
end of year Audit Committee Report.

Page 6 of 8
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10. Action and Information Items
The Committee noted the action and information items including reports on:
submission on Local Government bill exposure draft, 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget
and Council & Community Plan, Local Government Performance Reporting
Framework mid-year review, Quarterly Service Performance Report as at 31 March
2018, Transformation Project Status Report, Vested Benefits Update and Register of
Independent External Reviews.
11. General Business
Both the External and Internal Auditors left the meeting at 11am.
The Audit Committee Members and Council Officers discussed internal audit
activities.
12. Closure of Meeting
The meeting concluded at 11:10am.
13. Next Meeting
The next Audit Committee meeting is scheduled for Friday, 17 August 2018.

Page 7 of 8
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14. Audit Committee Action Items
Item
No.

Meeting Date
Requested

Item

Responsible
Officer

Proposed
Completion
Date

1

25 August 2018

Corporate Counsel

17 August 2018

2

25 August 2018

Oakton

17 August 2018

3

25 August 2018

Corporate Counsel and
Coordinator Risk Management to
provide a further update on
Council’s Business Continuity
Plan.
Amendments to the Strategic
Internal Audit Plan including
update to Section 5 to reflect the
timing of completed internal audit
reviews prior to 2013-14 for areas
that are not scheduled for review
in the SIAP and, if relevant, where
other assurances are being
provided.
Regional Clayton Landfill Site
progress update.

Director
Infrastructure,
Environment and
Leisure

17 August 2018

4

25 August 2018

Provide an update as to the
quantity and value of the permit
application fee exemptions.

Manager Urban
Planning

17 August 2018

5

25 August 2018

Provide a report for the backup
plan for the delivered meals
process in the event of potential
complications or non-delivery by
the contractor.

Manager Community
Development and
Care

17 August 2018

6

25 August 2018

Redraft the Audit Committee
Charter.

Chief Financial
Officer

17 August 2018

7

24 November 2017

Review the purchase order
approval process/workflow as part
of the Transformation Program,
particularly regarding purchase
orders raised after invoice date.

Chief Financial
Officer

17 August 2018

8

25 August 2018

Extend invitation to the
Independent Audit Committee
members to attend a Council
Assembly Meeting in order to brief
Councillors on the end of year
Audit Committee report.

Chief Financial
Officer

23 November
2018

15. Schedule of Meeting Dates
The Audit Committee is scheduled to meet on the following dates during 2018:
ß 17 August 2018
ß 23 November 2018
Page 8 of 8
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Assembly of Councillors
17 April 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting commenced at 6.44PM.
A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
Council Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Samantha Krull
Peter Swabey
Aidan Mullen
Peter Jones
Alexandra Fry
Peter Brown
John Vastianos

B.

Matters considered.
(i)

Apologies – Cr Davey

(ii)

General Business

(iii)

a.

Cr Taylor – MAV State Council motions

b.

Cr Hyams – Claire Street, McKinnon

Caulfield Village Social and Affordable Housing Planning Scheme Amendment

7.08pm Cr Delahunty entered the Assembly
(iv)

Caulfield Station Precinct Structure Plan

(v)

Caulfield Village Social and Affordable Housing Planning Scheme Amendment

Cr Esakoff left the Assembly at 8.28pm and returned at 8.32pm
(vi)

Strategic Projects In Structure Plans - Long Term View

Cr Magee left the Assembly at 8.36pm and returned at 8.38pm
Cr Taylor left the Assembly at 8.46pm and returned at 8.48pm
(vii) Activity Centre Cleansing and Maintenance Refresh
9.16pm Assembly was adjourned
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9.30pm Assembly was resumed
Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Mary Delahunty
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Nina Taylor
(viii) Council and Community Plan Commitments 2018-19
(ix)

2018-19 Draft Annual Budget & Strategic Resource Plan (SRP)

9.41pm Cr Sztrajt returned to the Assembly
(x)

General Business continued
-

(xi)

Cr Hyams: Ormond Tower
Cr Sztrajt: Planning Application Recommendations
Cr Magee: Ormond Cricket Club
Cr Athanasopoulos
o
VCAT Appeal
o
Call for report
Acting Director Planning and Place: East Village

Advance Item for Ordinary Council Meeting – 1 May 2018
Draft Youth Engagement Strategy 2018-2021

10.15pm Cr Esakoff declared a conflict of interest in item xii Advance Item for Ordinary
Council Meeting – 1 May 2018 Banking Services – Extension of State Purchase Contract
and left the Assembly
(xii) Advance Item for Ordinary Council Meeting – 1 May 2018
Banking Services – Extension of State Purchase Contract
Assembly finished at 10.16pm
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Assembly of Councillors
24 April 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting commenced at 6.45PM.
A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
Council Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Peter Jones
Ron Torres
John Vastianos
Peter Brown
Aidan Mullen
Paul Wood
Janice Pouw

B.

Matters considered.
(i)

Apologies – Cr Clare Davey

(ii)

East Village Update

(iii)

Draft Council Papers for the 1 May 2018 Council Meeting comprising
14 officer reports together with standing items on the agenda.
-

Draft Agenda Item 9.5 – Caulfield Village – Planning Scheme
Amendment C151: Social and Affordable Housing
Draft Agenda Item 9.6 – Caulfield Station Precinct Partnership with VPA
Draft Agenda Item 9.10 – Submission – Proposed Planning Scheme
Amendment GC96 – Metro Rail Network Upgrade
8. 42pm Cr Delahunty entered the Assembly
Draft Agenda Item 9.13 – MAV State Council Motions
8.47pm Assembly was adjourned
8.56pm Assembly was resumed
Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Mary Delahunty
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
1
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Cr Nina Taylor
(iv)

General Business
Cr Hyams - Mitchell Street letter
Cr Taylor - Procurement Policy – recycled materials
Cr Magee - East Bentleigh Reservoir
Cr Athanasopoulos – Rail Futures
CEO – Meeting with PTV – Tram line advocacy and graffiti removal from rail
assets
Councillor Business Coordinator– VLGA Membership 2018/19 and Anzac Day
Service
Director Planning & Place - Development on Royal Parade and Glenhuntly
Road

(v) Draft Council papers for the 1 May 2018 Council Meeting reports together with
standing items on the agenda.
-

-

-

Item 8.1 – Advisory Committees
- Recreation and Leisure Advisory Committee – 13 March 2018
- Community Grants Advisory Committee – 3 April 2018
- Community Grants Advisory Committee – 17 April 2018
Item 8.2 - Records of Assembly
- 27 March 2018
- 3 April 2018
- 10 April 2018 pre meeting
Item 9.1 – 345-347 Alma Road and 13 Kooyong Road, Caulfield North

9.36pm Cr Esakoff left Assembly and re-entered at 9.39pm
-

-

Item 9.2 – 204-206 Balaclava Road, Caulfield North
Item 9.3 – 331-333 Neerim Road, Carnegie
Item 9.4 – VCAT Watch
Item 9.7 – Draft Youth Engagement Strategy 2018-2021
Item 9.8 – Public Notice of the Draft Council and Community Plan 20172021
Item 9.9 – 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget (Advertising for Public
Comment)
Item 9.11 – Financial Management Report for the Period Ending
31 March 2018
Item 9.12 – Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation under the
Planning and Environment Act 1987
Item 9.13 – MAV State Council Motions
Item 9.14 – External Membership to Sustainability Advisory Committee

-

Item 11.1 Requests for reports from officers

-

10.14pm Cr Sztrajt left Assembly

2
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-

Cr Magee – Sportsground Lighting

10.17pm Cr Sztrajt entered the Assembly.
-

Cr Athanasopoulos – Request for report - outlining evidence of
gambling, drug and alcohol use in Glen Eira

-

Item 12.1 Banking Services – Extension of State Purchase Contract

-

Item 12.2 Tender Award EE Gunn Cricket

Assembly finished at 10.22pm
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Council Pre-Meeting
1 May 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting Commenced at 6.51pm

A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos, Mayor
Cr Clare Davey
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
Apologies
Cr Mary Delahunty
Cr Jamie Hyams
Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Ron Torres
Samantha Krull
Peter Jones
John Vastianos
Janice Pouw

B.

Matters considered
1.

Item 9.2 – 204-206 Balaclava Road, Caulfield North

2.

Item 9.3– 331-333 Neerim Road, Carnegie

3.

Item 9.1 – 345-347 Alma Road and 13 Kooyong Road, Caulfield North

4.

Item 11.1 – Requests for Reports from Officers
Cr Magee – Sportsground Lighting
Cr Athanasopoulos – Impact of Addiction

5.

Item 11.4 – Public Questions

6.

Item 9.5 – Caulfield Village – Planning Scheme Amendment C151: Social and
Affordable Housing

7.

King George Reserve

8.

Item 12.2 – Tender 2018.214 EE Gunn Reserve Cricket and Baseball Practice
Net Facility

9.

Item 9.2 – 204-206 Balaclava Road, Caulfield North
Pre-meeting finished at 7.14pm
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Assembly of Councillors
8 May 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting commenced at 6.46PM.
A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
Council Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Samantha Krull
John Vastianos
Ron Torres
Peter Jones
Aidan Mullen
James Kearney
Mathew Bonomi
Janice Pouw
Shweta Babbar
Sarah Finlay

B.

Matters considered.
(i)

Apologies – Cr Davey

(ii)

Communications Strategy

(iii)

General Business Part 1
Chief Executive Officer
-

(iv)

Annual leave
Funding for projects
CCTV

East Village update

8.07pm Cr Sztrajt left the Assembly
8.14pm Cr Esakoff left the Assembly and re-entered at 8.17pm.
8.24pm Cr Sztrajt entered the Assembly
8.26pm Crs Magee and Delahunty entered the Assembly

1
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8.45pm Assembly was adjourned
9pm Assembly was resumed
Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Mary Delahunty
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
(v)

Updated Integrated Transport Strategy

9.10pm Cr Delahunty left the Assembly and re-entered at 9.15pm.
10.18pm Cr Taylor left the Assembly
(vi)

Quarterly Service Performance Report

10.22pm Cr Esakoff left the Assembly and re-entered at 10.24pm.
(vii)

Innovation and Continuous Improvement Quarterly update

(viii)

Corporate Health Dashboard – CEO report

10.43pm Cr Silver left the assembly and reentered at 10.45pm
10.44 Cr Athanasopoulos left the Assembly and reentered at 10.48pm
(ix)

General Business Part 2

Cr Sztrajt
- VCAT decision on Bethlehem hospital planning application
- Internship
Cr Magee
- Sportsground lighting – St Peters football club
- Aged Care
Director Community Wellbeing
- Dealing with difficult customer behaviour in libraries
11.18pm Cr Esakoff left the Assembly
Director Planning and Place
- VCAT decision on Bethlehem hospital planning application
Assembly finished at 11.23 pm
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Assembly of Councillors
15 May 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting commenced at 6.43PM.
A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos
Cr Clare Davey
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Joel Silver
Council Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Samantha Krull
Peter Swabey
Peter Jones
Aidan Mullen
Michelle Van Gerrevink
Janice Pouw

B.

Matters considered.
(i)

Apology – Cr Mary Delahunty

(ii)

NDIS Options for GESAC

(iii)

Food Waste Recycling Update and Next Steps

(iv)

Community Safety Committee Minutes

(v)

Draft Council papers for the 22 May 2018 Council Meeting comprising
11 officer reports together with standing items on the agenda.
-

Item 8.2 - Records of Assembly
Item 9.2 – Land Adjacent to 14 Doris Street, Murrumbeena
Item 9.3 – 45-47 Kangaroo Road & 33 Howe Street, Murrumbeena
Item 9.4 – VCAT Watch

7.46pm Cr Davey left Assembly
Item 9.5 – Elster Creek Catchment 2018 Action Plan Update
7.49pm Cr Davey entered Assembly
7.50pm Cr Esakoff left Assembly
Item 9.6 – Dockless Share Bikes
7.52 Cr Esakoff entered Assembly
-

Item 9.7 – Lease to Melbourne Racing Club – The Wedge
Item 9.8 – Community Engagement Strategy 2018-2021
1
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-

Item 9.9 – Road Management Plan (RMP) Amendment
Item 9.10 – Victorian Local Governance Association
Item 9.11 – Quarterly Services Performance Report
Item 9.12 – Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation
Item 9.13 – Administrative update to Delegations under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987
Item 11.1 Requests for reports from officers

General Business
Director Community Wellbeing
–
Volunteer recognition awards
Director Infrastructure, Environment and Leisure
–
Awards received for best cricket pitch – Caulfield Park best cricket
pitch 2017/18 season – best curator for 2 years
–
EE Gunn update
Cr Magee
–
Sportsground advertising
Cr Hyams
Mitchell Street Petition
Cr Esakoff
–
Delivery of GE News
Cr Silver
Request for signage

-

Item 9.1 – 13-15 Selwyn Street, Elsternwick

Assembly finished at 8.56pm
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Council Pre-Meeting
22 May 2018
Record under S 80 A (2)
Meeting Commenced at 6.44pm

A.

Present
Cr Tony Athanasopoulos, Mayor
Cr Clare Davey
Cr Margaret Esakoff
Cr Jamie Hyams
Cr Jim Magee
Cr Dan Sztrajt
Cr Nina Taylor
Apologies
Cr Mary Delahunty
Cr Joel Silver
Officers
Rebecca McKenzie, CEO
Ron Torres
Samantha Krull
Peter Jones
Peter Swabey
Janice Pouw

B.

Matters considered
1.

Item 9.1 – 13-15 Selwyn Street, Elsternwick

2.

Item 9.3– 45-47 Kangaroo Road and 33 Howe Street, Murrumbeena

3.

Item 9.12 – Administrative update to delegations under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987

4.

Item 11.1 – Requests for Reports from Officers
Cr Taylor – Sustainable Waste Removal Options for Multi-Tenanted Buildings

5.

Item 11.4 – Public Questions

6.

General Business
-

Director Community Wellbeing – Communications Strategy

-

Cr Magee – EE Gunn

-

Chief Executive Officer – Councillor Workshop

-

Cr Taylor – Update from MAV State Council meeting
Pre-meeting finished at 7.19pm
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9.

12 JUNE 2018

PRESENTATION OF OFFICERS REPORTS
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.10
9.11
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15

Submissions on the 2018/19 Draft Budget
Submissions Received on the 2018-2019 Draft Council and Community Plan
and Strategic Resource Plan
Integrated Transport Strategy
167 Bambra Road, Caulfield
23, 25 & 27 Prince Edward Avenue, McKinnon
VCAT Watch
Foundation for Youth Excellence Applications Council Recommendations
Quarter 2, 2018
Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021
Community Safety Plan
Council Procurement Policy – Annual Review
Biodiversity in Glen Eira
Administrative update to Delegations under the Planning and Environment Act
1987
Sale of Properties to Recover Unpaid Rates – 6 Properties
Financial Management Report for the Period Ending 30 April 2018
Appointment of Signatories for 2017-18 Financial Report
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9.1

SUBMISSIONS ON THE 2018/19 DRAFT BUDGET

Author:

John Vastianos, Chief Financial Officer

Trim No:

18/1132983

Attachments: 1.

2018-19 Draft Annual Budget - Public Submissions

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To receive submissions and comments on the proposed 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1989 (the ‘Act’).
RECOMMENDATION
That the 2018-19 budget public submissions be received and noted.
BACKGROUND
On 1 May 2018 Council resolved to give Public Notice of the proposed 2018-19 Draft
Budget.
Submissions have been circulated to Councillors (refer to Attachment 1). The purpose of this
item is to enable submitters to address Council in support of their submissions.
No decisions are required at this Meeting.
The 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget is scheduled to be submitted for adoption to the Special
Council Meeting of 26 June 2018.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
1.

The Rate Rise
The proposed budget is based on a rate increase of 2.25 per cent. This is in line with
the new Fair Go Rates System (FGRS) which has capped rates increases by
Victorian councils to the forecast movement of 2.25 per cent in line with the
forecasted Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the financial year 2018-19.
This is the third year of Victorian Councils operating under a rate cap. Previous year
caps were also based on forecast CPI and set at 2.0 per cent for 2017-18 and 2.5
per cent for 2016-17.
Council must manage the budget and long-term plan appropriately within the
constraints set by the State Government’s Rate Capping regime.
Council has elected not to apply to the Essential Services Commission (ESC) for a
rate cap variation in 2018-19.
The average rates per assessment for 2018-19 is estimated at $1,388.
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Infrastructure and Capital Works for the Community
In the 2018–19 Budget, Council has allocated funding of $36.23m for asset renewals,
upgrades and expansions. The capital works program includes, but is not limited to:
ß

Renewal Projects — this includes the renewal and upgrade of Council’s major
infrastructure assets, such as: road reconstruction; drainage improvement;
footpaths; local road resurfacing and carparks. Other renewals include: plant and
machinery;
furniture
and
equipment;
information
technology
and
telecommunications; and library collections ($21.46m).

ß

Major Projects — this includes design works for Carnegie Sports Precinct,
pavilion forward design works and construction ($1.56m).

ß

Strategic Projects — Activity Centre Streetscape Works, Structure Plan designs
at Elsternwick, Bentleigh and Carnegie and Integrated Transport Strategy
Implementation design ($2.87m).

ß

Community Facilities — comprises buildings and building improvements,
upgrade and renewal of community facilities; Municipal offices; sports facilities;
and pavilions ($2.72m).

ß

Community Safety — this includes safety projects: cross intersection, pedestrian
and safer speed limits; school safety; shopping centres; sustainable transport;
disabled parking upgrades and new footpaths ($965k).

ß

Recreation & Open Space — this includes open space initiatives; parks; playing
surfaces; and playground equipment ($4.1m).

ß

Sustainability — street lighting upgrade, installation of LED lights; park lighting
energy efficiency upgrade; and photovoltaic systems on council assets to
generate renewable energy ($2.56m).
Council officers in preparing the 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget, take into account
other plans and strategies in regard to services and initiatives which commit financial
and non-financial resources for the current financial year.

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The proposed budget details the resources required over the next year to fund the large
range of services we provide to the community. It also includes details of proposed capital
expenditure allocations to improve and renew our City’s physical infrastructure, buildings and
operational assets as well as funding proposals for a range of operating projects.
The key financial objectives for Council are:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Manage finances appropriately within the constraints set by the State Government’s
Rate Capping regime.
Renew and upgrade our ageing assets and community facilities.
Maintain essential services at not less than current levels.
Set fee increases that are manageable and sustainable.
Invest in continuous improvement, technology and other enablers to efficiency and
embrace customer outcomes.
Keep day-to-day costs manageable and rates below our peers.
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POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
ß

Budget - under section 127 of the Act, Council is required to prepare and adopt an
annual budget each financial year.

ß

Public Notice - under section 129 of the Act, as soon as practicable after a Council
has prepared a proposed budget or revised budget, the Council must give public
notice.

ß

Public Submissions - under section 223 of the Act, a person has a right to make a
submission on any proposal contained in the budget and any submission must be
considered before adoption of the budget by Council.

COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
ß

Budget Advertisements
The statutory notice was placed in The Age of 3 May 2018. Information was also
published in The Leader edition of the week of 7 May 2018.

ß

Information Session
A public information session was held on Monday, 21 May 2018 to provide an
overview of the 2018-19 Draft Annual Budget.

LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
That the 2018-19 Budget public submissions be received and noted.
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ATTACHMENT 1
PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED FOR 2018-19 DRAFT ANNUAL BUDGET
Budget Submission 1: from Joe Stosser

I wish to make a submission in relation to Glen Eira City Council's 2018-2019 Draft Annual
Budget .
My submission relates to the overall context of the draft Budget and its underlying explicit
and implicit assumptions.
It has been explained to me on several occasions recently that due to legislative
necessity the Council budget is drafted and published annually well before the over-arching
and inter-connected State & Federal budgets are finalised.
Therefore there are implicit assumptions sensitive to State & Federal budget changes that I
believe should be explicitly stated in the Council budget, including the legislated deadlines
that are not equally imposed on the State and Federal equivalents. I respectfully suggest that
many members of the public may be unaware of these factors.
Example:
Currently the State Government has announced a Budget, of which elements are being dripfed to the public in the months leading up to the next State election (a common and standard
practice irrespective of who is in power).
It is conceivable, indeed likely, that some of those elements to be announced will be of
material consequence to the draft Council Budget we are being asked to comment on.
I understand that our feedback cannot be delayed till the State & Federal budgets are
finalised, due to the legislated deadlines applicable to Local Government. Nevertheless, I
suggest that these risk factors and dependencies be explicitly stated in the draft Council
Budget, and that further public feedback opportunities be provided as the State & Federal
budgetary announcements filter through.
Even better long-term would be to advocate for re-alignment of budgetary deadlines so that
the State & Federal Budgets precede the Local Government deadline.
I applaud Council staff and Councillors for having an open, transparent and consultative
approach to this process, not just the budgetary content but also the external factors of
material significance to the draft Budget.
Well done.
Joe Stosser
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Budget Submission 2: Friends of Caulfield Park
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Budget Submission 3: from Glen Eira Bicycle Users Group Committee
Sent: Wednesday, 30 May 2018 9:09 AM
To: Glen Eira City Council
Subject: Budget Submission

Attention: Chief Financial Officer, Glen Eira City Council, PO Box 42 Caulfield South, 3162.
Dear Sir/Madam,
We have read through the proposed detailed 2018/2019 Glen Eira Budget and are
concerned that there appears to be very little money allocated to funding for bicycle
infrastructure and facilities. After trawling the entire document, there is only one reference to
bicycle funding, which is the provision of repair stations. As the peak body representing
bicycle users in the city of Glen Eira (Glen Eira Bicycle Users Group) we believe the repair
stations to be a very low priority compared to many other urgently required facilities that were
proposed in the previous Bicycle Strategy, but never implemented. Can we be assured that
the adoption of the Integrated Transport Strategy will include more funding for bicycle
infrastructure? If not, why has bicycle funding been decimated in this budget?
Yours sincerely,
Malcolm Dow
Elinor Knappert
Cathy McNaughton
Rachel Mackay
Glen Eira Bicycle Users Group Committee
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9.2

SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED ON THE 2018-2019 DRAFT COUNCIL AND
COMMUNITY PLAN AND STRATEGIC RESOURCE PLAN

Author:

Peter Jones, Director Community Wellbeing

Trim No:

18/1124335

Attachments: 1.

Attachment 1 - Public Notice of the draft Council and Community Plan,
Our 2018-2019 Commitments and Strategic Resource Plan

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To receive submissions on the Council and Community Plan 2017-2021 inclusive of the
2018-2019 Commitments and the Strategic Resource Plan 2018-19 to 2026-27 (SRP) in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1989 (the ‘Act’).
RECOMMENDATION
That Council note that no submissions were received for the draft Council and Community
Plan.
BACKGROUND
On 1 May 2018 Council resolved to give Public Notice of the draft Council and Community
Plan 2017-2021 (including the SRP). The statutory notice was placed in The Age of 3 May
2018 (Attachment 1).
The purpose of this item is to enable submitters to address Council in support of their
submissions.
No decisions are required at this meeting.
The Council and Community Plan 2017-2021 (including the Draft Strategic Resource Plan
2018-19 to 2026-27) is scheduled to be submitted for adoption to the Special Council
Meeting of 26 June 2018.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
In 2016 a comprehensive community consultation process was undertaken to determine the
issues and themes to be addressed in the Council and Community Plan. In addition to this
targeted consultation, other community consultations throughout 2016, demographic data
and key government and social policies informed the development of the Council and
Community Plan 2017-2021.
Public consultation of the Council and Community Plan 2017-2021 (including the SRP) was
advertised in The Age, the Caulfield Leader, the Moorabbin Leader and on Council’s
website.
An electronic copy of the draft Council and Community Plan was placed on Council’s
website and hard copies made available in the Service Centre, Glen Eira libraries, Senior
Citizen Centres, Maternal and Child Health Centres, Youth Services and Glen Eira Sports
and Aquatic Centre. All submissions received have been attached to this report.
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FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The 2017-2021 Council and Community Plan is the Council’s primary strategic document for
the next three years. The Strategic Resource Plan 2018-19 to 2026-27 outlines Council’s
financial direction for the next ten years.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Public Notice of the Council and Community Plan (which constitutes “the Council Plan”
pursuant to s125 of the Local Government Act 1989) is required by Sections 125 (3) and 223
of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act).
Under section 223 of the Act, a person has a right to make a submission on any proposal
contained in “the Council Plan” and any submission must be considered before adoption of
the Council Plan by Council.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Public Notice of the draft Council and Community Plan was advertised in the Age newspaper
on 3 May 2018 (Attachment 1).
As noted above, extensive opportunity has been provided to the community to provide
feedback on the draft Council and Community Plan.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
That Council note that no submissions were received regarding the draft Council and
Community Plan 2017-2021 including the draft Strategic Resource Plan 2018-19 to 2026-27.
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9.3

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY

Author:

Mathew Bonomi, Coordinator Transport and Place Design

Trim No:

18/1112427

Attachments: 1.

Integrated Transport Strategy 2018-2031

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to seek Council adoption of the Integrated Transport Strategy.
The Integrated Transport Strategy (ITS) will act as a high-level strategic document. It will
provide a cohesive transport framework that integrates with the land use planning framework
and the collective vision set by Council’s structure planning program. Importantly, the
Strategy will also be used to guide improvement decisions for the transport system within the
City of Glen Eira, and meet the municipality’s need to plan for growth and change
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Adopts the Integrated Transport Strategy 2018-2031

BACKGROUND
The development of an Integrated Transport Strategy is an adopted Council action as part of
the Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017-2021. It is also a key deliverable in the
Sustainable Transport Action Plan 2015-2017 which states to “develop a strategic and
holistic Transport Strategy to assist in planning and advocating for integrated transport
outcomes related to sustainable transport, public transport, parking, land use planning and
development.”
Fundamentally transport is for people and a range of travel options is needed to suit our
busy lives. Individual travel decisions are influenced by a range of economic, physical, social
and psychological factors and these decisions change regularly based on time of the day,
season and need.
In recent times, Melbourne has experienced widespread growth in population and our
transport system is struggling to cope with this increasing demand.
Like many inner-city areas, Glen Eira is now reaching a critical tipping point, where the
existing road network can no longer provide an easy, smooth run for vehicles that have
historically made driving the more attractive option.
Glen Eira is one of the highest commuting councils in the state with approximately 80 per
cent of our residents working outside of Glen Eira and 66 per cent commuting to work by car.
It is clear that many of our residents are regularly stuck in traffic, which can be unproductive,
frustrating and stressful.
Additionally, Infrastructure Victoria has predicted that by 2030, congestion will cost every
Melbourne resident $1,700 a year.
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Council’s adopted Activity Centre, Housing and Local Economy Strategy outlines a plan to
accommodate an additional 9,000 dwellings in Glen Eira (between 2016–2031). If the
current car ownership rate of 1.6 cars per dwelling is applied to these projected dwellings, it
is expected that Glen Eira’s residents will own an additional 14,400 cars by 2031.
If the current rate of car commuting is applied to the projected growth in the working
population, it is expected that 61,200 of Glen Eira’s residents will commute by car in 2031,
which is an additional 8,400 residents commuting by car compared to 2016 figures (Glen
Eira Transport Data Review, SGS 2018).
Put simply, an increase of vehicles on our fixed road network will lead to an increase of
congestion and parking concerns.
A goal has been established to ‘strive for a 50:50 mode share of car and non-car trips by
2031’. To achieve this goal, the Strategy needs to identify ways to reduce car use by
transitioning 980 private vehicle commuters onto other modes every year for the next 15
years (to account for the projected population growth).
The draft Integrated Transport Strategy sets out a range of projects, policies, pilots and
advocacy items that will work to address the increasing congestion and parking concerns
facing the Glen Eira community and wider Melbourne.
Whilst acknowledging this need to change our current travel behaviours, it is important to
note that vehicles will remain (for the foreseeable future) as the predominant means by
which our residents access goods, services, employment and recreation. As such we need
to carefully plan for all users and undertake comprehensive engagement with all affected
stakeholders on all new projects and pilots.
The ITS will work to address these key issues in the following two ways:
1.
Increase efficiency on key driving routes
Identify the best routes to improve traffic flow and move our car commuters around our city
as smoothly as possible.
2.
Increase walking, cycling and public transport trips
Encourage the increase of non-car trips (walking, cycling, public transport and working from
home) by making these options as safe, convenient, fast and attractive as possible.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Premium Corridors
The Strategy establishes a network of new ‘premium transport corridors’ across Glen Eira,
outlining which route is best suited to the key transport modes of car, bike, tram/bus and
walking. This approach supports the best suited transport mode on a street by street basis,
whilst not prohibiting alternative modes.
The creation of a new ‘premium vehicular’ network through Glen Eira seeks to address the
concerns of peak congestion for our community, by identifying ways to improve traffic flows
along these routes.
Additionally, in order to meet the 50 per cent mode-share target, improvements for ‘premium’
bike, tram/bus and walking routes have also been identified.
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The identification of premium routes has taken into account the existing conditions along the
route. For example, an ideal premium vehicular route would avoid a road corridor with many
school zones which slow down traffic, however this slower moving traffic would provide an
ideal environment for a premium cycling route.
Importantly, identification of a ‘premium’ mode along these routes does not preclude
infrastructure and services for other modes also occurring along these routes. This approach
in identifying and allocating ‘premium’ corridor networks is considered new and is hoped will
put Glen Eira at the forefront of transport planning.
Precinct Design
The areas between the transport corridors are our neighbourhoods and local streets. These
are the areas where our residents live, shop and enjoy leisure activities. Our local streets
make up a significant portion of our public spaces and are significant places in their own
right. The look and feel of these streets defines how our neighbourhoods and local activity
centres function.
The following three place types have been developed:
1. Child friendly neighbourhoods
These precincts should provide opportunities for diverse experiences and encourage people
to spend time engaging in social and recreational activities. All streets should be
fundamentally safe for everyone.
2. Safe school zones
With a strong focus on accessibility and safety for all users, these zones should provide for a
range of safe travel options while not impacting on the amenity of nearby residents.
3. Walkable activity centres.
Attractive and exciting destinations that encourage residents and visitors to visit, shop and
stay within these precincts, rather than driving to a regional shopping centre. These streets
should be designed to balance the needs of the diverse users in order to create an
environment that ensures access, safety, comfort and enjoyment for everyone.
Actions
To achieve the goal of a 50:50 mode share by 2031, a range of policies, pilot programs and
projects have been identified.
Generally speaking the following categories have been applied:
· Policy: a Council position to influence others.
· Project: a physical improvement that can be delivered by Council.
· Pilot: a new idea, which can be explored and analysed through delivery.
Differing from business as usual typical transport strategies that focus on individual modes,
this strategy seeks to solve existing issues and increase liveability and amenity for all
residents and visitors to Glen Eira. The actions within this strategy have been developed
with a place based user first approach.
Advocacy
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It is clear that with the increasing demands put on Melbourne’s transport system, public
transport will be required to shoulder the bulk of the growth in the future. All levels of
government will need to work together to develop feasible alternatives to car travel.
As such, this strategy identifies four key transport infrastructure improvements that would
support the transition onto non-car modes. These projects are City defining, once in a
generation projects that will have lasting benefits for Glen Eira and wider Melbourne.
The four projects are:
∑
∑
∑
∑

New light rail services;
A new premium bus service in East Bentleigh;
Premium cycling infrastructure along key arterial roads; and
Significant upgrades to Caulfield Station and its wider precinct with the removal of
remaining level crossings.

Consultation
Council recently exhibited a draft Strategy for community and stakeholder feedback. A total
of 33 online submissions, 11 email submissions, and five Facebook submissions were
received.
As well as consultation with Glen Eira residents, officers met with the following key
stakeholders, including:
∑ VicRoads;
∑ Transport for Victoria;
∑ the Glen Eira Bicycle Users Group;
∑ the Strategic Transport Advisory Committee;
∑ Bicycle Network;
∑ neighbouring councils; and
∑ the Transport Reference Group made up of Glen Eira community members.
Some of the key points for consideration raised by the community included:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Strong support for protected bike lanes and cycle infrastructure. Some suggestion of
additional/alternative locations including North Rd, Kooyong Rd, Glen Eira Rd,
Neerim Rd, Jasper Rd, Gardenvale Rd, Glenhuntly Rd and Queens Avenue.
The Strategy should have a focus on connecting walking/cycling paths with parks
and recreation facilities and across Council borders.
Increased and better connected public transport network.
Ensuring safety for all road users.
A high level of general support for the Strategy.

Supporting Evidence

∑

Infrastructure Victoria – Tackling Congestion (State Government)

Infrastructure Victoria’s recent report FIVE-YEAR FOCUS ‘Immediate actions to tackle
congestion’ found that one-in-three peak period drivers could change their mode of travel.
This report also detailed a range of meaningful interventions that would make tangible
changes to improve the congestion felt by all Melbournians. The report focused on the
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reallocation of road space to prioritise efficient movement which is essential to managing
competing interests for limited road space. The report identified that:
1.

Targeted active transport investments will be needed to help ease pressure on roads
and public transport. This includes creating high quality new cycling infrastructure that
connects key destinations and promotes commuter and local cycling trips.

2.

Overhauling the current bus services within areas that don’t have access to train
stations is required. It is reported that up to 40 per cent of the current bus system is
underperforming.

3.

There are parts of Melbourne where travelling by private vehicles are the most efficient
way for people to get around. In these locations improving road connectivity is
recommended to ensure these car trips occur as efficiently as possible.

∑

SGS Economics and Planning – Glen Eira Transport Data Review

Council recently commissioned a report to a review the Census Data and evaluate the
actions recommended within the Integrated Transport Strategy. SGS found that to achieve
the 50:50 goal Council should focus its efforts on:
4.

Advocacy for new and improved public transport in areas that are identified as lacking
options.

5.

Focus on employment and office development within major activity centres and
strategic sites.

6.

Support and promote increased dwelling density at key transport hubs.

Implementation
As detailed in section 4 of the ITS, Council will implement a range of actions to better
integrate transport and land use and achieve the goal of a 50:50 mode share of car and noncar trips by 2031.
An Implementation Plan has been developed and will be reviewed every five years to ensure
that the actions remain relevant and to ensure we are moving towards achieving the stated
goal. This will allow the identification of any new actions that may be required to address
emerging transport technologies and provide an opportunity to incorporate any actions or
objectives arising from future Council Plans.
Year

Action

2017/18

Adopt Integrated Transport Strategy

2018/19

PILOT 1. Child Friendly Neighbourhood

2018/19

Develop Parking Policy

2018/19

Develop Street Design Guidelines

2018/19

Advocate and collaborate with State Government on feasibility
studies for new light rail connections from Caulfield to Monash and
a new premium bus service to within East Bentleigh

2019/20

PILOT 2. Safe Cycling Street

2019/20

PILOT 3. Safe School Zone

2020/21

Develop Transport Data Implementation Plan
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2021/22

PILOT 4. Transport Corridor Improvement

2021/22

Evaluate and Review Integrated Transport Strategy

2021/22

Develop New 5 Year Transport Action Plan 2023-28

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
N/A
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
The Integrated Transport Strategy will provide a strategic basis for the development of
transport and parking policy and projects throughout the municipality.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
On-going meaningful engagement with all key stakeholders will be an important aspect of
implementing the actions within this strategy.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Two: Accessible and Well Connected
A City that is easy to move around, full of safe travel options and walkable neighbourhoods.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
Council has the challenging task of creating an environment that accommodates the future
growth of Glen Eira whilst maintaining the high liveability standards that the residents
currently experience.
As such is it important to implement the full range of actions set out in the Integrated
Transport Strategy that will work to address the increasing congestion and parking concerns
facing the Glen Eira community and wider Melbourne.
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INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS
STRATEGY?

>> provide a planning policy link between the Glen
Eira Council and Community Plan 2017–2021
and State Government’s Plan Melbourne;

Glen Eira is forecast to grow by 22,000 people,
9,000 dwellings and 9,500 jobs over the next 15
years. This Integrated Transport Strategy aims to set
our priorities for transport, aligned with our 15-year
vision for the future of transport in Glen Eira.

>> guide strategic context for future structure
plans;
>> provide clear policy direction for the
municipality;
>> replace existing Council strategies (Sustainable
Transport Strategy, Walking Strategy and Cycling
Strategy); and

This Strategy intends to:
>> provide the strategic context to update
Council’s Municipal Strategic Statement;

>> provide direction for upcoming strategies (see
diagram below).

GLEN EIRA COUNCIL
AND COMMUNITY PLAN

PLAN MELBOURNE

TRANSPORT AND ECONOMIC
EXPERT ANALYSIS
COMMUNITY CONSULATION

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY

Transport Forum 2016
>> 47 attendees
Council and Community Plan
consultation 2016
>> 500 telephone surveys
>> 150 community meeting attendees
Tell us what you love about your
shopping strip 2016–17
>> 2,142 survey responses

INTEGRATED
TRANSPORT
STRATEGY

MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC
HEALTH AND
WELLBEING
PLAN

Integrated Transport Strategy
>> Key concerns and solutions: 89
submissions
>> Draft Strategy: 49 submissions

GLEN EIRA
COMMUNITY
SAFETY PLAN
2018–22

REVISED
OPEN SPACE
STRATEGY

GLEN EIRA
PARKING
POLICY AND
CAR SHARE
POLICY

4
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ACTIVITY
CENTRE,
HOUSING
AND LOCAL
ECONOMY
STRATEGY

HOW WAS THIS STRATEGY
DEVELOPED?

Transport will be central to achieving Council’s
broader policy direction as outlined in Council’s Glen
Eira Council and Community Plan:

This Strategy has been informed by expert analysis,
community and key stakeholder feedback, as well
as a review of trends occurring across metropolitan
Melbourne.

1. Liveable and well designed
We are committed to Glen Eira being a well designed
City that is safe, attractive and vibrant for our
residents and businesses.

We have incorporated feedback received through
various community consultations (refer to diagram
on page 4).

2. Accessible and well connected

To inform this Strategy, background papers have been
prepared, including:

Aspire to create neighbourhoods where people can
access the goods and services they need, within 20
minutes of where they live, travelling by foot, bicycle
or public transport.

>> Integrated Transport Strategy Background Data
Report;
>> Integrated Transport Strategy Case Study Report;
>> Integrated Transport Strategy Transport Corridor
Analysis; and

3. Safe, healthy and inclusive
We are committed to being a community that is
safe, healthy and inclusive. Our aim is to help people
feel socially included, with access to quality support
services. We will build a social environment that
encourages participation, where people feel safe in
their homes and around our streets.

>> Integrated Transport Strategy Round One
Community Engagement Summary Report.
These documents can be found at www.gleneira.
gov.vic.au

To enable us to make better use of our existing
infrastructure, we need to support a range of travel
options for each journey.
Encouraging and facilitating active travel and public
transport options will be the key to reducing
unnecessary car trips. The benefits of this are:
>> freeing up road space and parking for those
who need to use it;
>> reduced congestion and improved safety for
children, particularly around schools and
activity centres;
>> increased productivity with less time spent in
traffic; and
>> improved health and wellbeing through active
travel modes.

5
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BACKGROUND
In recent times, Melbourne has experienced
widespread growth in population, which has seen
an increase of cars on our roads, overcrowded
trains and a heightened community concern
regarding the ability for our transport system to
cope.

Glen Eira like many inner city areas, is fast
approaching a critical tipping point, where the
existing road network can no longer provide an
easy run for vehicles that have historically made
driving attractive. It is predicted that:
>> There will be an estimated 3.5 million extra
trips daily across Melbourne’s transport
network in 2030.
>> By 2030, time spent on congested roads across
Melbourne will increase by 20 per cent.

1

>> More than a third of morning peak trips
have either the CBD or Monash National
Innovation and Employment Cluster as their
destination.

MELBOURNE
CBD

MONASH NATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT
CLUSTER

2
Source: data from Infrastructure Victoria

6
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We know that for many people, driving is the only option, with this in mind we aim to make alternative
transport modes more attractive to those who can travel in other ways.
This Strategy seeks to strive for a 50:50 mode share of car and non-car trips by 2031 this will be
achieved by:
Increase walking, cycling and public
transport trips

Benefits:

Increase the use of non-car alternatives where
appropriate (walking, cycling, public transport
and working from home) by making these
options as safe, convenient, fast and attractive
as possible.
Increase efficiency on key driving routes
Improve traffic flow on key routes in order
to move our car commuters around our
City as smoothly as possible and facilitate
prioritisation of public transport on alternate
routes.

reduce travel times
and congestion

better health

P

$

decline in parking
issues

economic
savings

OUR GOAL:

non-car trips

STRIVE FOR A 50:50 MODE SHARE OF
CAR AND NON-CAR TRIPS BY 2031

34

Mode share
shifts

Development
changes

Demographic
changes

current

Economic
activity

New transport
infrastructure

Policy
initiatives

50
2031
7
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PRINCIPLES
VISION — Integrated Transport Strategy 2018–2031

Glen Eira will be a City of child friendly neighbourhoods that are connected to a
network of vibrant and well designed walkable activity centres. The community will have
a range of travel options to service their daily needs. This Strategy aims to reduce car
use to 50 per cent of all trips.

1

Transport is for people — a
range of options is needed to
suit our busy lives

4

Individual travel decisions are influenced by a range
of economic, physical, social and psychological
factors and these decisions can change daily.

2

The provision of parking is required as motor
vehicles, in particular private motor vehicles,
will remain for the foreseeable future as the
predominant means by which people access goods,
services, employment and recreation.

The majority of the community
currently relies on the car to
undertake their daily activities

5

The car plays an important role in the way in which
the majority of the Glen Eira community travels on a
daily basis. The 2016 ABS Census reports 61.1 per cent
of the Glen Eira community travels to work by car as
a driver or passenger (an increase of 2.3 per cent from
2011).

3

Parking will continue to play an
important role and complement
our transport system

Continued growth of car use
will contribute to further traffic
congestion and parking concerns

This growth is unsustainable and as Glen Eira
is a middle/inner ring municipality with limited
opportunity to increase road capacity, continuing
along the trend of increasing car numbers will
ultimately lead to a critical tipping point where car
travel is no longer an efficient travel choice.
10
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Not all residents within Glen
Eira experience the same
access to transport

Glen Eira is a diverse municipality and across the
City residents have significantly different levels of
transport accessibility.

6

Peak hour travel movements
should be as efficient and fast
as possible

Council owns and maintains all non-arterial roads
within the municipality. These roads provide an
opportunity for Council to prioritise and plan
for the most appropriate and desired road user
outcomes.

SE CT ION 2.0
1.0

7

Our streets are the defining
feature of our neighbourhoods

Our local streets make up a significant portion of
our public spaces and the look and feel defines
our neighbourhoods. Streets and routes are and
should be treated as important public spaces. We
should ensure that these spaces enable safe access
for all users.

8

Car alternatives can improve our
health and the environment

By encouraging residents and visitors to choose
more sustainable methods of travels such as
walking, cycling, carpooling and taking public
transport, we aim to reduce congestion, improve
air quality, improve our health and save money.

9

The future presents significant
changes and opportunities to
reimagine how we move around

The near future will likely see another once-in-acentury paradigm shift where the transport system
will realign with a strong user-first focus; need
to be more flexible; and adapt to a fast changing
technological environment.

11
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TRAIN PRECINCT

By analysing the City of Glen Eira and relevant
transport ABS data, it is apparent that we have
a City with diverse levels of public transport
accessibility. If we look at the City in relation to
walking distances to public transport, we can see a
clear distinction of four precincts.

The neighbourhoods are located within walking
distance to the train network (Frankston Line and
Cranbourne Dandenong Line). The suburbs include:
Ormond, McKinnon, Bentleigh, Carnegie and
Murrumbeena.

TRAIN AND TRAM PRECINCT

BUS PRECINCT

The neighbourhoods located within the northern
half of Glen Eira experience excellent access to
public transport with access to all three tiers (train,
tram and bus). The suburbs include Elsternwick,
Ripponlea, Gardenvale, St Kilda East, Glen Huntly
and around Caulfield Station.

The neighbourhoods located within the southeastern quarter of Glen Eira experience relatively
poor access to public transport, with access to
a limited bus network only. The suburbs include
Bentleigh East, East Village and the southern parts of
Carnegie and Murrumbeena.

TRAM PRECINCT
The neighbourhoods located within the northern
half of Glen Eira experience good access to public
transport but are not located within walking
distances to a train station. The suburbs include
Caulfield South and around Caulfield Park.

The 2016 ABS Census data below shows that residents living close to greater public transport options are
less likely to use and own a car. This data shows that aligning key Council policies on development and
parking within these four precincts can assist in reducing car use and meeting the 50 per cent car trip
target.

Car ownership rates
Glen Eira
1.6 cars per dwelling
Train and tram Train
Precinct
1.3
1.5
House
1.8
1.9
Semi-detached house 1.3
1.3
Apartment
1.0
1.0

Tram
1.6
2.0
1.5
1.1

Bus
1.7
2.0
1.6
1.4

Car ownership calculations are based on the 2016 ABS data — for further information, refer to Council’s
Integrated Transport Strategy Background Data Report.
15
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INTEGRATED TRANSPORT STRATEGY FRAMEWORK
Council owns and manages the majority of the
street network within the municipality with the
exception of arterial roads, which are owned and
maintained by VicRoads.

The following four premium transit corridors have
been developed:
>> efficient driving routes;
>> express public transport routes;
>> safe cycling streets; and

The allocation of road space within these streets is
the responsibility of Local Government.

>> great walking and shopping streets.
Each of these mode-based street types detailed
on pages 18–21 have a purpose; set of conditions
for success and possible improvements; and an
individual network map based on the transport
corridor assessment. For further information, refer
to Council’s Transport Corridors Analysis Background
Report.

The current approach to street design attempts
to balance the needs of all users on all streets, this
regularly leads to ineffective outcomes.
Council should set the future direction and
preferred uses for these streets. By taking a
range of external factors into account (including
road widths; local area destinations; and existing
connection and function) to determine the best
and highest use for the limited road space within
the municipality.

16
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EFFICIENT DRIVING ROUTES
An efficient driving route is a road or street that aims to ensure the movement of vehicle traffic is as
effective as possible.

KEY ROUTES
>> Nepean Highway
>> Dandenong Road
>> South Road
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POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS

To increase the efficiency of our driving routes, possible improvements may include:
>> creating clearways to enable multiple trafficable lanes in peak hours;
>> removal of level crossings;
>> banning or reducing right hand turns;
>> consistent sign posted speed limits;
>> creation of turning-only lanes; and
>> better phased traffic signals for free flow of traffic.
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EXPRESS PUBLIC TRANSPORT ROUTES
An express public transport route is a road or street that aims to prioritise the movement of trams or buses.
These modes are the most efficient at moving large amounts of people quickly within limited road space.

KEY ROUTES
>> Dandenong Road
>> Nepean Highway
>> Balaclava Road
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POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
To increase the effectiveness of our public transport routes, possible improvements may include:
>> separating the service — for example, a bus-only lane or removal of cars from the tram lane;
>> prioritising the service — for example, creation of clearways in peak hours;
>> programming of traffic signals to prioritise bus movements through intersections;
>> construction of accessible tram stops with high quality shelters and signage;
>> improving connections between train stations and interchange facilities; and/or
>> exploring the reinstatement of lost street parking where appropriate.
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SAFE CYCLING STREETS
A safe cycling street is a road or street that aims to enable cycling as a legitimate transport mode choice.
These streets foster a safe environment for people of all abilities to cycle safely between destinations.

KEY ROUTES
>> Inkerman Road
>> Orrong Road
>> Bambra Road
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POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
To increase the safety of our cycling streets, possible improvements may include:
>> construction of separated, safe bike paths;
>> continuation of all bike lanes through intersections;
>> minimising car movements across bike lanes at traffic signals;
>> consistently reduce vehicle speeds along roads;
>> ensuring lighting is of a high standard along full length of the streets; and/or
>> exploring the reinstatement of lost street parking where appropriate.
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GREAT WALKING AND SHOPPING STREETS
A great walking and shopping street is a road or street that aims to enable the movement of people for the
purpose of walking, shopping and experiencing our activity centres and public places.

KEY STREETS
>> Centre Road
>> Glenhuntly Road
>> McKinnon Road
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POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
To improve the experience of our walking and shopping streets, possible improvements may include:
>> pedestrian priority at all side street intersections;
>> investigate road closures and shared zones in key locations to improve the pedestrian network;
>> planting high quality canopy trees along roads;
>> ensuring high quality lighting along length of the roads;
>> improving traffic signals to prioritise pedestrians; and/or
>> developing destinational, high value public spaces.
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PLACES
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The areas between the transport corridors are our
neighbourhoods and local streets. These are the
areas where our residents live, shop and recreate.

The following three place types have been
developed:
>> child friendly neighbourhoods;
>> safe school zones; and

Our local streets make up a significant portion
of our public spaces and are significant places in
their own right. The look and feel of these streets
defines how our neighbourhoods and local activity
centres function.

>> walkable activity centres.
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CHILD FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD
Child friendly residential streets should provide opportunities for diverse experiences and encourage
people to spend time engaging in social and recreational activities. All streets should be fundamentally safe
for everyone.

KEY OBJECTIVES
>> Create safe residential streets that encourage
walking and social interaction.

>> Reduce unnecessary ‘rat running’ within local
streets.

>> Design streets where pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles can co-exist safely.

KEY ELEMENTS

1

Introduce pedestrian crossing facilities at each
boundary road.

2

Explore altering the local traffic network to
create additional public spaces.

3

Create safe local connections with regional safe
cycling streets.
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4

Explore the potential for one-way streets.

5

Implement internal traffic calming and additional
tree planting.

6

Improve lighting.
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1
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SAFE SCHOOL ZONES
Safe school zones have a strong focus on accessibility and safety for all users. These zones should provide
for a range of safe travel options while not impacting on the amenity of nearby residents.

KEY OBJECTIVES
>> Provide an environment that encourages active
and independent travel.

>> Ensure existing and future amenity of the area
when designing movement around a school
zone is protected and enhanced.

KEY ELEMENTS

1

Create high pedestrian safety zones around
the school with wide footpaths and raised
pedestrian crossings and high quality lighting to
ensure slow vehicle speeds.

2

Provide vehicle drop-off areas in locations
that do not affect safety of school users or
residential amenity.

3

Explore altering the traffic network and
temporary road closures to create safe and
inviting forecourts into schools.
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4

Reduce speed limits within pedestrian safety
zones.

5

Provide high quality bike parking within school
zones.

6

Create high quality walking streets linking
vehicle drop-off areas with school entrances.

7

Create safe local connections with regional safe
cycling streets.

8

Provide protected zones for school children
during pick-up and drop-off.
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WALKABLE ACTIVITY CENTRE
A walkable activity centre is an attractive and exciting destination that encourages residents and visitors to
visit, shop and stay within these precincts, rather than driving to a regional shopping centre. These streets
should be designed to balance the needs of the diverse users in order to create an environment that
ensures access, safety, comfort and enjoyment for everyone.

KEY OBJECTIVES
>> Ensure appropriate parking is provided in
suitable locations to support the economic
vitality of the shopping strip.

>> Provide a safe and comfortable walking
environment during the day and night and
create attractive places that people want to
visit and linger longer.

KEY ELEMENTS

1
2

Widen footpaths to encourage street trading
activities.
Provide consolidated parking close to key
driving routes and interactive wayfinding
signage.

3

Provide adequate public facilities, such as
toilets, seats and drinking fountains.

4

Explore opportunities to implement shared
zones and road closures to create high quality
civic spaces.
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5

Create high quality pedestrian networks.

6

Provide safe, high quality connections between
key destinations and public transport nodes.

7

Provide needs-based and short-term parking
spread throughout the centre.

8

Create safe local connections with regional safe
cycling streets.

9

Explore the reinstatement of lost street parking
where required.
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POLICIES, PROJECTS
AND PILOTS
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As Melbourne’s population has grown so has
our car usage and our community has clearly
expressed that traffic congestion and parking are
real problems in our City. Like many inner city
areas, we have now reached a critical tipping point,
where the existing road network can no longer
provide an easy, smooth run for vehicles.

To achieve this 50:50 mode split by 2031 in
Glen Eira, this Strategy aims to reduce car use by
transitioning approximately 980 car commuters
to other modes every year for the next 13 years
(accounting for the projected population growth).
This Strategy sets out a range of policies, pilot
programs and projects that will enhance livability
for all residents and ensure we move towards a
better transport system that will reduce traffic
congestion and parking issues.
31
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1.0 PLACES
The continued growth of our City presents the
opportunity to change how we plan for this growth
in our neighbourhoods, as well as the look and
feel by making them more sustainable and peoplecentered places.

POLICY 1.2
Focus employment and office
development within major activity
centres and strategic sites
The residential density of Glen Eira is relatively
high by metropolitan standards and increasing,
however the corresponding number of local jobs
is low.

Our streets make up a significant portion of our
public spaces and can become significant places in
their own right. The look and feel of these streets
defines how our neighbourhoods function.
Refer to the Places section (see pages 23–29) of this
Strategy for details on the three key types of places
that make up our City.

POLICY 1.1
Support and promote increased dwelling
density at key transport hubs

Employment opportunities should be focused in
areas of existing retail and commercial activity
with access to transport modes and links.
Opportunities to address this and create
employment clusters need to be factored into
any consideration of underutilised sites.

EVIDENCE
>> The number of local job opportunities within
Glen Eira is low when compared with other
municipalities.

Transit-Oriented Development refers to a
development that is located on or adjacent to a
high quality public transport node. The residents
of these developments experience high quality
public transport access, good walkability and
mixed land uses.

>> Only 21.3 per cent of working residents are
employed within the municipality, making Glen
Eira the fifth lowest council across Melbourne to
locally employ its own residents.
>> Comparable councils such as Bayside and
Boroondara have rates in the range of 26.2 to
26.4 per cent.

Transit-Oriented Development is a key direction
to realising the 20-minute-city concept adopted
by direction 5.1 in the State Government’s Plan
Melbourne strategy.

EVIDENCE
>> Council’s Activity Centre, Housing and Local
Economy Strategy identifies where the major
focus for scale and density of housing should
occur within the municipality.
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CASE STUDIES
Perth City Link — Transit Oriented
Development

PILOT 1.1
Design neighbourhood streets that
balance the needs of diverse users in
order to create an environment that
ensures access, safety, comfort and
enjoyment for everyone

Perth City Link is an urban renewal project
managed by the Metropolitan Redevelopment
Authority with the aim of reconnecting the
Perth CBD with the northern neighbourhood
of Northbridge. By sinking the railway line and
Wellington Street bus station, the project aims
to create a 13.5 hectare space for residential and
commercial uses.

Council will plan, design and implement a pilot
concept design for a Glen Eira neighbourhood
with the goal of creating safe and comfortable
local community spaces.

It is expected the area will be transformed
with quality designed buildings, inviting public
spaces, improved connections across the city and
creating homes for 3,000 new residents.

PILOT 1.2
Work with a school to develop new
ways to encourage behavioural changes
and reduce the reliance on car-based
transport

Barcelona superblocks
In 2015, selected neighbourhoods in Barcelona,
Spain were converted to a superblock to test and
pilot a new urban design initiative to encourage
walking, cycling and neighbourhood safety.

Work with a local school and neighbourhood to
implement a pilot safe school zone, as identified
in the Places section of this Strategy.

In order to create a superblock, select streets
were cut off to through-traffic and four new
public squares of 2,000m2 each were created.

Implementing a safe school zone will promote
accessibility and safety for all users and drive
behavioural change within the school community,
towards making riding and walking to school
normal for all children once again.

The concept works by limiting the number of
roads that cars can use to cross the city. Through
traffic is permitted only on roads around the
perimeter of each superblock, where new bus
lines are installed. The streets within the block
have a low speed limit and allow access only for
local residents, delivery vehicles and emergency
services.

PROJECT 1.1
Develop Street Design Guidelines
Street Design Guidelines offer a set of principles
and aspirations to help guide and support the
appropriate development of current and future
streets within the municipality.

Once this system is in place, the less
car-encumbered streets are redesigned, extending
pedestrian space and allowing for amenities, such
as playgrounds and cycling links.

A focus of the Guidelines is to design for safety
and mobility while treating streets as public
spaces.
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2.0 PEOPLE
Transport is fundamental for people, therefore a
range of transport options is needed to suit our
busy lives.

POLICY 2.2
Plan for all members of the community
and ensure universal design principles
are embedded into all projects, policies
and programs

Individual travel decisions are influenced by a range
of economic, physical, social and psychological
factors and these decisions can change daily.

Universal design is the design of products and
environments for use by all people in an equal
manner. All projects, policies and programs
should be designed to ensure universal design
principles are embedded within the early stages.

Initial community consultation has demonstrated
that our community members have differing needs
and wants when it comes to how they travel now
and into the future. They want the freedom to
choose from a range of options to meet their daily
travel needs.

Many Australians will experience a form of
disability at some stage of their lives as a part of
the normal human life cycle. Physical and nonphysical barriers within the built environment
can have a substantial impact on freedom of
movement and access.

POLICY 2.1
Ensure meaningful engagement with the
community and involve the community
and stakeholders in all transport projects

Council should work towards achieving a fully
accessible and inclusive municipality where all
residents have equitable access to goods and
services.

Ensure all transport projects include best
practice community and stakeholder engagement
during the project scoping and inception stages.
Community feedback received throughout the
development of this Strategy and other work
completed by Council has made it clear that our
residents are engaged and informed.

POLICY 2.3
Collaborate with neighbouring councils
to achieve high quality transport
outcomes

As such it is important to ensure all transport
projects include significant and meaningful
community and stakeholder engagement.

Undertake an audit of all existing bicycle parking
facilities across the municipality, including at all
Council facilities, parks and key destinations. This
will direct where Council should install more
bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities, such as
storage and change facilities.
Additionally, Council should advocate for bicycle
parking and end-of-trip facilities at train stations
and other non-Council locations as identified.
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CASE STUDIES
Neighbourhood Project — CoDesign
Studio
The Neighbourhood Project aims to help
communities bring different projects to life as
well as working with Local Government to help
embed lasting changes that support active and
inclusive neighbourhoods. The aim is to also build
capacity in the community.
The first round of projects involved three
councils: Hobsons Bay City Council, City of
Whitehorse and Cardinia Shire Council. A variety
of community-led projects have emerged from
the program allowing the community to take
ownership of the plan and direction of their
neighbourhood projects.
Originally developed as temporary projects, many
are now being implemented permanently due to
their success.

Yarra Trams Accessibility Action Plan
Yarra Trams has led the way in developing an
Accessibility Action Plan to adapt and improve the
service delivery for all users of the network.
Yarra Trams has a vision to transform Melbourne’s
tram network into a modern light rail system
offering world-class services to all passengers.
An important part of this vision is providing a
network that is accessible to everyone and a
positive customer experience for people with a
disability or mobility restriction and older people.
Plans include an accessible-only low floor tram
fleet and increased accessible tram stops at all
major destinations.
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3.0 MOVEMENT
Glen Eira is a diverse municipality and across the
City residents have significantly different levels of
transport accessibility.

POLICY 3.1
Provide high quality facilities at all stops
along key public transport routes

The northern half (built before the car) is well
placed with a range of transport options (including
train, tram and bus) and the CBD is within
comfortable cycling distance.
The southern half has been built with a heavy
reliance on cars. Train stations are further apart,
there are no trams and cycling into the CBD is not a
comfortable option.
The 2016 ABS Census revealed that 61 per cent of
Glen Eira residents travel to work each day by car.
This has increased from 58 per cent in the 2011 ABS
Census.
Identified within the Framework section (see page 14)
of this Strategy are four mode-based route types:
>> efficient driving routes;
>> express public transport routes;
>> safe cycling streets; and

Council will work with relevant State
Government authorities to ensure the provision
of these amenities are prioritised, located in the
right places and designed to suit the needs of our
residents.

PILOT 3.1
Improve efficiency of existing road
network on key driving routes
It is important to recognise that the car plays an
important role within the Glen Eira community
and will continue for the immediate future.
Council will seek to improve car-based travel
on select roads by implementing some of the
improvements suggested in the efficient driving
routes analysis.

>> great walking and shopping streets.
The prioritisation of these routes will become
increasingly important as the Glen Eira population
increases and with it the demand for limited road
space.
Efficient, accessible and safe movement is essential to
developing a great transport system.
Private vehicle
Public transport
Workers from home

24%

Premium public transport corridors (as identified
on page 19) should be equipped to provide the
highest quality of passenger experience. This
includes the provision of high quality passenger
amenities, such as shelters, seats and other key
elements to ensure the user experience is as
enjoyable and easy as possible.

Other

PILOT 3.2
Plan and design a pilot cycle corridor
improvement project with a protected
cycleway to encourage an increase in
cycling

Bicycle

6%

1%
3%

66%
Source: Glen Eira Transport Data Review: SGS
– mode share for work trips of residents 2016
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While cycling and walking may not be a viable
option for commuting for many Glen Eira
residents, there are opportunities for short
car trips to be swapped for walking and cycling
options. It is important to provide a safe and
inviting environment for cyclists of all ages and
abilities to ensure active transport is an easy and
convenient part of our daily lives.
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CASE STUDIES
Punt Road Clearways
PROJECT 3.1
Reduce the speed limit within all child
friendly neighbourhoods to a maximum
of 40km/h

In August 2016, VicRoads implemented 24/7
clearways along Punt Road in order to improve
traffic flow along one of Melbourne’s most
congested roads. It was identified that parked cars
contributed to high levels of congestion and were
an opportunity to create an additional traffic lane.

Studies have proven that reducing speed limits
reduces the chance of serious injury to all road
users. In addition to safety benefits of reducing
speed limits it is also expected that our streets
will experience a range of benefits, including:
>> increased quality of street life;
>> reduced noise levels;
>> increased cycling and walking; and
>> minimal effect on travel time.

VicRoads identified the following benefits from
implementing the 24/7 clearways:
>> improved safety along Punt Road;
>> relieved congestion and got traffic flowing
again outside of peak periods and on
weekends; and

As such Council will work with select
neighbourhoods to reduce the speed limit to a
maximum of 40km/h.

>> provided more reliable journeys for people
commuting by bus and tram.

PROJECT 3.2
Review bus service provision

Waltham Forest — Mini-Holland Program
The Mini-Holland program, as part of the Mayor
of London’s Healthy Streets agenda, aims to
make boroughs as cycle friendly as their Dutch
equivalents — where more than half of all journeys
are via cycling. All road users will benefit from
these improvements to the streets and better
facilities for pedestrians. Changes include:

Undertake an extensive and detailed review of
existing bus service provision within Glen Eira to
identify needs and locations for improvement.
While the existing bus network does provide
good overall coverage of the municipality, there
are opportunities in scheduling improvements,
route servicing and reliability. Investment in the
bus system can be a relatively cost effective
way to improve the public transport system. A
complete review of the bus network within Glen
Eira and the surrounding Inner South Eastern
Region is required.

>> slowing down vehicles on residential streets,
discouraging non-local traffic from cutting
through the area and prioritising pedestrians
at junctions; and
>> proposing changes such as protected separate
spaces for people to cycle in, new facilities for
public transport users and new crossing points
for pedestrians and cyclists.

PILOT 3.3
Design and implement a public transport
corridor improvement project

Provisional results reveal an overall traffic
reduction of 16 per cent, no reported collisions
and an increase in cycle participation in adults and
children.

High quality public transport services are
associated with high usage rates and are able
to move more people than private vehicles. Any
transport infrastructure improvement projects
should be based on their ability to significantly
improve journey times and ease of use.
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4.0 PARKING
Parking is an ongoing issue across many parts of
Glen Eira, including activity centres, local streets and
around places of interest.
Throughout the development of this Strategy, a
common concern received from both traders and
the community was the desire for increased activity
centre-based parking.

POLICY 4.2
Develop and implement parking overlays
to contribute to the development of
public parking within our centres
Our major activity centres experience near
capacity public parking occupancies. This is due
to a range of factors, including the rapid rate
of development and land use change; and our
centres becoming highly destinational attracting a
significant number of trips from outside the local
area and the municipality.

The provision of public parking is required to
support daytime shopping within our retail centres,
as vehicles will remain (for the foreseeable future)
as the predominant means by which our residents
access goods, services, employment and recreation.

Where appropriate, parking overlays will be
developed and implemented to allow for financial
contributions (or ‘cash-in-lieu’ payments) to be
paid in place of providing car parking spaces.
These financial contributions will then form a
fund used to construct additional public parking
within our centres.

PROJECT 4.1
Develop a bicycle parking action plan
Undertake an audit of all existing bicycle parking
facilities across the municipality, including at all
Council facilities, parks and key destinations. This
will direct where Council should install more
bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities, such as
storage and change facilities.

POLICY 4.3
Incentivise and encourage office and
employment development in major
activity centres by exploring the review
of statutory parking requirements

POLICY 4.1
Develop a municipal Parking Policy that
emphasises equitable access to public
parking

Council’s Activity Centre, Housing and Local Economy
Strategy identifies that employment opportunities
should be focused in areas within strategic sites
within major activity centres and along high quality
transport corridors.

Parking in residential streets has long been
a polarising issue for our communities. Our
approach to residential parking will be evidencebased and designed to maximise the use of
existing spaces.

Where it is demonstrated that office parking usage
is lower than the planning scheme requirements,
explore a reduction in the statutory parking
requirements for office use.

Responsible and consistent provision, permit,
restriction and enforcement systems will increase
equity as well as certainty for residents, visitors,
businesses and developers. Integrated planning
will also provide opportunities to use the Parking
Policy to encourage mode shift and promote
preferred land uses.

When determining appropriate parking rates, the
site specific conditions of the development and the
corresponding ability for the centre to adapt to an
increased mode share of sustainable travel will be
taken into account.
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CASE STUDIES
Auckland Council car park
POLICY 4.4
Incentivise and encourage preferred land
uses that provide night-time activity
within activity centres by exploring the
review of statutory parking requirements

The most common form of shared parking is
publicly accessible parking buildings, as provided
in many CBD environments. These buildings allow
parking spaces to be shared between multiple users.
They may be either publicly or privately owned but
operate most effectively with some form of
public sector governance.

The Activity Centre, Housing and Local Economy
Strategy identified that vibrant night-time and
weekend activity is a priority.

Within suburban contexts, the multi-storey public
car parking building in New Lynn, Auckland is an
example of a shared parking facility, managed by a
public authority within a private development.

Where there is a demonstrated public parking
availability that is underutilised during the
evenings, explore a reduction in the statutory
parking requirements for these commercial uses.
When determining appropriate parking rates,
the site-specific conditions of the development
and the corresponding parking utilisation of the
centre should be taken into account.

The project was instigated by government
investment in trenching a surface railway, freeing
up land previously used as a bus interchange and
surface car parking. A mixed-use development was
delivered by private developers incorporating a
four-storey 300 space public car park and 7,000m2
of retail and commercial space, including a health
centre and a residential tower with 110 apartments.

PILOT 4.1
Encourage efficient use and innovative
management approaches to commercial
parking within new developments
By encouraging an innovative approach to activity
centre-based commercial car parking, there are
opportunities to provide additional public parking
in areas where it is most needed.

Atkinson Street — multi-deck car park
The City of Monash recognised the need for extra
car parks within the Oakleigh activity centre (a
highly desirable retail and hospitality location),
especially during peak periods when existing car
parks are 100 per cent occupied.

Shared parking is a concept that takes advantage
of the fact that most private parking spaces are
only used part-time by a particular motorist or
group. Many parking facilities have a significant
portion of unused spaces, with utilisation
patterns that follow predictable daily, weekly and
annual cycles.

In August 2016, the City of Monash started
construction of the new multi-deck car park
in Atkinson Street, Oakleigh. This $7.5 million
extension of an existing ground floor car park
created a 274 space car park in the centre of
Oakleigh, boosting parking in Oakleigh by 195
spaces.

By exploring and trialling a shared parking pilot
within one of Glen Eira’s major activity centres,
we hope to enable these parking facilities to
be used more efficiently by allowing these
commercial parking spaces to be shared by
multiple users.
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5.0 TECHNOLOGY
Transport technologies are changing at a faster rate
each year — delivering a range of opportunities and
obstacles for Council to overcome.
When it comes to transport technology, Glen Eira
has the opportunity to become a smart city. With
the ability to utilise these new technologies and big
data to increase planning performance and residents’
wellbeing, we can increase our ability to respond to
local, national and global challenges.

POLICY 5.1
Quickly respond to changing transport
technologies

PROJECT 5.2
Develop a transport data action plan to
equip Council to better measure, collect
and analyse transport data to guide
decision-making in the future
Good quality transport data is critical to planning
and managing transport within our cities. It is
important to document transport activity that is
taking place in support of economic and social
development.
As new transportation technologies emerge,
innovative companies are collecting detailed,
street-level data in real time on everything from
traffic speeds to transit use. Most cities around
the world are not equipped to measure, collect
and importantly analyse this data.

In the future we will see another once-in-ageneration paradigm shift where the transport
system will:
>> realign with a stronger user-first focus;
>> need to be more flexible; and
>> quickly transform and adapt to an
ever-changing technological environment.

The potential benefits of big data for transport
planning are improved knowledge, high standards
of customer service and high quality planning.

To ensure we take advantage of these
opportunities, we must respond efficiently.
Council needs to proactively access new and
emerging transport technologies and assess
their benefits against the Glen Eira Council and
Community Plan objectives in order to determine
policy positions.

PILOT 5.1
Support and encourage electric cars
Council will support electric cars within the
municipality. The benefits of transitioning to
electric cars include:
>> zero emissions;

PROJECT 5.1
Explore implementing and supporting
carpooling programs

>> reduction in noise; and
>> low maintenance.
Council will explore opportunities to take the
lead on electric cars. This could include:

Single occupant cars make up a significant
amount of on-road traffic within Melbourne.
Carpooling is the sharing of car journeys so that
more than one person travels within a car and
prevents the need for others to have to drive
to the same location themselves. Council will
explore options to trial and promote carpooling
within key activity centres and Council facilities.

>> piloting electric cars as part of the Council
fleet; and
>> providing charging stations at Council offices.
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Strava Metro

Dockless bike share

Strava is a GPS-based activity tracking app that
lets users track their travels, workouts, bike
commutes and steps. It also has a division called
Strava Metro that gathers the anonymous data
from millions of bike rides and uses it to find
patterns on how, when and where people ride.

Dockless bike share is a new business model that
allows people to access a fleet of bikes through a
smartphone app. Bikes can be used for return or
one-way trips and don’t have to be returned to a
docking station.

It is now sharing that data with transportation
departments in cities around the world, with the
goal of improving street infrastructure.

Mobility as a service

Strava Metro data enables deep analysis
of cyclist and pedestrian activity, including
popular or avoided routes, peak commute
times, intersection wait times and origin/
destination zones. Metro processes this data for
compatibility with geographic information system
(GIS) environments.

Mobility as a service describes a shift away from
personally owned modes of transportation and
towards mobility solutions that are consumed as
a service.
This is enabled by combining transportation
services from public and private transportation
providers through a unified gateway that creates
and manages the trip, which users can pay for
with a single account.

Key features include:
>> street activity counts across the entire
network;

SharedStreets
SharedStreets is a collaboration between
National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO), the World Resources
Institute and the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s International
Transport Forum. Together they are developing
a digital commons for streets — a universal
language for communicating information about
city streets and a launching pad for
public-private collaboration and data exchange.

>> origin and destination surveys; and
>> activity counts and wait times at
intersections.

This will include:
>> road safety data;
>> real time parking and congestion data; and
>> integrated public transport scheduling.
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ADVOCACY
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Across metropolitan Melbourne, transport
infrastructure provision is struggling to keep pace
with population growth, resulting in increased
congestion — and Glen Eira is no different.

Car use will only decline when alternatives,
including public transport, cycling and walking
options, become more attractive. It is the
responsibility of governments at all levels to
provide and promote those alternatives.

Glen Eira’s situation is compounded by a
comparatively larger percentage of workers
leaving the municipality each day to travel to
work. Increased car use, in part, reflects a public
transport system that is not a sufficiently attractive
alternative. The ability to create additional road
capacity and increased road use efficiency in a
built-up urban areas is limited.

The Glen Eira Council and Community Plan
outlines a vision for a ‘City that is easy to move
around, full of safe travel options and walkable
neighbourhoods’. Council will advocate to all levels
of government and other key stakeholders to
better enable this vision.
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PROJECT 5.1
Advocate for new light rail services
Council will seek investment from the State
Government to undertake planning and feasibility
studies for additional light rail services throughout
Melbourne and Glen Eira.

It is suggested that two new routes be explored:
1. Caulfield–Rowville
This new service would connect the Caulfield Station
precinct and Monash University with the Carnegie
urban renewal area, Chadstone Shopping Centre and
the Monash National Employment Cluster.

By expanding the current tram network and
upgrading to an efficient and frequent light rail
service we will expect to see large increases in
patronage due to the provision of a high quality
public transport service for our community. This
will ultimately reduce unnecessary congestion,
result in travel time savings and increased transport
accessibility for our residents.

2. Elsternwick–Clayton
Providing a high quality service from Elsternwick to
Clayton–along North Road–will ensure Glen Eira’s
largest urban renewal area East Village is connected
to a major train station (Ormond) and the Monash
National Employment Cluster.
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PROJECT 5.2
Advocate for new premium bus service in East Bentleigh
In line with the Frameworks section of this Strategy,
Council will advocate to the State Government
for increased public transport provisions and
service quality across the municipality with a
focus on premium bus services particularly along
East Boundary Road and North Road that better
connects the East Village urban renewal precinct
and the Glen Eira Sports and Aquatic Centre
(GESAC) with major activity centres and train
stations.

Council seeks to work in partnership with the
State Government to ensure residents in the new
East Village Precinct and surrounding areas have
increased opportunities for alternative modes
of transport, including public transport services,
cycling and walking.
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PROJECTS
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PROJECT 5.3
Advocate for premium cycling infrastructure along key arterial roads
More people cycling will ease congestion on
public transport and reduce the dependency on
private vehicles. This will provide economic and
environmental benefits for individuals and the
community.

safe, low stress and direct connection for Glen Eira
residents. Additionally, Council would welcome the
opportunity to work with the State Government to
explore the implementation of additional strategic
cycling corridors within Glen Eira.

The addition of high quality cycling infrastructure,
such as cycleways and cycle paths will minimise
potential conflict and increase the safety of cycling
for all users. As identified within the Victorian
Cycling Strategy 2018-2028, this corridor is of state
significance and should be prioritised to provide a
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PROJECT 5.4
Advocate for significant upgrade to Caulfield Station and its wider
precinct with the removal of remaining level crossings
With the development of the Metro Tunnel and
expansion of services from Caulfield Station,
Council will advocate for State Government
investment to significantly upgrade the Caulfield
Station to improve pedestrian access between
the Monash and Caulfield Racecourse precincts,
improve local traffic management and provide a
range of sustainable transport options.

Within the wider precinct, road and rail crossings
present major physical barriers to creating an
efficient and safe transport network. In close
proximity to Caulfield, the removal of crossings
at Glenhuntly Road and Neerim Road provides
opportunities to increase the road efficiency and
also enhance the local areas with placemaking and
urban renewal.
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EVALUATION
The following tables evaluate the actions described
within this Strategy with respect to their level of
impact in achieving the vision of a 50:50 mode
share of car and non-car trips by 2031.

The impact assessment for policies, pilots, projects
and advocacies have been rated on a scale of:
		direct
		moderate
		indirect
		unclear

POLICY
1.1
1.2
2.3
3.1
2.1
2.2
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5.1

IMPACT

Support and promote increased dwelling density at key transport hubs
Focus employment and office development within major activity centres and
strategic sites
Collaborate with neighbouring councils to achieve high quality transport
outcomes
Provide high quality facilities at all stops along key public transport routes
Ensure meaningful engagement with the community and involve the
community and stakeholders in all transport projects
Plan for all members of the community and ensure universal design principles
are embedded into all projects, policies and programs
Develop a municipal Parking Policy that emphasises equitable access to public
parking
Develop and implement parking overlays to contribute to the development
of public parking within our centres
Incentivise and encourage office and employment development in major
activity centres by exploring the review of statutory parking requirements
Incentivise and encourage preferred land uses that provide night-time
activity within activity centres by exploring the review of statutory parking
requirements
Quickly respond to changing transport technologies
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PILOT

IMPACT

3.3

Design and implement a public transport corridor improvement project

3.1

Improve efficiency of existing road network on key driving routes

3.2
1.1
1.2
4.1
5.1

Plan and design a pilot cycle corridor improvement project with a protected
cycleway to encourage an increase in cycling
Design neighbourhood streets that balance the needs of diverse users in order
to create an environment that ensures access, safety, comfort and enjoyment for
everyone
Work with a school to develop new ways to encourage behavioural changes and
reduce the reliance on car-based transport
Encourage efficient use and innovative management approaches to commercial
parking within new developments
Support and encourage electric cars

PROJECT

IMPACT

3.2

Review bus service provision

4.1

Develop a bicycle parking action plan

5.2

Develop a transport data action plan to equip Council to better measure, collect
and analyse transport data to guide decision-making in the future

5.1

Explore implementing and supporting carpooling programs

1.1

Develop Street Design Guidelines

3.1

Reduce the speed limit across all child friendly neighbourhood streets to a
maximum of 40km/h

ADVOCACY

IMPACT

5.1

Advocate for new light rail services

5.2

Advocate for new premium bus service in East Bentleigh

5.3

Advocate for premium cycling infrastructure along key arterial roads

5.4

Advocate for significant upgrade to Caulfield Station and its wider precinct
with the removal of remaining level crossings
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FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN
As detailed within this Strategy, Council will
implement a range of policies and undertake a set
of projects and pilots to better integrate transport
and land use to achieve the vision of a 50:50 mode
share of car and non-car trips by 2031.

This action plan will be reviewed every five years
to ensure policies and projects remain relevant
as well as ensuring we are moving towards
achieving the Strategy’s vision. This will allow
for the identification of any new actions that
may be required to address emerging transport
technologies and provide an opportunity to
incorporate any new actions and objectives arising
from future Council Plans.
The following timeline outlines a five-year action
plan of upcoming projects and pilot programs:

2018
Adopt Integrated Transport Strategy
PILOT

Child Friendly Neighbourhood

Develop Parking Policy
Develop Street Design Guidelines
Advocate and collaborate with State Government on
feasability studies for:
>> new light rail connections from Caulfield to Monash;
and
>> a new premium bus service to/within East Bentleigh

2019
2020

PILOT

Safe Cycling Street

PILOT

Safe School Zone

Develop Transport Data Implementation Plan

2021
PILOT

Transport Corridor Improvement

Evaluate and Review Integrated Transport Strategy
Develop New Five-Year Transport Action Plan 2023–28

2022
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CONTACT
City Futures Department
Phone: 9524 3333
cityfutures@gleneira.vic.gov.au
City Futures
PO Box 42
Caulfield South VIC 3162
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9.4

167 BAMBRA ROAD, CAULFIELD

Author:

Ramsay Jurdi, Town Planner

Trim No:

18/1101780

Attachments: 1.
2.

167 Bambra Road CAULFIELD VIC - Advertised Plans
167 Bambra Road CAULFIELD VIC - Advertised Documents

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide an assessment and recommendation for a planning
permit application for the use of part of the dwelling for a home based business (swimming
tuition) at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield.
The application was advertised and 11 objections were received along with 104 letters of
support. The key concerns relate to amenity impacts and car parking.
Subject to conditions to regulate the hours of operation and patron numbers, the proposal is
considered to be generally in accordance with the requirements of the Glen Eira Planning
Scheme and it is recommended that a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit be
issued.
The following plan shows the location of the subject site and the context of the surrounding
area:

Chloris Cr

SUBJECT SITE
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council issues a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit for Application No.
GE/CP-31698/2018 at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield in accordance with the following
conditions/grounds:
1.

Before the use starts, amended plans to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority
must be submitted to, and approved by, the Responsible Authority. The plans must be
drawn to scale with dimensions and must generally accord with the plans submitted
with the application (identified as Ground Floor Plan, First Floor Plan) but modified to
show:
(a)

A development summary denoting all areas to be used for the home based
business, including the pool and associated decking, study, bathroom and plant
rooms. The plans must clearly show the dimensions of each area associated
with the use.

When approved, the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of this Permit.
2.

The layout and description of the use(s) as shown on the endorsed plans must not be
altered without the prior written consent of the Responsible Authority. Note: This does
not obviate the need for a permit where one is required.

3.

The use must operate only between the hours of:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Monday: 12pm – 7pm
Tuesday: 7am – 12pm
Wednesday: 12pm - 7pm
Thursday: 7am – 12pm
Friday: CLOSED
Saturday: 9am – 3pm
Sunday/Public holidays: CLOSED

4.

No more than 1 staff member/employee may be present on the site at any one time.

5.

No more than 3 patrons may be present on the site at any one time.

6.

The use is limited to patrons over the age of 10 years.

7.

One car space to be made available within the existing driveway of the site for patrons
of the home based business to use.

8.

At all times during the operation of the use, there must be present on the premises a
person, over the age of eighteen (18) years, who is responsible for ensuring that the
activities on the premises, and the conduct of persons attending the premises, do not
have a detrimental impact on the amenity of the locality, to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.

9.

Doors to the pool area must remain closed whilst there are patrons attending the use.

10.

The amenity of the area must not be adversely affected by the use or development as
a result of the emission of the noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke,
vapour, steam, soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil; and/or in any
other way, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL
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11.

No external sound amplification equipment or loudspeakers are to be used for the
purpose of announcements, broadcasts, playing of music or similar purpose whilst
there are patrons attending the use.

12.

All outdoor lighting must be baffled and/or located to prevent light from the site causing
detriment to the locality during the hours that the home based business is in operation
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

13.

An Acoustic Report prepared by an independent and suitably qualified acoustic
engineer must be submitted to the Responsible Authority to its satisfaction within six
months of the approved use commencing. Such a report must detail whether the noise
levels associated with the use are in accordance with SEPP N-1 and the EPA
Publication 1254 at the nearest habitable room of the adjacent dwelling at 165 Bambra
Road and must demonstrate compliance for the day, evening and night periods.
If the noise levels exceed those specified in SEPP N-1 and the EPA Publication 1254,
the report must outline measures to ameliorate or attenuate noise to ensure that the
levels are met, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
The use must not continue until such time that the attenuation measures have been
implemented. Thereafter, the home based business must at all time accord with the
recommendations of the report, to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

14.

This Permit will expire if the use is not started within two (2) years from the date of this
Permit.
The Responsible Authority may extend the time referred to if a request is made in
writing before this Permit expires or within six (6) months after the expiry date.

NOTES: (The following notes are for information only and do not constitute part of this permit
or conditions of this permit)
A.

The amendments specified in Condition 1 of this Permit and any additional
modifications which are “necessary or consequential” are those that will be assessed
by Council when plans are lodged to satisfy that condition. Any “necessary or
consequential” amendments, in addition to those required by this condition, should be
specifically brought to the attention of Council for assessment.
If other modifications are proposed, they must be identified and be of a nature that an
application for amendment of permit may be lodged under Section 72 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987. An amendment application is subject to the procedures set
out in Section 73 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

B.

This Planning Permit represents the Planning approval for the use and/or development
of the land. This Planning Permit does not represent the approval of other
departments of Glen Eira City Council or other statutory authorities. Such approvals
may be required and may be assessed on different criteria from that adopted for the
approval of this Planning Permit.

C.

Any failure to comply with the conditions of this permit may result in action being taken
to have an Enforcement Order made against some or all persons having an interest in
the land and may result in legal action or the cancellation of this permit by the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal.

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL
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D.

Nothing in the grant of this permit should be construed as granting any permission
other than planning permission for the purpose described. It is the duty of the permit
holder to acquaint themselves, and comply, with all other relevant legal obligations
(including any obligation in relation to restrictive covenants and easements affecting
the site) and to obtain other required permits, consents or approvals.

E.

This planning permit does not represent approval for residential siting. Residential
siting would be assessed by the Building Surveyor under relevant Building Regulations
when considering an application for a building permit.

F.

Consideration is required when installing domestic services (i.e – air conditioning units,
heaters, pool pumps, water tanks and the like). The owner/occupier/permit
holder/developer must take all reasonable and practicable measures in locating
domestic services in position that reduce any amenity impact on adjoining
properties. This includes selecting an appropriate installation position and enclosing
the domestic service. Further information regarding noise from domestic services can
be found in the Environmental Protection Act 1970.
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Title details
Restrictions on title
Proposal
Zoning and Overlay
Controls
Permit requirements
Relevant Planning
Scheme provisions
Seriously
entertained
amendments
Notification
Submissions
Cultural Heritage
Management Plan
required
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167 Bambra Road CAULFIELD VIC 3162
Lot 28 LP
None
Use of part of the dwelling for a home based business (swimming
tuition)
Neighbourhood Residential Zone – Schedule 1
Pursuant to Clause 55.11-2 a planning permit is required for a
home based business that exceeds 100 square metres (or onethird) of the net floor area of the dwelling, whichever is the lesser.
Clause 52.11 (Home based business)
Clause 22.02 (Non-residential uses in residential zones policy)
None
Notice undertaken in accordance with Section 52 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987, including 1 notices on site and a
notice mailed to 10 surrounding properties
11 objections and 104 letters of supported have been received
and are detailed in the report
None required

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
The application for a planning permit proposes the following:
∑
Use of the existing indoor pool for specialised swimming lessons as part of a home
based business. The use would be conducted by 1 staff member (resident of the
dwelling) during the following times:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Monday: 12pm – 7pm
Tuesday: 7am – 12pm
Wednesday: 12pm - 7pm
Thursday: 7am – 12pm
Friday: Closed
Saturday: 9am – 3pm
Sunday/Public holidays: Closed

∑

It would allow for a total of 3 clients at any one time with appointments to be a
maximum of 1 hour in duration.

∑

The total area of the home based business has been calculated as follows:
Pool, pool deck, plant, bath 2
Study
Entrance along the northern side boundary
TOTAL AREA OF PROPOSED HOME BASED
BUSINESS
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE (i.e. one third of the
net floor area of the 402.08m2 dwelling which
excludes the garage, stairs, porch and loggia):

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL

117.1m2
4.7m2
Not included
121.8m2
134.02m2
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LAND DESCRIPTION AND SURROUNDING AREA
The subject site is located approximately 130 metres north of Glen Huntly Road and is
developed with an existing double storey dwelling that was recently constructed in 2016. It
contains in indoor swimming pool that is approximately 117m2 in size extending 24.7 metres
along the north. Bi fold doors allow entry to the pool at the rear with an additional entrance
available along the side accessway.
The neighbourhood is characterised by an increasing number of multi-unit developments
immediately to the south are 4 units, particularly along Freeman and Briggs Street. However,
the predominant housing type comprises of single storey detached dwellings.
RELEVANT HISTORY
A previous application (GE/PP-30228/2016) sought to use the pool and associated bathroom
and plant room within a dwelling for a home occupation. The home occupation was to
provide swimming lessons to all ages and water based therapies to people with disability,
illness or who were recovering from surgery. It sought to operate between the following
hours:
∑
∑
∑

Monday – Thursday 8am-6.30pm
Friday
8am-5pm
Saturday
9am-1pm

Council issued a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit and subsequently two appeals were
lodged at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) by the permit applicant and
objectors. VCAT set aside the decision of the Responsible Authority on 11 December 2017.
The Tribunal considered that the proposed floor space of the use was in excess of that
allowed for a home occupation use. It also considered that the impact of the use would be
unreasonable to adjoining properties.
Since the Tribunal’s decision, Amendment VC142 was made to the Glen Eira Planning
Scheme on 16 January 2018. Of relevance, the amendment revised Clause 52.11 including
renaming ‘Home Occupation’ to ‘Home Based Business’, revising the unit of measurement
from gross floor area to net floor area and allowing a permit to be granted for a home based
business that does not exceed 200m2 (or one-third of the net floor area, whichever is the
lesser). In modifying the unit of measurement, net floor area excludes the area of stairs,
accessways, or car parking areas.
CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT
There were 13 objections received as part of the notification process and included the
following concerns:
∑
∑
∑
∑

Incorrect calculation of the net floor area by the applicant.
The load on the existing utility system.
Amenity impacts to the residential neighbourhood.
Parking/traffic.

A planning conference was chaired by Cr Magee and attended by the applicant and 8
submitters either objecting or supporting the proposal. There were no changes proposed by
the applicant at the planning conference.
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REFERRALS
The application was not required to be referred to any authorities or internal departments.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
The assessment of the proposal has regard to the following:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Zoning and policy context
Amenity impacts including internal amenity
Internal amenity
Car parking and traffic
Objectors concerns

Zoning and policy context
The subject site and surrounding area is within the Neighbourhood Residential Zone.
More relevantly, Clause 52.11 (Home based business) and 22.02 (Non-residential uses in
residential zones policy) of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme, recognises that businesses may
often be conducted from home and need to be appropriately managed to ensure the amenity
of the neighbourhood is not adversely affected.
The principle of the use is therefore considered acceptable. Furthermore, the VCAT decision
identified in the relevant history section considered that such a use would be acceptable
provided that amenity impacts could be managed, amongst other things.
Amenity impacts (including internal amenity)
The home based business is located along Bambra Road (a main road) which aligns with
the preferred location identified in Clause 22.02-2 of the Non-residential uses in residential
zones policy.
The proposal has considered the VCAT decision and reduced the scale of the business as
part of this application. This includes reducing the total hours of operation and the intensity
of the use. The proposed use would operate on Monday and Wednesday mornings and
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons and with reduced hours on Saturdays. It would be closed
on Fridays and Sundays.
This is considered to have appropriate regard to the amenity of immediate neighbours. It is
also generally in keeping with the preferred hours of operation outlined in the local policy. It
is noted that the hours of operation requested under the earlier application was up to 74
hours per week. The current application this to up to 30 hours per week.
The number of clients will also have a direct impact on amenity. The applicant has proposed
3 clients at any one time which is considered acceptable and is a better response to that
which was set considered reasonable in the VCAT decision, as follows:
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With regard to whether there should be two, three or four patrons, I think the four adult
patrons per class would be acceptable. I think it is critical that the number of classes
with young children each day be limited, and possibly the number of young children in
each class be limited to no more than two. I think that one class with young children
each day might be acceptable.
It is noted that a condition of permit also limits the use to patrons that are 10 years or older
to reflect the position of the Tribunal and to ensure that the amenity of the area is suitably
protected.
Concern has also been raised regarding noise from the mechanical equipment. A further
condition will require that noise be in accordance with SEPP-N1 and the EPA Publication
1254 and that a report be provided within 6 months of the use commencing to demonstrate
compliance.
Subject to these conditions, it is considered that the amenity impacts from the use would be
managed in a reasonable manner.
Car parking and traffic
Pursuant to Clause 52.06 (Car parking) 1 car space is required to each employee that is not
a resident of the dwelling. As there will only be 1 staff member who resides at the property,
no car parking is required to be provided. However, a double garage and tandem car space
along the driveway has been provided for. Unrestricted car parking is also available along
Bambra Road for any surplus demand though this would be for a short duration given the
length of appointments being limited to 1 hour.
Objectors concerns
Plan inaccuracies
Concern was raised at the calculation of the net floor area by the applicant. It is noted that
the submitted plans do not scale 1:100 as indicated on the plans. A condition of permit will
require fully scaled and dimensioned plans that provide a development summary denoting all
areas to be used for the home based business. Officer’s have verified that the areas
proposed to be used as a home based business is within the allowable tolerance.
Parking and traffic
The impact of the proposal to parking and traffic will not be unreasonable with Bambra Road
providing unrestricted on-street parking and customer demand being limited to a maximum
of 3 people at any one time. It is noted that parking is available in the driveway and directly
in front of the existing dwelling. Furthermore, there is no statutory requirement for parking to
be provided to clients due to the sole employee being a member of the household.
Hours of operation
The significant reduction in the hours of operation, capping of the number of clients to 3 and
a maximum appointment duration of 1 hour will ensure the general amenity of the area is
maintained. The requirement for acoustic investigations which the applicant has offered will
further ensure this.
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FINANCIAL, RESOURCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial, resource or asset management implications associated with this
report.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
All matter required at Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 have been taken
into consideration as part of the assessment of this application.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme One: Liveable and Well Designed
A well planned City that is a great place to live.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
On balance it is considered that the proposal provides for sufficient protection to the amenity
of adjoining properties and is modest in scale. As such the proposal is considered to be
acceptable in the context of the residential, has appropriate regard to the relevant provisions
of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme such that a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit
be issued.
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18 April 2018

Mr Ramsay Jurdi
Glen Eira City Council
Po Box 42
Caulfield South, Victoria, 3162

Dear Ramsay,
Planning application GE/CP-31698/2018 - 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield
We act for the permit applicant and land owner in relation to the abovementioned
planning application and refer to your correspondence dated 11 April 2018
requesting additional information in accordance with Section 54 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. We have now reviewed the plans to address your request
and the following provides a summary of this information and corresponds with the
dot points in your letter:
1. Ground / First floor plan
a. The enclosed plans remove all detail as requested.
b. The enclosed plans are now simplified and not working / construction
drawings. We note that the reason the original drawings had been used was
to calculate the floor areas as accurately as possible given construction
drawings typically provide detail to allow this review.
c. The site plan 01 provides the location of the adjoining properties and
associated built form as well as Bambra Road.
d. The site plan 01 details the location of the windows to the adjacent properties
within proximity to the site. To the best of my client’s knowledge the plans
have shown the habitable and non-habitable room windows. Whilst we
appreciate this information is valuable for Council to understand the proximity
of the home base business to any internal habitable space, there is no issue
associated with overlooking as the pool area is ground level only and will be
fully enclosed within the existing building as detailed in the permit application.
e. The site plan 01 shows the location and dimensions of the one car space
located in front of the garage that is to be used by any client visiting the site.
The detailed ground floor plan 02 provides the internal dimensions for the
garage, which provides space for two car spaces associated with the
dwelling.
f. The colours on the plan identifying each area have been simplified so that
green clearly represents the area to be used for home based business
(internal space only) and the red area is residential use only.
g. The enclosed plans now remove all detail regarding boundary fencing.
PO Box 7200, Richmond
Victoria, 3121
0414 857 650
sophie@sophiejordanconsulting.com.au
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h. The enclosed plans now provide elevations.
2. Car Parking
The car spaces provided includes the existing double garage and space
located in front of the garage. Access to this parking is provided via the
existing cross over directly off Bambra Road. It is proposed that the double
garage continue to be used for the residents of the dwelling and that the
single car space located in front of the garage (as shown on Site Plan 01) be
used for the home based business.
We trust the enclosed amended plans address Council’s request for additional
information and the matter can now progress to advertising. Should you require any
further information or clarification at this stage, please do note hesitate to contact me
on 0414 857 640.
Yours sincerely,

Sophie Jordan
Director

PO Box 7200, Richmond
Victoria, 3121
0414 857 650
sophie@sophiejordanconsulting.com.au
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Register Search Statement - Volume 5036 Folio 139

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright. No part
may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with the
provisions of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) and for the purposes of
Section 32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 (Vic) or pursuant to a written
agreement. The information is only valid at the time and in the form
obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria
accepts no responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or
reproduction of the information.
REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT (Title Search) Transfer of Land Act 1958
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------VOLUME 05036 FOLIO 139
Security no : 124070786631N
Produced 13/03/2018 11:37 am
LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 28 on Plan of Subdivision 009667.
PARENT TITLE Volume 05019 Folio 649
Created by instrument 1231169 26/08/1925
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Joint Proprietors
GARY FINK
LEANA ARIELLA FINK both of 167 BAMBRA ROAD CAULFIELD VIC 3162
AM489562Y 19/01/2016
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------MORTGAGE AM737005E 29/04/2016
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LTD
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan or imaged folio set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE LP009667 FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS
----------------------------NIL
------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT-----------------------Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)
Street Address: 167 BAMBRA ROAD CAULFIELD VIC 3162
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICES
---------------------NIL
eCT Control
16165A ANZ RETAIL AND SMALL BUSINESS
Effective from 22/10/2016
DOCUMENT END
Delivered from the LANDATA® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 13/03/2018, for Order Number 49872429. Your reference: 167 Bambra Road.
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6 Gipps Street
Collingwood VIC 3066
Australia
T: +613 9416 1855
ABN: 53 470 077 191

1 September 2017

www.marshallday.com

Rigby Cooke Lawyers
Level 11, 360 Elizabeth St
Melbourne VIC 3000
Attention: Rhodie Anderson
Dear Ms. Anderson

167 BAMBRA ROAD - ACOUSTIC TESTING AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is proposed to use the swimming pool located at the residential dwelling at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield as
an appointment-only swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre.
Further to a complaint received from the neighbouring resident at 165 Bambra Road, to the north, a site
inspection was undertaken at the subject site to observe a simulated class within the swimming pool. During
that visit noise measurements were undertaken of the activities within the swimming pool and the
associated pool plant equipment. In addition, unattended background noise levels have also been measured.
The appropriate applicable noise limit is dependent on whether the premises are defined as a residential or a
commercial use. Residential noise is covered by EPA Publication 1254 Noise Control Guidelines and noise
from commercial premises is covered by State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise from
Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1 (SEPP N-1).
As such, the noise limits have been determined in accordance with both SEPP N-1 and EPA Publication 1254.
We have been advised that the equipment associated with the swimming pool can be scheduled to be
switched off during the prohibited hours specified in Section 1 of EPA Publication 1254. Therefore, the most
stringent noise limits that would apply under both criteria would be as detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: Evening noise limits
Legislation

Time Period1

Limit, Leff 2

SEPP N-1

Evening

45 dB

EPA 1254

Evening

41 dB

Based on our observations, it was found that the dominant source of noise at the neighbouring residential
property was from the equipment associated with the pool , located to the north of the property, and not
activities within the swimming pool, which were barely audible along the northern property boundary.
Noise levels from the pool equipment were measured at 61 dB LAeq, 1.2 m away from the equipment and
were predicted to be 46 dB Leff, 1 m away from the fence on the complainant’s property.

1

As defined in SEPP N-1

2

The effective noise level of commercial noise determined in accordance with SEPP N-1.
This is the LAeq noise level over a half-hour period, adjusted for the character of the noise.

Lt 001 20170847 (167 Bambra Rd - Acoustic testing and recommendations).docx
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1

In light of our findings and observations, compliance with the applicable noise limits can be achieved with the
installation of a moderate level of acoustic treatment, such as an enclosure, to reduce the noise levels from
the mechanical equipment associated with the swimming pool by up to 4 dB.

Yours faithfully,

MARSHALL DAY ACOUSTICS PTY LTD

Daniel Tan
Consultant

Lt 001 20170847 (167 Bambra Rd - Acoustic testing and recommendations).docx
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2

6 Gipps Street
Collingwood 3066 Victoria Australia
T: +613 9416 1855 F: +613 9416 1231
A.C.N. 006 675 403
www.marshallday.com

VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL

167 BAMBRA ROAD, CAULFIELD
VCAT PROCEEDINGS No. P1003/2017 & No. P1370/2017
Prepared for the Applicant: Mr Gary Fink

Instructed by: Rigby Cooke Lawyers

Date of last site inspection: 12 October 2017

Date of Statement of Evidence: 16 October 2017
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EV001 R01 20170847
IN THE MATTER OF

Victorian Civil & Administrative Tribunal
Reference No. P1003/2017 & P1370/2017

BETWEEN

Mr Gary Fink

AND

Fiona & Adrian Preston, Jennifer Hunt

IN THE MATTER OF

167 Bambra Road, Caulfield

STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF CHRISTOPHE FREDERIC DELAIRE
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

My name is CHRISTOPHE FREDERIC DELAIRE. I am the Co-CEO of the acoustic consulting practice of
Marshall Day Acoustics Pty Ltd (MDA). I hold a Masters Degree in Engineering from Ecole
Supérieure d’Ingénieurs de Poitiers (France). For the past 15 years I have worked in the field of
acoustics and noise control as a consultant.

1.2

My statement and summary of experience is attached as Appendix A and my curriculum vitae is
attached in Appendix B.

1.3

I have been instructed by Rigby Cooke Lawyers to assess noise from the proposed swimming
therapy centre at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield.

1.4

It is proposed to use the swimming pool located at the residential dwelling at 167 Bambra Road,
Caulfield as an appointment-only swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre.

1.5

A glossary of acoustic terminology is provided in Appendix C.

Ev001 R01 20170847 - 167 Bambra Road Caulfield.docx
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2.0

SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1

The subject site is located at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield and is bounded by the following:
•

Residential properties to the north, west and south

•

Bambra Road to the east with residential properties beyond.

2.2

The swimming pool which is proposed to be used as swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre is
located to the north of the property and is fully enclosed.

2.3

The nearest noise sensitive receiver is located at 165 Bambra Road, to the north of the subject site.

2.4

The subject site and the nearest affected receiver are located within a Neighbourhood Residential
Zone (NRZ1). The relevant planning map for the subject site is provided in Appendix D.

2.5

Aerial photographs of the subject site and the surrounding environs are provided in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
Figure 1: Aerial view of the subject site and surrounding environs (source: Nearmap)

165 Bambra Road

Subject site
167 Bambra Road

Swimming pool

Ev001 R01 20170847 - 167 Bambra Road Caulfield.docx
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Figure 2: Aerial view of the subject site (source: Nearmap)
165 Bambra Road
Swimming pool doors

1.8 m high fence

Swimming pool
Plantroom door
Plantroom

Enclosed pool pump

2.6

2.7

The swimming pool building is constructed as follows:
•

Masonry wall to the north with double glazed door

•

Sliding double glazing door system to the west

•

Multiwall polycarbonate roofing

•

Internal partition walls to the east and south.

Mechanical services associated with the swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre are as follows:
•

Pool pump (including filtering, chlorination and pH dosing system), located outside between the
swimming pool building and the northern boundary fence.

•

Heat pump controlling the water temperature and air quality within the swimming pool
building, located within a plantroom to the east of the swimming pool building. The plantroom
is fitted with a hollow core door opening towards the northern boundary.

2.8

Further to our recommendations, the pool pump has been fitted with an acoustic enclosure.

2.9

A maximum of four (4) clients would be accommodated by the swimming rehabilitation/therapy
centre at any one time.

2.10

The proposed hours of operation are as follows:
•

0700-2100 hrs Monday to Thursday

•

0700-1700 hrs Friday

•

0900-1700 hrs Saturday.

2.11

The pool pump is operated on a timer and only operates during the proposed hours of operation.

2.12

The mechanical equipment located in the plantroom operates 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.

Ev001 R01 20170847 - 167 Bambra Road Caulfield.docx
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CRITERIA

3.1

The Environment Protection Act 1970 (the Act) provides the legislative framework for the
protection of the environment in Victoria. The Act includes requirements relating to noise and
defines standards for a range of situations where noise must be assessed. A summary of the Act
and associated relevant criteria is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Key Victorian noise legislation/guidelines
Document

Overview

Environment Protection Act 1970
(the Act)

Establishes obligations for the control of environmental noise and applies to all
types of noise sources except rail operations. The legislation does not specify
noise limit values, but sets out legal requirements to comply with State
environment protection policies and prescribed standards.

State Environment Protection Policy
(Control of Noise from Commerce,
Industry and Trade) No. N-1
(SEPP N-1)

SEPP N-1 defines mandatory noise limits for commercial, industrial or trade
premises in the Metropolitan Region of Melbourne. The limits apply to the
level of noise occurring at sensitive receivers. The noise limits are determined
on the basis of land zoning and background noise levels, and are separately
defined for day, evening and night periods.
Refer to Appendix E1 for further detail and noise limit derivation.

Environment Protection
(Residential Noise) Regulations
2008 (Statutory Rule No.121/2008)

Sets out provisions for the control of noise from domestic appliances including
motorized equipment, electric power equipment, domestic air-conditioning
plant, swimming pool pumps and musical equipment.
Refer to Appendix E2 for further detail.

EPA Publication 1254
Noise Control Guidelines
(EPA Guidelines)

Provides an overview of noise policies and legislation in Victoria for a range of
different noise sources, and provides supplementary guidance for situations
where there is no policy or legislation.
Refer to Appendix E3 for further detail and noise limit derivation.
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4.0

NOISE MEASUREMENTS

4.1

Existing noise environment

4.1.1

Background noise levels were measured continuously at the subject site between 11 and 17 August
2017. A noise logger (01 dB DUO, SN. 10394) was installed to the south of the property.

4.1.2

Calibration of the equipment was carried out before and after the measurement period and no
significant calibration drift was observed.

4.1.3

Figure 3 presents the background noise monitoring location.
Figure 3: Monitoring location (Image Source: Nearmap)

Background noise
logger location

4.1.4

The lowest daily average background noise levels were measured on Monday 14 August 2017 as
detailed in Table 2.
Table 2: Lowest daily average background noise levels
Time period

LA90, dB

Day

39

Evening

36

Night

33

Ev001 R01 20170847 - 167 Bambra Road Caulfield.docx
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4.2

Measurement within the subject site
August 2017

4.2.1

On Friday 11 August 2017, noise measurements of swimming activities and associated mechanical
services were undertaken during two (2) simulated classes within the swimming pool.

4.2.2

The simulated classes were organised as follows:
•

one (1) 34 year old pregnant female

•

two (2) 21 year old male twins.

4.2.3

Based on our observations, it was apparent that the dominant source of noise along the northern
property boundary was from the equipment associated with the pool, located to the north of the
property, and not activities within the swimming pool, which were barely audible.

4.2.4

Noise levels from the pool pump were measured at 61 dB LAeq, 1.2 m away from the equipment.
October 2017

4.2.5

On Thursday 12 October 2017 noise measurements of swimming activities and associated
mechanical services were undertaken during a simulated class within the swimming pool.

4.2.6

It is our understanding that the simulated class can be considered as a worst case representation of
the activities within the proposed swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre and comprised four (4)
15 year old teenagers (one female and 3 males), including two (2) experienced swimmers and two
(2) novice swimmers.

4.2.7

The noise sources within the swimming pool included talking, splashing, kicking of water and
mechanical services through the plantroom supply air grille.

4.2.8

Along the northern property boundary, the following noise sources were audible:

4.2.9

•

Activities within the swimming pool, through the sliding doors to the west of the pool and
through the lightweight roof

•

Enclosed pool pump

•

Plantroom through the door.

Noise measurements were undertaken on Thursday 12 October 2017 between 1710-1850 hrs at
the subject site using four (4) 01dB DUO noise monitors (SN. 10193, SN. 10196, SN. 10344,
SN. 10498).
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4.2.10 The results of the measurements summarised in Table 3 have been used to set up and calibrate the
3D noise model.
Table 3: Noise measurement results
Description

LAeq, dB

Noise model input
Inside swimming pool building

Reverberant noise level of 72 dB

Pool pump (enclosed)

48 dB at 1 m

Plantroom*

55 dB at 1m

Noise model calibration
Swimming activities through western sliding doors**

54 dB at 4 m

Swimming activities through the lightweight roof and pool
pump (enclosed)**

53 dB at 1m from the roof line

Note: * Considering the constant nature of the noise and influence from intermittent ambient noise
sources such as traffic and birds, the measured LA90 is deemed equivalent to the LAeq contribution
from the measured source alone
** Measurements were affected by ambient noise sources such as traffic and birds and therefore
represent a conservative representation of the noise contribution from the swimming activities
and associated mechanical equipment

4.2.11 The calibration noise measurement positions are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Monitoring location (Image Source: Nearmap)

Calibration position
(2 m above ground level)

Calibration position
(1 m above roof line)
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5.0

NOISE CRITERIA

5.1

Noise from commercial premises is covered by State Environment Protection Policy (Control of
Noise from Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1 (SEPP N-1). Considering that the swimming
pool is located within a residential property, further guidance can also be provided from the
EPA Publication 1254 Noise Control Guidelines, relevant to noise generated from residential
premises.

5.2

The applicable noise limits detailed in Table 4 have been determined in accordance with SEPP N-1,
with the recommended level from the EPA Publication 1254 provided for information. Detail of the
noise limit derivation is presented in Appendix E.
Table 4: Noise limits

5.3

Period

Day of week

Time

Background
noise level, LA90 dB

SEPP N-1
noise limit,
Leff dB

EPA 1254
noise limit,
Leq dB

Day

Monday-Friday
Saturday

0700-1800 hrs
0700-1300 hrs

39

51

44

Evening

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday, public holidays

1800-2200 hrs
1300-2200 hrs
0700-2200 hrs

36

45

41

Night

Monday-Sunday

2200-0700 hrs

33

40

23

Considering that the swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre and the pool pump associated with
the swimming pool are proposed to only operate within the day and evening, the night time noise
limits only apply to the plantroom noise.
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6.0

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

6.1

To assess noise from the pool and associated equipment, a 3-dimensional (3D) digital noise model
of the site and surrounding environment has been prepared using proprietary noise modeling
software SoundPLAN v7.4. The noise model has been used to calculate noise levels at sensitive
receivers in accordance with ISO-9613-2:1996 Acoustics – Attenuation of sound during propagation
outdoors – Part 2: General method of calculation (ISO 9613-2).

6.2

Geometry data for the model has been sourced from public aerial photography (Nearmap), visual
inspections of the area and building heights defined on the basis of standard assumed heights per
floor level. The geometries in the model are simplified representations of the built environment
that have been configured to a level of detail that is appropriate for noise calculation purposes.

6.3

The noise model enables the calculation of noise levels over a wide area, and accounts for key
considerations including site arrangement and atmospheric conditions.

6.4

Further details regarding noise modeling considerations are included in Appendix F.
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7.0

NOISE CONTROL MEASURES

7.1

Based on the measurements undertaken in August 2017, it was found that the noise from the pool
pump should be reduced using conventional noise control measures such as an enclosure.

7.2

The enclosure was installed prior to the noise survey undertaken in October 2017.

7.3

Photographs of the pool pump before and after the installation of the enclosure are presented in
Figure 5.
Figure 5: Pool pump before (left) and after (right) the enclosure installation

7.4

A comparison of the measured noise levels from the pool pump before and after installation of the
enclosure shows a reduction of at least 13 dB.

7.5

During the October 2017 noise survey, it was observed that noise from the plantroom was clearly
audible in close proximity of the plantroom door. Upon inspection, it was found that the door was
not fitted with seals.

7.6

In order to minimise plantroom noise along the northern property boundary, it is recommended
that the acoustic performance of the plantroom door be upgraded to a solid core door fitted with
perimeter and jamb compression seals.

7.7

The following compression seals are considered to be suitable:
•

Raven RP38Si or equivalent as bottom jamb seal

•

Raven RP24 or equivalent as perimeter seal.
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8.0

NOISE ASSESSMENT

8.1

Table 5 presents the predicted noise levels at the calibration positions presented in Figure 4.
Table 5: Calibration levels, LAeq dB
Position

Predicted noise level

Measured noise level

North west corner

55

54

1 m above roof line

53

53

8.2

It can be seen from Table 5 that noise levels predicted using the 3D digital noise model are
consistent with the measured noise levels.

8.3

Noise from the proposed swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre and associated mechanical
equipment has been predicted at three (3) positions along the southern property boundary of the
nearest noise sensitive receiver.
Figure 6: Noise prediction positions (Image Source: Nearmap)

3

1

2

8.4

Table 6 presents the predicted noise levels at 165 Bambra Road.
Table 6: Predicted noise levels, Leff dB
Position

Day / Evening period

Night period

1

40

29

2

34

8

3

31

6

SEPP N-1 noise limit

51/45

40

EPA 1254 noise limit

44/41

23

8.5

For the day and evening period, predicted noise levels comply with both the SEPP N-1 and
EPA Publication 1254 noise limits.

8.6

For the night period, predicted noise levels from the plantroom only comply with the SEPP N-1
noise limits but exceed the EPA Publication 1254 noise criteria by 6 dB.

8.7

Installation of compressions seals on the plantroom door, as recommended in Section 7.0, will
reduce the plantroom noise levels to allow compliance with the EPA Publication 1254.
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9.0

CONCLUSION

9.1

It is proposed to use the indoor swimming pool located at the residential dwelling at 167 Bambra
Road, Caulfield as an appointment-only swimming rehabilitation/therapy centre.

9.2

I have been engaged by Mr Gary Fink to assess noise from the proposed swimming
rehabilitation/therapy centre at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield and provide advice on noise mitigation
strategies.

9.3

Further to the installation of an enclosure over the pool pump, the applicable SEPP N-1 noise
criteria can be met at the nearest noise sensate receiver located at 165 Bambra Road.

9.4

The EPA Publication 1254 noise limits can also be met at the nearest noise sensate receiver located
at 165 Bambra Road providing that the acoustic performance of the plantroom door is upgraded.

9.5

Based on my noise assessment for the subject site, noise from the proposed swimming
rehabilitation/therapy centre can be appropriately managed and controlled to achieve the
relevant noise limits determined in accordance with both SEPP N-1 and EPA Publication 1254.
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APPENDIX A SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE AND PROJECT DETAILS
NAME AND ADDRESS
My name is Christophe Frederic Delaire. I am the co-CEO of the acoustic consulting practice of Marshall Day
Acoustics Pty Ltd which is located at 6 Gipps Street, Collingwood, 3066.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERTISE
I hold a Masters Degree in Engineering from Ecole Supérieure d’Ingénieurs de Poitiers (France).
I am a member of the Australian Acoustical Society.
AREA OF EXPERTISE
For the past 15 years I have worked in the field of acoustics, noise measurement and control.
EXPERTISE TO PREPARE THIS REPORT
I have been involved in environmental impact assessments for major projects such as roads, retail
developments, wind farms and small developments such as restaurants, residential apartments, service
stations, convenience stores, car wash developments and night clubs.

INSTRUCTIONS WHICH DEFINED THE SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
I have been engaged by Mr Gary Fink to provide evidence at VCAT in regard to a proposed swimming
therapy centre at 167 Bambra Road, Caulfield.
I confirm that I have no commercial or business relationship with the establishment other than providing
acoustic consultancy service.

FACTS, MATTERS AND ASSUMPTIONS RELIED UPON
In the course of my investigations I have:
• Visited the site
• Undertaken acoustical measurements
• Reviewed acoustic calculations
• Reviewed relevant documentation
• Prepared a statement of evidence.
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DOCUMENTS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
The following documents have been referred to:
•

State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Music Noise from Public Premises) No. N-1 (SEPP N-1)

•

EPA (Vic) Publication 1254, Noise Control Guidelines (EPA Publication 1254)

•

Environment Protection (Residential Noise) Regulations 2008 (Statutory Rule No.121/2008)

•

ISO-9613-2:1996 Acoustics – Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors – Part 2: General
method of calculation (ISO 9613).

IDENTITY OF PERSONS UNDERTAKING THIS WORK
I prepared this report with the assistance of the following staff at Marshall Day Acoustics:
Staff member

Title

Tasks

Qualification

Gillian Lee

Senior Consultant

3-D noise modelling
Review of statement of
evidence

B.Mus Tech - Bachelor of Music
Technology
MAES

Daniel Tan

Consultant

Site noise survey (August 2017)
Noise limit derivation

B. Engineering (Mechanical)
MAAS

SUMMARY OF OPINIONS
The summary of my findings is provided in Section 9.0 of this evidence.

DECLARATION
I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and confirm that no matters of
significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Tribunal.

Christophe Delaire
Co-CEO
Marshall Day Acoustics
6 Gipps Street
Collingwood VIC 3066
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APPENDIX B CURRICULUM VITAE – CHRISTOPHE FREDERIC DELAIRE
CHRISTOPHE FREDERIC DELAIRE
Co-CEO, Marshall Day Acoustics, Melbourne, Australia

Master’s Degree in Engineering (French equivalent), France 2001

Membership

Member of the Australian Acoustical Society, (MAAS)

Project Experience

Christophe Delaire graduated with a Masters Degree in Engineering (French
equivalent) from Ecole Supérieure d’Ingénieurs de Poitiers (France) in 2002 and
joined Marshall Day Acoustics the same year.
Christophe has acquired wide-ranging experience in environmental projects and
residential developments. He has particularly developed his skill set in
environmental acoustics and has been involved in the noise assessment of
numerous wind farms since 2005, including most Victorian projects.
Christophe has given evidence at many hearings (VCAT and Panels Victoria) and is
the author of several papers presented at International Wind Turbine Noise
Conferences.
Christophe also provides technical support for the joint distribution of 01dB smart
noise monitoring equipment in Australia.

Employment
2017 - Present

Co-CEO, Marshall Day Acoustics, Melbourne

2002 - Present

Associate, Marshall Day Acoustics, Melbourne

2001

Vacation employment, Marshall Day Acoustics, Melbourne
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APPENDIX C GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY
dB

Decibel
The unit of sound level.

A-weighting

The process by which noise levels are corrected to account for the frequency
response of the human ear.

Hertz (Hz)

Vibration can occur over a range of frequencies extending from the very low, such as
the rumble of thunder, up to the very high such as the crash of cymbals. The
frequency of vibration and sound is measured in hertz (Hz). Once hertz is one cycle
per second. Structural Vibration is generally measured over the frequency range
from 1 Hz to 500 Hz (0.5 kHz).

LA90

The A-weighted noise level equalled or exceeded for 90% of the measurement
period. This is commonly referred to as the background noise level.

LAeq

The equivalent continuous (time-averaged) A-weighted sound level. This is
commonly referred to as the average noise level.

Leff

The effective noise level of commercial or industrial noise determined in accordance
with State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise from Commerce, Industry
and Trade) No. N-1 (SEPP N-1). This is the LAeq noise level over a half-hour period,
adjusted for the character of the noise. Adjustments are made for tonality,
intermittency and impulsiveness.
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APPENDIX D PLANNING MAP

Subject site
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APPENDIX E ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION
E1

SEPP N-1

E1.1

Application
State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise from Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1
(SEPP N-1) sets noise limits that apply to commercial, industrial and trade premises within the
Melbourne metropolitan region. Compliance with SEPP N-1 is mandatory under Section 46 of the
Environment Protection Act 1970 (the Act).
SEPP N-1 defines a ‘commercial, industrial and trade premises’ as:
any premises except:
(a) residential premises as defined in section 48A of the [Environment Protection] Act;
(b) a street or road, including every carriageway, footpath, reservation and traffic island
on any street or road;
(c) a tram, light rail or railway line not being a siding, marshalling yard or maintenance
depot of any tram, light rail or railway line; and
(d) [land situated at Luna Park, St Kilda].
Section 48A of the Act defines residential premises as:
any building or part of a building used as or for the purposes of a private residence or
residential flat.

E1.2

Assessment methodology
SEPP N-1 is a policy and technical document. The Policy prescribes the methodology and
measurement procedure used to determine applicable noise limits and assessment of compliance.
The Policy requires that proposed commercial premises be designed to comply with
SEPP N-1 noise limits. Clause 16 of the Policy states:
Where it is planned to develop new commercial, industrial or trade premises, the
premises shall be designed so that the noise emissions do not exceed the noise limits
Further, the occupier of commercial, industrial or trade premises has an ongoing obligation to meet
the SEPP N-1 noise limits. Clause 15 of the Policy states:
where noise emissions from existing commercial, industrial or trade premises exceed the
requirements set out in the Policy, steps shall be taken by the occupier to reduce the level
of these noise emissions to, or below, the relevant Policy noise limits.
SEPP N-1 defines a ‘noise sensitive area’ as an area of land within 10 m outside the external walls
of:
a dwelling or residential building
a dormitory, ward or bedroom of a caretaker's house, hospital, hotel, institutional home,
motel, reformative institution, tourist establishment or work release hostel.
The assessment of noise from the subject site under SEPP N-1 is based on the calculation of a noise
limit at a receiver position, taking into account a zoning noise level derived from the land zoning
types in the surrounding area and the background noise level.
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Once a noise limit is established, the noise level (LAeq) due to the commercial premises is measured
or predicted. If necessary, the LAeq noise level is adjusted for noise character and duration to give
the effective noise level (Leff). If the Leff level exceeds the noise limit, then remedial action is
required.

E1.3

Calculation of noise limits
SEPP N-1 noise limits are calculated taking into account land ‘zoning types’ within a 70 m and 200 m
radius of a noise sensitive building. Zoning types are categorised as type 1, 2 or 3.1 A prescribed
formula is used to calculate a corresponding Zoning Level. In general, zone type designations are as
follows.
•

areas such as residential, rural and open space are type 1;

•

areas such as commercial, business and light industry are type 2; and

•

areas such as general industry and major roads are type 3.

Greater areas of type 2 and 3 land within a 200 m radius of a noise sensitive site result in higher
Zoning Levels than a site with respectively larger areas of type 1 land.
The SEPP N-1 Noise Limit is equal to the ‘zoning level’ unless the background level at the noise
sensitive site is categorised as low or high according to Clause B3 of the Policy. If the background
level is low or high, the Noise Limit is calculated from a formula taking into account the Zoning Level
and the Background Level.
The limits are separately defined for the day, evening and night periods as defined in Table 7.
Table 7: SEPP N-1 time periods and noise limits
Period

Day of week

Start time

End time

Measured
background*,
LA90 dB

Zoning
level,
dB

Background
relative to
zoning level

Noise limit,
Leff dB

Day

Monday-Friday

0700 hrs

1800 hrs

39

51

Neutral

51

Saturday

0700 hrs

1300 hrs

Monday-Friday

1800 hrs

2200 hrs

36

45

Neutral

45

Saturday

1300 hrs

2200 hrs

Sunday, Public
holidays

0700 hrs

2200 hrs

Monday-Sunday

2200 hrs

0700 hrs

33

40

Neutral

40

Evening

Night
*

1

Lowest daily average measured on Monday 14 August 2017

EPA Publication no.: 316a, 17 February 2000, Designation of Types of Zones and Reservations in the Metropolitan
Region Planning Schemes for the Purposes of State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise from Commerce,
Industry and Trade) No. N-1 <http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/our-work/publications/publication/2000/february/316a>
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E2

Environment Protection (Residential Noise) Regulations 2008
Noise from fixed domestic plant associated with residential properties must comply with the
requirements of the Environment Protection (Residential Noise) Regulations 2008 (Statutory Rule
No.121/2008).
The regulation does not prescribe noise limits for the equipment, but it does prescribe allowable
hours of operation for the purposes of determining whether noise is ‘unreasonable’ at residential
premises under Section 48A(5) of the Environment Protection Act 1970.
The Environment Protection (Residential Noise) Regulation 2008 is the only legislation regarding
residential noise in the State of Victoria.
Group 3 of the schedule of prescribed items covers domestic plant equipment, including heat
pumps and swimming pool pumps, and prohibits hours of operation as follows:
•

Monday to Friday:

before 0700 hrs and after 2200 hrs

•

Weekends and Public Holidays:

before 0900 hrs and after 2200 hrs

Notwithstanding the above requirements, it is not always practical to turn off domestic plant
equipment units during the night-time hours. If noise was inaudible inside any residence, then
Section 48A (5) of the Environment Protection Act would effectively be achieved.
This is consistent with Section 1 of EPA Publication 1254, Noise Control Guidelines which provides
recommended noise limits for fixed domestic plant.

E3

EPA Publication 1254
EPA Publication 1254, Noise Control Guidelines is used by local authorities and municipal councils to
assess noise issues and recommend the following:
Night operation
The noise from fixed domestic plant must not be audible within a habitable room of any
other residence (regardless of whether any door or window giving access to the room is
open) during prohibited hours prescribed in Environment Protection (Residential Noise)
Regulations 2008.
•

Monday to Friday:

before 0700 hrs and after 2200 hrs

•

Weekends and Public Holidays:

before 0900 hrs and after 2200 hrs

Day and evening operation (non-prohibited times)
Where noise from any fixed domestic plant is audible beyond the boundary of the residential
premises on which the plant is situated, the intrusive noise shall not exceed the background
noise level by more than 5dB at the measurement position.
EPA Publication 1254 allows the use of domestic plant equipment outside of the prohibited hours
detailed above, provided they are inaudible within habitable rooms of residences, with windows
either open or closed.
As audibility is a highly subjective measure, it is difficult to specify a noise level to achieve such a
target. It is generally accepted that a design target 10 dB below background noise is likely to
achieve inaudibility in most conditions.
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The applicable EPA Publication 1254 noise limits are presented in Table 7 for the day, evening and
night defined under SEPP N-1.
Table 8: EPA Publication 1254 noise limits
Period

Measured background*,
LA90 dB

Noise limit, Leff dB

Day

39

44

Evening

36

41

Night

33

23

* Lowest daily average measured on Monday 14 August 2017
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APPENDIX F NOISE MODELLING CONSIDERATIONS
The ISO 9613-2 standard specifies an engineering method for calculating noise at a known distance from a
variety of sources under meteorological conditions that are favourable to sound propagation. The standard
defines favourable conditions as downwind propagation where the source blows from the source to the
receiver within an angle of +/-45 degrees from a line connecting the source to the receiver, at wind speeds
between approximately 1 m/s and 5 m/s, measured at a height of 3 m to 11 m above the ground.
Equivalently, the method accounts for average propagation under a well-developed moderate ground
based thermal inversion.
Accordingly, predictions on the basis of ISO 9613-2 account for the instances when local atmospheric
conditions at the site favour the propagation of sound to surrounding receptor locations. Under alternative
atmospheric conditions, such as when the wind is blowing from a receiver location to the development site,
the noise levels would be lower than calculated.
To calculate far-field noise levels according to the ISO 9613-2, the noise levels of each source are firstly
characterised in the form of octave band frequency levels. A series of octave band attenuation factors are
then calculated for a range of effects including:
•

Geometric divergence

•

Air absorption

•

Reflecting obstacles

•

Screening

•

Ground reflections.

The octave band attenuation factors are then applied to the noise data to determine the corresponding
octave band and total calculated noise level at relevant receiver locations.
The following inputs have been referenced in the noise model to predict noise levels from onsite activities.
•

Receivers at 1.5 m above ground level for single storey receivers and 4.5 m for second-storey level

•

Receiver locations positioned according to public aerial imagery

•

Noise levels calculated to the receiver building facade. Reflections from the receiver buildings’ own
facade are not included (i.e. free-field noise levels in accordance with EPA Guidelines).
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Appendix D - Draft conditions relating to the proposed home base business
use
1. The use of the land approved by this permit must only operate between the
following hours:
• Monday to Wednesday – 12pm until 7.0pm
• Tuesday and Thursday: 7am until 12pm
• Saturday – 9am until 3pm
• Friday, Sunday and public holidays – Closed
2. Not more than one (1) staff member must be present on the site at any one
time.
3. Not more than three (3) patrons must be present on the site at any one time.
4. Classes during the operating hours are to have a maximum duration of one
(1) hour.
5. One car space to be made available within the existing driveway of the site for
patrons of the home based business to use.
6. Patrons attending classes at the home based business must be over the age
of 10 years.
7. Doors to the pool area must remain closed whilst there are patrons attending
formal swimming tuition during designated hours.
8. No external sound amplification equipment or loudspeakers are to be used for
the purpose of announcements, broadcasts, playing of music or similar
purpose whilst there are patrons attending formal swimming tuition during
designated hours.
9. All access to the swimming pool by patrons attending classes during the
operation hours must be from the side entry along the northern pathway.
10. All outdoor lighting must be baffled and/or located to prevent light from the site
causing detriment to the locality during the hours that the home based
business is in operation.
11. Within six months of the home based business permitted by this approval
commencing, a noise commissioning measurements shall be undertaken by a
suitable qualified acoustic consultant to consider the plant room and pool
pump enclosure located on the northern side of the dwelling. The report shall
present the measured noise levels of the plant room and pump room in
accordance with SEPP N-1 and the EPA Publication 1254 at the nearest
habitable room of the adjacent dwelling at 165 Bambra Road, Caulfield and
must demonstrate compliance for the day, evening and night periods. A
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report shall be prepared to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority
confirming compliance has been achieved for these two elements.
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9.5

23, 25 & 27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE, MCKINNON

Author:

Oscar Orellana, Principal Planner

Trim No:

18/1118957

Attachments: 1.
2.

Advertised Plans
ResCode Assessment Table

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide an assessment and recommendation for a planning
permit application for the construction of 18 dwellings at 23, 25 and 27 Prince Edward Street,
McKinnon.
The application was advertised and 11 objections were received with concerns ranging from
it being an inappropriate response to the neighbourhood character, impact to the availability
of on-street car parking, increased traffic congestion, amenity impacts to surrounding
properties, and lack of dwelling diversity.
Subject to conditions that improve setbacks to existing north facing windows, reduce
overlooking and provide for improved access and movement in the car park, the proposal is
considered on balance to be generally in accordance with the requirements of the Glen Eira
Planning Scheme and it is recommended that a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning
Permit be issued.
The following plan shows the location of the subject site and the context of the surrounding
area:
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council issues a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit for Application No.
GE/PP-31479/2017 at 23, 25 and 27 Prince Edward Avenue, McKinnon in accordance with
the following conditions/grounds:
1.

Before the development starts, amended plans to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority must be submitted to, and approved by, the Responsible Authority. The
plans must be drawn to scale with dimensions and must generally accord with the
plans submitted with the application (identified as Project No.TA1747, Drawing No.
TP101-104 Rev A, TP105, TP201-203, TP204 Rev A, TP301-302 Rev A, TP303,
TP304 Rev A, TP401-404 Rev A, TP405, TP501 Rev A dated 8 December 2017 and
25 January 2018 and prepared by T.A Square) but modified to show:
General
a)

A Landscape Plan in accordance with Condition 2.

b)

The proposal modified to fully comply with Standard B20 (North facing windows)
at Clause 55.04-4 of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme, with any consequential
changes absorbed within the remaining building envelope to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority. A diagram/cross-section plan must be provided to
demonstrate how the building setbacks achieve compliance with Standard B20.

c)

A notation on the plans that all upper floor habitable room windows and
balconies on the northern, western, southern, internal eastern and internal
western elevations to have fixed screening or fixed obscure glazing to a height of
1.7m above finished floor level, or otherwise to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.

d)

A schedule of construction materials, external finishes and colours (incorporating
paint and render samples).

Car Parking
e)

The grades along the accessway ramp be clearly shown on the ground and
basement floor plan, in accordance with Clause 52.06 and AS2890.1.

f)

The ‘10.5x3.5 MIN’ notation provided within the tandem garages be amended to
read the amended lengths i.e. 10.9 metres.

g)

The four (4) required resident bicycle spaces be provided within a lockable
compound i.e. within the basement car park in accordance with Clause 52.34.

When approved, the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of this Permit.
2.

Before the commencement of buildings and works, a detailed Landscape Plan to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority must be submitted to, and approved by the
Responsible Authority. When the Landscape Plan is approved, it will become an
endorsed plan forming part of this Permit. The Landscape Plan must incorporate::
a)
b)

A survey, including botanical names, of all existing vegetation to be retained.
Buildings and trees (including botanical names) on neighbouring properties
within 3 metres of the boundary.
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A planting schedule of all proposed vegetation including botanical names;
common names; pot sizes; sizes at maturity; quantities of each plant; and details
of surface finishes of pathways and driveways.
Landscaping and planting within all open space areas of the site.
Advanced canopy trees (minimum 3.0 metres tall when planted unless otherwise
agreed to in writing by the Responsible Authority) in the following areas:
i.
ii.
iii.

6 trees within the front setback (one for each dwelling);
8 trees within the northern boundary; and
8 trees within the western boundary.

Or 22 trees as above in locations to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Trees are not to be sited over easements. All species selected must be to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
3.

The landscaping as shown on the endorsed Landscape Plan must be carried out,
completed and maintained to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

4.

The landscaping as shown the endorsed Landscape Plan must be maintained, and
any dead, diseased or damaged plant replaced in accordance with the landscaping
plan to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

5.

Before the development starts, tree protection fencing must be erected around the
street trees at the following radial distances:
∑
∑

Street Tree (Prickly-leaved Paperbark on the nature strip adjacent to No. 25
Prince Edward Avenue) – 5 metres
Street Tree (White Cedar on the nature strip adjacent to No. 27 Prince Edward
Avenue) – 5.4 metres

Temporary fencing is to be used as per AS 4870-2009 section 4.3 to form a tree
protection zone (TPZ). These fences must be constructed of star pickets and chain
mesh (or similar) to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. The tree protection
fences must remain in place until the construction within the TPZ is completed. The
TPZ for that component of the development not required for construction must remain
fenced until construction is complete. No vehicular or pedestrian access, trenching or
soil excavation is to occur within the TPZ. No storage or dumping of tools, equipment
or waste is to occur within the TPZ.
6.

The ground surface of the TPZ must be covered by a protective 100mm deep layer of
mulch prior to the development commencing and be watered regularly to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Above ground canopy TPZ to be adopted including that no works, structures or
machinery will come within 1m of the trees crown/canopy as per AS 4870-2009 section
3.3.6.
TPZ fencing must be adopted to protect the street tree’s trunk. Set at edge of TPZ on
all sides (Finishing at paved surfaces). Temporary fencing to be used as per AS 48702009 section 4.3.
Hand excavate any area within 1.5m of the TPZ. If roots over 40mm are found, Park
Services are to be notified and further inspections will be carried out.
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Ground protection is to be used if temporary access for machinery is required within
the TPZ. Strapped rumble boards are to be used within TPZ to limit ground
compaction as per AS 4870-2009 section 4.5.3.
7.

No excavation is to come within:
∑
∑

3.4 metres of the street tree (Prickly-leaved Paperbark on the nature strip
adjacent to No. 25 Prince Edward Avenue)
3.7 metres of the street tree (White Cedar on the nature strip adjacent to No. 27
Prince Edward Avenue)

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Responsible Authority. Any excavation
within 1.5m of the TPZ must be hand excavated. If roots over 40mm are found, Park
Services are to be notified and further inspections will be carried out.
Ground protection is to be used if temporary access for machinery is required within
the TPZ. Strapped rumble boards are to be used within the TPZ to limit ground
compaction as per AS 4870-2009 section 4.5.3.
8.

The layout of the site and size, design and location of buildings and works as shown
on the endorsed plans must not be altered without the prior written consent of the
Responsible Authority. Note: This does not obviate the need for a permit where one
is required.

9.

This Permit will expire if:
∑
∑

The development does not start within two (2) years from the date of this Permit;
or
The development is not completed within four (4) years of the date of this Permit.

The Responsible Authority may extend the time referred to if a request is made in
writing before this Permit expires or within six (6) months after the expiry date if the
use/development has not commenced.
If the development has commenced, the Responsible Authority may extend the time
referred to if a request is made in writing within twelve (12) months of the expiry date.
10.

No buildings or works are to be constructed over any easement or other restriction on
the land or any sewers, drains, pipes, wires or cables under the control of a public
authority without the prior written consent of the relevant authority and the Responsible
Authority.

11.

All outdoor lighting must be baffled and/or located to prevent light from the site causing
detriment to the locality to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

12.

All walls on or facing a boundary must be cleaned and finished to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority.

13.

All pipes, fixtures, fittings and vents servicing any building on the site must be
concealed in service ducts or otherwise hidden from view to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority.
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14.

No plant, equipment, services or architectural features other than those shown on the
endorsed plans are permitted above the roof level of the building or on balconies
without the prior written consent of the Responsible Authority.

15.

Privacy screens must be in accordance with the endorsed plans and must be installed
prior to the occupation of the development. The privacy screens must be maintained
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

16.

The location of any substation/services/metres to be clearly shown on the plans (to
have limited visibility from the streetscape) and in a location to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority. Any on-site substation must not be located in the front setbacks
and must not reduce any open space for each apartment.

17.

Areas set aside for the parking of vehicles and access lanes as shown on the
endorsed plan(s) must be:
a)
b)

constructed;
properly formed to such levels that they can be used in accordance with the
plans;
c)
surfaced with an all weather sealcoat;
d)
drained;
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Car spaces, access lanes and driveways shown on the endorsed plans must not be
used for any other purpose.
18.

Vehicular crossing(s) must be constructed to the road to suit the proposed driveway(s)
to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and any existing crossing or crossing
opening must be removed and replaced with footpath, naturestrip and kerb and
channel to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

19.

Before the development starts, the owner must submit a Construction Management
Plan to the Responsible Authority for approval. No works including demolition and
excavation are permitted to occur until the Plan has been approved in writing by the
Responsible Authority. Once approved, the Construction Management Plan will be
endorsed to form part of this permit and must be implemented to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority. The Plan must be to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority and must provide details of the following:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Delivery and unloading points and expected frequency;
Truck haulage routes, circulation spaces and queuing lanes;
Details how traffic and safe pedestrian access will be managed. These
must be in the form of a Traffic Management Plan designed by a suitably
qualified traffic practitioner and must factor in other major development
sites and activity within the area;
a liaison officer for contact by owners / residents and the Responsible
Authority in the event of relevant queries or problems experienced;
an outline of requests to occupy public footpaths or roads, or anticipated
disruptions to local services;
any requirements outlined within this permit as required by the relevant
referral authorities;
hours for construction activity in accordance with any other condition of this
permit or other legislative requirements;
measures to control noise, dust, water and sediment laden runoff;
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measures to ensure that sub-contractors/tradespersons operating on the
site are aware of the contents of the Construction Management Plan;
any construction lighting to be baffled to minimise intrusion on adjoining
lots.

Before the building is occupied, the owner/permit holder must prepare and have
approved in writing by the Responsible Authority a Waste Management Plan (WMP)
for the site with respect to the collection and disposal of waste and recyclables
associated with the proposed uses on the site to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority. The WMP must provide for the following:
a)

The collection of waste associated with the uses on the land, including the
provision of bulk waste collection bins or approved alternative, recycling bins, the
storage of other refuse and solid wastes in bins or receptacles within suitable
screened and accessible areas to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority. Commercial waste bins being placed or allowed to remain not in view
of the public, and receptacles not emitting any adverse odours.

b)

Designation of methods of collection to be undertaken by private services unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the responsible authority. The private collection
must incorporate recycling services and must comply with the relevant EPA
noise guideline relating to the time of collection.

c)

Appropriate areas of bin storage on site and areas of waste bin storage on
collection days.

d)

Details for best practice waste management once operating.

Once approved the WMP will be endorsed to form part of this permit and must be
complied with to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority and must not be varied
except with the written approval of the Responsible Authority.
Melbourne Water Conditions (conditions numbered 21 to 25)
21.

Prior to the development plans being endorsed, amended plans must be submitted to
Council and Melbourne Water addressing Melbourne Water's conditions. Plans must
include ground and floor levels to Australian Height Datum (AHD), hydraulic
calculations and amended as follows:
a)
b)
c)

22.

The finished ground floor levels of the development must be set no lower than
29.25 metres to AHD, which is 300mm above the applicable flood level of 28.95
metres to AHD.
A minimum 40% of the site area must be shown at the current natural ground
level.
The entry / exit driveway of the basement carpark must incorporate a flood proof
apex set no lower than 29.25 metres to AHD which is 300mm above the
applicable flood level of 28.95 metres to AHD.

The ground floor of the development must be constructed with finished floor levels set
no lower than 29.25 metres to Australian Height Datum, which is 600mm above the
applicable flood level of 28.95 metres to Australian Height Datum.
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23.

The entry / exit driveway of the basement carpark must be constructed with a flood
proof apex set no lower than 29.25 metres to AHD which is 300mm above the
applicable flood level of 28.95 metres to AHD.

24.

A minimum of 40 % of the site area must be maintained at the existing natural ground
level for flood storage and kept free of all solid obstruction.

25.

Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit, a certified survey plan, showing finished
floor levels (as constructed) reduced to the Australian Height Datum, must be
submitted to Melbourne Water to demonstrate that the floor levels have been
constructed in accordance with Melbourne Water's requirements

Conditions End
NOTES:
A.

The amendments specified in Condition 1 of this Permit and any additional
modifications which are “necessary or consequential” are those that will be assessed
by Council when plans are lodged to satisfy that condition. Any “necessary or
consequential” amendments, in addition to those required by this condition, should be
specifically brought to the attention of Council for assessment.
If other modifications are proposed, they must be identified and be of a nature that an
application for amendment of permit may be lodged under Section 72 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987. An amendment application is subject to the procedures set
out in Section 73 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

B.

This Planning Permit represents the Planning approval for the use and/or development
of the land. This Planning Permit does not represent the approval of other
departments of Glen Eira City Council or other statutory authorities. Such approvals
may be required and may be assessed on different criteria from that adopted for the
approval of this Planning Permit.

C.

Any failure to comply with the conditions of this permit may result in action being taken
to have an Enforcement Order made against some or all persons having an interest in
the land and may result in legal action or the cancellation of this permit by the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal.

D.

Nothing in the grant of this permit should be construed as granting any permission
other than planning permission for the purpose described. It is the duty of the permit
holder to acquaint themselves, and comply, with all other relevant legal obligations
(including any obligation in relation to restrictive covenants and easements affecting
the site) and to obtain other required permits, consents or approvals.

E.

Consideration is required when installing domestic services (i.e – air conditioning units,
heaters, pool pumps, water tanks and the like). The owner/occupier/permit
holder/developer must take all reasonable and practicable measures in locating
domestic services in position that reduce any amenity impact on adjoining
properties. This includes selecting an appropriate installation position and enclosing
the domestic service. Further information regarding noise from domestic services can
be found in the Environmental Protection Act 1970.

F.

Residents of the dwellings allowed under this permit will not be issued Residential
Parking Permits (including visitor parking permits).
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The proposal includes the removal and replacement of the existing street tree. Please
Contact Councils Parks Services Department on 9524 3333 to arrange the removal
and replacement. All costs will be at the expense of the permit holder.

Council’s Asset Management Department Advise:
H.

No net increase in peak stormwater runoff in Council drainage network. Post
development peak storm water discharge to Council drainage network must be
maintained to the predevelopment level for 10 year ARI. Detailed plans and
computations should be submitted to Council for approval prior any construction
works.

I.

Engineering Services encourage using of rainwater tanks for storage and reuse for
toilet and irrigation purpose and or stormwater detention system.

J.

Drainage associated with basement construction (seepage and agricultural waters are
to be filtered to rain water clarity) must be discharged to the nearest Council Drain /Pit
and not be discharged to the kerb and channel.

K.

All stormwater runoff must be connected to Council underground drainage network. No
uncontrolled stormwater discharge to adjoining properties and footpaths.

L.

Any firefighting equipment for the building shall be accommodated within title
boundary. Submitted plans are not showing location of any hydrant / booster. Council
will not allow private fire equipment in the Road Reserve.

M.

Asset Protection Permit must be obtained from Council Engineering Services
Department prior commencement of any building works.

N.

All relevant Engineering Permits must be obtained prior any works within the Road
Reserve and or stormwater connection to Council drainage network.

Melbourne Water advice
O.

The 100-year ARI flood level for the property is 28.95m AHD. The property is located
in a pondage area.

Address
Title details
Restrictions on title
Proposal
Zoning and Overlay
Controls
Permit requirements

Relevant Planning

23, 25 and 27 Prince Edward Avenue, McKinnon
Lot 74 LP 7797, Lot 75 LP 7797, Lot 76 LP 7797
A registered restrictive covenant does not apply to the land.
Construction of eighteen (18) three storey dwellings with a
basement car park on land affected by Special Building Overlay
General Residential Zone – Schedule 1
Special Building Overlay
Parking Overlay (PO2-3)
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-4 (GRZ) of the Glen Eira Planning
Scheme, a permit is required to construct two or more dwellings
on a lot.
Pursuant to Clause 44.05-1 (SBO) of the Glen Eira Planning
Scheme, a permit is required to construct a building or construct
or carry out works.
Housing Diversity Area Policy (Clause 22.07)
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Seriously
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amendments
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Submissions
Cultural Heritage
Management Plan
required
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None
Notice undertaken in accordance with Section 52 of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987, including 3 notices on site and a
notice mailed to 17 surrounding properties
11 objections received and are detailed in the report
None required

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
The proposal is for the development of eighteen, three storey dwellings above a basement
car park over three standard residential lots. More specifically the proposal includes:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Demolition of the existing dwellings (no permit required)
Development comprising the construction of 18 three storey townhouses including 14
three-bedroom and 4 four-bedroom dwellings
All dwellings vary in size ranging from 127sqm to 220sqm
Courtyard private open space is provided and ranges in size from 25sqm to 83sqm
Maximum overall building height of 10.12 metres
Site coverage of 49 per cent
Basement car parking comprising 39 car spaces (two for each dwelling and 3 visitor
car spaces)
Vehicular access via a new crossover onto Prince Edwards Avenue

LAND DESCRIPTION AND SURROUNDING AREA
The subject site is located on the western side of Prince Edward Avenue, between Murray
Road and McKinnon Road, approximately 220 metres north of McKinnon Road. To the north
is a three storey apartment building currently under construction. To the east and south and
largely single and double storey detached dwellings with some evidence of unit development
(generally 2 and 3 to a block). McKinnon Railway Station is located approximately 250
metres south-west of the site.
RELEVANT HISTORY
CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT
There were 11 objections received as part of the notification process and this included the
following concerns:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Overlooking
Traffic congestion on a narrow street and reduced availability of on-street parking
Reduced solar access and impact on solar panels
Basement car parking will impact on water table and environment
The building increase flash flooding during storm events
Amenity impacts including noise, overlooking, disturbance, and waste management
Large canopy trees are required
Lack of dwelling diversity
Design, form and bulk of development is not in keeping with the neighbourhood
character
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A planning conference was chaired by Councillor Hyams and attended by the applicant and
three (3) objectors. The broad grounds of objections were reiterated in this meeting.
Conditions have been included to address overlooking concerns.
REFERRALS
The following is a summary of comments and requirements from relevant referral areas:
Statutory Referrals
Melbourne Water

The application was referred to Melbourne Water who do not
object to the proposal subject to the inclusion of conditions to
address the management of flood risk.

Non-statutory referrals
Transport Planning
The number of car spaces provided for residents and visitors
meets the statutory requirements.
Access and layout of the basement car park is acceptable subject
to minor notations

Asset Engineering
Landscape Officer

Parks Services

It is estimated that the proposal would generate up to 90 vehicle
trips per day. It is believed this would not have a major impact on
the operation and function of Prince Edward Avenue.
No objection subject to standard notes included on the permit
There are no high value trees on the site and based on the
basement setbacks the proposal is capable of including 22
canopy trees along the boundaries and frontage in appropriate
locations following the construction of the development
Two street trees are required to be retained with full tree
protection and one street tree can be removed at no cost to the
Council.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
The assessment of the proposal has regard to the following:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Zoning and policy context
Neighbourhood character
Height, scale and massing
Amenity impacts including internal amenity
Landscaping
Internal amenity
Car parking and traffic
Management plan requirements
Objectors concerns

Zoning and policy context
State and Local planning policy broadly supports development in this location, which
encourages an increase of housing supply in existing urban areas with good access to public
transport and services.
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The subject site is located within the General Residential Zone, Schedule 1 (GRZ1) of the
Glen Eira Planning Scheme (Scheme) and is within a Neighbourhood Centre as set out at
Clause 21.04 of the Scheme.
Sites within Neighbourhood Centres are subject to the Housing Diversity Area Policy at
Clause 22.07 of the Scheme. Key objectives of this policy are to:
•
•
•

Ensure that the density, mass and scale of residential development is
appropriate to that of the neighbourhood centre.
Ensure that residential development is sited and designed so that it does not
dominate the streetscape.
Encourage a decrease in the density of residential development as the proximity
to the commercial area of the neighbourhood centre decreases.

Two of the stated purposes of the General Residential Zone are:
•
•

To encourage development that respects the neighbourhood character of the
area.
To provide a diversity of housing types and moderate housing growth in locations
offering good access to services and transport.

It is considered that the proposal complies with the Housing Diversity Area Policy and the
purpose of the General Residential Zone. The density, mass and scale of the development
are appropriate for this location. The proposed maximum height of 10.12m complies with
the mandatory maximum height allowed under the General Residential Zone in this
circumstance and is therefore considered acceptable.
The architectural quality is considered to be well-designed with a good level of visual interest
and architectural merit and would be appropriate.
The dwellings include a mix of three and four bedrooms and include a variety of sizes
ranging from 127sqm to 220sqm. Their layout allows flexibility of use and accommodates
diverse family living. The outdoor spaces are also varied and include both ground level
access and upper floor balconies. The layout of the dwellings provides flexibility for people
with limited mobility and having regard to the dwelling diversity objective of Clause 55.02-3
the development encourages a range of dwelling sizes and types which will cater for a
variety of occupants requirements is provided.
Neighbourhood character
It is noted the existing character of Prince Edward Avenue comprises largely single and
double storey detached dwellings with some evidence of unit development (generally 2 and
3 to a block). More recently, there have been three storey building approvals in the area.
Notably, a three storey building is currently under construction at 29-31 Prince Edward
Avenue (north of the subject site). There is also an approval for a development opposite the
subject site at 30-32 Prince Edward Avenue for a three storey building that is not yet
constructed.
The existing neighbourhood character of the street will change over time given the site’s
location within the McKinnon Neighbourhood Centre. The proposal is representative of the
anticipated change in terms of the density, height and massing which is a product of the
mandatory height limit in the General Residential Zone.
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The design of the building is consistent with the emerging character and provides a well
resolved architectural form that is reflective of the more recent approvals. Overall the
proposal is considered to respond appropriately to the neighbourhood character.
Height, scale and massing
The zone provision requires a maximum mandatory height of 10.5 metres. The maximum
height of the building is 10.12 metres. Therefore, the proposal is below the maximum
allowable height of the zone of the land.
The building presents a two storey scale with the upper level being recessed behind the
lower levels reducing the visual appearance of the upper level. This ensures it fits well into
the streetscape. In addition, the use of alternate materials, breaks in the building length,
varied side and rear setbacks and graduation of the height is considered acceptable.
However, the front setback does not comply with the numerical standards in the Scheme,
which requires 7.4 metres, based on the average setback of the two adjoining dwellings.
The proposed front setback is between 6.3 metres and 7.8 metres at ground floor, 7.7
metres to 9 metres at level 1 (with balcony encroachment) and 9 metres to 10.5 metres at
level 2 (with balcony encroachment).
The decision guidelines require the decision maker to consider whether different setbacks
would be more appropriate taking into account the prevailing setbacks of existing buildings
on nearby lots and any relevant policy set out in the Scheme.
In this instance the setback is considered acceptable as it generally aligns with the setbacks
of the approved three storey building at 30-32 Prince Edward Avenue (to the east of the site)
which has setbacks of 6.1 metres at ground floor, 5.1-6.1 metres at level 1 and 7.7-8.2
metres at level 2 (with balcony encroachment).
It is also noted that the staggered setback at the lower level of the proposal under
consideration provides good articulation to the streetscape and ensures that the proposal will
sit comfortably within the streetscape context.
Given the site context of a mix of buildings forms and the expected transition of this area to
more medium density scale development, it is considered the proposed street setback is
appropriate.
Amenity impacts (including internal amenity)
The proposal complies with the ResCode objective for the sides and rear setbacks form
boundaries. There are minor areas of non-compliance (of less than 1 metre) from some
architectural features however these are minor and considered acceptable as they do not
impact on the amenity of adjoining properties.
The property to the south also has a number of ground floor habitable room windows that
face north. A condition will be required to ensure that the development is setback from these
windows in accordance with the relevant standard.
The overshadowing from the proposal to the private open space of the adjoining properties
complies with the requirements and windows and balconies will be required to be screened
in accordance with the overlooking standard.
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The internal amenity of the dwellings is good with appropriate access to daylight and
outlook.
Overall the proposal provides for an acceptable level of amenity for neighbouring properties
and future occupiers.
Landscaping
There is adequate open space provided at ground floor and this is sufficiently clear from the
basement arear to provide for appropriate landscaping, including deep soil canopy tree
planting.
A condition of permit will require a total of 22 canopy trees within the private open space
areas of this development.
Car parking and traffic
The Planning Scheme requires 42 on site car spaces including 39 for the dwellings and 3 for
visitors. The required number of car parking spaces is provided for residents and visitors.
The basement ramp and car park layout is generally satisfactory but some changes, as
suggested by Council’s Transport Planning Department to add notations regarding grades to
the accessway ramp, tandem garage and resident’s bicycle spaces are recommended as
conditions of permit.
Management plan requirements
A Waste Management Plan and Construction Management Plan are recommended as
conditions.
Objector concerns
Concerns raised by objectors are discussed in this report. With regard to the concerns about
flooding, it is noted that Councils Asset Engineering Department considers the proposal to
be acceptable and able to be drained appropriately and furthermore the site meets the
requirement for permeability. In relation to shadowing of solar panels, it is noted that there is
no standard to measure impact, however the overshadowing of open space measurement
was applied, then it is considered that the proposal would not unreasonably impact the solar
panels.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial, resource and asset management implications.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
All matter required at Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 have been taken
into consideration as part of the assessment of this application.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme One: Liveable and Well Designed
A well planned City that is a great place to live.
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OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
The proposal is considered to have appropriate regard to the planning framework and
represents the type of development envisaged in the Council’s Housing Diversity areas. It
does not unreasonably impact amenity, provides for the statutory rate of car parking and
would include landscaping to integrate the development well within the context of the
neighbourhood character. Overall the proposal is considered appropriate such that a Notice
of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit be issued.
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BALCONY

S.P.O.S BELOW

25.8 m²

W.I.R

TH_14_E

RL 35.39

BED3

2500

MASTER
EN'S

SL

SL

6420

EN'S
BED3

MASTER

TH_13_E

TH_12_D

RL 35.39

RL 35.39

W.I.R

S.P.O.S BELOW

BALCONY

MASTER

25.8 m²

DN

DN

W.I.R

10563

BED4
EN'S

SL

MASTER

ROOF

RL 35.39

EN'S

359° 01' 00"
47.55 m

BALCONY
ROOF

3.9 m²

ROOF

BALCONY

BALCONY

RL 35.39

P.O.S BELOW

3.9 m²

BALCONY

ROOF

ROBE

MASTER

ROBE
EN'S

DN

NO.24 STATION
AVE
S.P.O.S 252m²
APPROX

6420

SL

TH_9_B

DN

MASTER

ROOF

BALCONY
6.0 m²

DN

BED1

TH_10_B1

DN

RL 35.39

RL 35.39

BED2

RL 35.39

7660

SL

?

- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED.
- ALL FRONT ENTRIES, GARAGE OPENING TO BE INSTALLED WITH SENSOR
LIGHTS ABOVE.
- COMMUNAL LIGHTING TO BE INSTALLED ALONG COMMON FOOTPATH.

9063
ROBE

4883

4766

ROOF

Rev. A
Item. 13

Rev. A
Item. 13

270° 36' 00"
45.72 m
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N
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DRAWING TITLE \

ARCHITECTURE

VERTICAL PLANTERS
VISITOR PARKING

- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE CONNECTED TO RAINWATER TANK FOR
FLUSHING

8.2 m²

BED2

ROBE

BALCONY
BELOW

ROOF

EXISTING TREE REFER ARBORIST REPORT

BALCONY

ROBE.
BALCONY
BELOW

PLANTER BOX

VB:
VP:

- ALL SCREEN TO BE MAXIMUM 25% MAX VISIBILITY UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE.

Rev. A
Item. 13

?

S.P.O.S BELOW

TH_8_A
ENSUITE

PRIVACY SCREEN

PB:

- ALL AWNING WINDOWS TO BE INSTALLED WITH A RETRACTOR TO A
MAXIMUM OPENING OF 125MM

EN'S

BED1

SPOS
BELOW

OBSCURED GLASS

PS:

NOTES:

RL 35.39
SPOS
BELOW

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

OG:

- REFER RO SMP REPORT FOR FURTHER DETAIL OF
SUSTAINABILITY MEASURE

TH_7_A

ENSUITE

HIGH LIGHT WINDOW

POS:

- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE PLUMBED TO RAINWATER
TANK FOR TOILET FLUSHING

S.P.O.S BELOW

36.4 m²

MASTER

4.2 m²

HABITABLE WINDOW

HLW:

- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED ARE DASHED IN RED

TH_11_C

ROBE.

NATURAL GROUND LEVEL

HW:

- REFER TO APPROVED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING REPORT FOR
TRAFFIC REQUIREMENTS

ROBE.

BALCONY
BELOW

RELATIVE LEVEL

NGL:

- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED
LANDSCAPING DETAILS

DN

W.I.R

RL:

NOTES:

HLW

TH_6_A

ENSUITE

LEGEND

HLW

EN'S

DN

SPOS
BELOW

VISUAL PROTECTION ZONE
AS PER RESCODE CLAUSE 52.06-9
SPECIFICATION

TH_15_D

RL 35.39
BALCONY
BELOW

MASTER

ROOF

BALCONY
BELOW

DN

SPOS
BELOW

CLOTH LINE

EN'S

BED4

PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

DN

2000

ROBE

ROOF

NO.26B STATION AVE
S.P.O.S 65m² APPROX

HLW

SPOS
BELOW

179° 01' 00"
47.55 m

ENSUITE

EN'S

PROPOSED SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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DRAWN BY \
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REVISION\

DRAWING NO. \

DATE \

TA1747

ISSUE \

@ A1

PROJECT NO. \

TP.104

CHECKED \

MC

A

25/01/2018

90° 36' 00"
45.72 m

LEGEND

3703

BOUNDARY

EASEMENT

WATER RUNOFF

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

BASEMENT BELOW

FALL

FLOOR ABOVE

6420

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

XXXX

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL
DN

WATER RUNOFF

DN

5050

FALL

XXXX
TRAFFIC_DRIVEWAY/GARAGE
XXXX
SETBACK/HT BY NGL
SKYLIGHT ABOVE

SL

BALCONY
BELOW

SKYLIGHT
BALCONY
BELOW

179° 01' 00"
47.55 m
BALCONY
BELOW
SHROUD

FALL

FALL

FALL

5220

5050

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY

TILE/PAVER

CLOTH LINE

FALL

FALL

BALCONY
BELOW

LEGEND

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

10563

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

RL:

RELATIVE LEVEL

NGL:

NATURAL GROUND LEVEL

HW:

HABITABLE WINDOW

HLW:

HIGH LIGHT WINDOW

POS:

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

OG:

OBSCURED GLASS

PS:

PRIVACY SCREEN

PB:

PLANTER BOX

VB:
VP:

VERTICAL PLANTERS
VISITOR PARKING

NOTES:
FALL

BALCONY
BELOW

- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED
LANDSCAPING DETAILS

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

- REFER TO APPROVED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING REPORT FOR
TRAFFIC REQUIREMENTS
- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED ARE DASHED IN RED
- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE PLUMBED TO RAINWATER
TANK FOR TOILET FLUSHING

FALL

359° 01' 00"
47.55 m

7665

BALCONY
BELOW

VISUAL PROTECTION ZONE
AS PER RESCODE CLAUSE 52.06-9
SPECIFICATION

2500
6420

SHROUD

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

BALCONY
BELOW

LANDSCAPE

2000

BALCONY
BELOW

240 LITERS BIN

BIN

PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

BALCONY
BELOW

- REFER RO SMP REPORT FOR FURTHER DETAIL OF
SUSTAINABILITY MEASURE
6420

NOTES:

EXISTING TREE REFER ARBORIST REPORT

FALL

DN

BALCONY
BELOW

FALL

FALL

- ALL AWNING WINDOWS TO BE INSTALLED WITH A RETRACTOR TO A
MAXIMUM OPENING OF 125MM

BALCONY
BELOW

- ALL SCREEN TO BE MAXIMUM 25% MAX VISIBILITY UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE.
- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE CONNECTED TO RAINWATER TANK FOR
FLUSHING

BALCONY
BELOW

BALCONY
BELOW

- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED.
- ALL FRONT ENTRIES, GARAGE OPENING TO BE INSTALLED WITH SENSOR
LIGHTS ABOVE.

3754

4865

- COMMUNAL LIGHTING TO BE INSTALLED ALONG COMMON FOOTPATH.

270° 36' 00"
45.72 m
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10.5M HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

OG
FM2

OG
MF1

OG
FM2

FM2

OG
MF1

OG
FM2

FM2

OG
MF1

OG
FM2

FM2

OG
MF1

OG
FM2

OG

FM2

OG

MF1

FM2

OG

OG
MF1

FM2

FM2

OG
MF1

OG
FM2

FM2

OG
MF1

FM2

RD01

OG

OG

OG

1700

OG

OG

RD01

RD01

OG

LEGEND:
NGL

2872

RD01

OG

OG

OG

1700

RD01

OG

2F
35.39

PC

RD01
10015

OG

RD01
1700

OG

PC

1700

OG

1700

OG

OG

RESCODE B17 OR B20

1F
32.52

RD01

BOUNDARY

3172

RD01

OG

RD01
1700

OG

1700

1700

OG

1700

RD01

OG

OG

RD01

1700

OG

OG

PC

RD01
1700

OG

RD01

1700

OG
1700

1700

OG

1700

OG

PC

RD01

9685

B1
7
9144

RD01

OG

E
OP
EL

PC

OG

V
EN

OG

3100

7
B1

EN
VE
LO
PE

Roof
38.49

MAX HT CONTROL LINE - 10500mm FROM NGL

Ground
29.35

NOTES:

1020

RAISED GARDENS

- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED LANDSCAPING
DETAILS

NGL SHOWN AS RED
PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

- REFER TO APPROVED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING REPORT FOR TRAFFIC
REQUIREMENTS
- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED ARE DASHED IN RED

SOUTH
SIDE RAISED GARDENS

TH1

TH2

TH3

TH4

TH5

TH6

TH7

TH8

NORTH
SIDE GARDENS

- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE PLUMBED TO RAINWATER TANKS FOR
TOILET FLUSHING

23-27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

21 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

2

- REFER TO SMP REPORT FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES

29-31 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

INTERNAL EAST ELEVATION
Scale: 1 : 100

SCHEDULE OF FINISHES:
TAG:

DARK COLOR TONE
DESCRIPTION:

BRK

BRICK VENEER FINISH

OG

OBSCURED GLAZING

COLOUR

10.5M HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

MF1

FM2

MF1

FM2

MF1

FM2

MF1

FM2

MF1

MF1

7
B1

EN
VE
LO
PE

Roof
38.49

B1
7

E
OP
EL

3100

V
EN

FM2

RD01

FM2

RD01

FM2

RD01

FM2 RD01

FM2

RD01

RD01

RENDERED WALL (LIGHT PALE COLOUR)

2F
35.39

9444

2872

RD01

9424

FM2

MF1

FACADE CLADDING (DARK)

FM2

FACADE FEATURE FRAMING (DARK)

12144

1F
32.52

3172

?

560

Ground
29.35

PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

NGL SHOWN AS RED

NOTES:
- ALL AWNIN WINDOWS TO BE ISNTALLED WITH A RETRACTOR TO A MAXIMUM OPENING OF 125MM

Basement
26.35

RAISED GARDEN
VEHICULAR ACCESS

TH10
TH9 BEYOND

TH11

TH12
TH13 BEYOND

TH15
TH14 BEYOND

TH16

TH17
TH18 BEYOND

RAISED GARDEN
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

23-27 PRINCE ENDWARD AVENUE

21 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

1

- ALL SCREENS TO BE OF MAXIMUM 25% MAX VISIBILITY UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

FIRE BRIGADE AUTOMATED ROLLER
SHUTTER

FIRE BRIGADE AUTOMATED
ROLLER SHUTTER

29-31 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

EAST ELEVATION(STREET)
Scale: 1 : 100
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TA1747

ISSUE \

TP.201

RL

CHECKED \

MC

-

08/12/2017

FM2
10.5M HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

Roof
38.49

Roof
38.49

MF1
FM2 RD01

2F
35.39
NEIGHBOURING

SIGNIFICANT
TREES BEYOND

OG

LEGEND:

1700

1F
32.52

BRK

10120

9674

OG

1700

BRK

BRK

RD01

RD01
1700

2872

RD01

1F
32.52

RD01

RD01

3172

MF1
1700

MF1

FM2

E
OP
EL

MF1
RD01

2F
35.39

V
EN

3100

7
B1

RD01

RD01

NGL

3000

RESCODE B17 OR B20

WATER RUNOFF

BRK

BRK

BRK

BOUNDARY

Ground
29.35

Ground
29.35
MAX HT CONTROL LINE - 10500mm FROM NGL

855
NGL SHOWN AS RED
PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

PERMEABLE PAVERS TO EXISTING NATURAL GROUND LEVEL

EAST
FRONT GARDENS

TH9

TH18

PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

PEDESTRIAN
BOULEVARD

EASEMENT
1830

NOTES:
- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED LANDSCAPING
DETAILS

13410

- REFER TO APPROVED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING REPORT FOR TRAFFIC
REQUIREMENTS

23-27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

NO.26B STATION AVE

- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED ARE DASHED IN RED
- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE PLUMBED TO RAINWATER TANKS FOR
TOILET FLUSHING

2

NORTH ELEVATION

- REFER TO SMP REPORT FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES

Scale: 1 : 100

SCHEDULE OF FINISHES:
TAG:

DARK COLOR TONE
DESCRIPTION:

BRK

BRICK VENEER FINISH

OG

OBSCURED GLAZING

COLOUR

10.5 HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

1700

BRK

RD01

CG

RD01

OG

OG

BRK

FM2

RD01

RD01

BRK

BRK

BRK

RD01

3100

MF1

FM2

RENDERED WALL (LIGHT PALE COLOUR)

2F
35.39

RD01

2872

BRK

9685

1700

CG
OG

MF1

MF1

1700

1700

B1
7

RD01

CG

RD01

MF1

FACADE CLADDING (DARK)

FM2

FACADE FEATURE FRAMING (DARK)

1F
32.52

3172

CG
MF1

9228

EN
VE
LO
PE

Roof
38.49

?
Ground
29.35

NOTES:

NGL SHOWN AS RED

- ALL AWNIN WINDOWS TO BE ISNTALLED WITH A RETRACTOR TO A MAXIMUM OPENING OF 125MM

PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

- ALL SCREENS TO BE OF MAXIMUM 25% MAX VISIBILITY UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

2987
WATER RUNOFF

WEST
GARDENS

TH1 - TH8

PEDESTRIAN
BOULEVARD

TH9 - TH18

EAST
FRONT GARDENS

23-27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

NO.26B STATION AVE

1

PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

SOUTH ELEVATION
Scale: 1 : 100
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ISSUE \
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10.5M HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

FM2

FM2

FM2

FM2

FM2

FM2
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NGL

1F
32.52
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BRK

RESCODE B17 OR B20

BRK

3172

BRK

BOUNDARY

Ground
29.35

PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

TH1
GARDEN

TH2
GARDEN

TH3
GARDEN

TH4
GARDEN

TH5
GARDEN

TH6
GARDEN

TH7
GARDEN

NOTES:

TH8
GARDEN

- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED LANDSCAPING
DETAILS

23-27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

29-31 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE
(UNDER CONTRUCTION)

MAX HT CONTROL LINE - 10500mm FROM NGL

NGL SHOWN AS RED

21 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

- REFER TO APPROVED TRAFFIC ENGINEERING REPORT FOR TRAFFIC
REQUIREMENTS
- ALL EXISTING TREES ON SITE TO BE REMOVED ARE DASHED IN RED

2

- ALL SANITARY FIXTURES TO BE PLUMBED TO RAINWATER TANKS FOR
TOILET FLUSHING

WEST ELEVATION
Scale: 1 : 100

- REFER TO SMP REPORT FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES

10.5M HEIGHT CONTROL LINE

MF1

MF1

MF1

MF1

MF1

MF1

FM2

SCHEDULE OF FINISHES:

MF1

MF1

MF1

TAG:

DARK COLOR TONE
DESCRIPTION:

BRK

BRICK VENEER FINISH

OG

OBSCURED GLAZING

COLOUR

Roof
38.49

698

FM2

454

MF1

OG
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RD01
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OG
RD01

FM2
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1700

RD01
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1F
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OG
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RENDERED WALL (LIGHT PALE COLOUR)
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FM2
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7
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OG

MF1

FACADE CLADDING (DARK)

FM2

FACADE FEATURE FRAMING (DARK)

Ground
29.35

PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

FIRE BRIGADE EXIT & TH16 GARAGE
BEYOND

PEDESTRIAN
ACCESS
GARDENS

NOTES:

TH18

TH16

TH14

TH13

TH11

TH9

- ALL AWNIN WINDOWS TO BE ISNTALLED WITH A RETRACTOR TO A MAXIMUM OPENING OF 125MM

RAMP
BEYOND

- ALL SCREENS TO BE OF MAXIMUM 25% MAX VISIBILITY UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

23-27 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

29-31 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE
(UNDER CONTRUCTION)

1

NGL SHOWN AS RED

FIRE BRIGADE EXIT & TH11 GARAGE
BEYOND

21 PRINCE EDWARD AVENUE

INTERNAL WEST ELEVATION
Scale: 1 : 100
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NO.23-27

NO.21

NO.29-31
RL 38.49

RL 38.54

RL 38.65

RL 35.99
RL 35.25

LEGEND:
NGL

STREET ELEVATION

1

Scale: 1 : 100

RESCODE B17 OR B20

BOUNDARY

Rev. A
Item. 10

MAX HT CONTROL LINE - 10500mm FROM NGL

NOTES:
H

G

F

E

D

C

B

- REFER TO APPROVED LANDSCAPE PLAN FOR PROPOSED LANDSCAPING
DETAILS
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REQUIREMENTS
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Roof
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SCHEDULE OF FINISHES:
TAG:

DARK COLOR TONE
DESCRIPTION:

BRK

BRICK VENEER FINISH

OG

OBSCURED GLAZING

COLOUR

9144

2872

2F
35.39

3172

1F
32.52

PROPOSED GROUND LEVEL

FIRE BRIGADE AUTOMATED ROLLER
SHUTTER
2

FRONT ELEVATION1
Scale: 1 : 100

1500

1500

1500

RD01

RENDERED WALL (LIGHT PALE COLOUR)

Ground
29.35

NGL SHOWN AS RED

1500HT PICKED FENCE
DARK COLOR TONE

MF1

FACADE CLADDING (DARK)

FM2

FACADE FEATURE FRAMING (DARK)

FIRE BRIGADE AUTOMATED ROLLER
SHUTTER

Rev. A
Item. 11

NOTES:
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NOTES
WATERPROOF MEMBRANE TO ARCHITECT'S DETAIL

SPECIFIED ADVANCED TREE
CORFLUTE PROTECTION BOARD

75mm ORGANIC MULCH

3 No. OF 50 x 50 x 2500mm HARDWOOD STAKES,
EQUALLY SPACED. SUPPORT TRUNK WITH
HESSIAN WEBBING TIE IN A FIGURE 8
PATTERN, SECURED TO STAKES WITH GALV
FIXING. DRIVE STAKES 700mm INTO NATURAL
GROUND. AVOID DAMAGE TO ROOTBALL.
PAINT BLACK (OFF SITE).

HYDROCELL 40 PLANTER MIX DEPTH VARIES
100mm HYDROCELL FOAM
GEOTEXTILE MEMBRANE
20mm DRAINAGE CELL
CONCRETE SLAB STRUCTURE
TO ENGINEER'S DETAIL

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE TO
ARCHITECT'S DETAIL
SCREED TO FALLS

TOP OF PLANT ROOTBALL
AT GROUND LEVEL
FERTILIZER AS SPECIFIED
150mm HIGH MULCHED WATERING BASIN.
75mm SOIL BERM, 75mm DEPTH SPECIFIED
GARDEN MULCH 1000mm DIAMETER

Soil Preparation
Crushed rock, concrete spillage and any other material restrictive to plant
growth (e.g. large rocks) shall be removed from the site of any planting beds
and semi-advanced trees. All trees to be removed shall be stump ground and
all rubbish/vegetative spoil is to be removed from site. Existing top soil in
planting areas is to be preserved so that it does not receive additional
compaction from site machinery and so that no rubble or building supplies are
stored in these areas.
No imported top soil is to be used within the root zones of trees to be protected.
Any preparation of existing soil for planting within these areas is to be done by
hand only. Holes (e.g. as the result of plant removal) and uneven soil levels
may be patched using topsoil as specified below.
Any imported topsoil is to be free of weeds, rubble and other materials
damaging to plant growth and is to be of a medium texture (sandy loam) with a
pH of 6.0-7.0. Top soil is to be laid over a prepared sub-base which has had
any materials damaging to plant growth (e.g. rubble and large rocks) removed,
spread to the appropriate depth and cultivated into the existing site soil to a
minimum depth of 150mm.

DRAINAGE PENETRATION BY OTHERS

3 TYPICAL RAISED PLANTER PROFILE DETAIL - FYTOGREEN
N.T.S
002

LAWN / GARDEN BED

Imported top soil is to be lightly and uniformly compacted in 150mm layers to a
minimum depth of 100mm on lawn areas and 300mm on excavated planting
beds.
Weed Removal
All weeds shall be thoroughly removed. All vegetative material, including roots
and rhizomes of non-woody perennials and woody suckering weeds, is to be
removed or appropriately controlled using chemical means. The stumps of
non-suckering woody perennials are to be stump ground. All vegetative
material shall be appropriately disposed of off site in a manner which will not
allow their re-establishment elsewhere. Any chemical controls are to be used in
accordance with manufacturer's instructions and standard occupational health
and safety procedures.

T-A SQUARE

Landscape Design
PROJECT

TOWNHOUSES
DEVELOPMENT
23-27 Prince Edward Ave, McKinnon

CLIENT

GOLD LAND
DEVELOPMENT

Care must be taken to ensure that all trees to be retained are not damaged
during weed removal. This also implies that any herbicides used are suitable
for use around the vegetation to be retained.
Planting
Planting shall be carried out using accepted horticultural practices with all plants
conforming to the species, size and quantities indicated on the Landscape Plan
and Plant Schedule. Plants shall be thoroughly soaked through immersion in
water prior to planting and if the planting soil is very dry then the planting hole is
also to be filled with water and allowed to drain completely.

ROOTBALL
BACKFILL TREE PIT WITH GARDEN
BED SOIL MIX AS SPECIFIED
EXCAVATE A SLOPING SHALLOW HOLE
3 TIMES THE WIDTH OF ROOTBALL WITH
CROWNED CENTRE AS SHOWN.
FRACTURE BASE AND SIDES
OF HOLE TO RELIEVE COMPACTION

All plants shall be appropriately hardened off in the nursery. Use plants with the
following characteristics: Large healthy root systems with no evidence of root
curl or pot bound restriction or damage, vigorous, well established, free from
disease and pests and of good form, consistent with the species or variety.

SUB-SOIL

1 TYPICAL TREE PLANTING DETAIL
N.T.S
002

Planting holes for shrubs and groundcovers are to be of minimum size 75mm
larger than the planting pot in all directions. Semi-advanced tree planting holes
are to be the same depth as the rootball and 2-3 times its diameter, with the top
of the rootball being at grade. A 75mm high berm is to be constructed at edge
of root-ball to hold water. All plants are to be thoroughly watered after planting
and slow release fertiliser added at the quantities specified by the manufacturer.

Plant as scheduled. Incorporate
approved 9-12 month slow release
fertiliser and water in immediately

Mulch
Mulch is to be supplied to all garden beds and is to be an organic type laid to a
minimum depth of 75mm, consisting of fine dark coloured chipped or shredded
pine bark or hardwood with not more than 5% fines content by volume
(preferably zero fines). The average size of the woodchip must be
approximately 10mm x 20mm x 5mm and the maximum length is not to exceed
30mm. Mulch shall be free of damaging matter such as soil, weeds and sticks
and is to be stockpiled and thoroughly weathered prior to delivery. Mulch is to
be kept back 100mm from the stems of all plants to prevent collar rot.

PROVIDE BASIN CAPABLE
OF HOLDING 5L OF WATER
75MM DEPTH, APPROVED MULCH
AS SPECIFIED, KEEP CLEAR OF
THE BASE OF THE PLANT
EXCAVATE HOLE TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 100mm
CLEARANCE AROUND THE ROOTBALL, BACKFILL
HOLE WITH APPROVED TOPSOIL FIRMING
PROGRESSIVELY

Aggregate Gravel Surface
Aggregate gravel is to be installed where shown comprising of a 50mm layer of
gravel (7-14mm granite screenings or similar, no fines) over a base course of
75mm deep gently compacted Fine Crushed Rock. The subgrade is to be
appropriately compacted.

FINISHED GRADE
300mm DEPTH NEW IMPORTED
TOPSOIL OR AS SPECIFIED

ROOTBALL

CULTIVATED/RIPPED SUB-SOIL
TO 150mm DEPTH

5 IMAGES BENCHMARK
002

Timber Edges Provide 75 x 25mm treated pine edges to all borders between
gravel mulch paths and garden beds using 75x25x300mm long treated pine
stakes at 1200mm maximum centres. An additional stake is to be provided at
joins in the plinth.
N.T.S

2 TYPICAL SHRUB PLANTING DETAIL
N.T.S
002

Irrigation
An approved drip irrigation system is to be supplied to all planter boxes &
garden beds. It is the responsibility of the contractor to ensure that all irrigation
meets manufacturers specifications. The system is to be connected to mains
supply and include a rain-shut off device. All dripline is to be buried with approx.
50mm of topsoil cover and shall be anchored at regular intervals to ensure the
tubing cannot be dislodged.
Raised Planter Boxes / Raised Garden
Raised planter construction is to include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
supply and installation of agricultural drains, drainage cells at base, filter fabric,
planting medium, mulch and
irrigation. Planter boxes must be effectively tanked and lined with coreflute to
prevent leaking.

ISSUE/REVISION
Drainage cells are to be provided at the base of the planter and are to be
covered with a layer of filter fabric. A drainage outlet is to be installed in the
base of the planter with the floor of the planter sloped towards it.Provide a root
anchor if trees are to be planted in a windy location.
Supply and spread evenly a special lightweight planter mix. (to be advised)
Compact evenly in 100mm layers. Avoid differential subsidence and excess
compaction and produce a finished surface that is graded evenly and ready for
planting. Allow for 50mm layer of specified mulch to top of beds and a finished
level 25-50mm below the planter rim. Drip irrigation as specified is to be
installed beneath the mulch layer.
Repair/Restoration of damaged Nature-strips
Nature strips are to be restored to current grades with any depressions filled
with topsoil to specifications above and lightly compacted in 150mm layers.
Areas are then to be re-seeded using an appropriate and matching turf type and
the area fenced off to allow the re-establishment of lawn. Re-seeded areas are
to be well irrigated and the area supplied with a slow release fertiliser at the
quantities recommended by the manufacturer.
Any areas of lawn which have failed to germinate (achieve an evenly green
95% covering of a consistent height) are to be re-seeded within one month of
original sowing date.
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Plant Establishment Period
There shall be a 13 weeks Plant Establishment Period following the approval of
Practical Completion by the responsible authority. During this period the
landscape contractor shall make good all defects in his/her scope of works.
Maintenance and Establishment means the care and maintenance of the
contract area by accepted horticultural practices, as well as rectifying any
defects that become apparent in the work under normal use. This shall include,
but shall not be limited to watering, fertilising, weeding, pruning, pest and
disease control, cultivation, re-staking and replacement of any plants that fail
with plants of the same species and size.
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NOTES

NOTES:
PLANTING HOLE TO BE WATERED
PRIOR TO SETTING OF TREES

Soil Preparation
Crushed rock, concrete spillage and any other material restrictive to plant
growth (e.g. large rocks) shall be removed from the site of any planting beds
and semi-advanced trees. All trees to be removed shall be stump ground and
all rubbish/vegetative spoil is to be removed from site. Existing top soil in
planting areas is to be preserved so that it does not receive additional
compaction from site machinery and so that no rubble or building supplies are
stored in these areas.

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
CONTRACTOR TO CONFIRM
THE LOCATION OF ALL UNDERGROUND
SERVICES PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT
OF ANY EXCAVATION OR STAKING WORKS

No imported top soil is to be used within the root zones of trees to be protected.
Any preparation of existing soil for planting within these areas is to be done by
hand only. Holes (e.g. as the result of plant removal) and uneven soil levels
may be patched using topsoil as specified below.

SPECIFIED 45 LTR TREE.
TREES SHALL HAVE A WELL
DEVELOPED TAPER AND BE
SELF SUPPORTING. TREE
SHALL BE OF GOOD HEALTH.
WATER BEFORE AND IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING PLANTING

Any imported topsoil is to be free of weeds, rubble and other materials
damaging to plant growth and is to be of a medium texture (sandy loam) with a
pH of 6.0-7.0. Top soil is to be laid over a prepared sub-base which has had
any materials damaging to plant growth (e.g. rubble and large rocks) removed,
spread to the appropriate depth and cultivated into the existing site soil to a
minimum depth of 150mm.

4 No. HARDWOOD STAKES &
APPROVED TIES AS SPECIFIED.
AVOID DAMAGE TO ROOTBALL
DRIVEN 800 INTO GROUND
PAINTED MATTE BLACK OFF SITE

Imported top soil is to be lightly and uniformly compacted in 150mm layers to a
minimum depth of 100mm on lawn areas and 300mm on excavated planting
beds.
Weed Removal
All weeds shall be thoroughly removed. All vegetative material, including roots
and rhizomes of non-woody perennials and woody suckering weeds, is to be
removed or appropriately controlled using chemical means. The stumps of
non-suckering woody perennials are to be stump ground. All vegetative
material shall be appropriately disposed of off site in a manner which will not
allow their re-establishment elsewhere. Any chemical controls are to be used in
accordance with manufacturer's instructions and standard occupational health
and safety procedures.

50MM WIDE BLACK TIES WRAPPED
AROUND TRUNK AT 1/3 TREE HEIGHT
AND STAPLED/NAILED TO STAKES
ALLOWING SOME TRUNK MOVEMENT
CREATE DISH TO KEEP MULCH CLEAR
OF TREE TRUNK. TOP OF ROOT BALL
FLUSH WITH FINISHED LEVEL OF
PLANTING HOLE

TOP OF PLANT
ROOTBALL FLUSH
WITH FINISH
LEVEL OF
PLANTING HOLE

75mm HIGH BERM TO FORM A
WATERING BASIN

BACK FILL TREE PIT WITH 150mm
DEPTH TOPSOIL AS SPECIFIED

CLIENT

GOLD LAND
DEVELOPMENT

All plants shall be appropriately hardened off in the nursery. Use plants with the
following characteristics: Large healthy root systems with no evidence of root
curl or pot bound restriction or damage, vigorous, well established, free from
disease and pests and of good form, consistent with the species or variety.

LIGHT WEIGHT SOIL MIX AS SPECIFIED
TO 1000mm DEPTH (VOID FOMER TO
MAKE UP DIFFERENCE BELOW 1000mm)
FRACTURE SIDES AND BASE OF
HOLE TO ASSIST WITH DRAINAGE

Planting holes for shrubs and groundcovers are to be of minimum size 75mm
larger than the planting pot in all directions. Semi-advanced tree planting holes
are to be the same depth as the rootball and 2-3 times its diameter, with the top
of the rootball being at grade. A 75mm high berm is to be constructed at edge
of root-ball to hold water. All plants are to be thoroughly watered after planting
and slow release fertiliser added at the quantities specified by the manufacturer.

PLANTING HOLE DEPTH TO BE
100mm BELOW DEPTH OF ROOTBALL
AND BACKFILLED LIGHTLY. ENSURE
BASE IS BUNDED TO AVOID WATER
LOGGING OF ROOT BALL.
WHERE WATER LOGGING MAY BE AN
ISSUE SUPERINTENDENT SHALL BE
NOTIFIED PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

Mulch
Mulch is to be supplied to all garden beds and is to be an organic type laid to a
minimum depth of 75mm, consisting of fine dark coloured chipped or shredded
pine bark or hardwood with not more than 5% fines content by volume
(preferably zero fines). The average size of the woodchip must be
approximately 10mm x 20mm x 5mm and the maximum length is not to exceed
30mm. Mulch shall be free of damaging matter such as soil, weeds and sticks
and is to be stockpiled and thoroughly weathered prior to delivery. Mulch is to
be kept back 100mm from the stems of all plants to prevent collar rot.

PLANTER PROFILE, AS SPECIFIED.
REFER TO TYPICAL DETAIL

SCREED TO FALLS OVER
ROLL ON MEMBRANE
APPLIED TO CONCETRE SLAB
(BY OTHERS)

Aggregate Gravel Surface
Aggregate gravel is to be installed where shown comprising of a 50mm layer of
gravel (7-14mm granite screenings or similar, no fines) over a base course of
75mm deep gently compacted Fine Crushed Rock. The subgrade is to be
appropriately compacted.

STRUCTURAL SLAB BY OTHERS

1 TYPICAL TREE PLANTING DETAIL OVER STRUCTURE
N.T.S
003

Timber Edges Provide 75 x 25mm treated pine edges to all borders between
gravel mulch paths and garden beds using 75x25x300mm long treated pine
stakes at 1200mm maximum centres. An additional stake is to be provided at
joins in the plinth.
Irrigation
An approved drip irrigation system is to be supplied to all planter boxes &
garden beds. It is the responsibility of the contractor to ensure that all irrigation
meets manufacturers specifications. The system is to be connected to mains
supply and include a rain-shut off device. All dripline is to be buried with approx.
50mm of topsoil cover and shall be anchored at regular intervals to ensure the
tubing cannot be dislodged.

NOTE:
VOID FORMER TO
MAKE UP DIFFERENCE
AT DEPTHS BELOW
500mm. REFER TO
ENGINEERS DETAIL

PLANT AS SPECIFIED.
TO BE WATERED IN
IMMEDIATELY AFTER
PLANTING

Raised Planter Boxes / Raised Garden
Raised planter construction is to include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
supply and installation of agricultural drains, drainage cells at base, filter fabric,
planting medium, mulch and
irrigation. Planter boxes must be effectively tanked and lined with coreflute to
prevent leaking.

75mm DEPTH APPROVED
MULCH, AS SPECIFIED.
KEEP MULCH CLEAR
OF BASE OF PLANT

ISSUE/REVISION

APPLY FERTILSER AS
SPECIFIED, TO APPROVED
RATES

Drainage cells are to be provided at the base of the planter and are to be
covered with a layer of filter fabric. A drainage outlet is to be installed in the
base of the planter with the floor of the planter sloped towards it.Provide a root
anchor if trees are to be planted in a windy location.

150mm DEPTH IMPORTED
TOPSOIL, AS SPECIFIED.
PROVIDE BASIN CAPABLE OF
HOLDING 5L OF WATER

Supply and spread evenly a special lightweight planter mix. (to be advised)
Compact evenly in 100mm layers. Avoid differential subsidence and excess
compaction and produce a finished surface that is graded evenly and ready for
planting. Allow for 50mm layer of specified mulch to top of beds and a finished
level 25-50mm below the planter rim. Drip irrigation as specified is to be
installed beneath the mulch layer.

EXCAVATE HOLE TO 3 TIMES
THE DIAMETER OF THE POT SIZE.

ROOTBALL

23-27 Prince Edward Ave, McKinnon

Planting
Planting shall be carried out using accepted horticultural practices with all plants
conforming to the species, size and quantities indicated on the Landscape Plan
and Plant Schedule. Plants shall be thoroughly soaked through immersion in
water prior to planting and if the planting soil is very dry then the planting hole is
also to be filled with water and allowed to drain completely.

GARDEN BED

DRAINAGE OUTLET AND
INSPECTION PIT (BY OTHERS)

PROJECT

TOWNHOUSES
DEVELOPMENT

Care must be taken to ensure that all trees to be retained are not damaged
during weed removal. This also implies that any herbicides used are suitable
for use around the vegetation to be retained.

EXCAVATE TREE PIT WITH SLOPING
SIDES 2-3 TIMES THE WIDTH OF THE
ROOTBALL AND BREAK UP SIDES
AND BASE.

FERTILISER
AS SPECIFIED

T-A SQUARE

Landscape Design

FRACTURE SIDES OF HOLE.
BACK FILL WITH APPROVED
TOPSOIL AND HYDROCELL AS
SPECIFIED. HOLE TO BE NO
DEEPER THAN HEIGHT OF ROOT
BALL WITH MIN. 100mm
CLARENCE AROUND ROOTBALL

Repair/Restoration of damaged Nature-strips
Nature strips are to be restored to current grades with any depressions filled
with topsoil to specifications above and lightly compacted in 150mm layers.
Areas are then to be re-seeded using an appropriate and matching turf type and
the area fenced off to allow the re-establishment of lawn. Re-seeded areas are
to be well irrigated and the area supplied with a slow release fertiliser at the
quantities recommended by the manufacturer.

LIGHT WEIGHT SOIL MIX
AS SPECIFIED

PLANTERS PROFILE AS SPECIFIED.
REFER TO TYPICAL DETAIL

Any areas of lawn which have failed to germinate (achieve an evenly green
95% covering of a consistent height) are to be re-seeded within one month of
original sowing date.
SCREED TO FALLS
AS SPECIFIED

Plant Establishment Period
There shall be a 13 weeks Plant Establishment Period following the approval of
Practical Completion by the responsible authority. During this period the
landscape contractor shall make good all defects in his/her scope of works.
Maintenance and Establishment means the care and maintenance of the
contract area by accepted horticultural practices, as well as rectifying any
defects that become apparent in the work under normal use. This shall include,
but shall not be limited to watering, fertilising, weeding, pruning, pest and
disease control, cultivation, re-staking and replacement of any plants that fail
with plants of the same species and size.

ROLL ON MEMBRANE
(BY OTHERS)
STRUCTURAL SLAB BY OTHERS

DRAINAGE OUTLET
AND INSPECTION PIT
(BY OTHERS)

2 TYPICAL SHRUB PLANTING DETAIL OVER STRUCTURE
N.T.S
003
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RESCODE CLAUSE 55 ASSESSMENT TABLE

CLAUSE 55.02: NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Standard Objective
Relevant standard
Discussion
met?
met?
The streetscape consists of single and
double storey detached dwellings, unit
development (generally 2 and 3 to a
block) and more recent three storey
B1: Neighbourhood
YES
YES
development under construction or
character
having recently been approved It is
considered that subject to conditions,
the proposal is consistent with the
emerging character of the area.
It is considered the proposal responds
appropriately to the Housing Diversity
B2: Residential policy
YES
YES
Area Policy. In particular, it is a
consolidated site that offers a mix of
dwelling types.
14 three-bedroom triple storey
townhouses
B3: Dwelling diversity
YES
YES
4 four-bedroom triple storey
townhouses
The land is within an established
residential street with the ability to be
connected to reticulated services. The
land is affected by the Special
B4: Infrastructure
YES
YES
Building Overlay. Council sought the
advice of Melbourne Water as the
relevant flood plain management
authority.
The proposal has adequate vehicular
B5: Integration with the street
YES
YES
and pedestrian links and presents well
to the street.
CLAUSE 55.03: SITE LAYOUT AND BUILDING MASSING
Standard Objective
Relevant standard
Discussion
met?
met?
6.3 -7.8proposed. 7.4 required.
Considered that within context of site,
B6: Street setback
NO
YES
and ongoing development, street
setback is appropriate – see more
discussion in report
B7: Building height
YES
YES
10.12m proposed. Max 10.5m
49% proposed
B8: Site coverage
YES
YES
B9: Permeability
YES
YES
21% proposed
B10: Energy efficiency
YES
YES
B11: Open space
N/A
N/A
B12: Safety
YES
YES
There are no high value site trees.
Due to the basement mass, some
B13: Landscaping
YES
YES
canopy tree species are not
compatible due to the limited soil
volume capacity. The number of
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canopy trees proposed is
disproportionate to the amount of
dwellings. Species within the western
boundary will not provide the canopy
cover sought from tree planting.
Based on the basement setbacks, 22
canopy trees could be planted along
the boundaries and frontage in
appropriate locations, post
construction.
B14: Access
B15: Parking location

YES
YES

YES
YES

CLAUSE 55.04: AMENITY IMPACTS
Standard Objective
Relevant standard
Discussion
met?
met?
The standard is met from the southern
property boundary. However it is not
met from the rear northern boundary
on second level. 4.7-5.2m required,
B17: Side and rear setbacks
NO
YES
3.8-4.7m proposed. The variation is
considered minor and acceptable –
there is discussion included in the
report.
B18: Walls on boundaries
N/A
N/A
B19: Daylight to existing
YES
YES
windows
1st floor - 2.6m required. 4.28m
proposed. The Standard is met
B20: North-facing windows
NO
NO
2nd floor – 5.28m required. 4.8m
proposed. Conditions will require this
to be met.
B21: Overshadowing open
YES
YES
space
Internal east, internal west, north,
south and west facing first and second
floor habitable room windows and
B22: Overlooking
NO
NO
balconies have not been adequately
screened. Additional
notes/dimensions required.
Conditions will require this to be met.
B23: Internal views
YES
YES
B24: Noise impacts
YES
YES
CLAUSE 55.05: ON-SITE AMENITY AND FACILITIES
Standard Objective
Relevant standard
Discussion
met?
met?
B25: Accessibility
YES
YES
B26: Dwelling entry
YES
YES
B27: Daylight to new
YES
YES
windows
B28: Private open space
YES
YES
A combination of open space areas is
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B29: Solar access to open
space

YES

YES

B30: Storage

YES

YES

Relevant standard
B31: Design detail
B32: Front fences
B33: Common property
B34: Site services

provided at ground level and through
the use of balconies.
Private open space is primarily
oriented to the east and west with
good solar access.
6m3 storage provided within the
basement car park

CLAUSE 55.06: DETAILED DESIGN
Standard Objective
Discussion
met?
met?
Materials, colours and finishes and
roof form respects the prevailing
YES
YES
character to integrate well with the
preferred neighbourhood character,
1.5m height picked fence in dark
YES
YES
colour tone.
YES
YES
YES
YES
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VCAT Application Summary

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To report to Council applications currently before, and recent decisions of, the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT).

RECOMMENDATION
That Council notes:
1.

The applications currently before the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT), including the recent applications that have been lodged with VCAT.

2.

The recent decisions of VCAT, including the commentary provided in relation to
matters of notable interest.

BACKGROUND
The VCAT process is an integral part of the planning permit process and provides
opportunity for independent review of planning decisions. VCAT is required to take into
consideration any relevant planning policy.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
This report includes an attachment that provides an overview of all applications currently
before, or that have recently been decided by the VCAT. The attachment table is broken
down into ‘New appeals lodged with the VCAT’, ‘Current matters before the VCAT’ (including
upcoming hearings or where Council is waiting for a decision after the hearing has taken
place), and ‘Recent decisions of the VCAT’.
There were six decisions since the previous report. Four of the decisions were reached
following the consent of all parties. The remaining two decisions are summarised below.

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL
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Address
Proposal

12 JUNE 2018

476-482 Kooyong Road & 11 Saturn Street
Construction of buildings and works (up to 11 storeys), use of the
land as a hospital, retirement village, residential aged care
facility, child care centre and food and drink premises and a
reduction of the car parking requirements.
Plans were amended as part of the VCAT process that primarily
sought to reduce the height of the development from 19 storeys
down to 11 storeys. Council maintained its objection to the
proposal.
Refusal
Decision set aside – permit granted
LCM Calvary Health Care Holdings Ltd

Council decision
VCAT decision
Appellant

Site

Council refused to grant a planning permit for the proposed redevelopment of the Bethlehem
Hospital that included construction of new buildings (ranging from 3 to 19 storeys), use of the
land as a hospital, retirement village, residential aged care facility, child care centre and food
and drink premises and reduction of car parking. A total of 295 objections were received.
In determining to refuse the application, Council relied on the following grounds:
∑
∑
∑

The height and scale of the proposal would be overly dominant within the streetscape
and would not be sensitive or respectful to the scale of the existing area; and
Insufficient on-site car parking; and
Insufficient public open space.

Objector parties to the appeal also raised concerns in respect to the intensification of the
hospital use and addition of new uses, drawing particular attention to the subject sites
location not being within an activity centre or within convenient proximity to public transport
and services.
In summary, the Tribunal made the following observations in respect to the key issues
identified by Council and objector parties:
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Height and scale
∑

The tallest building form in particular is prominent, open to the street corner, and
associated with a high point in the topography. It will be a landmark, of high
architectural quality and part of a property that serves as an existing hospital. It is a
significant change. But the visual setting can absorb this building. The development
will present with a foreground of landscaping and street trees, dependent on the
viewing location, for example, in Kooyong Road and the side streets. New
landscaping within adequate setbacks will assist to present with a garden setting. For
a building that is physically integrated with other functions such as a hospital and
residential aged care facility, we find the proposed design respects its setting even
though it is a different, higher new form.

Car parking
∑

∑

We reach the view that, in its strategic context and having regard to the integrated
nature of the hospital, aged persons housing and other uses, the outcome is
acceptable. We further find that the impacts in terms of off-site amenity, traffic and
car parking can be acceptably managed, for reasons set out in this decision. The
proposal is likely to improve the outcome with respect to car parking as there will be
a substantial on-site provision with short term parking primarily in the existing Saturn
Street car park.
…we find that the requested reduction in parking is acceptable as is the use of other
land for visitor parking having regard to the relevant matters in Clause 52.06-7 and
Clause 22.10. The purpose of Clause 52.06 is met.

Intensification of the use of the land
∑
∑

∑

We are persuaded by the applicant’s evidence that the proposed redevelopment of
the hospital infrastructure is needed and will have a positive impact locally and
broadly.
A vertical retirement village in a suburban setting is no longer an ‘alien’ form where
(by way of example) a single storey retirement village is increasingly unlikely given
the lack of large sites and the competing development pressures for well-located
large sites in strategic terms.
The proposed medical centres are located on Kooyong Road, a secondary road,
consistent with preferred locations in Clause 22.02. We accept that the subject land
is not identified by the scheme as an existing activity centre or the location for a new
activity centre. We accept that the uses would draw custom beyond direct users and
occupants of the subject land. However, in the context that the new non-residential
uses are aligned with the other uses on the land, and in absence of any evidence to
demonstrate a broader impact on the activity centre hierarchy, we do not consider
that they will undermine the network of activity centres. Small food and drink
premises, such as the facility proposed adjacent to open space and close to the
medical centres, are an acceptable inclusion to service users of the site, including
staff, visitors to the land and residents.

Public open space
∑

The further information provided during the course of the hearing satisfies us that the
open space provides a range of opportunities for pedestrian movement and seating
in shade and sunshine. While accessible to the wider public, the open space has a
specific role in providing amenity and an opportunity for patients, staff and residents
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to enjoy an attractively landscaped external space with good stair and lift access...
More may be better for some people but we do not find this to be an adequate
reason to reduce the level of the retirement village/ILUs by two or more floors (as
discussed further below).
Questions of law
Legal questions were raised during the hearing in respect to the characterisation of the
independent living units (ILU)/retirement village units. The purpose of this question was in
relation to the implications of the mandatory building heights controls contained within the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) that applies to the subject sites. In summary, the
Tribunal provided the following legal ruling:

∑

The ILU component constitutes a retirement village for the purposes of the
planning scheme. It is neither a dwelling nor a residential building. It is not
bound by mandatory height limits for dwellings in the NRZ.

A further question of law was raised during the hearing in respect to transitional provisions
contained within the NRZ in respect to mandatory maximum building heights:

∑

There is no maximum building height requirement imposed by the NRZ for a
dwelling or residential building that is subject to the transitional provisions in
Clause 32.09-14 (although the requirements of Clause 55 of still apply).

On this basis, the Tribunal determined to approve the proposal and directed Council to issue
a permit, subject to conditions.
Officer comment
In summarising the decision, VCAT have placed significant weight upon the net community
benefit associated with the modernised and expanded facility, at the expense of increased
amenity impacts associated with the visual dominance of the buildings over the low scale
residential area and increased traffic and car parking demands.
The planning scheme requires responsible authorities to integrate a range of policies
relevant to the issues to be determined and balance conflicting objectives in favour of net
community benefit. It is considered that VCAT have in this instance not given sufficient
weight to the loss of amenity and neighbourhood character attributed to the approved
development and use.
Council has long advocated for the mandatory heights limits that currently apply to
residential zones to be applied to all types of buildings. Unfortunately the outcome of this
decision has confirmed Council’s concerns, that the current mandatory building height
controls in the Statewide residential zones are insufficient to ensure the protection of the
neighbourhood character and amenity of our residential areas.
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10 St Georges Road, Elsternwick
Demolish the existing buildings on the land. Construct a three
storey apartment building with 10 dwellings and two roof top
terraces. Basement parking is provided for 25 vehicles including
one for visitor parking.
Plans were amended as part of the VCAT process that primarily
sought to reduce the height of the development from 4 storeys
down to 3 storeys. During the hearing, the application was further
amended to include an additional 5 on-site car spaces. Council
maintained its objection to the proposal.
Refusal
Decision set aside – permit granted
Lewcorp Properties Pty Ltd

Council decision
VCAT decision
Appellant

Site

Council refused to grant a planning permit for the proposed demolition of the existing
buildings (Heritage Overlay) and construction of a four-storey building comprising 12
dwellings and a reduction of the visitor car parking requirements. A total of 41 objections
were received. The application was subject to a compulsory conference, whereby the
applicant amended plans to reduce the development to three storeys comprising of 10
dwellings. Objectors parties accepted these plans and withdrew from the appeal. However,
Council continued to be opposed to the proposal.
In determining to refuse the application, Council relied on the following grounds:
∑
∑
∑

The proposed building dominating the heritage precinct due to its height, bulk and
design;
Insufficient on-site car parking; and
Unreasonable overshadowing impacts on adjoining properties.
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In summary, the Tribunal made the following observations in respect to the key issues
identified by Council:
Demolition
∑

We agree that the overall form of the building and some of its features are appreciated
as being from the Victorian era, a period of relevance in the statement of significance.
However, the building is significantly altered as set out in Mr Raworth’s evidence before
us and as found through the Panel’s assessment. The building’s integrity is
compromised by unsympathetic alterations.

Proposed building
∑

∑

… this part of the southern end of the St Georges Road streetscape is not of very high
heritage integrity given the presence of non-contributory buildings. The nearest
contributory buildings are to the south of the subject land because No. 10A St Georges
Road is non-contributory (and approved for demolition). The contributory buildings to
the south of the subject land are of generous proportions. Modern two to three storey
elements are apparent along the driveway to No. 8 St Georges Road, including sheer
wall forms.
In its context, a three storey building form is acceptable. It responds to the nearby
contributory buildings while achieving a higher density form…

Overshadowing
∑

In response to queries about the shadowing of secluded private open spaces to ground
level units in No. 8 St Georges Road, the applicant tendered a revised plan ‘reverseengineering’ the top floor southern elevation to limit an increase in shadow beyond the
existing shadow. Based on this plan, the outcome would be improved but full
compliance with Standard B21 is not achieved for two units. This is because of an
increase in shadow between 9am and 10am. Noting the eastern-most open space has
some parking use and the small incursions that will not significantly affect the use of the
spaces in question, we find the outcome meets the objective of Clause 55.04-5. We
note trees also overhang the spaces.

On this basis, the Tribunal determined to approve the proposal and directed Council to issue
a permit, subject to conditions.
Officer comment
In determining this application, VCAT was required to consider the competing planning
controls that apply to the subject site. The site is located within the Residential Growth Zone,
however is also affected by the Heritage Overlay.
A key matter for consideration in this application was the heritage grading of the existing
dwelling at the subject site. The Glen Eira Heritage Management Plan 1996 identifies the
existing dwelling as a non-contributory graded building. However, as part of the Planning
Scheme Amendment C149 (A New Heritage Policy), Council has sought to re-grade the
heritage significance of the dwelling to contributory.
During the hearing, VCAT considered the findings of the Independent Panel that has
considered Amendment C149 in respect to the heritage grading, which concluded that the
dwelling did not warrant a contributory grading. The applicant’s Heritage Expert also
concluded with this view. Before deciding on the application, VCAT conducted an inspection,
which confirmed their assessment that the demolition of the existing dwelling should be
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supported as it did not contribute to the heritage significance of the Elsternwick and Environs
Heritage Precinct.
VCAT determined that the replacement building would not detrimentally impact on the
heritage significance of the precinct and was consistent with the purpose of the Residential
Growth Zone.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial, resource or asset management implications.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
The decisions of notable interest in this report are relevant to the planning permit decision
making in Glen Eira.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
There has been no communication or engagement for this report.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme One: Liveable and Well Designed
A well planned City that is a great place to live.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
This report provides an update of the applications before and recent decisions of the VCAT.
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APPLICATIONS BEFORE AND RECENT DECISION OF THE VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL
NEW APPEALS LODGED WITH THE VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL (11 APRIL 2018 to 1 MAY 2018)
Address
Suburb
Next
VCAT
Description of proposal
VCAT
reference
date
43-45
Carnegie
8/6/18
P775/2018
Construct a 3 storey building comprising 15 dwellings and a
Kokaribb Road
basement carpark
777 Glen
Caulfield
7/8/18
P676/2018
Amended application that seeks to delete the following condition:
Huntly Road
1 (k) - Provision of car parking in accordance with Clause 52.06-5
(Car Parking) of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme by deleting one
two bedroom dwelling.
5 Arthur Street
Caulfield
23/10/18 P864/2018
Partial demolition and double storey extension of existing dwelling
North
on land affected by a Heritage Overlay and on a lot less than 300
square metres

216

Zone

Council
decision

Appeal
lodgment
date
3/5/18

s79 (Failure)

C1Z

Yet to be
determined
Refusal

Council
delegate for
decision
Council
(12/6/18)
Council

GRZ2

Type of
appeal

1/5/18

s77 (Refusal)

NRZ1

Refusal

DPF

10/5/18

s77 (Refusal)

MATTERS BEFORE THE VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL ( * INCLUDING APPEALS AWAITING A DECISION)
Address
Suburb
Next VCAT
VCAT
Description of proposal
Zone
date
reference
65 Hall Street
14 Service
Street
40 Snowdon
Avenue
7 Manchester
Grove

Ormond
Caulfield
North
Caulfield

*
*

P2407/2017
P2504/2017

*

P119/2018

Glen
Huntly

28/5/18

P2634/2017

3 Rigby
Avenue
9 Royal
Avenue

Carnegie

30/5/18

P237/2018

Glen
Huntly

31/5/18

P2738/2017

2 Lancaster
Street
233-247 Glen
Huntly Road &
14 Ripon
Grove
2/1 Cecil
Street
16 South
Avenue
20 McKinnon
Road
6-8 Bevis
Street
19 Vunabere
Avenue
25 Stone
Street
18 Hopkins
Street
43 Whitmuir
Road
32 Kokaribb
Road & 259263 Neerim
Road
2 Shanahan
Crescent
711 Warrigal
Road
94 Clarence

Bentleigh
East
Elsternwic
k

1/6/18

P2678/2017

4/6/18

P2932/2017

Bentleigh
East
Bentleigh

5/6/18

P258/2018

6/6/18

P2240/2017

McKinnon

22/6/18

P2848/2017

Bentleigh
East
Bentleigh

25/6/18

Council
decision

Council
delegate for
decision
DFP
Manager

Appeal
lodgment
date
26/10/17
17/11/17
25/1/18

Type of
appeal

Construction of two (2) attached double storey dwellings
Alterations and additions to the existing dwelling and the
construction of an additional, single storey dwelling at the rear
Partial demolition and alterations and additions to an existing
dwelling on land affected by the Heritage Overlay
Construction of a three (3) storey building comprising 12
apartments above basement car parking, and reduction in the
statutory visitor car parking requirement.
Construction of five (5) dwellings

NRZ1
NRZ1

Refusal
Refusal

NRZ1

Planning
Permit
No
decision

Manager

DPF

13/2/18

The construction of a four storey building comprising up to 16
dwellings and a reduction in the visitor car parking requirement
and waiver of loading bay requirement
Construction of two (2) double storey attached dwellings

C1Z

Notice of
Decision
Planning
Permit

Council

6/12/17

NRZ1

Refusal

DPF

30/11/17

s77 (Refusal)

Construction of a multi-level mixed use development including 117
dwellings, up to 13 storeys plus basement, reduction in visitor car
parking and waiver of loading bay requirements

C1Z

Refusal

Council

2/1/18

s77 (Refusal)

NRZ1

Refusal

Manager

20/2/18

s77 (Refusal)

GRZ1

Refusal

DPF

5/10/17

s77 (Refusal)

NRZ1

Refusal

Manager

20/12/17

s77 (Refusal)

P558/2018

Construction of single storey dwelling to the rear of the existing
dwelling
Construction of eight (8) three storey townhouses with basement
car parking
Construction of two (2) double storey attached dwellings with
basement carparking
Construction of fifteen (15) dwellings and reduction in car parking

GRZ1

Refusal

Council

29/3/18

s77 (Refusal)

25/6/18

P477/2018

Construction of two double storey attached dwellings

NRZ1

DPF

22/3/18

s80
(Conditions)
s79 (Failure)

DPF

26/3/18

NRZ1

Planning
Permit
No
decision
Planning
Permit
Refusal

Manager

19/1/18

s80
(Conditions)
s77 (Refusal)

GRZ1
NRZ1

29/11/17

s80
(Conditions)
s80
(Conditions)

Caulfield
South
McKinnon

26/6/18

P2998/2017

Construction of two (2) double storey attached dwellings

NRZ1

26/6/18

P522/2018

NRZ1

McKinnon

17/7/18

P88/2018

Carnegie

25/7/18

P427/2018

Construction of three dwellings (one single storey and two double
storey) in accordance with the endorsed plans
Construction of two (2) double storey dwellings on land affected by
the Special Building Overlay
Construct a four (4) storey residential building above basement car
park, a reduction in the car parking requirement and alteration of
access to a road in a Road Zone, Category 1

RGZ1

Refusal

Manager

13/3/18

s77 (Refusal)

McKinnon

31/7/18

P134/2018

NRZ1

Refusal

Manager

25/1/18

s77 (Refusal)

Bentleigh
East
Caulfield

14/8/18

P262/2018

NRZ1

Refusal

Manager

14/2/18

s77 (Refusal)

23/8/18

P3330/2018

Construction of three (3) double storey attached dwellings on land
affected by the Special Building Overlay
Construction of two double storey dwellings and the creation of
access onto a road in a Road Zone Category 1
Construction of two (2) storey building containing two dwellings

NRZ1

Planning

DPF

21/2/18

s80
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2/1/18

s77 (Refusal)
s149
(declaration)
s80
(Conditions)
s79 (Failure)

Street
39 Lilac Street
11 Valkstone
Street
43-45
Kokaribb Road

South
Bentleigh
East
Bentleigh
East
Carnegie

10/9/18

P473/2018

and basement car parking
Construction of four (4) attached three storey dwellings

GRZ1

10/9/18

P475/2018

Construction of two (2) double storey attached dwellings

NRZ1

8/6/18

P775/2018

Construct a 3 storey building comprising 15 dwellings and a
basement carpark

GRZ2

Amended application that seeks to delete the following condition:
1 (k) - Provision of car parking in accordance with Clause 52.06-5
(Car Parking) of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme by deleting one
two bedroom dwelling.
Council is waiting for details of the amendment to be circulated.

C1Z

777 Glen
Huntly Road

Caulfield

7/8/18

P676/2018

150 & 150A-E
East Boundary
Road and 795801, 803, 805
& 807 Centre
Road
5 Arthur Street

Bentleigh
East

15/6/18

P828/2018

Caulfield
North

23/10/18

P864/2018

Partial demolition and double storey extension of existing dwelling
on land affected by a Heritage Overlay and on a lot less than 300
square metres

218

Permit
Refusal
Notice of
Decision
Yet to be
determine
d
Refusal

Manager

1/3/18

(Conditions)
s77 (Refusal)

DPF

26/3/18

s82 (Objector)

Council
(12/6/18)

3/5/18

s79 (Failure)

Council

1/5/18

s77 (Refusal)

C1Z &
GRZ1

Yet to be
determine
d

Yet to be
determined

10/5/18

s87a
(Amendment)

NRZ1

Refusal

DPF

10/5/18

s77 (Refusal)

RECENT DECISIONS OF THE VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL (2 MAY 2018 – 17 MAY 2018)
Address
Suburb
VCAT
Description of proposal
Zone
Council
Council
reference
decision
delegate for
decision
476-482
Kooyong
Road & 11
Saturn
Street

Caulfield
South

P973/2017

15-23
Mayfield
Street

St Kilda East

P2366/2017

1 Sinclair
Street

Elsternwick

P2455/2017

331-333
Neerim
Road

Carnegie

P180/2018

11 Moylan

Bentleigh
East

P394/2018

10 St
Georges
Road

Elsternwick

P2695/2017

Construction of buildings and works (up
to 11 storeys), use of the land as a
hospital, retirement village, residential
aged care facility, child care centre and
food and drink premises and a reduction
of the car parking requirements.
An amendment to the hours of operation
and the uses that could be undertaken
on the land was approved as an
amendment to the planning permit that
allows buildings and works for the
construction of a two storey building (to
the rear of the site, behind Gandel
Besen House primary school),
refurbishment to the existing building
and grounds (Gandel Besen House)
including the synagogue and the
construction of a carpark for 18
carspaces to the west of the site
Use of the land as an education centre
(limited to recess and lunch activities,
daytime assemblies, physical education
classes and after school care), reduction
in the car parking requirements and
buildings and works on land located in a
Heritage Overlay
Construction of a four storey building
and reduction in visitor car parking and
alter access to a road in a Category 1
Road Zone
Construction of two (2) double storey
attached dwellings
Buildings and works including demolition
of the existing buildings and construction
of a four storey building above basement
car park containing 12 dwellings and a
reduction of the visitor car parking
requirements

Type of
appeal

Appeal
outcome

Date of VCAT
decision

VCAT decision
(effect on
Council
decision)
Set aside

NRZ1

Refusal

Council

s77 (Refusal)

Permit
issued

2/5/2018

NRZ1

Notice of
Decision

DFP

s82 (NOD)

Permit
issued

27/4/2018

Varied (by
consent at
Compulsory
Conference)

NRZ1

Notice of
Decision

Council

s82 (Objector)

Permit
issued

30/4/18

Varied (by
consent at
Compulsory
Conference)

RGZ1

No
decision

s79 (Failure)

Permit
issued

9/5/18

NRZ1

Planning
Permit

Delegate

s80
(Conditions)

Permit
issued

1/5/18

Affirmed (by
consent at
Compulsory
Conference)
Varied (by
consent)

RGZ

Refusal

Council

s77 (Refusal)

Permit
issued

17/5/18
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9.7

FOUNDATION FOR YOUTH EXCELLENCE APPLICATIONS COUNCIL
RECOMMENDATIONS QUARTER 2, 2018

Author:

Toby Laverick, Youth Services Coordinator

Trim No:

18/1112628

Attachments: Nil

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To seek endorsement of the Foundation for Youth Excellence Awards for the 2nd quarter
1 February 2018 – 30 April 2018
RECOMMENDATION
That Council approves the Foundation for Youth Excellence grants as outlined in this report.
BACKGROUND
The Foundation for Youth Excellence (‘Foundation’) is a Council initiative that aims to
recognise young people who have achieved excellence in the fields of creative and
performing arts; education; leadership or sport.
Young people aged between 10 and 25 who live in Glen Eira and are competing or
performing at a state, national or international level are eligible to apply for an award. High
priority will be given to applicants who demonstrate a proven history of achieving excellence
within their chosen field and an association with a recognised official affiliated body.
Foundation for Youth Excellence applications are assessed quarterly each year. Closing
dates are:
1st Quarter – 31 January
2nd Quarter – 30 April
3rd Quarter – 31 July
4th Quarter – 31 October
Award Categories
(1)

Creative and Performing Arts

Awards in the areas of dance, music, drama, film and media for applicants who are
preparing for prestigious exhibitions, events, presentations, productions and competitions.
Assistance may be given to help pay for expenses in accessing or attending one of the
above. For example, master classes or special enrichment programs in which the applicant
is participating.
(2)

Education

Awards for applicants who are pursuing intellectual endeavours or increasing their
educational qualifications or skills. Assistance may be given to help applicants pay for
expenses in accessing or participating in intellectual enrichment activities, such as forums,
conferences, workshops or mentor programs.
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Leadership

Awards for applicants seeking personal growth or development through participation in
leadership development programs. It is preferable that these programs enhance an
applicant’s capacity to initiate, contribute to and lead activities within the community.
(4)

Sport

Awards for applicants competing, representing or participating in a sport at state, national or
international level. The applicant’s chosen sport must:
∑
∑
∑

have a defined set of rules and an applicable code;
be competitive in nature; and
be an officially recognised event by the relevant applicable code.

Award Levels
The level of awards are:
State level up to $360.
National level up to $600.
International level up to $1,200.
General Conditions
Applicants must demonstrate that they have achieved excellence within their chosen field.
No more than two awards will be made to any one applicant.
Awards will not be made for international accommodation or travel.
Sporting applicants must be representing Victoria or Australia in a recognised
state/national/international competition. A state or Australian team must be one affiliated
with a national sporting organisation registered with the Australian Sports Commission.
Successful applicants must provide the Foundation with a report on the funded activity, a
statement of expenditure after attendance at the relevant event and a photo taken at the
event.
Any promotions must acknowledge the contribution of the Foundation.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Foundation For Youth Excellence Applications
DEW, Sophia
Sport
Category:
Level:
National
Sophia has been selected by Gymnastics Victoria, a recognised State Sporting
Organisation, to compete in Pre-Junior Rhythmic Gymnastics category at the 2018
Australian Gymnastics Championships in Melbourne. Sophia has previously competed at
both state and national gymnastic competitions and won gold medals in 2014, 2015, 2016
and 2017.
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Sophia is seeking $600 to contribute towards the estimated $1054 cost of entry, transport,
uniform and training associated with attending the 2018 Australian Gymnastics
Championships.
Recommendation: $600
That Council approve a national level payment of $600 to Sophia Dew to compete at the
2018 Australian Gymnastics Championships in Melbourne.
TURLEY, Mackenzie
Sport
Category:
Level:
National
Mackenzie has been selected by Baseball Victoria, a recognised State Sporting
Organisation, to compete in the Under 16’s at the Baseball Australia National Youth
Championships in Blacktown, NSW. Mackenzie has previously competed in numerous state
championships and received a Foundation for Youth award to attend the National
Championships in 2016.
Mackenzie is seeking $600 to contribute towards Baseball Victoria’s team levy of $3300 to
attend the 2018 Baseball Australia National Youth Championships.
Recommendation: $600
That Council approve a national level payment of $600 to Mackenzie Turley to compete at
the 2018 Baseball Australia National Youth Championships to be held in Blacktown, NSW.
MC GRATH, Liam
Category:
Level:

Sport
International

Liam has been selected by Gridiron Australia, a recognised National Sporting Organisation,
to represent Australia at the International Federation of American Football (IFAF) Junior
World Championships held in Mexico. Liam has played for South Eastern Predators Gridiron
since 2015 and was selected as part of the Victorian Eagles team tour of Singapore in 2016.
Liam is seeking $1200 to contribute towards the estimated $1890 uniform and living
expenses required to attend the Junior World Championships in Mexico.
Recommendation: $1200
That Council approve an international level payment of $1200 to Liam McGrath to compete
at the IFAF Junior World Championships to be held in Mexico.
FERRES, Tyler
Category:
Level:

Sport
International

Tyler has been selected by Deaf Basketball Australia, a recognised National Sporting
Organisation, to represent Australia at the Under 21 World Deaf Basketball Championships
in Washington DC, USA. Tyler has played for many local teams, including the McKinnon
Cougars, Bentleigh Lakers and St. James College basketball teams, but this is the first time
he has been selected to represent Australia.
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Tyler is seeking $1200 to contribute towards Deaf Basketball Australia’s estimated costs of
$7187 to attend the Under 21 World Deaf Basketball Championships in Washington DC,
USA.
Recommendation:
That Council approve an international level payment of $1200 to Tyler Ferres to compete at
the Under 21 World Deaf Basketball Championships in Washington DC, USA.
RITCHIE, Samantha
Sport
Category:
Level:
National
Samantha has been selected by School Sport Victoria, a recognised State Sporting
Organisation, to compete at the 2018 School Sport Australia Tennis Championships to be
held in Brisbane, Queensland. Samantha has been selected in Pizzey Cup state teams in
2017 and 2018 and is currently doing her 4th year scholarship at Royal Yarra Lawn Tennis
Club. She is also the class leader at the SEDA tennis program.
Samantha is seeking $600 to contribute to School Sport Victoria’s fees of $2500 to attend
the 2018 School Sport Australia Tennis Championships.
Recommendation: $600
That Council approve a national payment of $600 to Samantha Ritchie to compete at the
2018 School Sport Australia Tennis Championships in Brisbane, Queensland.
CORNELIUS, Alexandra
Category:
Sport
Level:
National
Alexandra has been selected by Cricket Victoria, a recognised State Sporting Organisation,
to compete in the 2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships in Toowoomba,
Queensland. Alexandra has played for the Murrumbeena Cricket Club, Bayside Breakers
and Bentleigh ANA Cricket Club. Her team has won the Victorian Girls under 14’s cricket
championships in 2015.
Alexandra is seeking $600 to contribute towards Cricket Victoria’s team fees of $2750
associated with attending the 2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships.
Recommendation: $600
That Council approve a national payment of $600 to Alexandra Cornelius to compete in the
2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships in Toowoomba, Queensland.
HEENAN, Rachael
Sport
Category:
Level:
National
Rachael has been selected by Cricket Victoria, a recognised State Sporting Organisation, to
compete in the 2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships in Toowoomba, Queensland.
Rachael has participated in the Victorian state championships in outdoor cricket for the last
5 years. She has achieved the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award and also awarded the
community spirit and leadership award in 2013.
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Rachael is seeking $600 to contribute towards Cricket Victoria’s team fees of $2750
associated with attending the 2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships.
Recommendation: $600
That Council approve a national payment of $600 to Rachael Heenan to compete in the
2018 Australian Indoor Cricket Championships in Toowoomba Queensland.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Total recommended grants amount: $5,400
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
The Foundation for Youth Excellence is advertised through the Council website, Glen Eira
News, Glen Eira Youth Services newsletter and Council Facebook pages.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Three: Safe, Healthy and Inclusive
A strong and safe community that connects people and enhances health and wellbeing.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
Each of the applicants outlined in this report has successfully met the Foundation for Youth
Excellence selection criteria and demonstrated how the award will allow them to achieve
excellence within their chosen field.
By awarding the recommended Foundation grants, Council can continue to support these
young people to achieve further success in the fields of creative and performing arts;
education; leadership or sport.
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9.8

CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE STRATEGY 2018-2021

Author:

Toby Laverick, Youth Services Coordinator

Trim No:

18/1123134

Attachments: 1.
2.

Comments from public exhibition of the Connecting with Young People
FINAL DRAFT Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To seek endorsement for the Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021 and
provide details of feedback received through the public exhibition process
RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorses the Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021.
BACKGROUND
The development of Connecting with Young People is a key deliverable of the Council and
Community Plan 2017-2021. The aim of this Strategy is to empower young people and
Council to work together to improve youth engagement and participation in Council
consultation activities.
Connecting with Young People builds upon the community engagement framework outlined
in Council’s Community Engagement Strategy 2018-2021 and the principles of the
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2).
The Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021 provides guidance to the
organisation about how to improve Council’s youth consultation processes and sets out the
youth engagement initiatives undertaken by the Council Youth Services team.
At the Council meeting of 1 May 2018 Council endorsed that Connecting with Young People
be released for public exhibition over a period of 21 days closing Tuesday 22 May.
Connecting with Young People was made available and comments sought through:
•

graffiti boards at Council’s Youth Information Centre

•

online at www.haveyoursaygleneira.com.au

•

face-to-face discussions and feedback forms during all Council Youth Services
programs including Press Start, YouthVoice, Youth Leadership Team, GirlUp, Plugged
In and Glen Eira Pride

•

Youth Services’ social media accounts

•

the Keeping-Up-To-Date youth newsletter

•

presentations at the Bayside Glen Eira Kingston Youth Network.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
During the consultation period, Council received responses from 5 people via the Have Your
Say website, 4 people through feedback forms and one phone call (A summary of all
comments received and the intended responses is in attachment 1).
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Community Feedback
Suggested improvements to Connecting with Young People from community feedback
included listing some additional barriers for young people, new considerations for connecting
with young people and a summary of Council’s current youth programs.
As a result of this feedback, changes to the Strategy were made on pages 7, 9, 11 and 19 as
outlined below.
Nine respondents agreed that the Six Key Principles for Effective Youth Engagement
accurately reflected how Council should be engaging with young people.
Feedback received will be responded to and engagement outcomes reported back to the
community via the Have Your Say website and in the Keeping-Up-To-Date eNewsletter.
Changes to Strategy following feedback
Under the section ‘Barriers to Connecting with Young People’ (page 9) the following dot
point was added:
∑

Young people may be unaware of what Council is and how their activities and
decisions directly affect them.

In the section ‘Six Key Principles for Effective Youth Engagement’ (page 7):
∑
∑
∑

Under principle 1 Make the Process an Authentic Partnership - ‘young people are the
experts’ was replaced with ‘young people have experience’
Under principle 5 ‘Secure the Necessary Consents/Permissions and go to them ‘parks and events’ was replaced with ‘youth service providers, parks and events’
Under principle 6 Show Young People how their input will be Valued and Used - ‘the
decision’ was replaced with ‘decision making’

Under the section ‘Important Consideration for Connecting with Young People’ (page 11)
Stage One – Design, the following dot point was added:
∑

Consider partnering with youth service providers to develop strategies that will
engage disadvantaged young people and ensure their voice is included as part of
Council’s consultation activities.

Stage Two – Planning, the following dot point was added:
∑

Consider breaking down large consultation tasks into smaller activities that are more
engaging to young people.

A new Summary of Youth Programs was included in the Strategy on page 19.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
There were no financial, resources, risk or asset management implications associated with
this report
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
The Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021 is a sister document to the draft
Community Engagement Strategy 2018-2021 and aligns with Council’s relevant polices and
plans.
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COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Connecting with Young People was developed in partnership with Council’s youth
representative committees, the Community Consultation Advisory Committee and with
support from the Executive Management Team. During public exhibition with the community
there were 10 responses from community members via Council’s Have Your Say website,
feedback forms and phone calls. Seven changes were made to the Strategy as a result of
their feedback.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
The Connecting with Young People Strategy 2018-2021 will provide guidance on how
Council and young people can work together to improve youth engagement and
participation in Council consultation activities.
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
#

Have Your
Say or
Feedback
form

Support for
Summary of comments made
Principles?

Change to
Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Strategy?

1

Feedback Yes
Form




The strategy does a good job
I agree that you should use gifts that young people enjoy to
connect with them

No

Comments noted.

2

Feedback Yes
Form



The strategy is pretty accurate and not that much needs to
change.
A major barrier for young people is their lack of knowledge of
what exactly Council does.

Yes

Changes to Strategy – page 9:
Include in ‘Barriers to connecting with Young People’ section:



Young people may be unaware of what Council is and how their
activities and decisions directly affect them.
Comments noted.

3

Feedback Yes
Form




I think the strategy is a great idea and that Council should try it.
Insecurities, time and age ranges are barriers for young people

No

Changes to Strategy – page 9:
Include in ‘Barriers to connecting with Young People’ section:
Young people may have insecurities or may not have their
voices heard because of peer, parental or societal pressure.
Young people come from a variety of backgrounds and have
differing interests, needs and abilities depending on their age.

4

Feedback Yes
Form





Efficient and well made
Shows what is true and what the barriers are
I can’t think of any other barriers that weren’t mentioned.

No

Comments noted

5

Phone
Call

Yes



No

Response to comments:
Connecting with Young People will be made available, once it has
been endorsed by Council.

6

Have
Your Say

Yes



Phone call from Damien Patterson - Policy and Advocacy
Officer for Council to Homeless Persons- ‘Really likes the
document and would like to distribute the strategy to various
organisations in their networks.’
The term ‘Young people are the experts’ in the six principles is
misguided - the concept of expert means more than just being.
This should be replaced with ‘Young people have immediate
and on-going experience’
In part 6 of the principles, replace "the decision" with "decisionmaking".

Yes

Changes to Strategy – page 7:
Under principle 1 Make the Process an Authentic Partnership
‘young people are the experts’ will be replaced with ‘young
people have experience’
In part 6 Show Young People how their input will be used. ‘the
decision’ will be replaced with ‘decision making’
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
#
7

Have Your
Say or
Feedback
form

Have
Your Say

Support for
Summary of comments made
Principles?
Yes




Change to
Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Strategy?

No changes required however can add more council activities
involving more young people
A barrier for young people is they may not know or may have a
lack of interest of what is going on around them.

Yes

Comments noted.
Changes to Strategy page 9
Include in ‘Barriers to connecting with Young People’ section:
Young people come from a variety of backgrounds and have
differing interests, needs and abilities depending on their age.
Changes to strategy – youth program section
A summary of youth programs run by Council will be included in
the strategy.

8

Have
Your Say

Yes




Break down tasks into smaller engaging activities so young
people will be more willing to participate.
Have a separate website for teenagers

Yes

Changes to Strategy – page11:
Consider braking down large consultation tasks into smaller
activities that are more engaging to young people will be added
into the strategy.
Suggested response to other comment:
Council is currently in the process of reviewing its website to
explore ways it can be made more responsive to the needs of
the community. The goal of this review is to ensure that the
website is efficient and user-friendly to whole of the community,
including teenagers.

9

Have
Your Say

Yes





Being a major part of the population, it is clear that our voices
cannot be unheard of. Some youths today are still under the
impression that their voices are being ignored or neglected
even though our opinions are based on facts, and it is based on
statistics. So if there is something that we can do to overcome
the barrier, it will be a big step between the young people and
council communicating.
If we can we mention Girl Up Glen Eira in the Strategy that
would be amazing.
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Yes

Suggested response to comments:
‘Showing young people how their input will be valued and used’
is one of the Six Key Principles for Effective Youth Engagement
developed as part of the Connecting with Young People Strategy.
The aim of the new strategy is to empower young people and
Council to work together to form new relationships built around
open and honest communication.
Council’s Youth Services run a broad range of youth programs
including the new Girl Up Glen Eira initiative which form an
important part of how Council connects with young people.

RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
#

10

Have Your
Say or
Feedback
form

Have
Your Say

Support for
Summary of comments made
Principles?

Somewhat 





Change to
Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Strategy?

A stronger emphasis on co-design in all aspects of consultation
would make the Principles stronger.
There is a lack reference to external community youth services
as a partner in youth consultations and way of accessing
disadvantaged or disengaged young people to ensure their
voice is heard. This will require specific strategies. Young people
should be accessed by the services they use, not just the places
they go.
Mental health can be a barrier for young people.
The Strategy should include how Council will inform the
relevant stakeholders of the views of young people. The
information should not just be for Council.

Yes

Changes to Strategy:
A summary of youth programs run by Council will be included in
the strategy which includes the new Girl Up program.
Changes to Strategy – page 7:
Under principle 5 ‘Secure the Necessary Consents/Permissions
and go to them.’ - ‘parks and events’ will be replaced with ‘youth
service providers, parks and events’
Changes to Strategy – page 9:
Young people, like adults may face health issues such as mental
health, alcohol or drug use, obesity, malnutrition, social isolation
or exposure to violence.
Changes to Strategy – page11:
Consider partnering with youth service providers to develop
strategies that will engage disadvantaged young people and
ensure their voice is included as part of Council’s consultation
activities.
Suggested response to other comment:
The concept of partnering with young people and co-designing
the youth engagement process is a key concept expressed
throughout the Connecting with Young People Strategy. ‘Make the
process an authentic partnership’ is the first of the Six Key
Principles for Effective Youth Engagement and partnering with
young people is listed as the first dot point under Stage One –
Design on page 11.
Council publishes the outcomes of it youth consultation activities
which is made available to the public through it’s website as
outlined on page 20.
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Glen Eira City Council acknowledges the Boon Wurrung people of the Kulin Nation
as the traditional landowners and the historical and contemporary custodians of the land
on which the City of Glen Eira and surrounding municipalities are located.
We acknowledge and pay tribute to their living culture and their unique role in the life of this region.

2
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INTRODUCTION
Glen Eira City Council’s commitment to improved community engagement is reflected in the Council and
Community Plan 2017–2021 that aims for a transparent and accountable Council that engages its residents
in decision-making. Establishing a Connecting With Young People Strategy is also a key action of the Glen
Eira Council and Community Plan 2017–21.
Data from the 2016 ABS Census shows that young people aged 10 to 25 years make up a significant part
(around 19 per cent) of the total resident population of Glen Eira. Young people are valuable members of
our community and Council believes it has a responsibility to ensure that they have an active role in the
decisions, strategies and projects that influence their lives.
The aim of this Strategy is to empower young people and Council to work together to improve how Council
connects with young people, so that young people can actively shape their community and their future.
This Strategy is structured into two parts. Firstly, it provides guidance to the organisation about how to
improve Council’s youth engagement processes and secondly sets out initiatives undertaken by the Council
Youth Services team to connect with young people.

CONNECTING
WITH YOUNG
PEOPLE

HOW COUNCIL
CONNECTS WITH
YOUNG PEOPLE

YOUTH
ENGAGEMENT
PROCESS

4
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this strategy is to:
• strengthen relationships between Council and young people aged 10 to 25 by creating open
and honest lines of communication;
• increase the engagement of young people in Council activities and encourage a greater sense
of ownership over Council projects, strategies and decisions;
• empower young people to guide Council on what tools, techniques and technology best enable
effective consultation; and
• establish new ways for young people to communicate their needs, issues and ideas for the
City of Glen Eira.

WHY CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE IS IMPORTANT
It is important to consult and engage with young people for the following reasons:
• Young people deserve the right to represent their own interests. Effective youth consultation
empowers young people to actively shape the future of their City.
• Young people possess unique ideas and live experiences that may differ greatly to adults.
• Youth engagement creates important partnerships between Council and young people where
both parties can better understand and learn from each other.
• It ensures that services, opportunities, and supports are targeted to the specific needs identified
by the young people themselves.

5
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IMPROVING HOW COUNCIL CONNECTS WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
Council’s Youth Services ran three workshops with 28 young people from their youth representative
committees to get their input on how Council could better connect with young people.

Don’t just ‘post’ on
social media — you
need to engage with
young people to get
buy in.

Keep it simple.
Use ‘quick polls’ to
get votes on
new ideas.

Consider
running some youth
specific information
sessions first so
we can better
understand what’s
involved.

Make sure
it’s actually relevant
to young people.
If it’s not, then
we won’t be
interested.

Create youth
friendly spaces
to promote
consultations.

We often don’t
understand how
Council decisions
affect us or that we
even get a say in
what’s going on.

Talk with us
face-to-face and
don’t just tell us
what’s happening.

Offer opportunities
to develop skills by
working together,
especially for
young adults.

6
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Based on their
feedback Council
has developed six key
principles for effective
youth engagement.

SIX KEY PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

MAKE THE PROCESS
AN AUTHENTIC
PARTNERSHIP.

Young people have experience
that can provide valuable input
and assistance with the design,
administration, and analysis of
youth consultation.

EMPOWER YOUNG
PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE
BY ELIMINATING
BARRIERS.

Work with young people to identify
and eliminate potential barriers to
participation such as the time, location,
language and appropriateness of
consultation activities.

MAKE THE
EXPERIENCE
CLEAR, QUICK
AND RELEVANT.

Use friendly, accessible and simple
language. Make sure the content is
clear, concise and relevant to the
young people involved.

PROVIDE SAFE,
ACCESSIBLE
YOUTH-FRIENDLY
SPACES.

Use familiar, inclusive and
welcoming spaces so that
all young people feel
comfortable and confident
to contribute.

SECURE THE NECESSARY
CONSENTS/
PERMISSIONS AND
GO TO THEM.

Ensure you have obtained the necessary
consent and parental permissions and
where possible, talk to young people
where they are — at schools, sporting
clubs, railway stations, shops, youth
service providers, parks and events.

SHOW YOUNG
PEOPLE HOW THEIR
INPUT WILL BE
VALUED AND USED.

There are eight levels of youth participation*
which vary from participation to non-participation.
Show young people how their input will influence
decision making and allocate time to involve young
people in co-designing the engagement process.
*See the Ladder of Youth Voice based on Hart, 1992.

7
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THEME ONE

LADDER OF YOUTH VOICE

8

YOUTH/ADULT EQUITY

7

COMPLETELY YOUTH-DRIVEN

6

YOUTH/ADULT EQUALITY

5

YOUTH CONSULTED

4

YOUTH INFORMED

3

TOKENISM

2

DECORATION

1

MANIPULATION

Adapted by Adam Fletcher (2011) from work by Roger Hart et al. (1994)
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BARRIERS TO CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
There are many reasons as to why young people may not be able to equally participate in the same
consultation activities as adults. Through careful planning and by providing young people with
additional information, resources and support, Council can reduce many of the barriers young
people face to fully engage in consultation activities:
• Young people can be anyone aged 10 to 25, and a range of different methods and techniques are
required to effectively engage the different age groups.
• Young people are busy and have limited time due to study, work, and family responsibilities.
• Young people may have insecurities or may not have their voices heard because of peer, parental
or societal pressure.
• Young people may be unaware of what Council is and how their activities and decisions directly
affect them.
• Young people can have limited transport options and may not be able to attend public workshops or
forums held away from public transport.
• Council communications and consultation topics may use overly complicated language.
• Young people come from a variety of backgrounds and have differing interests, needs and abilities
depending on their age.
• Young people under the age of 18 may require parental/adult permission before participating in
interviews, surveys or workshops.
• Young people who are disadvantaged as well as those with disabilities, or from Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, may need additional
resources and support to participate.
• Young people, like adults, may face health issues such as mental health, alcohol or drug use,
obesity, malnutrition, social isolation or exposure to violence.
• Young people may be more comfortable communicating on social media platforms that are typically
not used by Council.
• Young people may not believe that their voice will be valued and may be reluctant to participate or
may disengage from participation.
• Schools can be challenging to engage with to access young people as they have busy timetables
and are already required to conduct a lot of surveys with their students.
• Incentives and prizes often require collecting personal information which needs to be carefully and
securely handled for young people under the age of 18.

9

[1] [2] [3] http://profile.id.com.au/glen-eira
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THEME ONE

UNDERTAKING A YOUTH ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
All Council engagement activities involving young people must be undertaken in accordance with
Council’s adopted approach to community engagement that is outlined in the Glen Eira Community
Engagement Strategy 2018–2021. The approach is summarised in the diagram below and shows four
interconnected elements: Design, Plan, Do and Review.

OUR APPROACH TO COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

REVIEW

DESIGN

Build knowledge

Understand context,

and learn.

define scope and set
clear purpose.

Evaluate
community engagement

Identify stakeholders

processes.

and define level
of influence.

DO

PLAN

Inform

Select methods

decision-making

and sequence.

and report back.

Prepare

Implement

engagement plan.

the plan.

Adapted from the International Association of Public Participation: Design, Plan, Manage Model, www.iap2.org.au
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
STAGE ONE — DESIGN

STAGE TWO — PLAN

• Partner with young people to design an
engagement process that will be relevant,
appropriate and engaging to young people.

• Engagement activities should be tailored to the
differing levels of interest, needs and abilities of
a wide range of young people aged between 10
and 25.

• Understand how the consultation relates
to young people and determine which
age groups between 10 to 25 need to
be engaged. If you are unsure, consider
asking an existing youth committee such as
#YouthVoice or the Youth Leadership Team.
See page 17 for an overview of Council’s
youth committees.
• Consider partnering with youth service
providers to develop strategies that will
engage disadvantaged young people and
ensure their voice is included as part of
Council’s consultation activities.
• Community engagement involving young
people under the age of 18 years may
require consent or parental permission to
participate.
• All Council staff, volunteers and consultants
require a current Working with Children
Check, if engaging with young people under
the age of 18 years. This includes any
engagement associated with face-to-face,
telephone or any electronic interactions with
young people under 18 years.
• Young people can be over-consulted
and get ‘survey fatigue’. Check Council’s
Community Engagement Calendar to
determine what youth engagement
activities have been undertaken in the past.
• Students are required to take part in many
different surveys throughout the year and
schools need a lot of notice before they can
be included in engagement activities.

• Be guided by young people on what ideas,
activities and language will work best to connect
with young people. Consider forming a small
working group or use existing youth committees
such #YouthVoice or a student representative
council. See page 17 for an overview of Council’s
youth committees.
• Consider offering age-appropriate incentives (such
as food, freebies, vouchers or a prize draw) to help
encourage young people to give up their time to
participate.
• Consider breaking down large consultation tasks
into smaller activities that are more engaging to
young people.
• Plan to meet young people in youth-friendly
locations such as schools, train stations, youth
centres and shopping centres.
• It is important to remember that young adults
aged 18 to 25 may still face many of the same
challenges, barriers and issues experienced by
those aged under 18.
• Consider running some youth-specific information
sessions first, so young people can better
understand the background and what’s involved.
• Most young people aged between 10 and 18 have
limited time before and after school and may not
be able to get to venues that are too far away from
home.
• Be respectful of the different cultural or religious
practices of young people to ensure that all young
people have an equal opportunity to contribute.

11
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONNECTING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
STAGE THREE — DO

STAGE FOUR — REVIEW

• Make sure all the necessary permission forms have
been obtained and that ALL staff involved have valid
Working With Children Checks.

• Acknowledge the contribution of young people,
through regular updates for longer term projects
or show them the outcomes by reporting back.

• Select the right staff to connect with young people.
They should enjoy working with young people, treat
them with respect, communicate effectively and see
their participation as valuable.

• Review the process and outcomes, test results
and findings with young people.

• Council staff undertaking face-to-face youth
consultations should always display an official means
of identification. Remember as adults, Council staff
are in a position of power and young people may be
reluctant to participate if they feel intimidated.
• Make the process an authentic partnership with young
people. Show them how their input will be respected,
valued and used. Authentic engagement is vital to
instill a sense of feeling listened to and develop trust in
current and future engagement processes.
• Make it exciting and fun. Be creative in your activities such
as using graffiti boards, voting jars or music competitions.
• For face-to-face engagement activities, provide
a welcoming and youth-friendly or youth-familiar
environment. Be friendly, relaxed, try not to be too
formal and do not use a lot of jargon.
• Explain the level of impact that their input could make
for them and others. Outline why the topic is relevant
for them and their needs and check their level of
understanding or interest.
• Consider how to ensure the young person’s views will
be accurately recorded and collected.
• Participation, incentives and prizes often require collecting
personal information which needs to be carefully and
securely handled for young people under 18 years of age.
• Not all young people are the same. Monitor the
number of participants, demographic profile (age/
suburb) and quality of input being captured to ensure
you have engaged with your target audience.
12
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• Announce results and make a user-friendly
version of the outcome or findings report
available to young people. Use clear messages
or visual images to communicate vital
information.
• Consider inviting young people to share the
results with other young people.
• Always ensure that any records and permission
forms are stored in accordance with Council’s
Privacy Policy and the Privacy and Data
Protection Act 2014.

UTILISE COUNCIL’S YOUTH
SERVICES TEAM
Council’s Youth Services team is a valuable
resource for Council staff designing and
implementing youth engagement activities.
Council’s youth support workers can provide
advice and assistance in co-designing
effective youth engagement processes.
They can also provide information about:
• appropriate youth-friendly venues and upcoming
youth events;
• outcomes of previous youth consultations;
• youth demographic profiles;
• Youth Leadership Team and #YouthVoice
committees;
• school engagement and support programs; and
• Council’s youth social media platforms.

SELECTING THE LEVEL AND METHOD OF YOUTH ENGAGEMENT
Council’s Connecting With Young People Strategy 2018–2021 sets out the requirement to carefully
consider the level of engagement that is required to be undertaken depending on the project or issue,
during the design phase of the engagement process. See page eight, Undertaking a youth engagement
process.
The diagrams below describe the five possible levels of engagement (from very little impact in Inform, to the
most impact in Empower) and what consultation methods are best suited to the different young people, primary
school-aged to young adults.

INCREASING IMPACT ON THE DECISION
INFORM

CONSULT

INVOLVE

COLLABORATE

EMPOWER

To provide young
people with
information about
an issue that has
relevance for them:

To obtain feedback
from young people
about local issues,
programs and policy:

To work with young
people in the
planning and delivery
process to ensure
their ideas, issues
and concerns are
understood:

To partner with
young people to
develop potential
strategies, programs
and projects and to
identify the preferred
option:

• pop-up activities —
partner with Glen Eira
Youth Information
Centre, schools,
community/sports
clubs, transport hubs
and on-site if placebased;

• focus groups and
workshops — partner
with Glen Eira
Youth Information
Centre, schools and
community/ sports
clubs;

• web-based projects
— young people
assist Council to run
an online discussion
group;

To share
responsibility in
developing potential
solutions, strategies
and programs and
place the final
decision in the
hands of young
people:

• interviews
and informal
conversations; and

• young people
express themselves
through art, storytelling
or media projects;

• website;
• social media — Youth
Facebook, Instagram
platform and Youth
Services YouTube
channel;
• videos (YouTube);
• SMS/text
messages;
• displays — partner
with Glen Eira Youth
Information Centre,
schools, community/
sports clubs;
• youth-friendly posters
and flyers; and
• postcards distributed
via local youth-friendly
spaces .

• online polls and
electronic surveys;

• vox pops —
spontaneously
approaching young
people and
asking them to
briefly comment
on an issue or
question which is
recorded on film
or audiotape.

• peer consultation/
interviews — young
people interacting
with peers through
surveys, interviews
and focus groups;
and

• print-based
projects;
• youth summit or
forums; and
• youth peer
consultations —
young people design
and undertake
engagement activity
in partnership with
Council youth
workers.

• engage youth while
attending Council
youth or community
events.

Adapted from the International Association of Public Participation, Public Participation Spectrum, www.iap2.org
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• Glen Eira Youth
Voice Consultative
Committee —young
people are given the
training, support and
resources to consult
on topics they want
and communicate
their findings back
to Council and the
community; and
• Glen Eira Youth
Leadership Team
— young people
are given the
training, support and
resources needed
to plan, develop
and run their own
relevant youth
events.

13

AGE APPROPRIATE YOUTH CONSULTATION METHODS
METHODS

12–15
10–12
YEAR OLDS YEAR OLDS

16–18
YEAR OLDS

19–25
YEARS OLD

(LOWER
SECONDARY
SCHOOL)

(UPPER
SECONDARY
SCHOOL)

(YOUNG
ADULTS)

(PRIMARY
SCHOOL)

CONSIDERATIONS

SURVEY AND
QUESTIONNAIRES

Questions must be tailored to differing levels of
interest, needs and abilities.

SOCIAL MEDIA
DISCUSSION GROUPS

Choose the right platform for the target age
group.The minimum age for joining many social
media platforms is 13.

SMS TEXT
CONSULTATION

Younger age groups may not have access to a
mobile phone.

POP-UP ACTIVITIES

Activities and games may engage younger age
groups but be unappealing to young adults.

PUBLIC FORUMS/
WORKING GROUPS

Young people may need extra support and
resources to participate alongside adults.

YOUTH
CONSULTATION OR
REFERENCE GROUP

Different reference groups may be needed for
different age groups.

PEER-LED
CONSULTATION

Young people will still need appropriate support
and resources to lead consultations.
Parental permission is needed for minors.
Consider a youth-friendly space and facilitator.

FACE-TO-FACE
CONVERSATIONS
FORMAL
INTERVIEWS

Parental permission is needed for minors. May
be intimidating and confronting to some younger
people.

COMMENT WALL,
GRAFFITI WALL

Consider youth-friendly locations. May be
unappealing and hard to access for older age
groups.

VOX POP

Will need parental permissions and photo
consent forms for minors. May need background
information before being questioned.

SOCIAL MEDIA
OPINION POLLS

Choose the right platform for the target age
group.The minimum age for joining many social
media platforms is 13.

SUBMISSIONS

May be too complex and time consuming for
some younger age groups.

COMMENTS OR
SUGGESTION BOX

Locations of comments box should be carefully
selected to ensure all target age groups are
represented.

14
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HOW COUNCIL CONNECTS WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

Council’s Youth Services team delivers a range
of activities to regularly connect and consult
with young people and to ensure their voices
are heard within the community and Council.
The following table provides an outline of the
activities that will be undertaken by the Youth
Services team to connect with local young
people.

16
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CIVIC LEADERSHIP
AND YOUTH-LED
ENGAGEMENT

PEER
CONSULTATION

VOX POPS
AND POP-UP
ENGAGEMENT

SOCIAL
MEDIA

YOUTH
PROGRAMS

Both the Youth Leadership Team and
#YouthVoice Committee report to Councillors
on an annual basis to share the outcomes of
their work and to advocate for young people in
Glen Eira.
Young people will help develop and deliver
face-to-face surveys that target at least 250
young people out in the community at local
schools, shopping centres and train stations,
to obtain information about relevant issues
affecting young people.
Young people will help develop and deliver
face-to-face surveys that target at least 250
young people out in the community at local
schools, shopping centres and train stations,
to obtain information about relevant issues
affecting young people.
Council’s Youth Services team and
#YouthVoice Committee will promote
youth activities, events and engagement
opportunities through Council’s Youth
Facebook, Youth Instagram platform and
Youth Services YouTube Channel.
Youth workers connect with young people and
collect feedback at each Council-run youth
program or event. Feedback will be collected
about the events and issues that matter to
young people at events such as Sounds of
Glen Eira (Battle of the Bands), Plugged In
(music program) and school holiday programs.
These results will be used to inform the
enhancement and development of the
Youth Service Program.

17
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EMPOWERING YOUNG PEOPLE TO HAVE THEIR SAY
Youth engagement occurs when young people are involved in responsible, challenging actions to
create positive social change and where the process is structured as a partnership so all parties
contribute, teach, and learn from each other (Youth Affairs Council of Victoria, 2004).
Empowering young leaders within the local community to advocate on behalf of young people is a powerful
approach to improving youth engagement and the reach of Council-youth consultation activities. The
following youth-led initiatives provide a voice and a platform for young people in Glen Eira to connect and
express their ideas and create positive change in their community.

GLEN EIRA #YOUTHVOICE COMMITTEE
The #YouthVoice Committee is a group of up to 15 participants aged between 10 and 25 who connect with
young people in our City to capture and project youth issues, opinions and achievements. Young people
register their interest to join the #YouthVoice Committee through Council’s website and meet weekly during
school terms to plan and develop their projects.
Participants actively connect with young people through social media and also capture the issues that are
important to young people out in the community at schools, shopping centres and train stations through
face-to-face interviews. The Committee reports to Councillors annually and their work is published on the
Council website.

GLEN EIRA YOUTH LEADERSHIP TEAM
The Youth Leadership Team is a committee of 10 young people aged 15 to 25 that is aimed at developing
youth leadership skills. Young people nominate to be a part of the Youth Leadership Team through Council’s
website and volunteer for a 12-month position. The group advocate on behalf of young people and organise
youth events that are held across the City including youth concerts, functions and arts and cultural programs.
Participants receive training in leadership, advocacy and event management and are encouraged to use their
skills to be leaders in their local communities.
The Youth Leadership Team meets fortnightly and is supported by a Council youth support officer. The Youth
Leadership group reports to Councillors on an annual basis to provide feedback about their activities and to
advocate on behalf of young people in Glen Eira.

YOUTH SURVEYS
Young people are also empowered to have their say through Council-run surveys such as the 2017
Youth iPad Survey (304 participants) and the 2017 Student Resilience Survey (4,350 participants).
These anonymous surveys allow a large number of young people to express their open and honest
opinions on important youth issues, such as the health and wellbeing of young people and their visions
for the future of the City of Glen Eira.

18

Council’s youth committees help with the design and delivery of survey questions and assist Council in
analysing and sharing the results among their peers.
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SUMMARY OF YOUTH PROGRAMS
GLEN EIRA PRIDE
Glen Eira Pride is a same-sex attracted,
sex/gender diverse or questioning support group
for young people aged 14 to 25. The support
group is an opportunity to meet like-minded
people and help promote LGBT+ awareness
and inclusion in the City of Glen Eira.

GIRL UP GLEN EIRA
The Girl Up Glen Eira program aims to play an integral
role in re-shaping the way girls feel about themselves
and their future.

GIRL UP

The committee work on large-scale projects that build
on the positive identity of young girls in Glen Eira.

GLEN EIRA

PLUGGED IN
Plugged In is a music and sound engineering program
where young people learn how to set up and run their
own recording sessions at the Youth Centre’s
purpose-built studio.

19
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THEME ONE
LIVEABLE AND WELL-DESIGNED

SUMMARY OF YOUTH PROGRAMS
PRESS START
Press Start is positive social gaming experience
where young people aged 10 to 18 learn healthy
gaming habits; connect with new people; and play
and discuss multi-player games.

YOUTH LEADERSHIP TEAM
The Youth Leadership Team is a committee of
volunteers who are interested in developing their
leadership skills.
The group advocate on behalf of young people and
organise youth events that are held across the City
including youth concerts, functions and arts and
cultural programs.

#YOUTHVOICE
#YouthVoice is a crew of young content creators aged
10 to 25 who interview, film and create social media
posts to project important youth issues, opinions and
achievements.
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YOUTH PUBLICATIONS AND RESOURCES

2017 YOUTH CONSULTATION STRATEGY

YOUTH IPAD
SURVEY REPORT
AUGUST 2017

This report presents the key findings from a youth-led community engagement
program conducted in 2017 that involved face-to-face interviews with young
people at schools, the train station and local shopping centres.
A total of 304 young people aged 10 to 25 participated in the consultations
and gave their opinions on youth issues, support, social connection
and aspirations.
The report can be found on Council’s website:
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/Community-services/Youth/Youth-consultation

Bentleigh Bentleigh East Brighton East Carnegie Caulfield Elsternwick
Gardenvale Glen Huntly McKinnon Murrumbeena Ormond St Kilda East

GLEN EIRA
STUDENT
RESILIENCE
SURVEY 2017
REPORT
February 2018

This report presents the results of the Glen Eira Student Resilience Survey
conducted in 2017. A total of 4,350 students from Years 3 to 12 from
21 primary and secondary schools across Glen Eira participated in
the survey.
The Student Resilience Survey is a 99-question online survey that analyses the
wellbeing and resilience of young people attending school in Glen Eira.
The report can be found on Council’s website:
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/Community-services/Youth/Youth-consultation

Gardenvale Glen Huntly McKinnon Murrumbeena Ormond St Kilda East

This report provides a snapshot of young people living in Glen Eira using statistics
obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The report uses tables, charts and commentary across a range of youth
demographic indicators, including population, population by suburb, population
forecasts, housing, education and cultural statistics.
The report can be found on Council’s website:
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/Community-services/Youth/Youth-consultation
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Glen Eira City Council
Corner Glen Eira and Hawthorn Roads, Caulfield
Mail address: PO Box 42
Caulfield South, 3162
Phone: (03) 9524 3333
Fax: (03) 9523 0339
mail@gleneira.vic.gov.au
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au
National Relay Service
If you are deaf, hearing-impaired, or speech-impaired, we ask that you
call us via the National Relay Service and then ask for (03) 9524 3333.
Online: https://internet-relay.nrscall.gov.au
Teletypewriter (TTY): 13 36 77
Speak and Listen: 1300 555 727
Social media
What’s on in Glen Eira:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraCityCouncil
@cityofgleneira:
www.instagram.com/cityofgleneira
Glen Eira arts, gallery and events:
www.facebook.com/gleneiraarts
Glen Eira Libraries and Learning Centres:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraLibraries
Glen Eira Maternal and Child Health:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraMaternalandChildHealth
Glen Eira Sports and Aquatic Centre:
www.facebook.com/GESAConline
www.twitter.com/GESAConline
Glen Eira Youth Services:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraYouthServices
www.instagram.com/gleneirayouthservices
Glen Eira sustainable living:
www.facebook.com/sustainablelivinggleneira
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COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN

Author:

Helen Wositzky, Social Policy and Community Safety Officer

Trim No:

18/1126965

Attachments: 1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Safety Plan 2018-2022
Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020
Community Safety Snapshot 2018
Responses to the Community Safety Plan consultation

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To seek endorsement of the Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018-2022 (Attachment
One), the Glen Eira Community Safety Action Plan July 2018-June 2020 (Attachment Two)
and the Glen Eira Community Safety Snapshot 2018 (Attachment Three) and provide details
of feedback received through the public exhibition process.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorses the Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018-2022, the Glen Eira
Community Safety Action Plan July 2018 - June 2020 and the Glen Eira Community Safety
Snapshot 2018.
BACKGROUND
During engagement with the community on the development of the Council and Community
Plan 2017-2021, 78% of respondents identified safety and security as a high priority for
Council’s future action.
A commitment was subsequently made by Council in the Council and Community Plan
2017-2021 to develop a comprehensive community safety plan in collaboration with the
community and key stakeholders.
A draft Community Safety Plan 2018-2022 was prepared together with two supporting
documents: the draft Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 and the draft Community
Safety Snapshot 2018.
At the Council meeting of 20 March 2018 Council endorsed the release of the three draft
documents for public exhibition. Copies of the draft Community Safety Plan 2018-2022, draft
Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 and the draft Community Safety Snapshot 2018
were made available to the public and comment sought between Wednesday 21 March 2018
and Wednesday 18 April. Copies were distributed:
∑
∑
∑
∑

in Council’s Service Centre and Glen Eira Libraries;
on Council’s web page;
online at www.haveyoursaygleneira.com.au Have Your Say discussion forum; and
to key stakeholders and members of Glen Eira Community Safety Committee

Council reached out to engage the community in the plan through:
∑
∑
∑

Have Your Say online;
Facebook posts;
Email to community groups;
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∑
∑
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Council’s web page;
Discussion with key stakeholders;
Community Engagement eNewsletter; and
Glen Eira News article.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Community Feedback.
The community feedback showed overall support for the draft Community Safety Plan 20182022, particularly supporting the four themes as appropriate safety priorities to work on. The
Plan was commended for its vision, inclusive wording, being thorough in considering wide
ranging safety issues and including gambling. A summary of all feedback received and
proposed responses is attached (Attachment Four)
Some comments identified that the links between the Community Safety Plan and the
Community Safety Action Plan were not clearly articulated. Issues indicating this included:
- concern that the specific safety issues in Glen Eira were not adequately identified, and
- that the plan had good strategies and initiatives but lacked actions and specific
outcomes.
As a result specific reference to the Community Safety Action Plan was included in the
Community Safety Plan to better link the two documents.
Some feedback indicated that there was not enough detail on how actions would be
achieved, and that there was a lack of timelines, measures and targets. As a result of this:
- the action plan measurables and timeline were reviewed, and
- changes were made as outlined below in Amendments following feedback (below).
Some comments made did not result in a change to the strategy. These included wanting:
- more specific detail included such as naming roads for 50km hr limits, and
- regulations for new residential design regarding access.
There was strong support of the Community Safety Snapshot 2018, indicating that it is easily
understood and a good summary. Some additional data was suggested to be included and
where data was available this has been included in the snapshot. Officers continued to
review the Snapshot while on public exhibition and some amendments to improve
consistency have been included in this report under Amendments following feedback(below)
Amendments following feedback
Amendments made to the Community Safety Plan 2018-2022:
∑

∑

∑

In the section ‘What community safety means to Glen Eira’ (page 4) “issues around
gender equity and identity” was included to strengthen and clarify what is meant by
gender.
In Community Safety Themes (page 23) specific reference to the Action Plan was
included “The strategies listed under each theme are expanded upon in a biennial
action plan; the Glen Eira Community Safety Action Plan that will drive the
implementation of the plan’.
In the section ‘What do we know about safety in Glen Eira?’ (pages 8 and 9) some
data figures were corrected or updated with latest information in line with the
Snapshot amendments.

A summary of amendments made to the Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020:
∑ A section headed ‘Timeline’ was included on Page Three that clarified the timeline
references and the dates for completion of actions throughout the action plan.
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Actions that were listed as ‘ongoing’ were amended to read Annual throughout the
document to clarify that these actions will be undertaken and reported on every year.
Where appropriate measures were slightly reworded and quantifiable numbers were
included to enhance clarity, without changing the meaning or measure itself.
Where actions related to data and research being undertaken this was expanded to
include what we would do with the research. Lighting was specifically included in
actions in Theme Three – Safe Public Places.

Amendments made to the Community Safety Snapshot 2018:
∑ More clarity on the dates of data throughout. For example where previously 20152016 this was amended to read July 2015 – June 2016.
∑ Dates of data were included with each graph in addition to the dates provided in the
section headings/text.
∑ Some data figures were corrected or updated with latest information.
∑ Additional data was included on high profile crimes including assault, aggravated
burglary and homicide.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Oversight and partnership activity will occur within existing resources and operating budgets
of the responsible departments.
The development of a neighbourhood connection program, at an estimated cost of $60,000
has been included in the draft budget for 2018-2019.
Further funding in the Community Wellbeing budget has also been allocated to enable other
aspects of the plan to be implemented.
Funding will be sought from external sources to implement other community safety initiatives
is an action contained in the Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
The Community Safety Plan 2018-2022, Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 and the
Community Safety Snapshot 2018 aligns with relevant policies and plans of Council and
State and Commonwealth Governments.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018-2022, Community Safety Action Plan 20182020 and Community Safety Snapshot 2018 were developed in collaboration with the
Community Safety Committee, extensive consultation across key stakeholders and internal
Council staff, and with community input. External engagement with the community on the
draft documents had 286 visits, 71 downloads of a document and elicited 11 responses from
community members via Council’s Have Your Say website and by email.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Three: Safe, Healthy and Inclusive
A strong and safe community that connects people and enhances health and wellbeing.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
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CONCLUSION
The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018-2022, Community Safety Action Plan 20182020 and Community Safety Snapshot 2018 identify the key safety issues and safety
priorities for Glen Eira. Council and its partners will use the Plans to maintain and improve
safety in Glen Eira and provide the community with a clear and easily understood snapshot
of community safety in Glen Eira.
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Glen Eira City Council acknowledges the Boon Wurrung people of the Kulin Nation
as the traditional landowners and the historical and contemporary custodians of the land
on which the City of Glen Eira and surrounding municipalities are located.
We acknowledge and pay tribute to their living culture and their unique role in the life of this region.
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INTRODUCTION

WHY A COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN?
Feeling safe and secure in homes, workplaces, recreation spaces, streets and public places is recognised as an important
human right. Safety in all these settings creates the conditions for a strong community with high levels of wellbeing and
active participation in civic life.
The United Nations defines a ‘safe community’ as one in which people are able to go about their daily lives without fear
for themselves or for others. This understanding recognises that relevant issues will reflect the characteristics of each
community and will be unique to place.
A local Community Safety Plan is an important way of identifying those issues that matter to Glen Eira. It brings together the
work of Council and key partners in co-ordinating and implementing actions and initiatives that will maintain and progress
safety in the community.
For Glen Eira, this Community Safety Plan also reflects that during engagement with community on the development of the
Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017–2021, 78 per cent of participants identified safety and security as a high priority
for Council’s future action.
A commitment was subsequently made by Council to:
•

work with Victoria Police and other key stakeholders to promote and enhance safety throughout the City;

•

establish a Glen Eira Community Safety Committee with representation from Victoria Police and other stakeholders; and

•

develop a comprehensive Community Safety Plan in collaboration with the community.

As a community, the people of Glen Eira are passionate about their neighbourhoods, active in groups and not-for-profits,
involved with sports clubs and local businesses and engaged with Council in the changing shape of their suburbs.
Importantly, a Community Safety Plan complements and promotes this vibrant community life, and sets a vision for a future,
safe Glen Eira.

WHAT COMMUNITY SAFETY MEANS TO GLEN EIRA
Conversations with community members, groups and partners together with research, tells us that community safety in Glen
Eira is about:
•

listening to the community and engaging in ongoing conversations about how Glen Eira is developing and changing;

•

building on the strengths in the Glen Eira community and creating opportunities for people to connect more with others in
positive ways;

•

building individual and community-wide resilience and self-efficacy including through sharing information, raising
awareness and promoting preventative action on safety issues;

•

supporting a realistic and balanced view of safety in Glen Eira to enhance feelings of safety and reduce fear of crime;

•

working with a diverse range of partners to share knowledge and pool resources and respond effectively to current and
emerging safety issues and challenges;

•

promoting healthy and respectful attitudes in the community and leading by example, including around issues of gender
equality and identity, culture, faith and other forms of diversity;
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•

understanding the nature and extent of crime in the City and taking steps in partnership to address it;

•

understanding the factors that underlie engagement in anti-social behaviours (including crime and harmful substance
abuse) and taking steps in partnership to address them;

•

the shape of the environment, including the design of public places and the ways people travel to and from, taking steps
to progress the Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017−2021 goal of accessible and liveable neighbourhoods; and

•

building a community safety focus into the design, development and implementation of Council programs, services and
facilities.

Definitions of the key terms to describe community safety are provided in appendix one.
Council’s priority is to ensure that the City of Glen Eira remains amongst the most liveable, accessible, healthy and safest
municipalities in the state of Victoria.

OUR VISION FOR A SAFE GLEN EIRA IS

A place
where people feel safe and able
to participate in community life.
Our community is connected, inclusive
and supportive of all individuals and groups
The community is resilient and informed,
actively engaged and empowered to
make decisions for their own and
others safety.
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ABOUT THE CITY OF GLEN EIRA

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT — WHO ARE WE?
The City of Glen Eira is located in the inner south-eastern region of Melbourne, on the traditional lands of the Boon Wurrung
people of the Eastern Kulin Nation. It comprises the suburbs of Bentleigh, Bentleigh East, Carnegie, Caulfield, Caulfield
East, Caulfield South, Caulfield North, Elsternwick, Gardenvale, Glen Huntly, McKinnon, Murrumbeena, Ormond and parts
of Brighton East and St Kilda East, over an area of approximately 39 km2.
The 2016 Australian Bureau of Statistics Census tells us that:
We are growing

Between 2011 and 2016, the population increased by 8.5 per cent to an estimated
149,012 people.

Our community is
home to a high and
growing number
of families

Couple households with children are the most common household type in Glen Eira. They
are also the type of household that is growing most strongly, although ‘group’ households
are also increasing.

We have a higher
proportion of
people in younger
age groups

People aged in their late 20s and 30s are the most populous age groups in the City.
However, Glen Eira also has a relatively high proportion of people aged over 85 years
compared to other communities.

We are developing

Between 2011 and 2016, the number of dwellings in Glen Eira grew six per cent. Most of
these new dwellings were medium to high density housing, however separate housing
remains the dominant housing type being 50.6 per cent of total dwellings.

More of us are renting
than ever before

The number of homeowners in Glen Eira, while slightly higher than the Victorian average,
has been falling and the number of people renting has risen, to just under a third of the
population in 2016.

We are becoming
much more diverse

The proportion of the community born overseas rose in Glen Eira to 36 per cent in 2016.
The number of community members identifying as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander is small, but growing, reaching 250 in 2016. The 2016 Census captured an
increased number of people identifying as co-habiting in a same-sex relationship.

The nature of our
diversity is unique
and changing

The country of background of those born outside of Australia in Glen Eira is distinctly
different from the Victorian overseas-born community, with the top five places of birth other
than Australia being China, India, England, South Africa and Israel. The Chinese and
Indian-born communities in Glen Eira are new growth communities for the City, with other
groups that have been more traditionally dominant becoming less so over time.
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We are a community
of many faiths

The composition of those identifying with different faiths in Glen Eira is quite different to
the wider Victorian population. In particular, the City has a smaller proportion of people
identifying with Christianity, and a much larger proportion that identify with Judaism.
Over half of all Victorians who identify with Judaism reside in Glen Eira.

But more of us are
identifying as having
no religious affiliation

Reflecting Victoria generally, the proportion of Glen Eira residents identifying as having
no religious affiliation has been growing over time, reaching just under a third of the
population in 2016.

We have a need for,
and engage in, caring
for people with
disability

In 2016, more than 6,200 Glen Eira residents identified a need for assistance with core
activities (4.4 per cent of the community). More than 11 per cent of the community
identified as having cared for a person with a disability.

We are a highly
educated
community

Just under a third of Glen Eira residents were attending an educational institution in 2016.
While this is comparable to the Victorian average, Glen Eira had a much higher proportion
of the student population (24.7 per cent compared to 17.8 per cent) attending a university/
tertiary institution. Glen Eira residents were also more likely than Victorians generally to
identify a Bachelor degree or above as their highest educational attainment (40.6 per cent
compared to 24.3 per cent).

Many of us are
working and
working long hours

More than 90 per cent of the Glen Eira population over 15 years were working full or part
time in 2016. A significant proportion (45.4 per cent) of the working community was
working long hours, more than 40 hours a week.

We have a high
proportion of
professionals and
managers in our
workforce

Just over half the 15 years and over population (51.1 per cent) were employed as
professionals or managers compared with 36.8 per cent across Victoria. In Glen Eira,
a much smaller proportion of the population was engaged in other professions, such
as trades or labouring.

Our overall income
profile is high

Compared with Victoria, the Glen Eira working community earned high median personal
($780/week compared with $644) and household ($1741 per week compared with $1,419
per week) incomes. The proportion of those earning $3,000 a week or more in personal
income was 6.1 per cent in Glen Eira, more than twice that of the Victorian community.

But key components
of our cost of living
are much higher

Glen Eira residents pay, on average $65/week extra in rent and $415/month extra in
mortgage repayments, illustrative of the high costs of housing in the City.
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?
Council’s review of data relevant to Glen Eira shows that there is a range of safety-related issues that can be improved.

The Glen Eira community ranks
relatively well on measures of
social cohesion and community
strength, but there is an
opportunity to improve

73.5 per cent agree that people in their neighbourhood are willing to help
each other; 59.8 per cent agree that their neighbourhood is close knit, which
is lower than the Victorian average. 76.7 per cent agree that people in their
neighbourhood can be trusted, higher than the Victorian average.

Community attitudes towards
cultural diversity are generally
positive

A relatively high proportion of the community (71.2 per cent) agree that
multiculturalism makes life better (compared to 51 per cent across Victoria).

Feelings of overall safety in the
community are relatively high
although some sections of the
community feel less safe at
particular times

96.2 per cent agree that they feel safe walking alone during the day, 62.1 per
cent agree that they feel safe walking alone after dark. However, females are
much less likely to feel safe at this time (only 45.6 per cent).

Compared to elsewhere, crime in
Glen Eira is relatively low

Glen Eira has the second lowest crime rate of all neighbouring councils and
the rate of incidents (number per 100,000 persons) is much lower than the
Victorian figure (3,696 compared with 6,352).

However, there are particular areas
in Glen Eira that are of concern

Incidents of crime were highest, and increased the most in the suburbs of
Bentleigh East, Bentleigh and Carnegie.
While a relatively small number overall (209), the number of recorded criminal
incidents in 2016–17 across the City’s nine railway stations increased
between 2015−16 and 2016−17. Caulfield Station recorded the highest
number of incidents in 2016−17.

Safety on the road is a concern
to the community, however the
number of road crashes involving
injury in Glen Eira has not
increased markedly

The number of road crashes involving injury in the City has remained steady
at an average of 222 road crashes per year, fewer than most neighbouring
local governments.

The most significant type of crime
(in terms of number of incidents)
in Glen Eira in recent years is
non-violent theft

In the year ending September 2017 (per 100,000 persons) there were:
694 incidents of theft from a motor vehicle;
427 incidents of residential non-aggravated burglary;
304 incidents of criminal damage to property;
243 incidents of benefit obtained by deception; and
138 incidents of motor vehicle theft.
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Family violence is a significant
safety risk to the Glen Eira
community

While the rate and number of police recorded family violence incidents in
Glen Eira is relatively low, the rate has been growing over time to 669.4
per 100,000 persons in 2016−17.
The complexity of family violence as an issue means that incidents demand
significant local police resources — approximately 50 per cent of local
policing hours are responding to reports of family violence.

Alcohol is involved in harming
the safety of community
members

There is a significantly high proportion of people in Glen Eira at risk of short
term harm from alcohol — 33.7 per cent.

Drug use is involved in
harming the safety of
community members

Compared with neighbouring councils, the number of drug crimes
(possession, trafficking, use, cultivation and the possession of manufacturing
equipment) in Glen Eira is relatively low — 113 in Glen Eira compared to 245
in Victoria (per 100,000 persons). Hospitalisation from illicit drug use in Glen
Eira is increasing. While lower than elsewhere in metropolitan Melbourne, in
2014−15, hospitalisation for illicit drug use in Glen Eira reached a rate of 34.6
presentations per 10,000 persons.

Self-harm and other types of
injury are safety concerns,
particularly for some sections
of the community

Amongst neighbouring local governments, Glen Eira has a relatively high
number of hospital admissions and presentations, including 132 incidents
involving intentional self-harm in 2015−16 and 6,359 emergency department
presentations from injury in 2015−16. Particular groups in the community
more likely to experience hospitalisation for injury are children and younger
people to 25 years old.

There are indications that
gambling is a significant risk to
safety (including financial safety)

In 2016−17, in Glen Eira more than $76 million was spent in gambling via
Electronic Gaming Machines (EGMs). As EGM gambling is just one type of
gambling, overall losses can be expected to be much higher.

There are indications that
housing stress is a risk to some
sections of the community

Housing costs (including both purchase price and rent) in Glen Eira are very
high and increasing. The number of social housing dwellings available to
members of the community in need has fallen in Glen Eira over time.
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COMMUNITY SAFETY IN CONTEXT

Creating and maintaining a safe community involves engaging the
different levels of government, organisations and groups who have a
role in the Glen Eira community. Achieving a safe community requires
collaboration and working together in strong partnerships.
The roles and responsibilities of these actors vary. Both the Australian
Commonwealth Government and the Victorian State Government have
obligations and are involved in many areas that impact on the safety of the
Glen Eira community. Local Government responsibilities are undertaken
by the City of Glen Eira through the Council organisation and elected
representatives. Community organisations and members have a role in
engaging with safety initiatives and taking responsibility for their own and
others safety.
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THE ROLE OF COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT
The Australian Commonwealth Government creates and maintains legislation that provides an overall system and
framework for laws that govern appropriate conduct and behaviour for a well-regulated and fair society. The Commonwealth
oversees and is responsible for:
•

funding the legal system which upholds the law;

•

national security, including through espionage and counter-terrorism activities;

•

national crimes that include money laundering, human trafficking, cyber-crime and drug trafficking;

•

co-ordinating and funding national emergency management programs;

•

the Australian Federal Police;

•

the Council of Australian Government’s Law, Crime and Community Safety Council, a key vehicle for the co-ordination of
law enforcement and crime reduction; and

•

supporting community safety at the local level by funding local crime prevention and security infrastructure programs
such as the Safer Communities Fund and the Safer Streets Program.

THE ROLE OF STATE GOVERNMENT
The Victorian State Government develops State laws and supporting guidelines and engages in a range of other activities
and functions that impact on safety and security, including:
•

funding and supporting the Victorian legal system including prisons, youth justice and rehabilitation centres;

•

responsibility for Victoria Police who respond to crime such as traffic offences, theft, assault, property damage, family
violence and antisocial behaviour;

•

supporting communities through delivering a wide range of health, wellbeing and safety programs and funding
emergency and social housing;

•

leading on issues that affect safety such as family violence and overseeing the control of alcohol and gambling; and

•

co-ordinating the Victorian Emergency Management Framework.
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THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT/COUNCIL
Council, as the local level of government, has a critical role in ensuring safety, peace and order in its municipal district
through many functions, services and activities including:
•

creating and enforcing local laws including those that regulate the consumption of liquor, animal management, parking,
and planning for new developments. Council also has responsibility to enforce some Victorian Government legislation,
such as food safety inspections and building controls.

•

providing and maintaining public places for community that are safe and support community development, sporting,
leisure, social and business activities.

•

supporting safe travel and transport through planning, road and footpath design and maintenance; bicycle paths
and walking tracks; contributing to local road safety programs; working with public transport providers; and ensuring
adequate levels of street lighting.

•

delivering a range of community services for family, children and youth services, older people and people with a disability
and working to build social cohesion and harmony.

•

supporting programs and community approaches to crime prevention.

•

providing safety information and raising awareness on safety issues including through libraries, online, community
groups and community programs.

•

forming partnerships with strategic stakeholders and/or community to improve safety, such as the Glen Eira Community
Safety Committee.

There are a range of strategies, policies, guidelines and plans that support or govern community safety across the three
levels of government. A list of key strategies and policies developed and implemented by the Commonwealth, State and
Local Governments can be found in appendix two.
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THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY
Everyone in the Glen Eira community has an important role to play in contributing to personal and neighbourhood safety.
Individuals, families and neighbours must share a level of responsibility for community safety to be achieved.
There are many groups and organisations that willingly take on volunteer or elective roles that directly contribute to and
improve the sense of safety and security across the community.
Groups and organisations such as sporting clubs, youth groups, schools, charity and service groups, Neighbourhood Watch
and Community Security Group play an important role in maintaining connections, building resilience and creating an
awareness of crime prevention activities.
Responsibilities of each individual, family unit or group that counts themselves as a member of the Glen Eira community
include:
•

watching out for, supporting and assisting vulnerable community members in the neighbourhood;

•

looking out for neighbours and helping each other when needed;

•

demonstrating and promoting respectful behaviour to others;

•

being aware of and taking an interest in safety and security issues, being involved in solutions or ensuring matters are
reported to the appropriate authorities;

•

contributing to the cleanliness and upkeep of properties and the neighbourhood; and

•

ensuring the reasonable safety and security of houses, vehicles and other assets.
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DEVELOPING THE GLEN EIRA COMMUNITY
SAFETY PLAN 2018–2022

The development of the Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018–2022 has
been a collaborative effort. Together we aimed to build an understanding
of the context and issues relevant to Glen Eira, our shared priorities and to
provide a co-ordinated and integrated response.
A strong partnership with key stakeholders ensures the actions we take
complement and support those of others and are informed by shared
knowledge.
The primary objective of this plan is to achieve the best safety outcomes for
the community having regard to the long-term and cumulative effects of our
decisions and promoting the social, economic and environmental viability
and sustainability of the City.
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ENGAGING COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDERS
The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan has been developed by:
1. Reviewing what the community told us in recent community consultations, including:
• surveys and community forums held in the development of the Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017−2021;
• a survey of young people in Glen Eira;
• a survey of recipients of Council’s community care services; and
• surveys, forums and discussions with the community on the topic of the future of Council’s activity centres and shopping   
strips.
2. Reviewing data (including demographic), that has been incorporated into a community safety snapshot.
3. Reviewing Council’s suite of strategies and plans (which cover health and wellbeing, transport, place design/housing,
animal management, libraries, family violence, disability access and inclusion and healthy ageing).
4. Holding discussions and sharing knowledge with partner organisations and key stakeholders, including members of the
Glen Eira Community Safety Committee.
5. Consulting with relevant departments within Glen Eira City Council.
6. Formulating key safety questions for the community:
• What does community safety mean to you?
• What do you think the key community safety issues are in Glen Eira?
• What actions can we take to keep Glen Eira safe?
•  How should Council work together with others to support community safety?
7. Reviewing community responses to the key safety questions asked via:
• our online Have Your Say web page;
• emails and telephone conversations with interested community members;
• community discussion forums on the topic of community safety; and
• one-on-one pop-up surveys in public spaces in the community.
8. Bringing together the information in a draft Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018–2022, Glen Eira Community Safety
Plan — Action Plan 2018–2020 and Community Safety Snapshot 2018 and presenting these to the Glen Eira Community
Safety Committee for review and to Council for approval to proceed to public exhibition.
9. Presenting the draft documents to the community for comment through public exhibition, reviewing and incorporating
comments and feedback received and formulating a final Plan for endorsement by Council.
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WHAT THE COMMUNITY TOLD US
Council’s consultation with the community identified a diverse range of issues that people considered to be important to
community safety.
Many people we talked to told us that Glen Eira is a very safe place to live, work, bring up a family, attend a sports club,
participate in community groups and travel through. The safety of Glen Eira was the overwhelming message that Council
heard through our discussions in the community.
However, people also told us that they can see the neighbourhoods of Glen Eira changing, with new people, dwellings and
developments reshaping their neighbourhoods. Some expressed concern that the ‘quality of life’ and the ‘liveability’ that they
love about Glen Eira might be threatened by safety and security issues now or at some time in the future.
We heard from the community that:

COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS ARE
CRITICAL.

People spoke about the
importance of knowing their
neighbours to feeling safe.

GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
IS FAST PACED.

GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT HAVE
CONTRIBUTED TO
CONGESTION ON
LOCAL ROADS.

Some people told us that they
don’t know who the other
residents in their street are
and wouldn’t know who to
turn to if they needed help.
People spoke about the
increased number of cars in
local streets, the problems with
parking and concerns about the
safety of pedestrians.

Some people in the community
are unsettled by the changes
which include new apartment
blocks and other multi-level
dwellings.
There is a sense that more
might be done to control
development and to preserve
a sense of identity within
neighbourhoods as they
go through a period of
significant renewal.

Traffic speed and the potential
for conflict around schools and
strip shopping centres were
identified as priority issues.
19
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PROTECTION OF
PROPERTY IS A
CONCERN FOR SOME.

PARKS AND PUBLIC
PLACES ARE
GENERALLY SAFE.

People mentioned thefts and a
perceived increase in home and
vehicle break-ins.

People in and around the
community did not see their
parks and other public spaces as
unsafe. Safe public spaces
(both green and urban) are very
valued and well used by many
members of the community.

THERE
IS AN
INCREASING NUMBER
OF VULNERABLE
PEOPLE PRESENT IN
AND AROUND THE
COMMUNITY.

PEOPLE HAVE
NOTICED AN
INCREASED AMOUNT
OF GRAFFITI AROUND
THE MUNICIPALITY.

People mentioned seeing
and feeling concern for, more
community members in Glen Eira
who appeared to be experiencing
homelessness.

While some community
members thought public places
in Glen Eira were very clean
and well maintained, others
mentioned that they had been
seeing more damage, including
through ‘tagging’ and other forms
of graffiti.

22
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COMMUNITY SAFETY PRINCIPLES

The principles we will use to govern and moderate the delivery of the Glen Eira Community
Safety Plan 2018–2022 include:
COMMUNITY STRENGTHENING
•

A commitment to building strong, connected and supported communities that can participate in building a safe City.

•

Use growth, development and change in our community as an opportunity to develop quality urban environments that
support active participation and connections.

COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIPS
•

Proactively work with the community and partners to promote a shared responsibility and collaborative approach to
address and improve community safety.

•

Know that local communities are best placed to develop and deliver solutions to improve safety in their own community.

•

Council and partners will actively engage and consult with the community to understand emerging priorities and identify
local safety solutions.

•

A focus on information and resource sharing and achieving a collaborative impact through partnerships.

PREVENTION AND AN EARLY INTERVENTION APPROACH
•

Focus on early identification of emerging issues and prevention and mitigation of associated risks.

•

Work to understand and address the drivers of community safety and the underlying social and economic conditions that
contribute to crime, anti-social behaviour and other community safety issues.

•

Adopt an early intervention approach that targets those most vulnerable to and susceptible to engaging in unsafe
behaviour.

•

Work with Victoria Police and other partners on strategic and innovative crime prevention activities.

ACCESS AND EQUITY
•

Council and partners will identify opportunities to strengthen all members of the community to more fully participate in
community life, regardless of gender, race, religion, culture, language or life circumstances.

•

Ensure that programs, services and facilities are designed to facilitate equitable access by all members of the community.

AN EVIDENCE BASED APPROACH
•

Ensure that programs, projects and activities are underpinned by sound analysis of available safety data, follow best
practice and are aligned with established state and regional priorities and plans.

•

Council through the Community Safety Committee will ensure accountability by developing, implementing and reporting
on a biennial action plan.

•

Council and partners will ensure that all activities and investments are subject to rigorous evaluation to deliver greatest
public value.
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Theme one

Theme two

A strong, resilient
and connected
community

Living safely

Safe public places

Safe travel
and transport

Theme three

Theme four
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COMMUNITY SAFETY THEMES

Four key themes have been identified to be a focus for the Glen Eira
Community Safety Plan 2018–2022 and will guide our planning and
activities. As Glen Eira values and enjoys a relatively high quality of life
and safety, these themes aim to continue to keep Glen Eira safe and to
minimise issues that have been identified and may arise in the future.  
In determining these themes, there was extensive discussion and
careful consideration of responses received from community through
the engagement process, input from key stakeholders and partners,
and consultation across internal Council departments. The available
data, statistics and information on safety issues in Glen Eira was
sought and analysed.
Under each theme there is a high-level objective, a description of why
it is important for the improved safety of the Glen Eira community, and
strategies to achieve these objectives. The strategies listed under each
theme are expanded upon in the biennial Glen Eira Community Safety
Plan — Action Plan that will drive the implementation of the Plan.
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THEME ONE —

A STRONG, RESILIENT AND CONNECTED COMMUNITY

OBJECTIVE:
Promote connection within the community and neighbourhoods to reduce isolation, create support linkages, and
foster a sense of belonging and safety.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?
A strong community has the capacity to cope with change or challenges. It fosters connections between people
which helps to prevent crime and anti-social behaviour. A sense of belonging, social cohesion and purpose in life
are the foundations that support a safe community.
Individuals and families connected to others and to the broader community, young people involved in activities
and education, neighbours knowing and supporting one another, and people having meaningful activities and
purpose in life are all factors that help to create a safer community and help people to feel safe within their
community.
These factors contribute to personal attitudes and social capital essential for safety: respectful relationships,
pride of place, caring for others, tolerance, inclusiveness and understanding, and a lack of discrimination.
Glen Eira overall enjoys a good level of social cohesion and community strength with more than 70 per cent of
people feeling that people in their neighbourhood are helpful and can be trusted. There is room for improvement
however with only 59.8 per cent feeling their neighbourhood is close knit. Feelings of safety have a great impact
on people’s behaviour and their willingness to participate in community. Increasing people’s feeling of safety in
Glen Eira can also be improved with 62.1 per cent overall but only 45 per cent of women feeling safe to walk
alone after dark.
In Glen Eira, the pace and rate of urban development and renewal is challenging the sense of community. It is
important to support and continue to work towards strengthening and connecting community to preserve and
build on foundations we do have, to prevent and provide alternatives to and minimise the impacts of community
safety issues.

STRATEGIES
1.1		

Encourage and support connections in community and neighbourhoods to reduce isolation, create
support linkages and foster a sense of belonging and safety.

1.2

Develop, maintain and participate in partnerships and networks that promote cohesion in the community.

1.3

Improve community confidence and feelings of safety and develop effective responses.

1.4

Improve understanding of factors that may have a community safety impact and/or drive crime and
anti-social behaviour to inform future strategies and planning and develop effective solutions.
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THEME TWO —
LIVING SAFELY
OBJECTIVE:
Support a safe and secure society and minimise crime and anti-social behaviour.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?
Crime and anti-social behaviour has a negative impact on all sectors of a community; to individuals, families,
neighbourhoods, and businesses. The impact extends beyond those that live in Glen Eira to those that visit,
travel through, shop, or work in the area. The consequences of crime include property and financial loss, harm
and injury to people and disruption to normal life. Exposure to anti-social behaviour and witnessing drunkenness
and drug use has a significant effect on how safe people feel.
The overall number of criminal incidents in Glen Eira is comparatively low however there is crime and there are
areas of concern. Theft is the most prevalent type of crime in Glen Eira. Family violence is a significant risk to the
Glen Eira community with the number of reported incidences and presentations to hospital rising. The amount
of local police resources that are currently being dedicated to dealing with family violence cases is significant at
approximately 50 per cent of local policing hours.
In Glen Eira, it is important to work collaboratively to support initiatives that minimise the incidences of and
associated harms from crime and anti-social behaviour in our community.

STRATEGIES
2.1 Develop and work in partnerships with regional and state networks, peak bodies, other agencies and
departments to foster joint planning and action to address key community safety issues.
2.2

Engage with and support with young people to minimise harms and reduce the risk of adopting criminal
and anti-social behaviour.

2.3

Support initiatives that seek to support gender equality, prevent and reduce family violence.

2.4 Actively work within a framework that supports a harm minimisation approach to drugs and alcohol in the
community.
2.5

Support initiatives that seek to proactively address and reduce incidences of theft.
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THEME THREE —

SAFE PUBLIC PLACES
OBJECTIVE:
Provide safe and activated public places to deter crime and anti-social behaviour and ensure people feel safe when using
public spaces.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?
Public places that are safe, meet the needs of community and provide appropriate facilities are critical in supporting
community safety. Public places include parks, shopping strips, carparks or anywhere that is commonly shared and created
for community use. Public places provide space for people to informally meet and pursue recreational, social and economic
activities, where community bonds are strengthened and a sense of belonging is fostered.
Physical elements such as adequate lighting and clear visibility, and open places that prevent hiding and entrapment are
important in deterring crime and anti-social behaviour. Places that are vibrant and well used with a high level of activity
further increase safety by increasing passive surveillance and observation from people going about normal activities.
In Glen Eira, developing and revitalising public spaces around the specific needs and desires of the community is important
to foster greater community safety and create local identity.

STRATEGIES
3.1

Design public places to create safer environments, encourage community use and deter and reduce crime and other
incidents.

3.2

Maintain public places to provide safe environments and deter and reduce crime.

3.3 Activate public places to create vibrant and accessible environments that encourage public usage and enhance safety
and security.
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THEME FOUR —

SAFE TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
OBJECTIVE:
Work with the community and partners to improve travel and transport safety for residents, workers and visitors.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?
Being able to move around safely in your neighbourhood is a fundamental right that should be available to all members of
the community. Accessible and safe paths of travel are important to allow full participation in life and to reduce risk and cause
of injury. Providing the infrastructure and conditions necessary to support walking and cycling safely in Glen Eira will reduce
the likelihood and impact of injury.
Pedestrian, cycling and road safety are areas of great importance to Glen Eira. In addition, improving public transport access
and safety has been identified as a priority.
Council also has statutory responsibility for footpaths, local roads and the effective management of the impact of
development. Safety for users of public transport is important to Glen Eira and although the number of criminal offences at
railway stations is relatively small, these have increased in the past year with Caulfield Station having the highest number of
offences.

STRATEGIES
4.1 Improve the safety of pedestrians and cyclists.
4.2 Enhance safety around railway stations and other public transport nodes.
4.3 Improve road safety for drivers to reduce crash statistics and road injuries in Glen Eira.
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HOW DO WE GET THERE?

The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018–2022 provides a four-year
strategic framework to guide the work of Council and strategic partners.
The Plan is informed by the Community Safety Snapshot and supported
by a biennial Glen Eira Community Safety Plan — Action Plan.
Council will consider the resourcing of initiatives through its annual
Council budget process.
In addition to the Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018–2022 there are
a number of other Council plans, strategies, policies and action plans that
complement this Plan by incorporating themes or actions that support
community safety. Notable among these are Council’s Family Violence
Prevention Action Plan 2017−18, CCTV Policy, Municipal Health and
Wellbeing Plan 2017−21, Integrated Transport Strategy, and the Open
Space Strategy 2013−2026. Together with this Community Safety Plan
and in partnership with other stakeholders, community safety in Glen Eira
will be enhanced.
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THE GLEN EIRA COMMUNITY SAFETY COMMITTEE
The Glen Eira Community Safety Committee has responsibility for driving and overseeing a collaborative approach to
achieving community safety priorities through implementation of strategies and actions contained in the biennial Action Plan.
Council established the Glen Eira Safety Committee in late 2017 to bring together key agencies and organisations whose
work has a significant impact on community safety.
Membership of the Committee includes Glen Eira elected Councillors, senior Council officers, government stakeholder
representatives (including members of the Department of Justice and Regulation, and Department of Health and Human
Services), community organisations and Victoria Police.
Appointed by Council, members of the Committee have a strong understanding of safety in Glen Eira, strong networks and
links to the community and a keen interest in driving good outcomes in the municipality. The Committee plays a key ongoing
role in reviewing available data, identifying trends and prioritising initiatives.

THE ROLE OF PARTNERS
Partnerships are key to achieving community safety. A number of other key agencies and stakeholders that work towards
community safety and/or with mandated responsibilities include:
• Victoria Police is the key agency for law enforcement however also has a strong focus on preventative programs and on
engagement with the community.
• The Department of Education plays a strong role in maintaining connections to school and providing support services for
young people who may be at risk.
• The Department of Justice and Regulation provides crime prevention programs and grants through the Community
Crime Prevention Unit, protects children and youth that may be vulnerable, supports road safety cameras, and delivers
emergency services.
• The Department of Health and Human Services provide health, housing, mental health and disability support and services.
• Community health and other support agencies such as TaskForce and Women’s Health in the South East, funded by the
Victorian Government, provide important assistance and advice to families and individuals when at risk.
• Vic Roads plays an important role in maintaining major roads and footpaths within our community. Council generally has
responsibility for local roads and footpaths.
• Safety on public transport (trains, trams and buses) is the responsibility of the contracted public transport providers,
Victoria Police and Protective Service Officers, Public Transport Victoria and Vic Track.
• The State Emergency Service plays an important role in restoring and maintaining safety following significant natural
weather or emergency events, and also assists in community preparedness.
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DELIVERING THE PLAN
WE WILL KNOW WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL WHEN:
• we meet the requirements of our Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017−2021;
• there will be an increase in the percentage of residents that report that they feel safe to walk alone at night time (page 32);
and
• we deliver on the actions in the biennial Community Safety Plan — Action Plan 2018–2022.
We will monitor and evaluate measures for resilience, connectedness and positive feelings of safety across our community.
We will monitor rates of crime and effectiveness of crime prevention strategies in partnership with Victoria Police and report
these outcomes to Council and our community.
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APPENDIX ONE — DEFINITIONS
ACTIVATION OF PUBLIC PLACES:
increasing the number of people using public places.
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR:
actions that harm or lack consideration for the wellbeing of others. This may include drunkenness, graffiti, destruction and
damaging property.
COUNCIL:
Glen Eira City Council.
CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (CPTED):
the design elements applied to physical environments to improve safety, (such as visibility through lighting, clear sightlines,
passive surveillance, maximising activity, providing safe movement and access). CPTED is applied in two ways. Firstly it is
a recognised set of guidelines and principles that describe elements of the physical environment to consider and incorporate
in planning, design and upgrades of public places. Secondly it is using those principles to assess safety and to produce a
CPTED assessment on existing environments to inform improvements to safety.
EARLY INTERVENTION:
taking action as soon as possible to tackle problems for individuals and families before they become more difficult to reverse.
EVIDENCE BASED:
actions that are undertaken are based on evidence which may include evidence from statistics, anecdotal evidence,
research, or best practice.
HARM MINIMISATION:
harm minimisation is based on a public health model that aims to reduce harmful effects and considers the health, social and
economic consequences on individuals and society. It is most commonly used in a drug and alcohol context but may include
reducing harms from activities such as gambling.
RESILIENCE:
the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness, challenges and to adapt to change and new ways.
STAKEHOLDERS:
are any parties who have an interest in, who work in, or who may be impacted by community safety. This includes
community, government departments at all levels, community organisations, and support and service organisations.
SOCIAL COHESION:
a cohesive society that works towards the wellbeing of all its members.
STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITY:
an obligation that is imposed by law/legislation.
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APPENDIX TWO — KEY PLANS, STRATEGIES AND POLICIES
OF GOVERNMENT
KEY COMMONWEALTH PLANS, STRATEGIES AND POLICIES INCLUDE:
National Crime Prevention Framework
National Drug Strategy 2017−26
KEY STATE GOVERNMENT PLANS, STRATEGIES AND POLICIES INCLUDE:
Victorian Government Community Safety Statement 2017
Victoria Police Capability Plan 2016−2025
Victorian Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2015−2019
Absolutely Everyone: The Victorian State Disability Plan 2017−2020
Towards Zero 2016−2020
Safe and Strong: A Victorian Gender Equality Strategy 2016
Ending Family Violence: Victoria’s Plan for Change 2017
Family Violence Primary Prevention Strategy 2017
Preventing Violence Against Women: A Framework for Action 2015
Reducing the Alcohol and Drug Toll Plan 2013−2017
Community Crime Prevention Program
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Safer Design Guidelines for Victoria 2005
KEY RELATED COUNCIL PLANS, STRATEGIES AND POLICIES INCLUDE:
Glen Eira Council and Community Plan 2017−2021
Glen Eira City Council Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan 2017−2021 and Action Plan
Glen Eira Municipal Emergency Management Plan
Glen Eira City Council Municipal Early Years Plan and Action Plan 2013−2017
Glen Eira Domestic Animal Management Plan 2013−2016
Glen Eira Activity Centre, Housing and Local Economy Strategy 2017
Glen Eira Draft Integrated Transport Strategy and Action Plan
Public Toilets Strategy 2015
City of Glen Eira Open Space Strategy 2013−2026
Positive Ageing in Glen Eira Strategy 2015−2020
Family Violence Prevention Action Plan 2017−2018
Disability Action Plan 2017−2021
CCTV Policy
Graffiti Management Policy
Street Lighting Policy
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Glen Eira City Council
Corner Glen Eira and Hawthorn Roads, Caulfield
Mail address: PO Box 42
Caulfield South, 3162
Phone: (03) 9524 3333
Fax: (03) 9523 0339
mail@gleneira.vic.gov.au
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au
National Relay Service
If you are deaf, hearing-impaired, or speech-impaired, we ask that you
call us via the National Relay Service and then ask for (03) 9524 3333.
Online: https://internet-relay.nrscall.gov.au
Teletypewriter (TTY): 13 36 77
Speak and Listen: 1300 555 727
Social media
What’s on in Glen Eira:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraCityCouncil
@cityofgleneira:
www.instagram.com/cityofgleneira
Glen Eira arts, gallery and events:
www.facebook.com/gleneiraarts
Glen Eira Libraries and Learning Centres:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraLibraries
Glen Eira Maternal and Child Health:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraMaternalandChildHealth
Glen Eira Sports and Aquatic Centre:
www.facebook.com/GESAConline
www.twitter.com/GESAConline
Glen Eira Youth Services:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraYouthServices
www.instagram.com/gleneirayouthservices
Glen Eira sustainable living:
www.facebook.com/sustainablelivinggleneira
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INTRODUCTION
WHY A COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN?
Safety for people residing, visiting or working in Glen Eira is recognised as important to the
health and wellbeing of individuals, families and community. Safety allows people to go about
their daily lives without fear for themselves or others and enables a strong community that has
high levels of active participation. The City of Glen Eira values and enjoys a relatively high
quality of life and safety. These themes aim to continue to keep Glen Eira safe and to minimise
issues that have been identified.

Theme one

The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan 2018–2022 has been developed in consultation with key
stakeholders and community. The Plan provides a strategic framework for co-ordinating and
implementing actions and initiatives that will maintain and progress safety in the community.
Four key themes and objectives have been identified to be a focus for the Glen Eira
Community Safety Plan 2018–2022.
The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan is supported by a biennial Community Safety Action
Plan. The Action Plan sets out the suite of actions to be undertaken to achieve identified
objectives and strategies.
Each of the four themes is detailed as:
• Theme
• Objective
• Strategies
• Actions

A strong, resilient
and connected
community

Living safely

Safe public places

Safe travel
and transport

Theme three

This Community Safety Action Plan is for the term of 2018–2020. The Glen Eira Community
Safety Committee, which has broad representation from government, key stakeholders and
community organisations, will oversee the implementation of this Action Plan.

2
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Theme four

KEY MECHANISMS

TIMELINE

The Community Safety Plan — Action Plan 2018–2020 includes a
range of methods and mechanisms to achieve the objectives.

The Glen Eira Community Safety Plan — Action Plan contains actions
that will be undertaken over a two year period from July 2018
to June 2020. Each action is referenced within this timeline.

The key mechanisms are:

Actions that have a month and year specified are due for
completion by that time.
POLICY AND PLANNING

Actions noted as annual are actions that need to be delivered
and reported on in each year of the Plan.

PARTNERSHIPS

KNOWLEDGE/EVIDENCE

COMMUNICATION

ENGAGEMENT

ADVOCACY

SERVICE AND INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY

3
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THEME ONE — A STRONG, RESILIENT AND CONNECTED COMMUNITY
OBJECTIVE: PROMOTE CONNECTION WITHIN THE COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS TO REDUCE ISOLATION, CREATE SUPPORT LINKAGES,
AND FOSTER A SENSE OF BELONGING AND SAFETY.

ACTION

STRATEGY

1.1

1.1.1

Encourage and support
connections in community
and neighbourhoods to
reduce isolation; create
support linkages; and foster
a sense of belonging and
safety.

Promote, support and
co-ordinate events, activities,
projects and programs that
bring community together, foster
connections, and increase
understanding of culture and faith.

MEASURE

At least five events, projects or
programs conducted per annum.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

June 2020

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Neighbourhood Watch

At least three community grants
addressing community cohesion
granted through Councils Community
Grants Program.

Victoria Police

Community events, projects and
programs are promoted through Council
publications and online.

1.1.2
Take a place-based approach to
develop an ongoing street level
program to connect neighbours,
build capacity and encourage
community responsibility for
safety.

Best practice neighbourhood
programs investigated, recommended,
implemented and evaluated.

June 2020

Glen Eira City Council

Establish an accurate community group
database as a tool to enable better
networking.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

1.1.3
Support greater networking and
linkages between community
groups.

Conduct at least two networking events
per annum for community groups.

4
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ACTION

STRATEGY

1.1
Encourage and support
connections in community
and neighbourhoods to
reduce isolation; create
support linkages; and foster
a sense of belonging and
safety.

5

1.1.4
Support and encourage
connections and engagement
of young people across a range
of interests including sport, art,
music and dance.

MEASURE

250 youth programs and activities
delivered.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

Annual

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Monash University

More than 7,000 young people and their
families supported through programs,
information, referrals and events.
Promotion of activities for youth on
Council’s social media platforms.

1.2

1.2.1

Develop, maintain and
participate in partnerships
and networks that promote
cohesion in the community.

Join and participate in regional
and state partnerships and
networks that work towards social
cohesion, promote diversity and
address discrimination including:

•

Victorian Local Government
Multicultural Issues Network.

•

Municipal Association Victoria
Local Government Indigenous
Network.

•

Social Cohesion in Practice
Portal.

1.3

1.3.1

Improve community
confidence and feelings of
safety and develop effective
responses.

Regularly update the Glen Eira
Community Safety Snapshot
ensuring accurate, effective
and current data to enhance
understanding of community
safety issues.

City of Glen Eira safety issues are
on the agenda of network/partner
organisations.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Glen Eira Community Safety Snapshot
is updated and reported on an annual
basis.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Data from the Crime Statistics Agency
is sourced and included in the Glen Eira
Community Safety Snapshot.
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ACTION

STRATEGY

1.3

1.3.2

Improve community
confidence and feelings of
safety and develop effective
responses.

Enhance understanding of the
factors that influence community
confidence and feelings of safety
with specific reference to how this
is applicable to Glen Eira.

MEASURE

Complete a study on the latest
research about community confidence
and feelings of safety in Glen Eira.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

June 2020

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee

Deliver three community forums to
report and develop collaborative
actions and response.

1.3.3
Communications plan is developed,
Deliver a co-ordinated
implemented and reviewed.
multi-agency community safety
communication plan that promotes
Glen Eira as a safe place to live,
and provides consistent and
balanced information on crime and
anti-social behaviour in Glen Eira.
1.3.4
Review the community safety
information on Council’s website.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council
Victoria Police
Community Safety
Committee

Community safety information is
reviewed and updated as part of
Council’s website review.

February 2019

Glen Eira City Council

Protocols and actions as per the
Emergency Management Plan are
actioned as required.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

1.3.5
Reassure community in the event
of crime or emergency.

Victoria Police
Department of Health and
Human Services
Community Security Group

6
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ACTION

STRATEGY

1.4

1.4.1

Improve understanding of
factors that may have a
community safety impact
and/or drive crime and
anti-social behaviour to inform
future strategies and planning
and develop effective
solutions.

Research and report on gambling
harms, cohorts affected and most
vulnerable in Glen Eira.

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

Research report completed, presented
and discussed at Community Safety
Committee. Knowledge gained is used
by Council and the Community Safety
Committee to develop strategies to
reduce harms.

June 2019

Research report completed, presented
and discussed at Community Safety
Committee. Knowledge gained is used
to inform advocacy activities.

June 2020

Develop a social and affordable housing
strategy and present it to the
Community Safety Committee.

June 2019

Membership and participation of The
Youth Mental Health Suicide Prevention
Communication Protocol and response
group. Knowledge gained to inform
recommendations for collaborative
actions and strategies for prevention.

Annual

Report completed, presented and
discussed at Community Safety
Committee.

June 2019

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee

1.4.2
Research and report on financial
hardship factors that may link to
crime and anti-social behaviour.

Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee

1.4.3
Research and report on housing
affordability, sleeping rough, and
housing insecurity in Glen Eira.

Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee

1.4.4
Research, share knowledge and
information on self-harm and
suicide in our community to inform
and develop effective preventative
actions.

7
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Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee

THEME TWO — LIVING SAFELY
OBJECTIVE: SUPPORT A SAFE AND SECURE SOCIETY AND MINIMISE CRIME AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR.

ACTION

STRATEGY

2.1

2.1.1

Develop and work in
partnerships with regional
and state networks, peak
bodies, other agencies and
departments to foster joint
planning and action to
address key community
safety issues.

Liaise, support, link and
participate in networks that work
towards building gender equality
and advocate for the prevention of
family violence.

MEASURE

Membership and participation of:

•

Municipal Association of Victoria
Preventing Violence against
Women Network.

•

Municipal Association of Victoria
Promising Practice Portal.

•

Southern Melbourne Primary Care
Partnership.

•

Southern Metro Integrated Family
Violence Network.

•

Bayside Integrated Family Violence
Partnership.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

September 2018

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Women’s Health in the
South East (WHISE)
TaskForce

Liaise with Jewish Care Network.

2.1.2
Liaise, support, link and
participate in networks that work
towards community safety and
advocate for the prevention and
reduction of harms in community.

8

Membership and participation of:

•

Municipal Association of Victoria
Local Government Gambling,
Alcohol and other Drugs Issues
forum.

•

Bayside, Glen Eira, Kingston
Youth Network.

•

Health and Wellbeing Special
Interest Group (Local Government
Professionals).

•
•

Alliance for Gambling Reform.
Community Safety Special Interest
Group (Local Government
Professionals).
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September 2018

Glen Eira City Council
TaskForce

ACTION

STRATEGY

2.1

2.1.3

Develop and work in
partnerships with regional
and state networks, peak
bodies, other agencies and
departments to foster joint
planning and action to
address key community
safety issues.

Partner with Victoria Police and
other stakeholders to conduct
quarterly community engagement
activities across the municipality.

2.2

2.2.1

Engage and support young
people to minimise harms and
reduce the risk of adopting
criminal and anti-social
behaviour.

Investigate current youth
engagement programs that have
an early intervention approach
and target at risk groups for
potential implementation in Glen
Eira.

MEASURE

Quarterly activities conducted.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

Annual

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Victoria Police
Department of Justice and
Regulation

Information on potential youth programs
provided to Community Safety
Committee.

December 2018

Victoria Police
Glen Eira City Council
TaskForce

Provide information on Bayside Bluff
Road program, lessons learnt and
assess relevance and potential
application to Glen Eira.

Community Safety
Committee

2.2.2
Establish a Youth Hub to support
disengaged youth; youth
experiencing substance abuse;
and other issues.

2.3

June 2019

TaskForce

Community Safety Plan actions
implemented in the:

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

2.3.1

Support initiatives that seek to Monitor and check on the
support gender equality and
outcomes of relevant actions in
prevent and reduce family
Council strategies and plans.
violence.

9

Youth Hub established.

•

Family Violence Action Plan
2017–2018;

•

Municipal Public Health and
Wellbeing Plan 2017–2021; and

•

Advocacy Strategy 2018–2020.
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ACTION

STRATEGY

2.3

2.3.2

Support initiatives that seek to
support gender equality and
prevent and reduce family
violence.

Review and analyse Council’s
progress on the recommendations
from the Royal Commission into
Family Violence.

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

All Royal Commission actions for
Glen Eira are completed.

December 2018

Glen Eira City Council

Revise and update family violence
statistics.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

2.3.3
Research to build knowledge and
understanding of the contributors
and prevalence of family violence
in Glen Eira.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS

Community Safety
Committee

2.3.4
Engage with Victoria Police Family Arrange a meet and greet with public
and Victoria Police.
Violence prevention projects.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council
Victoria Police

Arrange at least one meeting to
collaborate on family violence issues
and projects.

2.3.5
Potential funding streams investigated
Seek funding to complement
current diversionary programs that and reported to Community Safety
target known cohorts of offenders. Committee.

December 2018

Community Safety
Committee
Glen Eira City Council
TaskForce

2.3.6
Advocate for a referral service for
youth family violence offenders.

Investigate current referral services
available and develop an advocacy
plan.

June 2019

Victoria Police.
Glen Eira City Council
Community Safety
Committee
TaskForce

10
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ACTION

STRATEGY

2.3

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

2.3.7

Support initiatives that seek to Review the status of Safety Hubs
and advocate for Safety Hubs in
support gender equality and
each region.
prevent and reduce family
violence.

Information on Safety Hubs shared
across partners and to Community
Safety Committee.

2.4

2.4.1

Actively work within a
framework that supports a
harm-minimisation approach
to drugs, alcohol and other
harms in the community.

Review the current engagement of
Support education and other
preventative and early-intervention clubs with the Good Sports program.
programs in the community to
Delivery of prevention and
reduce drug and alcohol harms.
early-intervention programs to at-risk
youth.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS

June 2020

Community Safety
Committee

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council
TaskForce

Annual

2.4.2
Monitor and check on outcomes
of relevant Council strategies and
plans.

Community Safety actions are
implemented in the:

•

Municipal Public Health and
Wellbeing Plan 2017–2021;

•

Council and Community Plan
2017–2021; and

•

Advocacy Strategy 2018–2022.

2.5

2.5.1

Support initiatives that seek
to proactively address and
reduce incidences of theft.

Identify hotspot areas where crime Regular reports to Community Safety
Committee on hotspots.
and anti-social behaviour are
occurring and task police
accordingly.

11
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Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Annual

Victoria Police

ACTION

STRATEGY

MEASURE

2.5

2.5.2

Support initiatives that seek
to proactively address and
reduce incidences of theft.

Funding grant applied for.
Develop a project and source
funding from the National Motor
Vehicle Theft Reduction Council to
address high levels of car theft in
Glen Eira.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

June 2019

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Community Safety
Committee
Neighbourhood Watch.
Victoria Police
Glen Eira City Council

2.5.3
Implement operations to target
crime, burglary and motor
vehicle theft.

Operation outcomes and updates to
Community Safety Committee.

Annual

Victoria Police

June 2020

Victoria Police

Reduction in crime statistics.

2.5.4
Work with owners and residents
of high density living apartments
to reduce theft in car parking and
storage areas.

12

Educational campaign and information
developed and distributed.

Neighbourhood Watch
Glen Eira City Council
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THEME THREE — SAFE PUBLIC PLACES
OBJECTIVE: PROVIDE SAFE AND ACTIVATED PUBLIC PLACES TO DETER CRIME AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR AND ENSURE PEOPLE FEEL SAFE WHEN
USING PUBLIC SPACES.

ACTION

STRATEGY

3.1

3.1.1

Design public places to
create safer environments,
encourage community use,
deter and reduce crime and
other incidents.

Consistently apply Crime
Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles, such as lighting in all
new Council developments,
master and activity centre
planning and renovations.

MEASURE
Apply CPTED as per Victoria
Police Assessments on all new
projects including design phase
and post construction. This
includes consideration of lighting,
clear sight lines, and passive
surveillance.

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

Annual

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS
Glen Eira City Council
Victoria Police

3.1.2
Identify training requirements
to ensure Council staff are
appropriately trained to apply
CPTED principles.

Documentation on training requirements
prepared and approved.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

Reports completed and provided to
Council from Victoria Police.

June 2019

Victoria Police
Proactive Policing Unit

Audit completed for a minimum of four
identified public places and
recommendations made for enhancing
safety for public events.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

Audit of car park signage completed and
recommended signage is installed.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

3.1.3
Identify public places that are
hotspots and conduct CPTED
audits to inform planning.

3.1.4
Identify public places that are
used for community activities and
events and investigate options to
enhance the physical
environment to improve safety at
events, including lighting.

3.1.5
All new and redeveloped carparks
will include signage highlighting
security and safety.

13
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ACTION

STRATEGY

3.2

3.2.1

Maintain public places to
provide safe environments
and deter and reduce crime.

Ensure public places are
maintained according to relevant
policies and plans.

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

A documented maintenance plan and
inspection regime is developed for
a minimum of four sites.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

Annual independent audit completed.

Annual

Areas of high graffiti hits identified and
prioritised.

December 2018

Community Safety
Committee

Recommendations of art/mural projects
approved and funding sought.

June 2019

Victoria Police

Reduction in graffiti in project areas.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Implementation of:
• Graffiti Management Policy;

•

Street Lighting Policy 2002; and

•

Open Space Strategy 2013−2026.

3.2.2
Ensure Council’s Domestic Animal
Management Plan is implemented
and local regulations on dogs and
other animals in public places are
enforced.

Ensure adequate signage in parks for
designated on/off leash areas.
Publish three articles annually on dogs
and responsibilities.

3.2.3
Regular checks and audits on
public places are conducted to
identify safety issues.

3.2.4
Reduce tagging and graffiti by
developing community art/mural
project/s that engage offenders in
areas identified as priority.

14
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3.3

3.3.1

Activate public places to
create vibrant and accessible
environments that encourage
public usage and enhance
safety and security.

Implement and support
placemaking activities and
encourage night time activation
of local activity centres.

15

Commence the development of detailed
implementation plans for Bentleigh,
Elsternwick and Carnegie structure
plans.
At least 12 public events per annum
held in public parks.
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Annual

Glen Eira City Council

THEME FOUR — SAFE TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
OBJECTIVE: WORK WITH THE COMMUNITY AND PARTNERS TO IMPROVE TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT SAFETY FOR RESIDENTS,
WORKERS AND VISITORS.

ACTION

STRATEGY

4.1

4.1.1

Improve the safety of
pedestrians and cyclists.

Monitor the implementation and
outcomes of Council strategies
and plans related to safe travel
and transport with particular
focus on safe and walkable
neighbourhoods, cycling safety
and school zones.

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

A pilot program is undertaken with one
school as part of the Active Schools
Program.

June 2019

Glen Eira City Council

PSO’s maintained to required levels.

Annual

Victoria Police
Transit Safety Command

Attend monthly meetings.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Actions implemented in:
Integrated Transport Strategy 2018.
Council and Community Plan
2017−2021.
Disability Action Plan 2017–2021.
Positive Ageing Strategy 2015−2020.

4.1.2
Encourage and promote safe
walking to school in partnership
with schools.

4.2

4.2.1

Enhance safety around
railway stations and other
public transport nodes.

Maintain presence of Protective
Services Officers (PSO’s) at all
railway stations.

4.2.2
Participate in Metropolitan
Transport Forum.

16
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ACTION

STRATEGY

4.2

4.2.3

Enhance safety around
railway stations and other
public transport nodes.

Glen Eira City Council to maintain
a strong partnership with Public
Transport Victoria (PTV) to
ensure safety is a priority in future
planning, in particular to plan for
Caulfield Station as a significant
interchange station.

4.3

4.3.1

Improve road safety for
drivers to reduce crash
statistics and road injuries
in Glen Eira.

Research and report on crash
statistics to inform future planning.

MEASURE

KEY MECHANISM/S

TIMELINE

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
PARTNERS

Collaborate with PTV in the planning
for transport.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Crash statistics included and
updated annually in the Community
Safety Snapshot.

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Actions implemented in the

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

Annual

Glen Eira City Council

4.3.2
Monitor the implementation and
outcomes of Council strategies
related to safe road travel.

Integrated Transport Strategy 2018.

4.3.3
Develop and support driver
education programs and
communication messages to
support safer driving in our
community.

Publish at least two articles per annum
in Glen Eira News.
Bi-monthly information on Council’s
social media platforms.
Deliver safe driving peer leadership
program.
Deliver the Drug and Drink Drive
Program for people that have lost their
driver’s license.

17
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TaskForce

Glen Eira City Council

Social media
What’s on in Glen Eira:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraCityCouncil

Corner Glen Eira and Hawthorn Roads, Caulfield
Mail address: PO Box 42
Caulfield South, 3162

@cityofgleneira:
www.instagram.com/cityofgleneira

Phone: (03) 9524 3333
Fax: (03) 9523 0339

Glen Eira arts, gallery and events:
www.facebook.com/gleneiraarts

mail@gleneira.vic.gov.au
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au

Glen Eira Libraries and Learning Centres:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraLibraries

National Relay Service
If you are deaf, hearing-impaired, or speech-impaired, we ask that you
call us via the National Relay Service and then ask for (03) 9524 3333.

Glen Eira Maternal and Child Health:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraMaternalandChildHealth
Glen Eira Sports and Aquatic Centre:
www.facebook.com/GESAConline
www.twitter.com/GESAConline

Online: https://internet-relay.nrscall.gov.au
Teletypewriter (TTY): 13 36 77
Speak and Listen: 1300 555 727

Glen Eira Youth Services:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraYouthServices
www.instagram.com/gleneirayouthservices
Glen Eira sustainable living:
www.facebook.com/sustainablelivinggleneira
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BENTLEIGH
BENTLEIGH EAST
BRIGHTON EAST
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CAULFIELD
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GARDENVALE
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GLEN EIRA
COMMUNITY
SAFETY
SNAPSHOT 2018
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT
SAFETY IN GLEN EIRA?

$642

19.6%
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SOCIAL COHESION
Social cohesion is the strength and quality of relationships within a community.[1] When people feel
supported, feel they belong, have good community connections and can get help it contributes to positive
behaviours. A good community is a preventative to crime and anti-social behaviour and helps people to
feel safe. The data tells us Glen Eira has relatively high levels of cohesion. [2] [3] [4]

PEOPLE ARE WILLING TO
HELP EACH OTHER 2015

THIS IS A CLOSE-KNIT
NEIGHBOURHOOD 2015

PEOPLE CAN BE
TRUSTED 2015

DEFINITELY ABLE TO GET HELP
FROM NEIGHBOURS 2015

GLEN EIRA 73.5%
VICTORIA 74.1%

GLEN EIRA 59.8%
VICTORIA 61%

GLEN EIRA 76.7%
VICTORIA 71.9%

GLEN EIRA 50.3%
VICTORIA 54.5%

96.2%

62.1%

OF GLEN EIRA RESIDENTS
FELT SAFE WALKING
ALONE DURING THE DAY 2015

OF GLEN EIRA RESIDENTS
FELT SAFE WALKING
ALONE AFTER DARK 2015

VICTORIA 92.5%

VICTORIA 55.1%

10%

5%
MULTICULTURALISM
MAKES LIFE BETTER 2015

15–25 YEAR-OLDS
GLEN EIRA 5%
VICTORIA 8%

GLEN EIRA 71.2%
VICTORIA 51%

2

YOUNG PEOPLE
NOT ENGAGED
IN WORK
OR EDUCATION
2016

[1] http://scanlonfoundation.org.au/research/social-cohesion-index/
[2] https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/about/publications/data/southern-metro-region-2015
[3] https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/search/vichealth-indicators-survey-2015
[4] http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/LGA22310?opendocument
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CRIME
Criminal incidents in Glen Eira are comparatively low. Over the past 10 years the number of incidents
per 100,000 persons has remained relatively steady. Between 2008–09 (3,732 incidents) and
2016–17 (3,696 incidents) — a difference of 36 incidents.
In 2016 –17 there were 3,696 incidents of crime per 100,000 persons in Glen Eira, lower than the 6,352
incidents per 100,000 persons in Victoria.[5]
NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF CRIME
PER 100,000 PERSONS OCTOBER
2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017

3,696 GLEN EIRA

6,352 VICTORIA

More than 71 per cent of all incidents in Glen Eira in 2016–17 were
property and deception crime, most of them theft. Stealing from a motor

29%
OTHER
CRIME
71% PROPERTY
AND DECEPTION

vehicle was the most common crime.

(PRIMARILY THEFT)

TOP
TEN

TYPES OF CRIME IN GLEN EIRA
OCTOBER 2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017
BY NUMBER OF INCIDENTS PER 100,000
PERSONS

CRIMINAL DAMAGE
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BREACH FAMILY
VIOLENCE ORDER

139

}

STEAL FROM A
MOTOR VEHICLE

694

OTHER THEFT

OBTAIN BENEFIT
BY DECEPTION

MOTOR VEHICLE
THEFT

THEFT OF A
BICYCLE

243

263

138

98

RESIDENTIAL
NON-AGGRAVATED
BURGLARY

427

STEAL FROM A
RETAIL STORE

156

NON RESIDENTIAL
NON-AGGRAVATED
BURGLARY

95

OTHER TYPES OF CRIME IN GLEN EIRA BY NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OCTOBER 2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017
GLEN EIRA

VICTORIA

90
69
64
51
33
16
1.3

190
136
144
52
41
27
3

PER 100,000
PERSONS

FAMILY VIOLENCE COMMON ASSAULT
COMMON ASSAULT
SERIOUS ASSAULT
RESIDENTIAL AGGRAVATED BURGLARY
INDECENT ASSAULTS
ASSAULT OF AN OFFICER
HOMICIDE

NUMBER OF INCIDENTS
RECORDED ON RAILWAY
STATIONS IN GLEN EIRA

2015–16

137

PER 100,000
PERSONS

2016–17

209

[5] https://www.crimestatistics.vic.gov.au/crime-statistics/latest-crime-data/recorded-criminal-incidents
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3

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Family violence has a profound reach and impact on safety in the community.[6] Incidents of family
violence overall are increasing — the category of ‘Family violence common assault’ has increased in Glen
Eira from 35 incidents in 2007−08 to 135 incidents in 2016−17.[7]
Of all violent crimes; family violence common assault is currently the most prevalent in Glen Eira.
Glen Eira however ranked low for the total number of family violence incidents being 70th out of 79 local
government areas.
1,242
VICTORIA

669
GLEN EIRA
NUMBER OF FAMILY VIOLENCE INCIDENTS PER 100,000 PERSONS OCTOBER 2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017

ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE

PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION AT RISK
FROM ALCOHOL-RELATED HARM 2015

Alcohol and drug use can pose risks to individuals,
but also to families and the wider community.
Alcohol consumption is relatively high in Glen Eira
and poses a significant safety risk.[7]
However, alcohol and drug-related crime in
Glen Eira is lower than Victoria.

AT VERY HIGH RISK OF
AT RISK OF
SHORT-TERM HARM
SHORT-TERM HARM
GLEN EIRA 33.7%
VICTORIA 29.4%

GLEN EIRA 9.5%
VICTORIA 9.2%

NUMBER OF DRUNK
AND DISORDERLY IN
PUBLIC INCIDENTS
PER 100,000 PERSONS
OCTOBER 2016 TO
SEPTEMBER 2017

NUMBER OF
DRUG-RELATED INCIDENTS
(USE, POSSESSION,
CULTIVATION, DEALING)
PER 100,000 OCTOBER 2016
TO SEPTEMBER 2017

GLEN EIRA 86
VICTORIA 135

GLEN EIRA 113
VICTORIA 245

[6] http://www.rcfv.com.au/
[7] https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/search/vichealth-indicators-survey-2015

4
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ROAD SAFETY
The number of road crashes involving injury per year has remained steady over time with an average
of 222 per year.
Most crashes involving injury in Glen Eira occurred during the day, in 60km/hour zones and over one
third occurred on local roads.
ROAD CRASHES INVOLVING INJURY — AVERAGE PER YEAR IN GLEN EIRA

222
GAMBLING HARMS
Gambling can be a significant risk to financial, social, physical and psychological safety for individuals,
family and community.
Glen Eira has 11 gaming venues and 777 electronic gaming machines. In 2016−2017, more than
$76 million was spent on these.
In 2016−2017, Glen Eira ranked 18th out of 79 local governments in Victoria for expenditure per adult
on Electronic Gaming Machine (EGM) gambling.[9]

MONEY SPENT
2016–17 ON
ELECTRONIC
GAMING MACHINES
PER ADULT IN
GLEN EIRA

$642

$541

MONEY SPENT
IN 2016–17 ON
ELECTRONIC
GAMING MACHINES
PER ADULT IN
VICTORIA

[8] https://www.data.vic.gov.au/data/dataset/crashes-last-five-years
[9] https://www.vcglr.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Current_population_density_stats_EGM_data_.xls

5
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INJURY AND SELF-HARM
Hospitals presentations can result from accidents or intentional injury. Compared with neighbouring local
governments, Glen Eira has a high number of both hospital admissions and emergency department
presentations.[10] [11]

6,359

132

PUBLIC HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
PRESENTATIONS OF
GLEN EIRA RESIDENTS
FOR INJURIES IN JULY 2015
TO JUNE 2016

INSTANCES OF
SELF-HARM IN
GLEN EIRA IN
JULY 2015
TO JUNE 2016

Hospital presentations for injury were highest amongst children and younger people in 2015–16.

SAFETY ONLINE
The internet and social media are increasingly a part
of life and both are associated with risks to safety,
particularly for children and young people.

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WHO USE
ELECTRONIC MEDIA FOR MORE THAN
TWO HOURS PER DAY 2014
SOUTHERN
MELBOURNE

89.9 per cent of households in Glen Eira
had access to the internet in 2016 [12], one

VICTORIA

of the highest levels of internet coverage
in Victoria.[13]
Council’s Glen Eira Student Resilience Survey
2017 found that 18 per cent of the young people
surveyed had experienced online bullying in
the last 12 months.

6
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19.6%

17.7%

HOUSING INSECURITY
High housing costs are associated with a range of risks to individuals, families and the community.
In 2016, 12.2 per cent of Glen Eira households paid more than 30 per cent of their total household
income in rent.[14]
Social housing is critical for vulnerable people unable to enter the private market.
The number of social housing dwellings in Glen Eira has fallen over time and is
currently lower than neighbouring councils.[15]

GLEN EIRA
784

BAYSIDE
1,296

KINGSTON
1,484

MONASH
1,809

STONNINGTON
1,864

PORT PHILLIP
4,117

NUMBER OF SOCIAL HOUSING DWELLINGS IN GLEN EIRA’S NEIGHBOURING COUNCILS JULY 2015 TO JUNE 2016

PUBLIC REALM AMENITY
Poorly maintained and damaged public places influence how safe people feel. Glen Eira is generally
clean and well maintained although there are some issues such as graffiti.
The number of graffiti incidents per 100,000 persons in Glen Eira over the past ten years has fluctuated
from a high of 176 in 2009–10 to a low of 52 in 2015–16.
The amount of square metres of graffiti required to be removed has reduced over the past three years.
This is in response to Council’s strategy of quick removal of graffiti.

GRAFFITI
IN GLEN EIRA REMOVED BY
COUNCIL AND DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE REGULATION
2015–2017

11,083m2

9,467m2

8,540m2

2015

2016

2017

[10] https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/hospitals-and-health-services/data-reporting/health-data-standards-systems/data-collections/vemd
[11] https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/hospitals-and-health-services/data-reporting/health-data-standards-systems/data-collections/vaed
[12] http://www.greaterdandenong.com/document/30998/social-statistics-use-of-social-media-and-internet
[13] http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/LGA22310?opendocument
[14] http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/LGA22310?opendocument
[15] https://www.data.vic.gov.au/data/dataset/housing-registrar-registered-housing-agency-property-data-2009-10-to-2014-15
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Glen Eira City Council
Corner Glen Eira and Hawthorn Roads, Caulfield
Mail address: PO Box 42
Caulfield South, 3162
Phone: (03) 9524 3333
Fax: (03) 9523 0339
mail@gleneira.vic.gov.au
www.gleneira.vic.gov.au
National Relay Service
If you are deaf, hearing-impaired, or speech-impaired, we ask that you
call us via the National Relay Service and then ask for (03) 9524 3333.
Online: https://internet-relay.nrscall.gov.au
Teletypewriter (TTY): 13 36 77
Speak and Listen: 1300 555 727
Social media
What’s on in Glen Eira:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraCityCouncil
@cityofgleneira:
www.instagram.com/cityofgleneira
Glen Eira arts, gallery and events:
www.facebook.com/gleneiraarts
Glen Eira Libraries and Learning Centres:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraLibraries
Glen Eira Maternal and Child Health:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraMaternalandChildHealth
Glen Eira Sports and Aquatic Centre:
www.facebook.com/GESAConline
www.twitter.com/GESAConline
Glen Eira Youth Services:
www.facebook.com/GlenEiraYouthServices
www.instagram.com/gleneirayouthservices
Glen Eira sustainable living:
www.facebook.com/sustainablelivinggleneira
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#
1

Type of
feedback
Have
Your Say

Support for
Plan?
Yes

Summary of comments made
∑
∑

∑

2

Have
Your Say

Yes

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

3

Have
Your Say

No

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Congratulations, a great deal of thought and consultation
obvious.
The wording is inclusive. Acknowledgement that community
safety means respectful attitudes to LGBTIQ community is
welcomed. It could be strengthened further by including gender
identity.
Include the words gender identity instead of simply gender to
Page 4 to enhance context and to let trans community know they
are included, welcomed and celebrated.

Change to
Strategy?
Yes

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Changes to Strategy – page 4:
In the section ‘What community safety means to Glen
Eira’ page 4 of the Community Safety Plan we have
clarified gender to include equality and identity, and
deleted the word sexuality to read:
∑ Promoting healthy and respectful attitudes in
the community and leading by example,
including around issues of gender equality and
identity, culture, faith and other forms of
diversity.

Excellent work. Really thorough and if implemented will greatly
benefit community.
The Draft Community Safety Plan effectively identifies the key
safety issues.
The four Themes are appropriate priorities to work on.
The Community Safety Snapshot is clear and easily understood.
Would like to see more on ‘high profile’ media crime eg: home
invasions, if minor in Glen Eira then say so.

Yes

Response to comments:
We have included statistics on high profile crimes of
Residential Aggravated burglary, Homicide and Assault
in the Community Safety Snapshot to provide accurate
data on these crime categories, support the context
that Glen Eira is a relatively safe place to live and to
improve community confidence and feelings of safety.

Fact base was not explored enough to give a sense they are key
issues, reflects what people ‘thought’.
The four Themes are appropriate priorities to work on.
There was a lot of talk of initiatives but no plans.
Domestic violence was on the increase but not mentioned.
Congestion mentioned but not what would be done.
Needs more guidance about the ‘How’ which isn’t here.
Snapshot is clear, short and to the point.

Yes

Response to comments:
The Community Safety Principles on page 21 states
that we will use ‘an evidence based approach’.
Accordingly in developing the plan there was extensive
data analysis including official crime figures from the
Crime Statistics Agency, extensive discussion with key
stakeholders including Victoria Police and with
community input.
The Community Safety Snapshot has been reviewed
and some additional data included about high profile
crime, date ranges for data added for greater clarity
and more recent figures provided where they are
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#

Type of
feedback

Support for
Plan?

Summary of comments made

Change to
Strategy?

3

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
available.
The Plan includes three documents: the Community
Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 is the document that
contains what will be done through a set of actions
with each of these having measures and a timeline.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation.
Family Violence is included in the Community Safety
Plan under Theme Two- Strategy 2.3. There are six
actions in the Action Plan related to this strategy,
including monitoring outcomes of Council’s Family
Violence Action Plan 2017-18.

4

Have
Your Say

Partial

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

The Draft Community Safety Plan goes some way to identifying
issues, but it is not exhaustive, it refrains from mentioning CCTV.
The four Themes are appropriate priorities to work on.
Clarification of the difference between ‘Living Safely’ ‘Safe Public
Places’ and ‘Safe Travel and Transport’ would be beneficial, feel
much the same.
Vague comments which do not prescribe any course of action
that is measurable, No costings. No timelines.
Include targets for better accountability.
The Community Safety Snapshot is clear and easily understood, it
is a good summary.

Yes

Response to comments:
The Community Safety Plan identifies and prioritises
the current key community safety issues in Glen Eira to
address the most critical issues and achieve effective
outcomes.
The difference between each theme - Living Safely,
Safe Public Places and Safe Travel and Transport - is
expressed in the Theme objectives and has been
further explained and expanded on in the sections
‘Why it is important for Glen Eira?’.
Utilising Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles is included in the plan; this
may include CCTV as appropriate and in line with
Council CCTV policy.
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#

Type of
feedback

Support for
Plan?

Summary of comments made

Change to
Strategy?

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
The Plan includes three documents: the Community
Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 contains what will be
done through a set of actions with each of these
actions having measures and a timeline.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation.

5

Have
Your Say

No

∑

The Draft Community Safety Plan doesn’t effectively identify the
key safety issues for Glen Eira.

No

Response to comments:
The community safety issues in the Community Safety
Plan were identified through extensive data analysis
including official crime figures from the Crime
Statistics Agency, extensive discussion with key
stakeholders including Victoria Police and with
community input.

6

Have
Your Say

Yes

∑
∑

Broadly identifies issues but a lack of specific outcomes.
The Draft Community Safety Plan effectively identifies the key
safety issues.
The four Themes are appropriate priorities to work on.
Lack of specific outcomes. Eg: Neerim Rd from Grange to
Murrumbeena should be 50km hr. No right turn into Kokaribb
Rd.
The Community Safety Snapshot is clear and easily understood.

Yes

Response to comments:
The Community Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 does
not go to the level of detail such as treatments of
specific roads and intersections. Action 4.3.1 states
crash statistics would be analysed to inform future
planning. Council’s Road Safety Strategy includes
details of crash statistics and recommendations to
improve road safety.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation.

The Draft Community Safety Plan Themes are appropriate
priorities to work on.
I identify with the importance of connected community as it
generates a safe neighbourhood.
Asian students are experiencing racial abuse.

Yes

Response to comments:
The Plan includes three documents: the Community
Safety Action Plan 2018-2020 is the document that
contains what will be done through a set of actions
with each of these actions having measures and a

∑
∑
∑

7

Have
Your Say

Yes

∑
∑
∑
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#

Type of
feedback

Support for
Plan?

Summary of comments made
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

8

Have
Your Say

No

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Change to
Strategy?

timeline.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation.

Provide a grant to schools for inclusiveness program.
Good strategies, there were no specific actions to complement
those. Maybe designed later?
Suggest walk around the municipality to see walkability of some
areas. Road dividers are an issue to cross the road.
The Community Safety Snapshot is clear and easily understood, it
was good to learn that Glen Eira is one of the safest places to
live.
Include racially motivated crimes.
Actions under theme four do not address the key issues – trip
hazards, lighting, animal welfare and dogs off lead on streets.
What is Council doing to replenish social housing? Why is Council
undertaking research on housing insecurity when organisations
are already managing this crisis.
Disappointing that key actions were all about research, no
mention of actually doing something.
Alcohol and Drug related issues are high in Glen Eira yet no
mention of partner AOD agencies to support community.
2.4. There are no harm minimisation actions with programs for
older people just youth.

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses

Crime related to race is classified in the crime statistics
as Prejudice Motivated Crime. The data for Glen Eira
shows this is minimal and comparative data cannot be
provided.
Yes

Response to comments:
The Community Safety Plan includes current key issues
identified by data analysis, and extensive consultation
with Council, stakeholders and community.
Theme Three Actions 3.1.1, 3.1.4 and 3.2.1 now
specify improved lighting as part of applying Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design principles.
Animals in public places and dogs off lead are covered
in Action 3.2.2 regarding enforcement of Council’s
Domestic Animal Management Plan and local
regulations.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation, including more specific
reference to lighting.
Planning and action needs to be based on evidence as
stated in the Community Safety Principles on page 21
of the Community Safety Plan. Research and collation
of data on housing security is required. Council will
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RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#

Type of
feedback

Support for
Plan?

Summary of comments made

Change to
Strategy?

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
work with organisations to gather further evidence
and a greater understanding of the social housing
issue before determining appropriate and most
effective actions.

8

The Role of Partners is included at page 34 of the
Community Safety Plan. Actions in the Community
Safety Action Plan list partners in Alcohol and Drug
Issues at 2.1.2. Council partners with a range of
agencies and networks on Alcohol and Drug issues
such as Department of Health and Human Services,
TaskForce and Municipal Association of Victoria Local
Government Gambling, Alcohol and other Drugs Issues
forum.

9

Have
Your Say

Yes

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Key issues are thoroughly and thoughtfully indicated throughout.
The Draft Community Safety Plan effectively identifies the key
safety issues and the four Themes are appropriate priorities.
The vision is good, vital component in our planning. Very
thoughtful plan, lengthy for community but thorough for
stakeholders.
The Action Plan is an effective guide to maintain and improve
safety.
The Community Safety Snapshot is very wordy and busy. Visual
may be better.
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No

Some actions in the Community Safety Action Plan are
youth specific to support youth and reduce the risk of
adopting criminal and anti-social behaviour. Actions
regarding harm minimisation that include older people
include; 1.4 - research and report on harms within the
community to inform future planning and programs.
2.1 - partnerships for prevention and reduction of
harms in community.
Response to comments:
Comments noted.
The Community Safety Snapshot has infographics as
much as possible to assist in providing a clear and
understandable document. The text that is included is
required to provide some context to the infographics.

RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#
10

Type of
feedback
Hardcopy
survey

Support for
Plan?
No

Summary of comments made
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Lip service paid to community harmony
Insufficient attention to new residential design. Eg: doors should
be 900m for aged and disabled access.
No concern for people with PTSD or anxiety
Streets are less safe. Posties less on street because of email.
Safety house for schools program abolished. Neighbourhood
policing reduced.
Safety situation will get worse as services go more online.
The Community Safety Snapshot is clear and easily understood.

Change to
Strategy?
Yes

Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Response to comments:
The Community Safety Action Plan has a number of
actions under Theme One to support community
connections and promote harmony.
The action plan has been reviewed and amended to
provide more specific measures and more specific
dates for implementation.
Safety in the home related to residential design and
building regulation compliance such as door widths are
not within the scope of the Community Safety Plan.
Council has a number of complementary plans, the
Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan includes
actions for improving mental health.

11

Email

Yes

∑

∑
∑

Encouraging to see gambling explicitly noted a safety risk factor,
reference made to other forms of gambling (not only EGMs) and
the inclusion of gambling-specific or gambling-related (financial
hardship factors) actions in a number of the strategies.
I think there’s potential to also address gambling through some
of the other actions (e.g. family violence, harm minimisation
programs for young people and sporting clubs)
Gambler’s Help Southern is also in a planning phase, so it would
be useful for us to know a little about how Council intends to
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No

The Community Safety Snapshot shows that Glen Eira
is a relatively safe place with criminal incidents per
100,000 persons considerably lower than the Victorian
figure. Actions to support connections in community
and neighbourhoods to foster linkages and safety are
included in the Community Safety Action Plan under
Theme One, 1.1.
Response to comments:
Working in collaboration with partnerships is a key
principle of the Community Safety Plan. In the
planning for implementation of actions appropriate
partners and networks will be sought for involvement.
Actions at 2.1 of the Community Safety Action Plan list
potential networks to address key safety issues.

RESPONSES RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC EXHIBITION PERIOD FOR COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN May 2018
#

Type of
feedback

Support for
Plan?

Summary of comments made

∑
∑

∑

Change to
Strategy?

engage with partners to deliver the strategies. You have lead and
support partners listed, but perhaps you plan to seek additional
partners?
If our involvement is likely, Gambler’s Help Southern ideally
needs to allocate time against a “Glen Eira project” in our
2018/19 plan.
I’m sure the same could be said for Connect Health &
Community, more broadly, as there may be synergies between
Council’s Community Safety Plan and our agency, service area
and/or health promotion priorities.
If you provide some idea of Council’s proposed model for
bringing in relevant partners that would be helpful.
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Proposed changes to strategy & suggested responses
Council will make contact with Gambler’s Help
Southern.
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COUNCIL PROCUREMENT POLICY - ANNUAL REVIEW

Author:

Pauline Hassakis, Procurement and Contracts Manager

Trim No:

18/1132011

Attachments: 1.
2.

Procurement Policy
Procurement Policy (with track changes)

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
For Council to review and approve the Procurement Policy.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council review and approve the updated Procurement Policy shown in Attachment 1.
BACKGROUND
S186A (7) of the Local Government Act 1989 states that:
‘At least once in each financial year, a Council must review the current procurement policy
and may, in accordance with this section, amend the procurement policy.’
The last review was undertaken in June 2017 for the 2016-17 financial year and endorsed by
Council at its meeting of 13 June 2017.
This review covers the 2017-18 financial year.
The main changes in this Procurement Policy are:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Additional wording under section titled ‘Purchasing Decisions’ (section 5).
Inclusion of ‘Delegation of Authority’ (section 6)
Changes to sections titled ‘Sustainability’ (section 10) and ‘Social Procurement’
(section 11).
Changes in ‘Ethics and Probity’ (section 15).
Amendments of the purchase value thresholds in the Procurement Threshold table,
(section 23) as well as narrative changes.

In addition to the above, some amendments have been made to ensure legislative accuracy,
naming and consistency as well as some other minor formatting changes. These changes
include:
∑
∑
∑

Additional wording added to ‘Schedule of Rates’ (section 8).
Additional wording in section ‘Responsible Financial Management’ (section 22).
Procurement Flow Chart updated.

A ‘clean’ copy of the policy (Attachment 1) and a copy of the policy with ‘tracked’ changes
(Attachment 2) are included.
This policy document will be placed on Council’s Internet site for public viewing. A copy of
the Procurement Policy is also available at the Town Hall for public inspection.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Not Applicable
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FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Provides guidelines on Council expenditure to ensure compliance, transparency, efficient,
accountable, ethical, ensuring value for money and environmentally and social responsible.
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
In accordance with S186A (7) of the Local Government Act 1989.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Not Applicable
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
That Council adopts the updated Procurement Policy.
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Attachment 2

Procurement Policy

Date first adopted:
10 February 2003

Version: 8
Next review date:
June 2018

Amended and adopted:
4 November 2009
23 November 2010
22 May 2012
19 March 2013
29 April 2014
28 April 2015
28 June 2016
13 June 2017
Position Title of Responsible
Business Unit Manager:

Chief Financial Officer
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1. TITLE
Procurement Policy
2. OBJECTIVE
To ensure that Council’s expenditure on the procurement of goods and services is effective,
accountable, ethical, lawful, in line with best practices, and environmentally sustainable.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE PURCHASING PROCESS
All purchasing policies and procedures are managed centrally. Individual purchases are made by
the responsible staff members using the Council’s purchasing system. The system and the
purchases are overseen by the Procurement and Contracts Manager.
The purchasing system software is a module of Council’s financial management system.
A purchase order must be raised and approved prior to the purchase of any goods/services with a
few exceptions e.g. utility costs; purchasing card purchases or in instances where it is impracticable
to raise the purchase order at the time of ordering the goods and services. A minimum of two
people are involved in the raising and approving of a purchase order.
Financial delegations are built into the purchasing system workflow process for all staff/officers
involved in the raising and approval process of a purchase order, thus providing additional security.
The payment process is activated on receipt of an invoice which is scanned and matched against an
approved purchase order. Receipt of the goods/services is acknowledged by the relevant officer, by
the authorisation of the invoice and then payment is processed.
One of the key objectives of the purchasing process is to ensure that Council always receives value
for money and that orders are raised in such a way that this can be demonstrated (refer to Section
23 – Procurement Thresholds).
4. SCOPE
A substantial percentage of Council funds are expended through the procurement of goods and
services.
The scope of this policy is to ensure that Council’s purchasing activities:
(a)

Maximise the benefit to Council, value for money;

(b)

Comply with all legal, statutory and Council requirements;

(c)

Ensure that Council’s rights and obligations are protected;

(d)

Minimise the risk to Council and the community;

(e)

Maintain a consistent, transparent and auditable process;

(f)

Promote fair competition from suppliers;

(g)

Are approved prior to committing Council funds to external parties unless it is impracticable;
and

(h)

Prioritise the purchase of sustainable, recycled and environmentally friendly products
wherever practicable.

(i)

Incorporate social value principles into the purchase of goods and services.
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5. PURCHASING DECISIONS
Purchasing decisions will be made in compliance with Section 186 of the Local Government Act
1989. This means that “Goods and Services” valued above the specified levels ($150,000 including
GST, and ‘Works’ valued above $200,000 including GST, as at the date of this policy) over the term
of the contract will be purchased through;
(a)

Publicly advertised tender process or,

(b)

Through contracts approved pursuant to S186(5)(c) of the Local Government Act, including
Procurement Australia (PA) contracts, Municipal Association of Victoria – Procurement
(MAVP) contracts, other aggregated purchasing/procurement arrangements with other
Councils or purchasing bodies, and selected State Government Contracts (SGC) and
arrangements approved by the Minister.

Cumulative expenditure over a rolling 2 year period that exceeds: $150,000 (including GST) for
goods and services, and $200,000 (including GST) for works with any one vendor must be
undertaken via either (a) or (b) above.
The delegated authority to call tenders rests with Procurement and Contracts Manager who reports
to the Chief Financial Officer. The tender process is a centralised function facilitated by the
Procurement and Contracts unit.
For all complex or high value or high risk procurement activity a probity advisor may be appointed by
the relevant Director or CEO.
Contracts will be awarded in accordance with delegated authority. As at the date of this policy,
contracts above $500,000 for goods and services or $1,000,000 for roads and drains require
approval by Council resolution.
Purchases less than Section 186 thresholds will be subject to a competitive process. These are
documented in the Procurement Threshold table under section 23 Procurement Thresholds..
Exemptions for expenditure less than Section 186 thresholds ($150,000 for goods and services and
$200,000 for works) may be applied in the following circumstances:
(a)

in an emergency situation, including public health, security or safety as a consequence of an
unforeseen event or occurance;

(b)

where the work is highly specialised; and

(c)

where less than three quotations are received due to a lack of suppliers having the ability to
carry out the work.

In these instances a waiver must be sought from the relevant Director prior to any commitment to
waive the quotation process to (a) and (b) or waive the minimum requirement of three quotes for (c).
It is the responsibility of the approving Council Officer to ensure that “exempt” purchases fall within
the total cumulative spend under the S186 thresholds.
The risk implications to Council on all expenditure (including purchases under $10,000), must be
considered. Corporate Counsel should be consulted where a potential risk is identified.
6. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
Council has delegated responsibility relating to the expenditure of funds for procurement activities;
the purchase of goods and services, acceptance of quotations, tenders and contract management
activities. This enables Council to conduct procurement activities in an efficient and timely manner
whilst maintaining transparency and integrity. The delegation of authority is detailed in Councils
Instruments of Delegation.
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Contracts will be awarded in accordance with delegated authority. As at the date of this policy
contracts above $500,000 for goods and services or $1,000,000 for roads and drains require
approval by Council resolution.
7. PAYMENT TERMS
Council standard payment terms are 30 days from the date on the invoice, unless otherwise
arranged and agreed.
8. SCHEDULE OF RATES CONTRACTS
Council’s preference is to engage contractors under Lump Sum contracts. Schedule of Rates
Contracts (SoR’S) are supply arrangements intended to meet day to day operational
requirements of Council with specific rates for each service. Examples of SoR contract
arrangements are: top dressing of ovals with a rate per hectare, tree planting per item and
installation of park furniture per item.
These SoR Contracts may be used for standalone capital projects up to S186 thresholds
provided the nature of work is within the scope of the SoR Contracts, and a substantial
percentage of the actual SoR contract rate can be directly identified in the quotations.
9. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OH&S)
Council takes Occupational Health & Safety issues very seriously and has developed an
Occupational Health & Safety Manual. Section OH&S- P019 refers to the purchase of goods, which
must comply with specified requirements. All staff purchasing goods and services on behalf of
Council must familiarise themselves with these requirements. A key element in the OH&S Manual is
to determine health and safety requirements prior to the purchase of any equipment, materials or
substances and communicate those requirements or specifications to the supplier. Staff will need to
consider the following:
(a)

Legal requirements;

(b)

Relevant standards;

(c)

Potential impact on affected personnel;

(d)

Training requirements;

(e)

Changes to work procedures;

(f)

Personal protective equipment; and

(g)
Any other relevant technical data or information.
When raising purchase orders staff must complete the OH&S check list section unless there are
absolutely no OH&S considerations.
10.

SUSTAINABILITY

Council will support sustainability through its purchasing activity, in particular prioritising purchases
that maximise the use of recycled content and energy efficiency.
Value for Money purchasing decisions made by the Council are made on the basis of whole-of-life
cost and non-price factors including contribution to the Council’s sustainability objectives.
Council prefers to purchase sustainable, recycled and environmentally preferred products whenever
they achieve the same function and Best Value outcomes. Council may spend up to ten percent
more for products that provide environmentally sustainable benefits.
Council will support products and new industries which provide sustainable and social benefits.
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Council will continue to monitor and report on Council procurement activities and programs that
have an impact on or contribute to the environment.
11.

SOCIAL PROCUREMENT

Social procurement generates positive outcomes for and contributes to building stronger
communities through procurement activities. Council is committed to social procurement by:
(a)

Ensuring all procurement practices are sustainable and strategically aligned with the wider
Council objectives;

(b)

Achieving greater value for money across the community through the use of effective
procurement;

(c)

Explore opportunities in engaging social enterprises and aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
suppliers for procurement activities where appropriate;

(d)

Social procurement to be considered when conducting tender and quotation processes;

(e)

Enhancing partnerships with other Councils, suppliers and community stakeholders; and

(f)

Give preferences to local suppliers and/or suppliers which provide social benefits to the local
area and/or boarder community.

12. CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS
This Policy has been assessed as being compatible with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006.
13. CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Council staff must avoid situations in which their private interest’s conflict, or might reasonably be
thought to conflict, or have the potential to conflict, with their duties as a Council employee.
Council staff must not participate in any action or matter associated with the arrangement of a
contract (i.e. evaluation, negotiation, recommendation, or approval), in which they or any member of
their immediate family has an interest, or holds a position of influence or power in a business
undertaking tendering for the work.
The onus is on the member of Council staff involved being alert to and promptly declaring an actual
or potential conflict of interest to the Council. Staff should consult the Code of Conduct on conflict
issues.
Council’s contract/tender documentation requires Contractors to declare any actual or potential
conflict of interest that the Contractor, or any of its employees, agents or sub-contractors may have.
Council also requires Contractors to make a declaration in relation to collusive tendering.

14. FAIR AND HONEST DEALING
All prospective contractors and suppliers must be afforded an equal opportunity to tender or quote.
This requires compliance with this policy and associated procedures at all times.
Impartiality must be maintained throughout the procurement process so it can withstand public
scrutiny.
15. ETHICS AND PROBITY
The Council’s procurement activities must be performed with integrity and in a manner able to
withstand the closest possible audit scrutiny, and that our processes and decisions are understood
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and supported by evidence.
Council staff involved in any procurement activity must at all times conduct themselves with the
highest professional ethical and integrity standards by:
(a)

Treating all prospective and existing suppliers/contractors with equality and impartiality;

(b)

Presenting the highest standards of professionalism and probity;

(c)

Not seeking or receiving any personal gain;

(d)

Maintaining confidentiality of commercial confidential information;

(e)

Ensuring that any procurement activity is fair, reasonable and accountable; and

(f)

Ensuring that all legal, policy and procedural requirements are met.

16. GIFTS, FAVOURS AND HOSPITALITY
Council activities will be conducted professionally and not influenced, or perceived to be influenced,
by the receipt or prospect of gifts, favours or hospitality.
Staff are prohibited from seeking gifts, favours or hospitality, whether for their own benefit or the
benefit of another staff member, family member or client. Staff should refer to the Gifts, Favours and
Hospitality Policy for further details.
17. CONFIDENTIALITY
The commercial interests of existing and potential suppliers must be protected. Confidentiality of
information provided by existing and prospective suppliers must be maintained at all times,
particularly commercially sensitive material, prices, discounts, rebates, profit, manufacturing and
product information.
Commercial in-confidence information received by the Council during the procurement process must
not be disclosed, except on a need to know basis and otherwise in accordance with legal
requirements, and is to be stored in a secure location.
This includes, without limitation:
(a)

Information disclosed by organisations in tenders, quotation or during tender negotiations;

(b)

All information that is either marked as, or has the nature of being, commercial in confidence;
and

(c)

Pre-contract information including but not limited to information provided in quotes and
tenders or subsequently provided in pre-contract negotiations.

Discussion with potential suppliers during tender evaluations should not go beyond the extent
necessary to resolve doubt on what is being offered by that supplier. Any communication with
tenderers during a tender should go through the Procurement and Contracts unit.
At no stage should any discussion be entered into which could have potential contractual
implications prior to the contract approval process being finalised other than authorised precontractual negotiations.
18. ENDORSEMENTS
Council staff must not endorse any products or services.
endorsement must be referred to Directors or CEO.

Individual requests received for

19. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Council is committed to continuous improvement and will review the procurement policy on an
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annual basis to ensure that it continues to meet its wider strategic objectives.
20. BEST VALUE
Council must use Best Value principles in procuring goods and services. Best Value in procurement
requires the selection of goods, services and works taking into account both cost and non-cost
factors including:
(a)

contribution to the advancement of the Council’s strategic objectives and priorities;

(b)

non-cost factors such as fitness for purpose, quality, the experience, capacity of the supplier,
reliability, innovation, environmental impacts, social benefits, service and support; and

(c)

cost-related factors including whole-of-life costs and transaction costs associated with
acquiring, using, holding, maintaining and disposing of the goods, services or works.

21. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Appropriate performance measures have been established to ensure a high level of competitive
procurement activity, which is verified through regular reporting. The culture of competitive
procurement is also encouraged through the monitoring of purchasing activity and staff training.
22. RESPONSIBLE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The principles of responsible financial management are applied to all procurement activities.
To give effect to these principles, the availability of existing funds within an approved budget, or
source of funds, must be established prior to the commencement of any procurement action for the
supply of goods, services or works.
Council staff may authorise the expenditure of funds within their financial delegations.
Council funds must be used efficiently and effectively to procure goods, services and works and
every attempt must be made to contain the costs of the procurement process without compromising
any of the procurement principles set out in this document.
Independent financial assessments will be conducted for all tenders that are over $1,000,000. This
will not apply where a financial assessment has been previously conducted during the last 12
months for shortlisted/preferred supplier/s and contractor/s.
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23. PROCUREMENT THRESHOLDS
To assist staff in ensuring that their purchasing activities provide the maximum benefit to Council
and meet legislative requirements, the following Procurement Threshold table is provided below.
Procurement Threshold Table
Purchase Value
(GST inclusive)
Over $150,000 for Goods &
Services
or
Over $200,000 for Works
$100,000 - $150,000
For Goods & Services,
or
$100,000 - $200,000
For Works

$50,001 - $100,000

$10,001 - $50,000

Up to $10,000

Method of Purchase

Reason

Refer To

Tender is mandatory or
Section 186 of the
purchase through contracts Local Government
approved pursuant to
Act
S186(5)(c) of the Local
Government Act, including
PA, MAVP and selected State
Government (SG) contracts.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

Tender or purchase through Council Policy
contracts approved pursuant
to S186(5)(c) of the Local
Government Act, including
PA, MAVP and selected SG
and other aggregators’
contracts or 3 quotes,
allowable with the written
approval from the CEO.
CEO can also determine to
waive the requirement for 3
quotes; approval must be
submitted to the Procurement
and Contracts Manager.
3 Quotes, or the use of
Council Policy
Council, PA, MAVP, selected
SG and other aggregators’
contracts.
Directors can waive the
requirement for 3 quotes as
delegated, approval must be
attached to the purchase
order.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

2 Quotes, or the use of
Council, PA or MAVP,
selected SG and other
aggregators’ contracts.
Contracts.
Directors can waive the
requirement for 2 quotes;
their approval must be
attached to the purchase
order.

Council Policy

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

Use of Council Contracts,
PA, MAVP, selected SG
and other aggregators’
contracts. Quotes not
mandatory for up to $5,000.
One written quote will be
required between $5,001
and $10,000. S taff are
encouraged to seek
competitive quotes to
ensure Council receives
best value

Council Policy
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Quotation conducted via
Council’s e-tendering portal.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.
Quotation conducted via via
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Completed quote
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The procurement flowchart as shown “Attachment 1” of this document sets out the procurement
process.
There are a number of exceptions to the process of obtaining competitive quotations. The following
are a few examples:
(a)

Some statutory authorities.

(b)

Legal fees are exempted from the provisions of Section 186 of the Local Government Act and
in day to day operations (quotes or tenders could be obtained where practicable);

(c)

In instances where a contractor has already undertaken work and holds either relevant
materials (e.g. artwork, research, etc.), specific knowledge or specialist equipment, it may be
more cost effective or rational to continue with that contractor for further works without
obtaining further competitive quotes, provided that the expenditure complies with S186
thresholds, In such a case, the preferred course is to confirm the further work in writing and
emphasise it is on the same Council conditions as the previous work;

(d)

Where the contractor/supplier is known to be the only possible supplier (e.g. purchase of an
additional module to a computer program already in use by Council; maintenance agreement
for software or proprietary equipment of the supplier or the only licensed dealer in a product)
there is obviously no point in obtaining quotations. The Procurement and Contracts Manager
should be advised prior to placing a purchase order to avoid the order being queried on audit
and ensuring compliance with S186 of the LG Act.

If a Council contract exists for a particular goods/service, the contracted supplier must be used.
Approval from the Procurement and Contracts Manager must be sought to purchase outside any
Council contracts.
As a general rule, quotations sought and managed by staff will be for standard off-the-shelf goods
and services with a minimal risk to Council. Irrespective of dollar value any procurement activity that
may present a risk to Council, physical or otherwise must be referred to Corporate Counsel prior to
proceeding with the purchase.
All quotations must be confirmed in writing, be included on Council’s “Quote Form” and include all
associated costs. Quotations must then be evaluated against pre-determined criteria to enable the
selection of a successful offer. It is not mandatory to select the cheapest offer but to select the
supplier that offers the overall maximum benefit to Council. This process must be transparent,
consistent and documented.
All ‘Conditions’ for contracts or quotations must be based on Glen Eira City Council’s Standard
Conditions or be pre-approved by Corporate Counsel. Any additional/alternative conditions
submitted by the supplier with a quotation or tender must be referred to Corporate Counsel for
approval.

24. USE OF PURCHASING CARDS
Generally speaking, all goods and services should be purchased via the corporate purchasing
system by raising an order. Periodically, staff will require goods/services from retail outlets,
service providers or via electronic means where payment is required at the point of sale. In this
instance, Council provides for the purchase via purchasing cards. Only relatively minor
items/services (e.g. generally less than $1,000) should be purchased through a purchasing card.
Please refer to the “Purchasing Card” Policy for further details.
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25. RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Local Government Act 1989, Section 186
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
26. RELEVANT COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN GOAL(S)
Theme 5: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in decisionmaking.
27. CROSS REFERENCES TO OTHER POLICIES/DOCUMENTS
Purchasing card policy and procedures
Occupational Health & Safety Manual
Staff Employee Code of Conduct
Gifts, Favours and Hospitality Policy
Fraud & Corruption Policy and Procedures
28. RESPONSIBLE OFFICER
Chief Financial Officer
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PROCUREMENT FLOW CHART

ATTACHMENT 1

Construction, Goods, or Services Contracts
Develop Specification
Internal cost estimate

Is
estimated
cost over
$10,000?

NO

YES

Business Unit can
use existing
contracted supplier
(“annual supply”) if
one exists
Or
conduct a 2 quote
process,
Or
use PA MAVP or
SG contract .

Is
estimated
cost over
$50,000?

YES

Is
estimated
cost over
$100,000?

YES

NO
NO

Business Unit
can directly
appoint.

Acceptance / approval by staff member
Manager or Director with appropriate delegated
authority covering final contract value.

Is it possible
final contract
value could
exceed Section
186 amount?

YES

NO

Tender conducted
Or
3 quotes process
conducted Or
Business Unit obtain 3
quotes from existing
contracted suppliers
(“annual supply”) if CEO
consents
Or
Use PA, MAVP or SG
contract.

3 quotes process
conducted with Tendering
Unit (if CEO consents)
Or
Business Unit obtain 3
quotes from existing
contracted suppliers
(“annual supply”) if CEO
consents
Or
Use PA, MAVP or SG
contract.

NO
OR

Acceptance / approval by
CEO
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#Section 186 amount =
$150,000 for goods or
services and $200,000 for
works.

Tender conducted
Or
PA, MAVP, SG contract

Total possible
contract value inc.
GST and options over
$500,000? or
$1,000,000
for
YES
Roads/Drainage.
YES

Acceptance / approval
by Council
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1. TITLE
Procurement Policy
2. OBJECTIVE
To ensure that Council’s expenditure on the procurement of goods and services is effective,
accountable, ethical, lawful, in line with best practices, and environmentally sustainableresponsible.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE PURCHASING PROCESS
All purchasing policies and procedures are managed centrally. Individual purchases are made by
the responsible staff members using the Council’s purchasing system. The system and the
purchases are overseen by the Procurement and Contracts Manager.
The purchasing system software is a module of Council’s financial management system.
A purchase order must be raised and approved prior to the purchase of any goods/services with a
few exceptions e.g. utility costs; purchasing card purchases or in instances where it is impracticable
to raise the purchase order at the time of ordering the goods and services. A minimum of two
people are involved in the raising and approving of a purchase order.
Financial delegations are built into the purchasing system workflow process for all staff/officers
involved in the raising and approval process of a purchase order, thus providing additional security.
The payment process is activated on receipt of an invoice which is scanned and matched against an
approved purchase order. Receipt of the goods/services is acknowledged by the relevant officer, by
the authorisation of the invoice and then payment is processed.
One of the key objectives of the purchasing process is to ensure that Council always receives value
for money and that orders are raised in such a way that this can be demonstrated (refer to Section
232 -– Procurement Thresholds Tenders and Quotations).
4. SCOPE
A substantial percentage of Council funds are expended through the procurement of goods and
services.
The scope of this policy is to ensure that Council’s purchasing activities:
(a)

Maximise the benefit to Council, value for money;

(b)

Comply with all legal, statutory and Council requirements;

(c)

Ensure that Council’s rights and obligations are protected;

(d)

Minimise the risk to Council and the community;

(e)

Maintain a consistent, transparent and auditable process;

(f)

Promote fair competition from suppliers;

(g)

Are approved prior to committing Council funds to external parties unless it is impracticable;
and

(h)

Prioritise Consider the purchase of sustainable, recycled and environmentally friendly
products wherever practicable.

(h)(i)

Incorporate social value principles into the purchase of goods and services.
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5. PURCHASING DECISIONS
Purchasing decisions will be made in compliance with Section 186 of the Local Government Act
1989. This means that “Goods and Services” valued above the specified levels ($150,000 including
GST, and ‘Works’ valued above $200,000 including GST, as at the date of this policy) over the term
of the contract will be purchased through;
(a)

Publicly advertised tender process or,

(b)

Through contracts approved pursuant to S186(5)(c) of the Local Government Act, including
Procurement Australia (PA) contracts, Municipal Association of Victoria – Procurement
(MAVP) contracts, other aggregated purchasing/procurement arrangements with other
Councils or purchasing bodies, and selected State Government Contracts (SGC) and
arrangements approved by the Minister.

Cumulative expenditure over a rolling 2 year period that exceeds: $150,000 (including GST) for
goods and services, and $200,000 (including GST) for works with any one vendor must be
undertaken via either (a) or (b) above.
The delegated authority to call tenders rests with Procurement and Contracts Manager who reports
to the Chief Financial Officer. The tender process is a centralised function facilitated by the
Procurement and Contracts unit.
For all complex or high value or high risk procurement activity a probity advisor may be appointed by
the relevant Director or CEO.
Contracts will be awarded in accordance with delegated authority. As at the date of this policy,
contracts above $500,000 for goods and services or $1,000,000 for roads and drains require
approval by Council resolution.
Purchases less than Section 186 thresholds will be subject to a competitive process. These are
documented in the Procurement Threshold table under section 22 23 Procurement
Thresholds.Tender and Quotations.
Exemptions for expenditure less than Section 186 thresholds ($150,000 for goods and services and
$200,000 for works) may be applied in the following circumstances:
(a)

in an emergency situation, including public health, security or safety as a consequence of an
unforeseen event or occurance;

(b)

where the work is highly specialised; and

(c)

where less than three quotations are received due to a lack of suppliers having the ability to
carry out the work.
In these instances a waiver must be sought from the relevant Director prior to any commitment to
waive the quotation process to (a) and (b) or waive the minimum requirement of three quotes for (c).
It is the responsibility of the approving Council Officer to ensure that “exempt” purchases fall within
the total cumulative spend under the S186 thresholds.
The risk implications to Council on all expenditure (including purchases under $105,000), must be
considered. Corporate Counsel should be consulted where a potential risk is identified.
6. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
Council has delegated responsibility relating to the expenditure of funds for procurement activities;
the purchase of goods and services, acceptance of quotations, tenders and contract management
activities. This enables Council to conduct procurement activities in an efficient and timely manner
whilst maintaining transparency and integrity. The delegation of authority is detailed in Councils
Instruments of Delegation.
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Contracts will be awarded in accordance with delegated authority. As at the date of this policy
contracts above $500,000 for goods and services or $1,000,000 for roads and drains require
approval by Council resolution.
6.7.

PAYMENT TERMS

Council standard payment terms are 30 days from the date on the invoice, unless otherwise
arranged and agreed.
7.8.

SCHEDULE OF RATES CONTRACTS

Council’s preference is to engage contractors under Lump Sum contracts. Schedule of Rates
Contracts (SoR’S) are supply arrangements intended to meet day to day operational
requirements of Council with specific rates for each service. Examples of SoR contract
arrangements are: top dressing of ovals with a rate per hectare, tree planting per item and
installation of park furniture per item.
These SoR Contracts may be used for standalone capital projects up to S186 thresholds
provided the nature of work is within the scope of the SoR Contracts, and a substantial
percentage of the actual SoR contract rate can be directly identified in the quotations.
8.9.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OH&S)

Council takes Occupational Health & Safety issues very seriously and has developed an
Occupational Health & Safety Manual. Section OH&S- P019 refers to the purchase of goods, which
must comply with specified requirements. All staff purchasing goods and services on behalf of
Council must familiarise themselves with these requirements. A key element in the OH&S Manual is
to determine health and safety requirements prior to the purchase of any equipment, materials or
substances and communicate those requirements or specifications to the supplier. Staff will need to
consider the following:
(a)

Legal requirements;

(b)

Relevant standards;

(c)

Potential impact on affected personnel;

(d)

Training requirements;

(e)

Changes to work procedures;

(f)

Personal protective equipment; and

(g)
Any other relevant technical data or information.
When raising purchase orders staff must complete the OH&S check list section unless there are
absolutely no OH&S considerations.
9.10. SUSTAINABILITY
Council will use its best endeavours to support sustainability through its purchasing activity, in
particular prioritising purchases that maximise the use of recycled content and energy efficiency.
monitor and report on Council activities and programs that have an impact on or contribute to the
environment, including general procurement.
The Council is committed to adopting a Green Procurement approach by supporting the principles of
sustainable procurement within the context of purchasing on a ‘Value for Money’ basis.
Value for Money purchasing decisions made by the Council are made on the basis of whole-of-life
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cost and non-price factors including contribution to the Council’s sustainability objectives.
The Council prefers to purchase sustainable, recycled and environmentally preferred products
whenever they achieve the same function and Best Value for Money outcomes. Council may spend
up to ten percent more for products that provide environmentally sustainable benefits.
Council will support products and new industries which provide sustainable and social benefits.
Council will continue to monitor and report on Council procurement activities and programs that
have an impact on or contribute to the environment.
A committee oversees the Environmental Procurement function and staff are encouraged to
consider purchasing environmentally friendly products as per the policy.
10.11.

SOCIAL PROCUREMENT

Social procurement generates positive outcomes for and contributes to building stronger
communities through procurement activities. The Council is committed to Socially Responsible
Procurementsocial procurement by:
(a)

Ensuring all procurement practices are sustainable and strategically aligned with the wider
Council objectives;

(b)

Achieving greater value for money across the community through the use of effective
procurement;

(c)

Ensuring all businesses have the same opportunity to tender for Council contracts; and

(c)

Explore opportunities in engaging social enterprises and aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
suppliers for procurement activities where appropriate;

(d)

Social procurement to be considered when conducting tender and quotation processes;

(e)

Enhancing partnerships with other Councils, suppliers and community stakeholders; and

(d)(f)

Give preferences to local suppliers and/or suppliers which provide social benefits to the local
area and/or boarder community.

11.12.

CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS

This Policy has been assessed as being compatible with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006.
12.13.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Council staff must avoid situations in which their private interest’s conflict, or might reasonably be
thought to conflict, or have the potential to conflict, with their duties as a Council employee.
Council staff must not participate in any action or matter associated with the arrangement of a
contract (i.e. evaluation, negotiation, recommendation, or approval), in which they or any member of
their immediate family has an interest, or holds a position of influence or power in a business
undertaking tendering for the work.
The onus is on the member of Council staff involved being alert to and promptly declaring an actual
or potential conflict of interest to the Council. Staff should consult the Code of Conduct on conflict
issues.
Council’s contract/tender documentation requires Contractors to declare any actual or potential
conflict of interest that the Contractor, or any of its employees, agents or sub-contractors may have.
Council also requires Contractors to make a declaration in relation to collusive tendering.
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13.14.

FAIR AND HONEST DEALING

All prospective contractors and suppliers must be afforded an equal opportunity to tender or quote.
This requires compliance with this policy and associated procedures at all times.
Impartiality must be maintained throughout the procurement process so it can withstand public
scrutiny.
14.15.

ETHICS AND PROBITY

The Council’s procurement activities must be performed with integrity and in a manner able to
withstand the closest possible audit scrutiny, and that. our processes and decisions are understood
and supported by evidence.
Council staff involved in any procurement activity must at all times conduct themselves with the
highest professional ethical and integrity standards by:in ways that are, and are seen to be, ethical
and of the highest integrity.
(a)

Treating all prospective and existing suppliers/contractors with equality and impartiality;

(b)

Presenting the highest standards of professionalism and probity;

(c)

Not seeking or receiving any personal gain;

(d)

Maintaining confidentiality of commercial confidential information;

(e)

Ensuring that any procurement activity is fair, reasonable and accountable; and

(a)(f)

Ensuring that all legal, policy and procedural requirements are met.

15.16.

GIFTS, FAVOURS AND HOSPITALITY

Council activities will be conducted professionally and not influenced, or perceived to be influenced,
by the receipt or prospect of gifts, favours or hospitality.
Staff are prohibited from seeking gifts, favours or hospitality, whether for their own benefit or the
benefit of another staff member, family member or client. Staff should refer to the Gifts, Favours and
Hospitality Policy for further details.
16.17.

CONFIDENTIALITY

The commercial interests of existing and potential suppliers must be protected. Confidentiality of
information provided by existing and prospective suppliers must be maintained at all times,
particularly commercially sensitive material, prices, discounts, rebates, profit, manufacturing and
product information.
Commercial in-confidence information received by the Council during the procurement process must
not be disclosed, except on a need to know basis and otherwise in accordance with legal
requirements, and is to be stored in a secure location.
This includes, without limitation:
(a)

Information disclosed by organisations in tenders, quotation or during tender negotiations;

(b)

All information that is either marked as, or has the nature of being, commercial in confidence;
and

(c)

Pre-contract information including but not limited to information provided in quotes and
tenders or subsequently provided in pre-contract negotiations.
Discussion with potential suppliers during tender evaluations should not go beyond the extent
necessary to resolve doubt on what is being offered by that supplier. Any communication with
tenderers during a tender should go through the Procurement and Contracts unit.
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At no stage should any discussion be entered into which could have potential contractual
implications prior to the contract approval process being finalised other than authorised precontractual negotiations.
17.18.

ENDORSEMENTS

Council staff must not endorse any products or services.
endorsement must be referred to Directors or CEO.
18.19.

Individual requests received for

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

The Council is committed to continuous improvement and will review the procurement policy on an
annual basis to ensure that it continues to meet its wider strategic objectives.
19.20.

BEST VALUE

Council must use Best Value principles in procuring goods and services. Best Value in procurement
requires the selection of goods, services and works taking into account both cost and non-cost
factors including:
(a)

contribution to the advancement of the Council’s strategic objectives and priorities;

(b)

non-cost factors such as fitness for purpose, quality, the experience, capacity of the supplier,
reliability, innovation, environmental impacts, social benefits, service and support; and

(c)

cost-related factors including whole-of-life costs and transaction costs associated with
acquiring, using, holding, maintaining and disposing of the goods, services or works.

20.21.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Appropriate performance measures have been established to ensure a high level of competitive
procurement activity, which is verified through regular reporting. The culture of competitive
procurement is also encouraged through the monitoring of purchasing activity and staff training.
21.22.

RESPONSIBLE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The principles of responsible financial management are applied to all procurement activities.
To give effect to these principles, the availability of existing funds within an approved budget, or
source of funds, must be established prior to the commencement of any procurement action for the
supply of goods, services or works.
Council staff may authorise the expenditure of funds within their financial delegations.
Council funds must be used efficiently and effectively to procure goods, services and works and
every attempt must be made to contain the costs of the procurement process without compromising
any of the procurement principles set out in this document.
Independent financial assessments will be conducted for all tenders that are over $1,000,000. This
will not apply where a financial assessment has been previously conducted during the last 12
months for shortlisted/preferred supplier/s and contractor/s.
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22.23.

TENDERS AND QUOTATIONSPROCUREMENT THRESHOLDS

To assist staff in ensuring that their purchasing activities provide the maximum benefit to Council
and meet legislative requirements, the following Procurement Threshold table is provided below.
Procurement Threshold Table
Purchase Value
(GST inclusive)
Over $150,000 for Goods &
Services
or
Over $200,000 for Works
$100,000 - $150,000
For Goods & Services,
or
$100,000 - $200,000
For Works

$520,001 - $100,000

$105,0010 - $520,000

Up to $105,000

Method of Purchase

Reason

Refer To

Tender is mandatory or
Section 186 of the
purchase through contracts Local Government
approved pursuant to
Act
S186(5)(c) of the Local
Government Act, including
PA, MAVP and selected State
Government (SG) contracts.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

Tender or purchase through Council Policy
contracts approved pursuant
to S186(5)(c) of the Local
Government Act, including
PA, MAVP and selected SG
and other aggregators’
contracts or 3 quotes,
allowable with the written
approval from the CEO.
CEO can also determine to
waive the requirement for 3
quotes; approval must be
submitted to the Procurement
and Contracts Manager.
3 Quotes, or the use of
Council Policy
Council, PA, MAVP, selected
SG and other aggregators’
contracts.
Directors can waive the
requirement for 3 quotes as
delegated, approval must be
attached to the purchase
order.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

2 Quotes, or the use of
Council, PA or MAVP,
selected SG and other
aggregators’ contracts.
Contracts.
Directors can waive the
requirement for 2 quotes;
their approval must be
attached to the purchase
order.

Council Policy

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.

Use of Council Contracts,
PA, MAVP, selected SG
and other aggregators’
contracts. Quotes not
mandatory for up to $5,000.
One written quote will be
required between $5,001
and $10,000. However,
S staff are encouraged to
seek competitive quotes to
ensure Council receives
maximum value benefitbest
value.

Council Policy

Procurement Policy
Glen Eira City Council

Quotation conducted via
Council’s e-tendering portal.

Procurement and Contracts
Unit.
Completed quote
forms/documentation must be
attached to purchase order or
the Qquotation conducted via
must be via Councils etendering portal.

Completed quote
forms/documentation must be
attached to purchase order.

Responsible Officer
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The procurement flowchart as shown as “Attachment 1” of this document sets out the procurement
process.
There are a number of exceptions to the process of obtaining competitive quotations. The following
are a few examples:
(a)

Some statutory authorities.

(b)

Legal fees are exempted from the provisions of Section 186 of the Local Government Act and
in day to day operations (quotes or tenders could be obtained where practicable);

(c)

In instances where a contractor has already undertaken work and holds either relevant
materials (e.g. artwork, research, etc.), specific knowledge or specialist equipment, it may be
more cost effective or rational to continue with that contractor for further works without
obtaining further competitive quotes, provided that the expenditure complies with S186
thresholds, In such a case, the preferred course is to confirm the further work in writing and
emphasisze it is on the same Council conditions as the previous work;

(d)

Where the contractor/supplier is known to be the only possible supplier (e.g. purchase of an
additional module to a computer program already in use by Council; maintenance agreement
for software or proprietary equipment of the supplier or the only licensed dealer in a product)
there is obviously no point in obtaining quotations. Again, tThe Procurement and Contracts
Manager should be advised prior to placing a purchase order to avoid the order being queried
on audit and ensuring compliance with S186 of the LG Act.

If a Council contract exists for a particular goods/service, the contracted supplier must be used.
Approval from the Procurement and Contracts Manager must be sought to purchase outside any
Council contracts.
As a general rule, quotations sought and managed by staff will be for standard off-the-shelf goods
and services with a minimal risk to Council. Irrespective of dollar value any procurement activity that
may present a risk to Council, physical or otherwise must be referred to Corporate Counsel prior to
proceeding with the purchase.
All quotations must be confirmed in writing, be included on Council’s “Quote Form” and include all
associated costs. Quotations must then be evaluated against pre-determined criteria to enable the
selection of a successful offer. Staff are reminded that iIt is not mandatory to select the cheapest
offer but and must be careful to select the supplier that offers the overall maximum benefit to
Council. This process must be transparent, consistent and documented.
All ‘Conditions’ for contracts or quotations must be based on Glen Eira City Council’s Standard
Conditions or be pre-approved by Corporate Counsel. Any additional/alternative conditions
submitted by the supplier with a quotation or tender must be referred to Corporate Counsel for
approval.
Important Note:
• Quotations for the purchase of any goods/services, irrespective of dollar value, that
may present a risk to Council, physical or otherwise, must be referred to Corporate
Counsel prior to proceeding with the purchase.
• All ‘Conditions’ for contracts or quotations must be based on Glen Eira City
Council’s Standard Conditions or be pre-approved by Corporate Counsel. Any
additional/alternative conditions submitted by the supplier with a quotation or tender
must be referred to Corporate Counsel for approval.
23.24.

USE OF PURCHASING CARDS

Procurement Policy
Glen Eira City Council
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Generally speaking, all goods and services should be purchased via the corporate purchasing
system by raising an order. Periodically, staff will require goods/services from retail outlets,
service providers or via electronic means where payment is required at the point of sale. In this
instance, Council provides for the purchase via purchasing cards. Only relatively minor
items/services (e.g. generally less than $1,000) should be purchased through a purchasing card.
Please refer to the “Purchasing Card” Policy for further details.

24.25.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION

Local Government Act 1989, Section 186
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
25.26.

RELEVANT COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN GOAL(S)

Theme 5: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in decisionmaking.
26.27.

CROSS REFERENCES TO OTHER POLICIES/DOCUMENTS

Purchasing card policy and procedures
Occupational Health & Safety Manual
Staff Employee Code of Conduct
Gifts, Favours and Hospitality Policy
Fraud & Corruption Policy and Procedures
27.28.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

Chief Financial Officer
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PROCUREMENT FLOW CHART

ATTACHMENT 1

Construction, Goods, or Services Contracts
Develop Specification
Internal cost estimate

Is
estimated
cost over
$105,000?

NO

YES

Business Unit can
use existing
contracted supplier
(“annual supply”) if
one exists
Or
conduct a 2 quote
process,
Or
use PA or MAVP or
SG contract .

Is
estimated
cost over
$250,000?

YES

Is
estimated
cost over
$100,000?

YES

NO
NO

Business Unit
can directly
appoint.

Acceptance / approval by staff member
Manager or Director with appropriate delegated
authority covering final contract value.

Is it possible
final contract
value could
exceed Section
186 amount?

YES

NO

Tender conducted
Or
3 quotes process
conducted Or
Business Unit obtain 3
quotes from existing
contracted suppliers
(“annual supply”) if CEO
consents
Or
Use PA, MAVP or SG
contract.

3 quotes process
conducted with Tendering
Unit (if CEO consents)
Or
Business Unit obtain 3
quotes from existing
contracted suppliers
(“annual supply”) if CEO
consents
Or
Use PA, MAVP or SG
contract.

NO
OR

Acceptance / approval by
CEO

Procurement Policy
Glen Eira City Council

#Section 186 amount =
$150,000 for goods or
services and $200,000 for
works.

Tender conducted
Or
PA, MAVP, SG contract

Total possible
contract value inc.
GST and options over
$500,000? or
$1,000,000
for
YES
Roads/Drainage.
YES

Acceptance / approval
by Council
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9.11

BIODIVERSITY IN GLEN EIRA

Author:

Michelle Van Gerrevink, Sustainability Coordinator

Trim No:

18/1132143

Attachments: 1.
2.
3.
4.

Implementation Plan - Biodiversity Report
Biodiversity in Glen Eira Report - February 2018
Feedback Table - Biodiversity Implementation Plan - May 2018
All Feedback - Biodiversity Implementation Plan - May 2018

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To consider the implementation of recommendations from an independent report
‘Biodiversity in Glen Eira’ commissioned by Council as part of the implementation of the
Environmental Sustainability Strategy (ESS) Action Plan. This report presents the
Biodiversity Implementation Plan and summary of feedback from the community
consultation.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:

1. notes the community feedback
2. adopts the Biodiversity Implementation Plan
BACKGROUND
Council conducted extensive community consultation as part of the review of the ESS. One
of the actions arising from that consultation was for a report on biodiversity in Glen Eira. Dr.
Graeme Lorimer was engaged to prepare a report on local biodiversity.
Dr. Lorimer has prepared a comprehensive and independent report on local biodiversity and
presented his key findings to the Sustainability Advisory Committee. The Committee
recommended that the report be submitted to Council together with an implementation plan
based on his recommendations.
While recognising that Glen Eira is an urban landscape with a radically changed
environment since european colonisation, the report identifies key areas that still support
local biodiversity and provides recommendations on how we can support and enhance
indigenous flora and fauna. The report is included in Attachment 2.
The report was finalised in February 2018 and Council officers prepared an implementation
plan based on its key recommendations. The recommendations have been categorised as
operational, education or advocacy. The Draft Biodiversity Implementation Plan was open for
community and stakeholder consultation from 20 April – 18 May, 2018.
The key findings of the report are:
∑ The key biodiversity hotspots where native vegetation and/or significant indigenous
fauna are found in Glen Eira include:
o Sandringham Railway Line verge, Elsternwick
o Rippon Lea Lake and Surrounds
o Caulfield Park
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∑
∑
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o Red Gums at Carnegie and Murrumbeena Train Stations
o Boyd Park, Murrumbeena
o Moorabbin Reservoir, Bentleigh East
o Yarra Yarra Golf Course, Bentleigh East
88 wild indigenous plant species.
One species of note in a state-wide context is an ancient Studley Park Gum
(Eucalyptus x studleyensis) located at Brighton Cemetery.
A number of significant trees were identified, which Dr Lorimer recommends be
considered for protection. However, the fieldwork of this study was not extensive
enough to identify all trees whose biological significance may warrant consideration
for planning protection.
The report identifies known and likely fauna species, which include three threatened
or vulnerable species – the Hardhead or White-eyed Duck, Swift Parrot, and
Nankeen Night Heron.
The presence of reptiles, frogs and insects are less well known than birds due to a
lack of past records. The report recommends a citizen science project to help fill this
knowledge gap.
Additional sites are identified which do not qualify as ‘biodiversity hotspots’ but still
maintain some native vegetation and provide habitat for urban wildlife.
An inventory of indigenous plant species, fauna and environmental weeds.
The importance of community contribution to biodiversity, including providing habitat
in their gardens and in participating in citizen science research.
The habitat potential of sections of Boyd Park and Packer Park could be improved if
they were made dog on leash areas.

Council considered the draft plan at Assembly Meeting on 27 March 2018. Community and
stakeholder consultation was conducted from 20 April – 18 May, 2018. Community feedback
has been included into the Implementation Plan.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
The community and stakeholder consultation highlighted several issues and points of
discussion. A summary of the feedback and discussion is included below:
Advocacy
Dr. Lorimer identified the notable areas of biodiversity in the municipality. Many of these are
not on Council managed land and Council would need to advocate and seek partnerships for
protecting biodiversity at these sites. Protection of some of these sites is already important to
our community and Council already has an adopted advocacy plan in place for the Red
Gums at Carnegie and Murrumbeena Station.
Some residents said that the action plan relies too much on advocacy and needs to be
stronger to protect local biodiversity. A number of concerns that they raised are outside the
scope of this report as the Implementation Plan is specific to work undertaken by Dr.
Lorimer.
The Implementation Plan contains operational and educational activities that will be
undertaken by Council. However, as a number of the hotspots identified are on land
managed by others, Council can advocate for the protection of biodiversity values at these
sites, but does not have control on the outcomes. These areas include Caulfield Racecourse
and Rippon Lea Estate.
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Linkage to other plans and strategies
Some residents were concerned that the Implementation Plan did not go far enough to
protect biodiversity particularly on private property and in Council managed parks. The
Implementation Plan is complemented by a range of other plans and strategies and does not
represent all of Council’s actions in this regard.
Many of the proposed actions in the Implementation Plan and suggestions in the feedback
are captured or can be considered in existing and future Council plans and strategies
including:
∑
∑
∑
∑

Environmental Sustainability Strategy (ESS) and annual Action Plans
Open Space Strategy
Refreshed Caulfield Park Master Plan
Urban Forest Strategy (future)

Many actions are also taking place as part of Council’s normal operations, including
arboriculture and sustainability education.
The Biodiversity in Glen Eira report, the Implementation Plan and community feedback will
be considered when implementing related plans and strategies.
Dog off-leash areas
In the consultation, there was support for changes to dog off-leash areas in Boyd Park and
Packer Park. Further community consultation will be required to implement this action.
Reporting and monitoring
The actions from this plan will be reported on through the Environmental Sustainability
Action Plan. This is reported on annually.
Some residents also expressed views that regular monitoring and surveys should be
conducted to measure net improvements in biodiversity values. This will be considered as
part of the citizen science project proposed to be implemented in 2018-19.
Citizen Science
There was very strong support for a citizen science project from the community with several
people offering assistance to help implement the project. There were also many valuable
suggestions that will be incorporated into the project. With particular note, the National Trust
is very keen to partner with Council in an education and biodiversity monitoring project at
Rippon Lea Estate.
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The Biodiversity Implementation Plan can be delivered within current resources in 2018-19.
Officers are also exploring options for external funding for regional biodiversity monitoring
with Councils in the Eastern Alliance for Greenhouse Action.
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POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
The community consultation was undertaken via Council’s Have Your Say website, hardcopy
surveys with reply paid envelopes, sustainability and gardening e-newsletters, Council’s
Facebook pages and the Glen Eira News.
Key stakeholders were directly consulted, including:
∑ Glen Eira Environment Group
∑ NatureLinks Land Management Pty Ltd
∑ Christina Renowden (Zoologist and local resident)
∑ Lewis Hiller (active bird watcher and local resident)
∑ Melbourne Racing Club
∑ Caulfield Racecourse Reserve Trust
∑ National Trust of Australia
∑ Brighton General Cemetery
∑ South East Water
∑ Yarra Yarra Golf Club.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Four: Clean and Sustainable
An attractive and sustainable environment for future generations.
∑ Objective 2: Preserve and develop our open space to meet current and future needs
∑ Objective 3: Increase environmental sustainability and prepare for the effects of
climate change.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
The Biodiversity in Glen Eira report is a valuable for resource to help implement Council
goals and objectives identified in the Environmental Sustainability Strategy. It will also help
to inform other plans and strategies to protect and enhance biodiversity on both Council
managed land and on land managed by others.
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‘Biodiversity in Glen Eira’: Implementation Plan
As per report prepared by Dr Graeme Lorimer PhD, for Glen Eira City Council
Councils have committed to protect and enhance biodiversity and public amenity in Glen Eira in the Environmental Sustainability Strategy (ESS). The ‘Biodiversity in Glen Eira’ report was commissioned by Council as part of the
implementation of this strategy.
This document specifically looks at the recommendations made in the ‘Biodiversity in Glen Eira’ report, protecting and enhancing biodiversity is also complemented and supported by other Council plans and strategies including:







Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2016‐2021 and annual Environmental Sustainability Action Plans
Refresh of Open Space Strategy 2013‐2016
Urban Forest Strategy – due for completion in 2018
Classified Tree Register – currently being considered by Council.
Draft Nature Strip Planting Guidelines – due for completion in 2018.

Actions from this implementation plan will be incorporated into annual Environmental Sustainability Action Plans which is reported on annually. For more information, visit www.gleneira.vic.gov.au.

Report reference

Overview/Background

Recommendation/issues for consideration

GECC Actions/Opportunities

Type of Action

BIODIVERSITY HOTSPOTS: The report identified nine biodiversity hotspots. (Ref. 7.1 to 7.9)
7.1 Sandringham Railway
Line Verge, Elsternwick
(Non‐Council site)

7.2 Rippon Lea Lake and
Surrounds
(Non‐council site)



One of the top three sites in Glen Eira for wild
indigenous plants.



The rarest of the wild plant species are each
represented by only one or two individuals, raising
serious doubts about their medium‐term survival if
corrective action is not taken



The lake provides habitat for indigenous waterbirds,
wetland plants, migratory eels and most likely frogs.
The surrounding trees and shrubs provide habitat
for resident and nomadic species of indigenous
birds



There are introduced species that appeared to threaten the
survival of indigenous plants



Recommend that VicTrack take appropriate
corrective action to protect the wild plants
at this site.

Advocacy

Advocacy &
Education



St Peter’s Wort (Hypericum tetrapterum) – is notable as a
potentially serious wetland weed



Work with the Rippon Lea Estate to enhance
and protect biodiversity at this site.



Nankeen Night Heron seen is significant ‐ is on the state list of
‘near threatened’ species





The presence of the Shortfin Eel is significant – travel thousands
of kilometres to the Coral Sea to breed and return.

The recent arrangement with the Estate
provides a valuable opportunity to include
Rippon Lea in our sustainability education
program, and could be part of a community
biodiversity monitoring project. These
opportunities will be further explored in
negotiation with the National Trust.
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7.3 Caulfield Park (Council
managed site)

7.4 Caulfield Racecourse
Reserve
(Non‐council site)

7.5 Red Gums at Carnegie
& Murrumbeena Train
Stations
(VicTrack ownership)

7.6 Boyd Park Sanctuary
Murrumbeena
(Council managed site)



Hosts a community of indigenous birds, particularly
waterbirds attracted to the lake. Nankeen Night
Heron regular sightings is significant ‐ is on the
state list of ‘near threatened’ species



Some of the waterbirds are attracted by food provided by park
visitors which poses a health risk to some of the birds and it
contributes to the nutrient pollution of the lake. Excessive
nutrients can cause toxic blue‐green algal blooms.



Home to some domesticated birds and a diverse
range of planted trees from around the world. Treed
parts of the park other than next to the lake provide
habitat mainly for common urban wildlife such as
possums and magpies



The Aviary garden is small (approximately 800m2) and no part
of it is further than 6m from a path, which puts off small
understorey birds.



The large eucalypts provide habitat, these will improve as the
trees age.



Investigate ways to avoid unnecessary removal of the lakes
submerged plant life when work is done to keep clear the pump
inlets (used for watering the racetrack), especially in the
southern lake which has lots of submerged plants, including the
rare water‐milfoil



Introduce additional indigenous frog species not already
present to improve the lakes’ food chain through a citizen
science project in the warmer months to establish which frog
species are present other than the Common Froglets.



Areas with eucalypt trees are occasionally used by a
few less common birds.



The southern lake vegetation is a close reproduction
of a natural wetland. The northern lake is less so
due to the species and cultivars planted and steep
banks around much of the edge.



The diversity of birds around the lakes is high by
suburban standards, particularly for waterbirds.



The diversity of indigenous plants and birds is high
for Glen Eira.



The water‐milfoil are rare and critical plants for
pond life, diving birds and overall wetland ecology.
The identity of these at the indicative location can
be confirmed when it flowers in summer.

River Red gums are potential ‘refuelling stations’ or
ecological stepping‐stones on the Swift Parrots’
migrations. There are stands of well‐maintained Gums at
the ‘Rosstown Woodland’ around Carnegie railway
station and the southern car park of Murrumbeena
railway station.



 Indigenous species of shrub, tree and groundcover
have been planted over many years to support the
wild plants in providing wildlife habitat and a
wildflower display in spring.





The Nodding Greenhood colony in Boyd Park 60 to
80 m north of the sanctuary appears to be Glen Eira’s
last wild orchids. These were identified in August
2017 but were not present when the author
reinspected the site in October 2017.





Level Crossing Removal construction work may affect River Red
Gums continued biodiversity and heritage values at the railway
stations. Damage to eucalypt roots can take several years or
more to kill a River Red Gum, often in times of stress such as
prolonged dry weather.

Investigate disappearance of three orchid species to prevent a
similar incident if any orchids reappear in the future. Re‐
emergence of the orchids should be checked in June 2018. If
the orchids are found, protective measures should be
considered.
If the orchids re‐emerge consider use of iron‐based snail baits
(with low toxicity) in bait stations that prevent access by dogs
or children.
Carry out checks on sanctuary’s southern edge and implement
ways to minimise harm to the vegetation from weeds, soil and
construction waste incursion, during and post skyrail
construction works.



Consider biodiversity implications and
opportunities in Caulfield Park master plan
design development.



Seek advice in re‐development works on
opportunities to enhance biodiversity
in/around the lake.



Refresh signage asking people not to feed
the birds and why.



Advocate to DELWP to consider
recommendations in the report, particularly
in planning any major works and in lake
maintenance works.



Consider a citizen science project to
establish which frog species are present if
access is possible.



Officers do not recommend relocation of
frog species.. Other expert advice received
recommends that says frog species should
not be moved.



Council’s Arborists will continue to monitor
these trees and recommend treatment
where necessary. (Note: ‘Rosie’ The Red
Gum has received treatment to ensure its
survival.)



The Red Gums at Carnegie Station are
currently being retained though there are
State Government plans to use the site for a
future development opportunity. Council
officers will continue advocating for it to be
protected.



Check for orchids at locations provided in
June 2018.



If they re‐emerge implement protective
measures including weed removal, the use
of low toxicity snail baits and signage to
deter people and dogs from the site.



Propogate the orchids if they re‐emerge.



Continue to monitor the sanctuary’s
southern edge and implement harm
minimisation measures if required.



Consider making the sanctuary part of Boyd

Operational

Advocacy &
Education

Advocacy

Operational
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7.7 Boyd Park excluding
the Sanctuary
(Council managed site)

A mostly typical urban park with lawns and gardens, but
considered a biodiversity hotspot because it includes:
‐ a few old River Red Gums (100+ years old)
‐ a colony of Trim Greenhoods (last known indigenous
orchids in Glen Eira see above)
‐ small numbers of other indigenous plants that have
survived or recolonised
‐ extensive plantings of indigenous plant species in
mulched garden beds
‐ a tree canopy formed by indigenous and Australian
native species that provides habitat for native birds
that are uncommon in most of Glen Eira

7.8 Moorabbin Reservoir,
Bentleigh East



Discourage dogs off‐lead in the area



Breed up some of the Trim Greenhoods in a nursery for re‐
planting to improve the species’ security at both locations
identified in the report.



Controlled removal of the White Arum Lilies around the orchids
would assist the survival of the orchids.



Parks staff to note the undesirability of applying mulch over the
orchids, particularly during April to October each year.



Place snail bait around the orchids periodically during April to
September. To avoid risks consider use of iron‐based snail baits
(with low toxicity) in bait stations that prevent access by dogs
or children.



Dog prevalence particularly in bushy area near
Dandenong Road is compromising the habitat value
for bird life, such as the Pink Robin.



Dogs should be excluded from the bushy area near Dandenong
Road except on the footpath and discouraged from being off‐
lead to protect bird life



The grounds (particularly the embankments and
raised ground) support a substantially greater
diversity of wild, indigenous flora, and in a more
resilient state, than anywhere else in Glen Eira.



Check past planting records to determine if Running Postman,
Tasman Flax‐lily and Tree Everlasting are remnant wild species
or were planted at the site.



Gorse (a very invasive weed) is threatening the rare Running
Postman plants on the south‐eastern corner. The Gorse should
be urgently killed by cut‐and‐paint method, taking great care
not to affect the Running Postman.



The Golf Course may benefit by promoting birdlife that can be
seen at the course.

(Non‐Council site)


The site is not open to the public but some of the
indigenous flora can be seen from the footpath
along Warrigal Rd.



The trees and shrubs, generally, would provide nest
sites for a range of native and introduced birds.

7.9 Yarra Yarra Golf Course 

Based on all available bird observation data, Yarra
Yarra Golf Course has the most diverse birdlife of
anywhere in Glen Eira, including some species not
found elsewhere in the municipality.

(Non‐Council site)



The significance of the course’s flora is uncertain
because there are no prior plant records and this
study did not have permission to enter the property.

Park a dog on‐leash area.


Parks staff to implement recommendations
in regard to Trim Greenhoods.



Consider making the bushy area near
Dandenong Road a dog on‐leash area.



Advocate to South East Water to implement
these recommendations.



Explore planning controls to protect the
biodiverse areas, as part of any potential
change to the site in future.



Advocate to Yarra Yarra Golf Course to
promote local birdlife at the course.



Explore planning controls to protect the
biodiverse areas, as part of any potential
change to the site in future.



Explore opportunities to work with Yarra
Yarra Golf Course to undertake further flora
and fauna reseach.



Promote advice to residents on how to
improve habitat and create habitat corridors
as part of sustainability education program.



Promote online resources and smartphone
applications for the general public to learn
how to find and identify fauna, and submit
observations and photographs to online
databases.



Implement a citizen science project as part
of the sustainability education program.

Operational

Advocacy

Advocacy

Other relevant sections
9. Community
contributions to
biodiversity

 Providing Habitat – the right kind of nature strips
and private gardens play a significant role in the
welfare and survival of quite a few indigenous plant
and animal species.




Glen Eira City Council is in an ideal location to coordinate
such a campaign. Ideally run during the warmer months
when frogs and lizards are active.

Citizen Science – The best opportunity to correct the
deficiency for information about frogs and lizards
and insects is through a coordinated campaign of
community searching and recording, or citizen
science. Butterflies, bees and beetles could also be
surveyed by citizen science.

Education
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5.2 Significant trees

8. Additional Sites

A number of significant trees were identified including:


Studley Park Gum (Eucalyptus x studleyensis) at
Brighton Cemetery



Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) in the vicinity
of the Labassa mansion in Caulfield North



Black Sheoak (Allocasuarina littoralis) on the
nature strip of Lockerbie Ct, Caulfield North.



A Coastal Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis
subspecies pryoriana) in the playground at
Packer Park, Carnegie.



River Red Gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) on
the western verge of the Sandringham Railway
Line, immediately north of the Nepean Hwy
railway bridge.



A River Red Gum at the northern edge of Booran
Reserve, Glen Huntly.



Coastal Manna Gums (Eucalyptus viminalis
subspecies pryoriana) – one at Springhthorpe
Gardens and several at the southeastern corner
of Caulfield Racecourse Reserve

Places included in the report that don’t meet the criteria
of biodiversity hotspots but retain a small amount of
native vegetation or provide substantial habitat (or
potential habitat) for urban wildlife. These include:
 Bentleigh Primary School and Moorleigh
Community Village


Packer Park and Mallanbool Reserve



Glenhuntly Railway Reserve



Booran Reserve.

 These significant trees are worthy of consideration for Heritage
Overlay protection for their size, age and connection with the
pre‐colonisation landscape.
 The fieldwork for this study was inadequate to be confident of
detecting all trees whose biodiversity significance warrants
planning protection.

The report lists a number of issues and opportunities for improving
the potential for habitat at some of these sites, including:


The areas of denser understorey in Packer Park could
provide habit for small insect‐eating birds if the garden beds
were wider. The best potential is in the eastern corner of the
park.



The swale in Packer Park near the playground is occupied by
three frog species and has further habitat potential.
However as this is a dog off lead area, dogs are displacing
birds and frogs.



Herbicide spraying at Glenhuntly Railway Reserve has killed
wildflowers and favoured weeds. In 1994 a botanical survey
found this as best site for remnant wildflowers in Glen Eira.
Only a small strip of indigenous plants remain.



There are opportunities to improve habitat in the urban
forest at Booran Reserve, including planting indigenous
understorey species.



Council recently consulted with the
community in regard to implementing a
Classified Tree Register. This will report and
community feedback will be considered in
the next steps of that process.



The protection of significant trees will also
be explored in the Urban Forest Strategy.



Understorey planting at Booran Reserve is
planned for the 2018 planting season.
Officers will include the plants
recommended in the report where possible.
(Note: the soil in this location is very sandy
and plant species will need to be selected
that are likely to survive.)The placing of logs
and rocks will be included to provide habitat
for small birds, lizards, bees and other fauna.



Options for enhancing habitat at Packer Park
are to be investigated further and
implemented where practical as part of the
update of the Open Space Strategy Refresh,
due to take place in late‐2018.

Operational

Operational
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Executive Summary
In support of Glen Eira City Council’s ‘Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2016-2021, this
report aims to provide a clear, contemporary understanding of what constitutes Glen Eira’s
biodiversity, where biodiversity is concentrated, what threatens it and what sustains it. It is
focused on the natural world and hence on wild flora and fauna, particularly indigenous species.
For practical reasons and because of lack of prior data, the report deals only fleetingly with
invertebrates, fungi, algae, lichens and microbes.
Past information about Glen Eira’s biodiversity has been very incomplete and often misleading.
This study uncovered numerous wild, indigenous plant species that were not previously known to
exist in the municipality. It also provided the first documented records of indigenous frogs, fish
and lizards in Glen Eira for over a century.
None of Glen Eira’s habitat at the time of European colonisation has survived without major
modification. Nevertheless, some small patches remain with remnants of the pre-colonisation
flora and a few artificial lakes have become occupied by some of Glen Eira’s original wetland
flora and fauna. Some birds, possums and insects have adapted to the urban environment.
The most important ‘biodiversity hotspots’ in Glen Eira are identified in Chapter 7 as:
• The Moorabbin Reservoir property (675 Warrigal Rd, Bentleigh East), which has a substantially greater diversity of wild, indigenous flora, and in a more resilient state, than anywhere
else in Glen Eira, including twelve plant species not found elsewhere in this study;
• Yarra Yarra Golf Course, where substantially more bird species have been observed in recent
years than anywhere else in Glen Eira. The course’s botanical significance could not be
adequately checked due to lack of permission to enter the property;
• The railway cutting and adjacent road verges in Elsternwick, where there is remnant vegetation,
many locally rare plant species, healthy revegetation, lizards and an apparently functional
wildlife corridor;
• Rippon Lea Estate, whose lake and its surroundings support seven locally rare plant species, a
number of locally rare birds and the amazing migratory species, Shortfin Eel;
• Caulfield Racecourse Reserve, and particularly its two lakes, which support many locally rare
birds and plants;
• Boyd Park in Murrumbeena, and particularly the fenced and gated sanctuary at its southern
end, for the presence of some large, old River Red Gums, some locally rare plants (including
what may be Glen Eira’s last remaining wild orchids) and some bushy understorey that suits
small insect-eating birds (apart from the discouraging presence of dogs off-lead);
• Caulfield Park, principally for the waterbirds attracted to the lake; and
• Stands of River Red Gums at the Carnegie and Murrumbeena train stations.
Chapter 8 identifies some sites of somewhat lesser significance for biodiversity.
Nature strips and private gardens can also be important for biodiversity, particularly for birds and
insects, as long as they meet certain habitat requirements. Trees are particularly important but are
declining in numbers due to urban redevelopment. Retention, care and planting of trees,
particularly of indigenous or Australian native species, is becoming increasingly important.
Indigenous shrubs in gardens can also play a very important role in conserving indigenous birds
and insects.
The report concludes with some advice about planting and gathering further wildlife information.
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1. Introduction
Glen Eira City Council’s ‘Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2016-2021’ includes an
aspirational goal of ‘Natural heritage integrated within the City in a way that supports the region’s
flora and fauna, supports liveability and also recognises this City as an urban area’. In pursuit of
this goal, one of its priorities is to ‘Protect biodiversity and environmental heritage on Councilmanaged land and advocate for protection by others’.
To help achieve these goals, this report aims to provide a clear, contemporary understanding of
what constitutes Glen Eira’s biodiversity, where biodiversity is concentrated, what threatens it
and what sustains it.
Firstly, we need to establish what aspects of biodiversity and natural heritage to focus on. In the
broadest sense, Glen Eira’s biodiversity could be taken to include the diversity of all kinds of
organisms, from viruses to insects to majestic trees. For practical reasons, little information is
available about Glen Eira’s microbes, invertebrates and non-vascular flora such as fungi.
Therefore, this report contains little information about these ‘lower’ organisms, but we should still
recognise that they are critically important to higher organisms, including humans.
Consistent with the Environmental Sustainability Strategy’s focus on nature and environmental
heritage, this report primarily focuses on wild organisms, particularly those which are indigenous
or that improve or detract from the habitat for indigenous species. (By ‘indigenous’, we mean
organisms whose lineage in Glen Eira pre-dates European colonisation.) Domesticated animals
and cultivated plants are addressed only where they affect indigenous species, e.g. by providing
habitat for wildlife. It is nevertheless recognised that domesticated animals and gardens provide
considerable benefits to the Glen Eira community.
Because of the focus on wild, and particularly indigenous, species, most of the fieldwork for this
report was done in areas that were known or suspected to support such species. The detected
hotspots for indigenous flora and fauna are individually described in detail in Chapter 7, and lesser
sites in Chapter 8. In addition, the author scouted around for flora, fauna and habitats while driving
or walking throughout the municipality, often with the car window down to listen for bird calls.
Examples of the things detected in this way include tiny patches of indigenous mosses and
groundcovers in some nature strips, and a Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike hunting in highly urbanised
Bentleigh. Such detections helped to build a general understanding of the distribution of flora and
fauna in Glen Eira, e.g. which species are widely distributed throughout and which ones are
confined to one or two specific locations. ‘Citizen science’ data assisted this process.
Biodiversity includes not just the diversity of species, but also the genetic diversity within each
species and the diversity of ecosystems that the species form.
This report addresses infraspecific genetic diversity in Glen Eira by noting any outwardly visible
distinctiveness or variability of local organisms compared with the species’ full range of
characters.
The diversity of ecosystem types in Glen Eira is complicated by the current lack of natural
ecosystems. There are a few semi-natural areas where some of the pre-colonisation interactions
between species persist. These sites are among the biodiversity hotspots described in Chapter 7.
The rest of the municipality is covered with artificial environments such as buildings and gardens
where the interrelationships between species are governed or strongly mediated by continual
human activity. This report deals with ecosystems by:
• Summarising the diversity of natural ecosystems that occurred in Glen Eira at the time of
European colonisation (Chapter 4);
• Documenting and mapping what remains of those natural ecosystems or has been recreated;
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• Suggesting measures that will help conserve and restore as much as possible of the indigenous
ecosystems; and
• Explaining the role of artificial environments and the Glen Eira community in conserving
indigenous flora or fauna (Chapter 9).
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2. The Importance of Nature and Biodiversity
Nature, of which biodiversity is part, is critically important to humanity and the other 8.7 million
species on Earth. An understanding of that importance has been an important guide to how the
present study has been conducted.
Table 1 provides a classification of the important attributes of nature in Glen Eira.
Table 1. Categories of nature’s importance.

Category of Nature’s Importance

Examples

1. Practical ‘ecosystem services’

The role of trees in purifying air and
providing shade and wind protection;
Stormwater purification by organisms in
wetlands.

2. (a) Fulfilment of humanity’s innate desire to
engage with nature and feel its inspiration,
comfort and restorative powers; and
(b) Consequent benefits to human health,
wellbeing and quality of life

The attraction of flowers and waterfalls;
The popularity of gardens, zoos and ‘green
& leafy’ neighbourhoods;
Natural retreats for restoring one’s soul
and energy;
Greater productivity and faster recovery
from illness when people have contact
with plants and animals;
The use of natural themes and inspiration
in the arts and architecture.
Pre-colonisation trees that are conserved
to provide a connection with the past;
The Aboriginal concept of ‘caring for
country’.

3. Natural heritage – nature’s contribution to
sense of place and our concepts of who we
are, how we fit into history and nature’s
grand design, and what we should pass on to
future generations
4. Altruistic recognition that humanity should
respect the existence of the other 8.7 million
species on Earth and the ecosystems they
form, independently of any practical benefit
that humanity may derive from them

Campaigns to stop whaling;
Governmental measures to save threatened
species.

The more natural something is, the more it can embody the values above, and the less readily it
can be replaced. This report therefore focuses more on wild flora and fauna than domesticated
species such as cultivated plants and pets. It also focuses more on wild indigenous species than
wild non-indigenous species because the former represent the essence of nature, in decline,
whereas the latter are artifices of human activity, in no danger of disappearing.
Item 1 in Table 1 is not specifically covered in this report, nor the non-living aspects of nature,
such as geology, hydrology and climate.
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3. The Study Approach
3.1 Survey of Literature and Pre-existing Information
Apart from direct observations during the present study, the most reliable records of flora and
fauna species that have occurred in Glen Eira over the past 150 years or so are specimens in
museums and herbaria. Records of those specimens are mostly catalogued in the online ‘Atlas of
Living Australia’, which was consulted for this study.
In addition to specimen records, both the Atlas of Living Australia and the state government’s
Victorian Biodiversity Atlas contain records of flora and fauna that are not backed up by
specimens. These records were analysed for this study, as have data from the ‘eBird’ database
(www.ebird.org) and BirdLife Australia’s ‘citizen science’ projects such as ‘Birds in Backyards’.
Records without specimens or photographs to back them up (called ‘unvouchered’) usually cannot
be given as much weight as specimen records because their reliability is often unknown or
questionable, and sometimes clearly erroneous. Most of the unvouchered records for Glen Eira
simply support the direct observations made during this study. The author sought to authenticate
most of the remaining records by consulting the observer and/or seeking to observe the same
species. Unreliable records were discounted.
Both vouchered and unvouchered records require careful interpretation. For example, the maps in
the Atlas of Living Australia and the Victorian Biodiversity Atlas include a 1980 bird list,
including Little Penguin and other seabirds, on Glen Eira’s eastern boundary. On inspection, the
location is described as ‘Coatesville Reserve’, which can be taken today to mean Mackie Rd
Reserve, a short distance from the mapped location. However, the nearest plausible location for a
penguin or the other seabirds on the list is 8 km away, outside Glen Eira. The list may genuinely
include birds observed at Coatesville (Mackie Rd) Reserve but its coverage also clearly extends
to Port Phillip Bay. It is therefore not helpful for this study. More generally, it is important to
always take a discriminating approach to acceptance of lists of flora or fauna that appear specific
to Glen Eira or any other specific area. Equally, it proved important to check records that have
been mapped outside Glen Eira, some of which are actually from within the municipality.
One must also draw a distinction between birds that make use of habitat in Glen Eira and those
which are just seen flying over on their way toward habitat beyond. For example, a White-bellied
Sea-eagle has been seen flying over Glen Eira but it would not make any material use of habitat
there.
A major proportion of indigenous plant species in Glen Eira have been planted. It is important to
take into account that most database records of flora or fauna do not indicate whether the
associated plants or animals were wild. Even in fieldwork, it is sometimes difficult to determine
whether a plant of an indigenous species is wild, planted or a descendant from a planted plant.
This study took into account the Glen Eira Environment Group’s brochures about the natural
assets of Boyd Park and the Elster Creek corridor. The group’s Mr Paul Caine also provided his
observations of remnant plants, going back as far as 1992, at Boyd Park, Brighton Cemetery,
Caulfield Racecourse, Glen Huntly Park and rail reserves. He also recalled the cessation of annual
burning of rail reserves in about 1982–3.
Mr Lewis Hiller, who is a very experienced local bird observer, made a very valuable contribution
to this study through the copious bird observations he has entered into the eBird database over
recent years. He provided this study with additional information about his more unusual
observations and he used his extensive local knowledge of birds to make sure that each species’
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distribution and status in Glen Eira has been accurately described below, particularly in Appendix
C (p. 76).
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning’s online mapping of native vegetation
includes a map of different vegetation types (‘Ecological Vegetation Classes’, or EVCs) that were
present in 1750. This helps to inform what indigenous species were likely to occur at each location
in Glen Eira and hence what plant species might be planted in ecological restoration work. The
mapping of EVCs that remained in 2005 shows native vegetation at seven locations within Glen
Eira, but in all but one case, they are actually artificial water bodies that have been erroneously
mapped as woodland. (By chance, there really is native vegetation beside the covered reservoir at
675 Warrigal Rd in Bentleigh East, but not inside the reservoir, where it has been mapped.)
Another source of information investigated in this study was a report on biodiversity by the
Australian Research Centre for Urban Ecology (ARCUE) in 2015 to support the preparation of
Glen Eira City Council’s ‘Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2016-2021’. It relied on the same
sources just discussed but it did not consider the reliability of the data or mapping and it ignored
data prior to 1994. No fieldwork was done.
In order to check the reliability and completeness of the ARCUE report, Glen Eira City Council
asked me to do some basic ground-truthing in 2015. I spent half a day inspecting sites and scouting
for undocumented remnant trees. The resulting information has been carried over into the present
study.
Mr Rob Scott, formerly of the St Kilda Indigenous Nursery Co-operative and now of Naturelinks,
provided useful botanical information from his personal records and recollections. The
information relates to plants that he and his colleagues observed and planted at two sites: Boyd
Park during 2009–2016; and along the Sandringham Railway Line through Elsternwick during
2000–2004. The information was invaluable for determining which of the plants currently at these
sites have been planted.
Staff of Council’s Parks department provided information about the birds they have seen in Glen
Eira, as did several residents who were encountered during fieldwork.

3.2 Fieldwork
Fieldwork was done between 28th April and 2nd June 2017. The tasks undertaken were to:
• Inspect all locations where native vegetation, wetlands or significant fauna observations have
been reported, and scout around for additional locations while driving or walking through Glen
Eira;
• Map the locations of native vegetation, wetlands, isolated wild plants of indigenous species and
significant fauna observations;
• Describe the vegetation structure and composition within each wetland, area of native
vegetation and planted wildlife habitat;
• Record a thorough inventory of species of indigenous plants and environmental weeds wherever
native vegetation or wetland was found, including population estimates of each scarce or
uncommon indigenous species;
• Record all birds, frogs, butterflies and native mammals observed in or near areas of native
vegetation or wetlands. (Butterfly observation were very scarce because of the time of year);
• Record wildlife signs and habitat features; and
• Take photographs to illustrate important aspects of this report.
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More than half of the fieldwork effort was at the ‘biodiversity hotspots’ described in Chapter 7.
The sites described in Chapter 8 have rather less habitat and therefore took rather less fieldwork
time. Searches for wild flora and fauna were also conducted in neighbourhoods around the
‘hotspots’, in other leafy neighbourhoods and along almost the full lengths of all railway reserves
(but somewhat impeded by ‘skyrail’ construction work).
Binoculars were carried at all times to aid identification of birds. Lakes at Caulfield Racecourse,
Caulfield Park and Rippon Lea Estate were visited at daytime, dusk and night, at least twice, to
maximise the detection of birds and frogs. No fishing was attempted.
Native vegetation, wildlife and a lake at Yarra Yarra Golf Course could only be viewed from
outside the property fence, due to lack of permission to enter the property.
April, May and June are not ideal months to be conducting botanical fieldwork. This probably
prevented the detection of Cotton Fireweed (Senecio quadridentatus), one or two wallaby-grass
species (Rytidosperma) and a few other species of flowering plants. Inaccessibility of the tall
railway cutting near Elsternwick Station may well have prevented detection of a few other
indigenous plant species, including Common Rice-flower (Pimelea humilis). Mosses and
liverworts were particularly hard to identify because of the time of year and the weather in the
lead-up to the fieldwork, and it is likely that the ten species detected are only a small fraction of
what might be found in an exhaustive survey.
The time of year of this study is not ideal for detecting some bird species, and any study less than
several years in duration will inevitably fail to observe some rare visitor species. This obstacle
has been overcome by experienced local bird observers, who have done an excellent job in lodging
their observational data into ‘citizen science’ databases (particularly eBird) over some years. Any
bird species not included in this report must be very rare visitors and unlikely to make any material
contribution to Glen Eira’s biodiversity.
April to June are very poor months for detecting most frog species and only two species could be
found. Unlike birds, frogs are very poorly recorded in Glen Eira, the only relevant prior data being
a few undocumented observations by Ms Christine Renowden. In a summer survey, other species
may well be detected, and in many additional locations (as discussed in Section 9.2 on p. 66).
Invertebrates are also very hard to detect in April to June, but they are not a focus of this study,
anyway. Those months are good for fungi, but no attempt was made to detect and record them in
this study.
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4. Glen Eira’s Vegetation Prior to Colonisation
Unfortunately, very few naturalists or pioneers around the time of colonisation collected
specimens from Glen Eira or wrote about the flora or fauna. Our understanding of nature and
biodiversity prior to colonisation must therefore be determined largely from the much more
detailed historical records of nearby areas with similar soils and topography. For example, the
vegetation of Brighton to Sandringham was well visited and documented by nineteenth century
naturalists and we can extrapolate to similar areas of Glen Eira. Even today, it is possible to visit
locations neighbouring Glen Eira where remnants of the pre-colonisation flora provide models for
what must have once been also in Glen Eira; e.g. at Royal Melbourne Golf Course and Grange
Reserve.
Largely by this process of matching information from well-documented areas to other areas with
similar soil and topography, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning has
produced a map of the types of vegetation that covered Victoria in 1750. A representation of the
map for Glen Eira and its surrounds appears in Figure 1, obtained from the department’s online
‘Biodiversity Interactive Map’. It should be taken as an approximation only, as it conflicts in
places with some features marked on nineteenth century maps (e.g Crown Lands Office plan no.
657 titled ‘Part of the Parish of Prahran’ and dated 25/6/1857, available from the State Library of
Victoria’s website). Vegetation types are represented on Figure 1 by the following Ecological
Vegetation Classes (EVCs):
• ‘Grassy Woodland’ (EVC no. 175) – a park-like, densely grassy woodland of flat land,
dominated by River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis). It is mapped as having covered
most of the municipality. Parts of it were described on the abovementioned 1857 plan as ‘Red
Gum Flats’, which suggests Plains Grassy Woodland (EVC no. 55) rather than Grassy
Woodland;
• ‘Heathy Woodland’ (EVC no. 48) – dominated by Coast Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis
subsp. pryoriana) and with a rather dense, shrubby or heathy understorey, on low rises with
sand and gravel. The 1857 plan labels one instance as ‘High land moderately timbered’;
• ‘Swamp Scrub’ (EVC no. 53) – dominated by Swamp Gum (Eucalyptus ovata) with thickets
of Swamp Paperbark (Melaleuca ericifolia), growing in alluvium and swamp deposits, which
were in depressions (‘Wet flats’ on the 1857 plan), along Elster Ck and the drainage line
through Yarra Yarra Golf Course;
• ‘Creekline Herb-rich Woodland’ (EVC no. 164) along the minor creek through Boyd Park,
similar to the Swamp Scrub but with only scattered thickets.
There is also a narrow strip in Glen Eira’s southwest that is mapped on Figure 1 as having had a
mosaic (or patchwork) comprising Grassy Woodland and ‘Damp Sands Herb-rich Woodland’, too
intermingled to map separately. The vegetation of this strip was probably intermediate between
the Heathy Woodland and Grassy Woodland that it lies between.
More detailed descriptions of the EVCs are provided by Oates & Taranto (2001).
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Legend to Ecological Vegetation Classes
175. Grassy Woodland
48. Heathy Woodland
53. Swamp Scrub
164. Creekline Herb-rich Woodland
719. Grassy Woodland / Damp Sands Herb-rich Woodland
Figure 1. Map of Ecological Vegetation Classes in and near Glen Eira in 1750, inferred from
geology and topography. From the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning’s
‘Biodiversity Interactive Map’ website. Municipalities are outlined in dark blue, with Glen Eira in the
middle.
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5. Wild Plant Species
5.1 Indigenous Plants
Appendix A provides a table of all the wild, indigenous plant species detected during this study,
followed by a table of wild, indigenous plant species recorded previously. The table from this
study indicates the sites at which each species was seen and how abundant they were. It includes:
• 9 species of moss;
• 2 species of liverwort;
• 1 fern species;
• 9 tree species;
• 9 shrub species;
• 1 mistletoe species;
• 1 climber species;
• 5 species of creeper or scrambler;
• 25 grassy species (in the order Poales);
• 11 aquatic or semi-aquatic species; and
• 15 other flowering species.
This makes a total of 88 species.
The second table of Appendix A includes an additional 5 moss species, 2 fern species and 67
flowering species that have been recorded prior to this study, most of them not for more than a
century. A small number of those species are likely to remain and have gone undetected; e.g.
Cotton Fireweed (Senecio quadridentatus), which often appears in suburban wasteland as a blowin.
Unfortunately, Glen Eira was largely cleared so early in Melbourne’s settlement that the historical
records of plants comprise only a small fraction of the species that must once have been present.
By comparison with near-pristine examples of vegetation of the kinds that once occurred in Glen
Eira, I expect that Glen Eira would once have had over 300 indigenous flowering plant species.
Most of them have died out in Glen Eira without ever being recorded. Some of the species that
probably once occurred in Glen Eira are commonly used in local revegetation, such as Sticky
Boobialla (Myoporum petiolatum).
Glen Eira’s only surviving indigenous plant species (or rather, hybrid) that is noteworthy in the
context of the whole state is represented by a single, ancient tree that appears to be a Studley Park
Gum (Eucalyptus × studleyensis) – see Figure 2. Being a hybrid, the Studley Park Gum does not
qualify as a threatened species under the international ‘red list’ criteria; however the Victorian
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning nevertheless lists it as ‘endangered’. The
name ‘Studley Park Gum’ is applied to various kinds of hybrid between River Red Gum and
Swamp Gum, making it a very variable entity. The kind represented by the tree toward the north
of Brighton Cemetery (easily spotted from a distance or on a satellite image) is a little atypical,
and it might be argued that the term ‘Studley Park Gum’ should be reserved for more typical
examples. A specimen has been pressed (G.S. Lorimer no. 2669 of 28th April 2017) and will be
lodged at the National Herbarium of Victoria for a second opinion on the identity. Regardless, the
tree is a magnificent specimen tree and an important part of Glen Eira’s natural heritage, as it may
pre-date colonisation.
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Figure 2. A large, old tree at Brighton Cemetery, believed to be a rare Studley Park Gum.

No other indigenous plants remaining in Glen Eira are rare in the context of the whole state. The
following are uncommon in metro Melbourne:
• Running Postman (Kennedia prostrata) – A common creeper species around Melbourne until
recent decades but now greatly diminished due to poor regeneration in the absence of fire. In
Glen Eira, it is represented by five seedlings at the Moorabbin Reservoir property (675
Warrigal Rd, Bentleigh East), where there is a chance that they may have been planted. Three
of the seedlings are surrounded by seedlings of Gorse (Ulex europaeus), a weed that threatens
the Running Postman’s survival directly and as a result of the likely targeting of the Gorse for
weed spraying. There may still be some Running Postman on the steep, tall railway embankment southeast of the Elsternwick platforms, but safety issues prevented a close inspection;
• Clustered Bush-pea (Pultenaea dentata) – A low shrub of damp, heathy vegetation. It was first
discovered in Glen Eira during 2017, when two plants were found in the Yarra Yarra Golf
Course.
• Tiny Duckweed (Wolffia australiana) – A minute floating species, which can appear
sporadically on almost any waterbody visited by waterbirds (which spread it), and which was
seen in small numbers on the lake at Rippon Lea Estate. No threats to it were observed but this
is a species whose ecology involves sporadic appearance and disappearance from wetlands
according to varying water levels.

5.2 Significant Trees
The probable Studley Park Gum at Brighton Cemetery mentioned above is not only significant as
a rare type of plant but also for its extreme age and natural heritage value as a living connection
with the pre-colonisation period. It can be seen as a mature tree on the 1945 aerial photograph at
the ‘1945.melbourne’ website. The 1945 photograph also shows a River Red Gum just west of
the lodge at the same cemetery – a tree that remains as an excellent specimen of the species today.
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It is recommended that Glen Eira City Council consider giving these trees planning protection
under a Heritage Overlay, as has been done for River Red Gums at Murrumbeena and Carnegie
railway stations.
A huge, ancient Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) in the vicinity of the Labassa mansion in
Caulfield North is equally worthy of consideration for the Heritage Overlay. A specimen from the
tree is held at the National Herbarium of Victoria.
The following additional remnant trees seen during this study are worthy of consideration for
Heritage Overlay protection for their size, age and connection with the pre-colonisation landscape:
• A large Black Sheoak (Allocasuarina littoralis) on the nature strip of Lockerbie Ct, Caulfield
North;
• A Coastal Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis subspecies pryoriana) in the playground at
Packer Park, Carnegie (see Section 8.2 on p. 61 and Figure 16 on p. 62);
• River Red Gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) on the western verge of the Sandringham
Railway Line, immediately north of the Nepean Hwy railway bridge;
• A River Red Gum at the northern edge of Booran Reserve, Glen Huntly;
• Coastal Manna Gums (Eucalyptus viminalis subspecies pryoriana) – one at Springhthorpe
Gardens and several at the southeastern corner of Caulfield Racecourse Reserve (see Section
7.4, p. 31).
The fieldwork for this study was inadequate to be confident of detecting all trees whose
biodiversity significance warrants planning protection.

5.3 Non-indigenous Plants
Over 100 non-indigenous plant species have become naturalised in Glen Eira. Many of them are
confined to gardens and wasteland where they have negligible, or no, impact on indigenous flora
or fauna. This study did not attempt to document such plants.
The wild, indigenous flora that has survived in Glen Eira occurs entirely in rather unnatural
habitats, including car parks, lawns, railway embankments, artificial ponds and filled-in creeks.
Human impacts at these sites have created conditions which most of the original flora cannot
tolerate.
Inevitably, certain introduced plant species have colonised these unnatural environments
alongside the surviving indigenous plants. It is common for people to regard all such introduced
species as ‘environmental weeds’. However, it is more helpful to reserve that term for species that
are causing the loss of indigenous plants or preventing them from establishing, sometimes called
‘drivers’ of environmental change. Some other introduced plants that co-occur with indigenous
plants in Glen Eira are better regarded as symptoms or ‘passengers’ of environmental change, not
drivers (MacDougall and Turkington 2005). Removing ‘passengers’ from a site usually results in
rapid recolonisation by the same, or similar, species unless one changes the underlying unnatural
conditions that led to their presence.
Appendix B lists those non-indigenous plant species that appear to be threatening indigenous
flora, not just acting as symptoms of human-induced changes. The occurrences that pose the
greatest threat are highlighted in red in the Appendix.
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6. Fauna and Habitat
6.1 Fauna Species
Appendix C (page 76) contains a list of the species of vertebrate fauna that are believed to remain
present in Glen Eira, at least occasionally. It does not include a few bird species that would find
the habitat in Glen Eira quite unsuitable but still have to fly across it occasionally.
The following current-day fauna of significance are:
• Hardhead or White-eyed Duck – This species is on the state list of ‘vulnerable’ species. It
appears sporadically at lakes in Glen Eira (Rippon Lea estate, Yarra Yarra Golf Course and
probably Caulfield Racecourse). Those lakes are probably important as refuges when wetlands
in rural Victoria dry up or when duck shooters displace birds from better habitat;
• Swift Parrot – This migratory species is listed as endangered under the federal Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and on the corresponding list for Victoria.
Its annual migratory route crosses Bass Strait and passes through the Melbourne region, and
some birds pass through the eastern half of Glen Eira. In some years, a few birds are seen
feeding in eucalypts in Glen Eira for up to a few days before resuming their migration. Clusters
of River Red Gums, such as at Yarra Yarra Golf Course, Boyd Park and the Murrumbeena and
Carnegie railway stations, may act as important ‘refuelling stations’;
• Nankeen Night Heron – This species is on the state list of ‘near threatened’ species. It is
regularly seen at Rippon Lea Estate and Caulfield Park, and is quite possibly a visitor to the
lake at Yarra Yarra Golf Course. There is circumstantial evidence that it breeds in Glen Eira.
The Blue-billed Duck is listed by the Victorian government as ‘endangered’ but the only record
of it in Glen Eira – a dead bird on Centre Rd – only represents a chance occurrence of a bird flying
over, not real habitat for the species. The same is true of chance sightings of White-bellied Seaeagle, Black Falcon, Leaden Flycatcher and Painted Buttonquail.
Glen Eira also has a core of common urban species of birds such as magpies and blackbirds that
can be seen anywhere in the municipality, daily (at least for part of the year). Nearly all of Glen
Eira’s bird species other than those just discussed are just rare or occasional visitors that move
through but find little if any suitable habitat.
Reptiles and frogs in Glen Eira are much less well known than birds, due to lack of past records
and the time of year when this study’s fieldwork was conducted (April to June). A ‘citizen science’
project in summer months could greatly improve the understanding of frogs and reptiles in the
municipality, as discussed in Section 9.2 on p. 66.
The only indigenous mammals recorded in Glen Eira are the very common urban species,
Common Brushtail Possum and Common Ringtail Possum, plus visits by the Grey-headed Flyingfox (which are very common throughout metro Melbourne). It is quite likely that at least one
indigenous microbat would be found if a search was conducted specifically for them.
Only two species of fish were observed in this study (the indigenous migratory species, Shortfin
Eel, and the introduced Mosquitofish) and no prior records could be found at all. Even a concerted
survey may not find many more fish species (other than domesticated fish) because almost all of
Glen Eira’s original creeks and wetlands have been filled in. Today’s fish habitat is artificial lakes,
and the only fish that have been able to reach them are eels (which slither overland and through
pipes) and fish released by humans.
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6.2 Habitat Features
The following fauna habitat features were observed during the fieldwork for this report:
• Lakes or ponds, which provide habitat for aquatic invertebrates, waterbirds and (in at least one
case) Shortfin Eel and frogs. The presence of fringing rushes or sedges at some of the
waterbodies provides cover and a food source for a range of small wetland fauna. The presence
of adjacent trees aids some waterbirds such as the near-threatened Nankeen Night Heron;
• A strip of indigenous vegetation (or revegetation) along the Sandringham Railway Line in
Elsternwick, apparently functioning for some species as a wildlife corridor (as evidenced by
Spotted Pardalotes observed moving along the strip, despite the absence of any other suitable
habitat in Elsternwick);
• Scrubby indigenous undergrowth, particularly along the same strip and at Boyd Park Sanctuary
and the Moorabbin Reservoir property (675 Warrigal Rd, Bentleigh East). Such vegetation can
provide cover and a feeding ground for small insectivorous birds of the undergrowth (e.g.
White-browed Scrubwrens) as long as the birds feel safe from humans, pets and other potential
predators. Birds do not feel safe if the scrubby vegetation is so narrow that you can see right
through it, or if there is an adjacent path frequented by people and dogs, as usually applies in
Glen Eira;
• Stands of eucalypts, sometimes intermingled with various other trees (e.g. at Yarra Yarra Golf
Course), providing habitat for a greater diversity of indigenous birds, invertebrates and perhaps
microbats than in the absence of eucalypts. Some of the eucalypts are used not only by locally
resident fauna but also as ecological stepping-stones by certain nomadic or migratory species
such as Swift Parrots;
• Nature strips with a dense canopy of mature street trees (sometimes Australian natives),
providing habitat, cover and movement corridors for certain birds and insects;
• Open grassed areas such as ovals, which provide habitat for a small number of indigenous and
introduced species of birds (though dogs and humans often scare off the birds);
• Public parks and residential gardens not falling into the previous categories, where one finds
common urban fauna such as Common Blackbirds, Rainbow Lorikeets, Grey Butcherbirds and
Tawny Frogmouths. (Street lights serve as part of the habitat for frogmouths, as they attract
insects that are eaten by frogmouths.).
Each type of habitat was observed to be associated with its own suite of fauna. For example,
waterbodies attract waterbirds and frogs; larger stands of eucalypts attract more parrots,
honeyeaters and Spotted Pardalotes; dense shrubby vegetation favours small insect-eating native
birds such as Brown Thornbills (and in season, more insects).
A 2005 study of the bird communities of Melbourne’s eastern and southeastern suburbs *
concluded that:
‘Remnants of native vegetation act as vital refugia of indigenous fauna in the urban
landscape. …the retention and establishment of native vegetation [=Australian native
vegetation] within streetscapes can complement existing remnant vegetation and the bird
communities contained therein. Native streetscapes can potentially benefit native birds by:
• ‘Facilitating the movement of species throughout the urban landscape;
• ‘Providing habitat that is advantageous to native birds over introduced species; and

*

White J.G., Antos M.J, Fitzsimons J.A. and Palmer G.C. (2005). Non-uniform bird assemblages in urban environments: the influence of streetscape vegetation. Landscape and Urban Planning 71:123-135.
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• ‘Enhancing remnant vegetation in parks by diffusing abrupt edges between remnants and
the built environment and reducing levels of isolation between parks (e.g. Catterall et al.
1991)’.
Note that ‘native vegetation’ in this quote refers to Australian native vegetation rather than
remnant vegetation or indigenous species.
The conclusions above accord with this study’s bird observations in the field, excluding
waterbirds around Glen Eira’s four lakes (at Rippon Lea estate, Caulfield Park, Caulfield
Racecourse and Yarra Yarra Golf Course). However, this study’s data does not meet the
requirements for a quantitative analysis of that kind.
The abundance of birdlife at most parks appeared to be diminished by the abundance of dogs,
particularly in ‘off-lead’ areas. Some off-lead areas include plantings that are intended to provide
bird habitat; e.g. at Boyd Park and Packer Park.
No fishing was undertaken in this study by Mr Brendan Ryan of Glen Eira City Council’s Parks
department advises that lakes in Caulfield generally contain Common (or European) Carp. That
species is known to cause such significant environmental problems in Victoria that it is declared
under the Fisheries Act 1995 (Vic) as a ‘noxious aquatic species’. It agitates mud on lake bottoms,
thereby causing turbidity, making conditions less suitable for aquatic plants and generally
upsetting wetland ecosystems. Carp also eat native aquatic fauna such as invertebrates and
tadpoles.
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7. Hotspots for Indigenous Flora and Fauna
This chapter contains a detailed description of places where native vegetation and/or significant
indigenous fauna are found in Glen Eira.
To be included as a ‘hotspot’ in this chapter, a site has to have substantially more indigenous flora
and/or fauna than found in Glen Eira outside the hotspots. A site cannot instantly be made a
biodiversity hotspot by adding caged birds or planting some plants in a garden, however rare the
birds or plants may be. The organisms that make a hotspot must be self-sustaining and able to
fulfil natural ecological functions. In the case of plants, a hotspot must have either some wild
indigenous species or a reasonable number of planted indigenous species that have become selfsustaining. In the case of fauna, a hotspot has to provide habitat that isn’t readily available outside
the hotspots, and there should be some evidence (or at least promise) of fauna other than common
urban animals such as magpies or brushtail possums.
Sites that don’t qualify as hotspots but that still provide people with contact with nature are
covered in the next chapter.
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7.1 Sandringham Railway Line Verge, Elsternwick
Summary
This site comprises segments of railway corridor between Hotham St and 1 Riddell Pde, with a
gap from the Glen Huntly Rd bridge to Stanley St. It is one of the top three sites in Glen Eira for
wild indigenous plant species and, with augmentation by extensive indigenous plantings, it
provides habitat for skinks and Spotted Pardalotes that are very scarce elsewhere in Glen Eira.
However, the rarest of the wild plant species are each represented by only one or two individuals,
raising serious doubts about their medium-term survival if corrective action is not taken. Many of
the indigenous species that have been planted have died out, probably during the Millennium
Drought in 2000–2009.

Figure 3. A view of the rail reserve looking toward Melbourne from the Glen Huntly Rd bridge.

Flora
The table below lists the 20 indigenous plant species found in 2017 to be growing wild in the site
(or thought to be probably wild, in cases indicated by question marks). Bold names indicate the
five species that were not detected growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira during this study.
The column headings ‘S’, ‘NW’ and ‘NE’ refer to three sections of rail reserve: ‘S’ for the
southern section (beside Riddell Pde), ‘NW’ for north of Glen Huntly Rd and west of the tracks
(beside Ripon Gr), and ‘NE’ for north of Glen Huntly Rd and east of the tracks. The symbols in
those columns indicate the abundance of each species using the following symbols:
– Scarce, to the extent of being at risk of dying out from the site;
✓ Present in moderate numbers, not dominant within a vegetation stratum;
D Dominant (or sharing dominance) within the vegetation stratum, at least in some areas;
M Many individuals but with too little cover to be dominant in the relevant vegetation stratum.
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Wild Indigenous Plant Species in 2017
Common name

S

NW NE Population information

Lightwood
Black Wattle
Blackwood

D
D?

✓ D
 –
✓ –


Acacia longifolia subsp. sophorae Coast Wattle
Acacia paradoxa
Hedge Wattle
Bossiaea cinerea
Showy Bossiaea
Bursaria spinosa
Sweet Bursaria
Ozothamnus ferrugineus
Tree Everlasting

–?

1 only, opp. 32 Riddell Pde
✓? –

1 only, opp. 46 Riddell Pde
M?M
–? 1 only, opp. 13 Gordon St


Scientific name
Trees

Acacia implexa
Acacia mearnsii
Acacia melanoxylon
Shrubs

–

Creeper

Einadia nutans

✓


10, opp. 263 Glen Huntly Rd

M
D
–
–







–
✓
 1 male only, opp. 44 Riddell Pde
–
– Approx. 10 plants; probably an
undescribed subspecies

M


 –
–

Nodding Saltbush

Grassy species (order Poales)

Austrostipa mollis
a Spear-grass
Lomandra filiformis
Wattle Mat-rush
Lomandra nana
Dwarf Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides
Weeping Grass
Rytidosperma caespitosum, ‘blue coastal’ form
Common Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma fulvum
Leafy Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma setaceum
Bristly Wallaby-grass
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass

M
D


Other ground flora

Dianella revoluta group
Pimelea curviflora

Black-anther Flax-lily
Curved Rice-flower

D
–

2 plants, opp. 34 Riddell Pde

It is quite likely that several additional wild, indigenous species went undetected, mostly because
the steep, tall railway cutting batter south of Elsternwick Station could not be viewed up close
from a safe position. In particular, a Sheep’s Burr (Acaena echinata/ovina) is reliably reported as
having been abundant some years ago and is likely to persist on the batter. Common Rice-flower
(Pimelea humilis) is also reported to have been present and may persist out of sight.
The following wild, indigenous plants in the site are of particular note:
• Acacia longifolia subspecies sophorae (Coast Wattle): The only wild plant of the subspecies
that could be found anywhere in Glen Eira in 2017 grows opposite 32 Riddell Pde. There are
no records of that species being planted there, so it may well be wild, and the last of its species
in Glen Eira.
• Bossiaea cinerea (Showy Bossiaea): Mr Rob Scott recalls two plants growing beside Riddell
Pde approximately 15 years ago. He and I could only find one in 2017, opposite 46 Riddell
Pde, largely smothered by layers of dumped garden waste. This is probably the last of the
species in Glen Eira. Mr Scott’s records show that 87 of the species were planted in the site
during 2000–2001, but none of them could be found in 2017;
• Lomandra nana (Dwarf Mat-rush): Only two plants could be found anywhere in Glen Eira.
One is a male opposite 44 Riddell Pde. A female in the same area was removed and planted
into a neighbour’s garden, probably too far away to allow pollen to be transferred from the
male. The separation of the plants has probably doomed the species to eventually die out;
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• Pimelea curviflora (Curved Rice-flower): The only two plants found in Glen Eira in 2017 were
opposite 34 Riddell Pde, although others could be growing out of sight on the same tall, steep
railway cutting batter;
• Rytidosperma caespitosum ‘blue coastal’ (a form of Common Wallaby-grass) refers to a colony
of approximately ten plants that were visible in 2017 opposite 25 Gordon St. The ‘blue coastal’
form probably represents an undescribed subspecies.
A major feature of this site is that, in addition to the wild indigenous plants, there has been
extensive planting of indigenous species to recreate wildlife habitat and improve the security of
the indigenous plants. The following table is analogous to the one above but is for the species
which appear to be present only due to planting.
Planted Indigenous Plant Species in 2017
Scientific name

Common name

S

NW NE Population information

Trees

Acacia melanoxylon
Blackwood
Allocasuarina littoralis
Black Sheoak
Allocasuarina verticillata
Drooping Sheoak
Banksia integrifolia
Coast Banksia
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
River Red Gum
Eucalyptus melliodora
Yellow Box
Eucalyptus viminalis subsp. pryoriana
Coast Manna Gum
Leptospermum laevigatum
Coast Tea-tree
Myoporum petiolatum
Sticky Boobialla

✓  
✓ ✓ ✓
   West of tracks, south of station
–
 – 

–

–
–
✓


✓ ✓


Shrubs

Acacia paradoxa
Acacia ulicifolia
Bursaria spinosa
Correa reflexa
Goodenia ovata
Hakea decurrens
Kunzea leptospermoides
Leptospermum scoparium

Hedge Wattle
Juniper Wattle
Sweet Bursaria
Common Correa
Hop Goodenia
Bushy Needlewood
Yarra Burgan
Manuka


–1 plant only, opp. 2 Sinclair St

D
✓
✓
 ✓
 –
 ✓
– 


✓
–2 plants only
✓


Climbers

Clematis decipiens
Hardenbergia violacea

a small-leafed clematis
Purple Coral-pea

Ground flora

Dianella laevis

Smooth Flax-lily

✓ –  2 plants only
 4 plants only
– –

–

 4 plants only

Most of the planted species have not been represented by wild plants in Glen Eira for decades.
Mr Scott’s records include the following additional species that were planted during 2000–2004
but could not be found in 2017: Acacia brownii, Acacia suaveolens, Acacia verticillata,
Austrostipa nodosa, Banksia marginata, Billardiera mutabilis, Enchylaena tomentosa,
Eucalyptus ovata, Eucalyptus radiata, Hakea nodosa, Indigofera australis, Kennedia prostrata,
Leptospermum myrsinoides, Lomandra longifolia, Olearia axillaris, Pelargonium australe, Poa
sieberiana, Pultenaea stricta, Solanum laciniatum and Trachymene composita.
The table below shows the wild, introduced species that appeared to threaten the survival of
indigenous plants, with the most serious indicated with red shading.
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Environmental Weed Species in 2017
Scientific name
Common name
Avena barbata
Bearded Oat
Briza maxima
Large Quaking-grass
Chamaecytisus palmensis
Tree Lucerne
Chrysanthemoides monilifera subsp. monilifera
Boneseed
Cotoneaster glaucophyllus
Cotoneaster
Cynodon dactylon var. dactylon
Couch
Ehrharta longiflora
Annual Veldt-grass
Fraxinus angustifolia
Desert Ash
Genista monspessulana
Montpellier Broom
Oxalis pes-caprae
Soursob
Phoenix canariensis
Canary Island Date Palm
Setaria parviflora
Slender Pigeon Grass

Abundance
✓
✓
✓
–
M
D
D
✓
✓
D
–
✓

Fauna
The following vertebrate fauna were observed either by this study in 2017 and/or by Ms Debbie
Lustig (through eBird) in previous years, as indicated in the ‘Latest’ column. An asterisk before
a species’ name indicates that it is introduced. Species are ordered according to the taxonomic
sequence presently used by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Common name

Scientific name

Latest

Birds

*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Barn Owl
Tyto alba
Spotted Pardalote
Pardalotus punctatus
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Eastern Spinebill
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Grey Butcherbird
Cracticus torquatus
Australian Magpie
Gymnorhina tibicen
Little Raven
Corvus mellori
Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena
*Common Blackbird
Turdus merula
*Common Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
*Common Myna
Acridotheres tristis

2016
2011
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2017
2011
2017
2017
2017
2016
2017

Reptile

Skink (?Garden)

?Lampropholis guichenoti

2017

Other common urban bird species and the White-plumed Honeyeater have been reported
elsewhere in Elsternwick, and they probably enter the railway reserve occasionally.
Most of the fauna species above are common urban birds. The following species are more
important:
• Spotted Pardalote was observed on two of the four days on which the site was visited during
this study, both north and south of Glen Huntly Rd and also in the adjacent Rippon Lea estate.
It has also been reported previously by Ms Debbie Lustig through the eBird database. This
burrow-nesting species feeds by gleaning insects and other arthropods from leaves in the
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crowns of native trees. This site and the few adjacent eucalypts of Rippon Lea Estate represent
effectively the only feeding ground for Spotted Pardalotes in Elsternwick or nearly all the
western quarter of Glen Eira. The indigenous plantings listed above have probably been critical
for providing enough habitat for the Spotted Pardalotes to survive in Elsternwick. In order to
fulfil their habitat needs, the Spotted Pardalotes seen in this study probably also rely on
eucalypts in the nearby Elsternwick Golf Course and Elsternwick Park, both of which are
actually in Brighton, outside Glen Eira.
• Barn Owl: In September 2011, Ms Debbie Lustig reported a Barn Owl that was displaced from
nearby St Clements Anglican Church by harassing magpies, causing the owl to fly toward the
railway line. This is the only record of the species in Glen Eira that could be found. If one or
more Barn Owls remain in the area, they probably feed and roost mostly at the Elsternwick
Golf Course and Elsternwick Park but they may also hunt along the railway line.
• Skinks: Even though the site was inspected during May and June when reptiles are hibernating
or inactive, several skinks were encountered, probably Garden Skinks. This suggests that a
much larger population of that species and possibly several other species may reside in the rail
reserve. The only habitat of comparable suitability for skinks in Glen Eira is the Moorabbin
Reservoir property (Section 7.8).
Knowledge Base
The author inspected the site on May 5, 10 & 12 and June 2, 2017, totalling approximately six
hours. He returned briefly on November 21, 2017, to make a more confident identification of the
‘blue coastal’ wallaby-grass during its flowering season. He was accompanied on one visit by Mr
Rob Scott, who recalls the vegetation of 2000–2004 in association with his organisation of
extensive indigenous planting in the site. Inspection of the Atlas of Living Australia and the eBird
database yielded the records of Ms Debbie Lustig. Additional information was provided by Messrs
Paul Caine and Dodge Phoenix, who have taken an interest in the site’s flora since the 1990s.
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7.2 Rippon Lea Lake and Surrounds
Summary
The lake in the gardens of the National Trust of Victoria’s Rippon Lea estate (192 Hotham St,
Elsternwick) provides habitat for indigenous waterbirds, wetland plants, migratory eels and
probably frogs. The surrounding trees and shrubs provide habitat for resident and nomadic species
of indigenous birds, including the Nankeen Night Heron, which is on Victoria’s list of ‘near
threatened’ fauna. The lawns within a radius of typically 25 m of the lake contain a scattering of
the indigenous Kidney Weed and Weeping Grass. The eel and seven of the wild plant species
were not found occurring naturally anywhere else in this study.

Figure 4. A view of the lake and fringing vegetation at Rippon Lea.
The only plant of Common Spike-rush found in this study is in the bottom-right corner.

Flora
The 2017 study detected the following 14 wild, indigenous plant species, which includes the
impressive trunk of a long-dead, pre-colonial River Red Gum on the bank of the lake. Bold names
indicate the seven species that were not detected growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira during
this study, but the Lunularia would probably be found elsewhere in the right season. The
Landoltia and Wolffia are uncommon in metro Melbourne, brought in by waterbirds. At times,
millions of them cover the lake, along with Lemna minor.
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Common name

Population information

In the lake and on its banks

Eleocharis acuta
Common Spike-rush
Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Landoltia punctata
Thin Duckweed
Lemna disperma
Common Duckweed
Lythrum hyssopifolia
Small Loosestrife
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani River Club-rush
Schoenus apogon
Common Bog-rush
Typha ?orientalis
Cumbungi
Wolffia australiana
Tiny Duckweed

A small patch not far from the boathouse
Roughly 100 plants, scattered widely
Many floating on the water
Very abundant, floating on the water
Only a few individuals, on the bank
3 patches seen, possibly derived from planting
Abundant at water’s edge, particularly in the NW
Many m² at the southeast end of the lake
Sometimes abundant, floating on the water

Surrounding vegetation

Cotula australis
Dichondra repens
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Lunularia cruciata
Microlaena stipoides

Common Cotula
Kidney-weed
River Red Gum
Moonwort
Weeping Grass

Scattered through the lawn
Many patches in lawn and under trees
One large, long-dead trunk on the bank
Scattered thinly close to the water
Scattered through the lawn

Among the many non-indigenous plants around the lake, one species – St Peter’s Wort
(Hypericum tetrapterum) – is notable as a potentially serious wetland weed. It is fairly abundant
at the southern end of the lake.
Fauna
The following vertebrate fauna were observed either within the site during this study in 2017 or
(where noted) by Mr Alan Crawford anywhere in Rippon Lea estate in August 2014. An asterisk
before a species’ name indicates that it is introduced. Species are ordered according to the taxonomic
sequence presently used by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Common name

Scientific name

Comments

Fish

Shortfin Eel
*Mosquitofish

Anguilla australis
Gambusia holbrooki

One seen swimming up a drain into the lake
Abundant

Birds

Australian Wood Duck
Chenonetta jubata
Pacific Black Duck
Anas superciliosa
Chestnut Teal
Anas castanea
Australasian Grebe Tachybaptus novaehollandiae
Little Pied Cormorant Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae
Nankeen Night Heron
Nycticorax caledonicus
Purple Swamphen
Porphyrio porphyrio
Dusky Moorhen
Gallinula tenebrosa
Masked Lapwing
Vanellus miles
Silver Gull
Larus novaehollandiae
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
*Rock Dove
Columba livia
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Spotted Pardalote
Pardalotus punctatus
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Eastern Spinebill
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
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6 were seen by A. Crawford in 2014

One bird roosting in a tree overlooking the lake

1 was seen by A. Crawford in 2014
6 were seen by A. Crawford in 2014

One bird heard in trees and along the train line

1 was seen by A. Crawford in 2014
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Common name
Magpie-lark
Willie Wagtail
Grey Butcherbird
Australian Magpie
Pied Currawong
Little Raven
*Common Blackbird
*Common Myna
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Scientific name
Grallina cyanoleuca
Rhipidura leucophrys
Cracticus torquatus
Gymnorhina tibicen
Strepera graculina
Corvus mellori
Turdus merula
Acridotheres tristis

Comments
1 was seen by A. Crawford in 2014
1 was seen by A. Crawford in 2014

The presence of the Shortfin Eel is significant. All Shortfin Eels are born in the Coral Sea near
New Caledonia and they swim thousands of kilometres, from saltwater into freshwater, such as at
Rippon Lea. (See, for example, www.fishesofaustralia.net.au.) At maturity, they swim back to the
Coral Sea to breed. This represents a remarkable migration, even when the eels swim up streams
that remain similar to their natural state. However, Glen Eira’s streams have all been turned into
drains, almost all of them underground. The nearest above-ground waterway to the Rippon Lea
lake is the Elster Canal, 500 m away. The eels at Rippon Lea have to negotiate their way up
stormwater pipes for at least that distance to get to the lake, and then return through the pipes to
reproduce.
The presence of a Nankeen Night Heron – roosting and presumably fishing at this site during this
study – is significant because that species is on the state list of ‘near threatened’ species.
In addition to the vertebrate species seen at Rippon Lea in 2017, the property was noted by Rodney
Van der Ree in 2003 as a roost site for Grey-headed Flying-foxes. That species probably continues
to visit periodically (as it does in gardens throughout Melbourne), though it is apparently no longer
a roost site. Common Brushtail Possums and Common Ringtail Possums are also extremely likely
to be present, as are the Eurasian Coot and possibly White-browed Scrubwren.
In fact, any of the native vertebrate species detected in this study, anywhere in Glen Eira, may
sometimes visit this site. That is because it has practically all the habitat features present
elsewhere; specifically: (a) a water body, which can be reached by eels; (b) trees, rushes and lawn
fringing the water; (c) an expanse of tall tree canopy that includes Australian species; (d) dense
shrub cover in some areas; (e) an effective wildlife corridor to it, being the verge of the
Sandringham Railway Line (see Section 7.1); and (f) complimentary habitat nearby (particularly
Elsternwick Golf Course and Elsternwick Park).
Knowledge Base
The author spent a total of approximately three hours investigating the site, in day, at dusk and at
night, over three days in May and June 2017; also briefly on 1/9/15. The records of Grey-headed
Flying-foxes came from the Atlas of Living Australia. Mr Alan Crawford’s bird list came from
the BirdLog app, via eBird.
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7.3 Caulfield Park
Summary
Caulfield Park makes a significant contribution to Glen Eira’s community of indigenous birds,
particularly waterbirds attracted to the lake. It is also home to some domesticated birds and there
is a diverse range of planted trees from around the world. Treed parts of the park other than next
to the lake provide habitat mainly for common urban wildlife such as possums and magpies but
areas dominated by eucalypts are occasionally used by a few less common birds. There are no
remnants of the pre-colonisation flora but the recent creation of the ‘Aviary garden’ includes a
few indigenous plant species in a setting that may occasionally attract indigenous birds such as
Brown Thornbills that are otherwise very scarce in the park.

Figure 5. An autumn view of the lake area at Caulfield Park.

Flora
The 2017 study detected only one species of wild indigenous plant – Common Cotula (Cotula
australis), a common species of lawns. There is a planted River Red Gum west of the lake. A
small number of indigenous understorey plants have been included in the recently created
‘Aviary’ garden next to the Council depot. Indigenous wetland plants are prevented from
establishing in the lake by the steep, stone edging, polluted water and consequent water
purification work.
Apart from the lake, the western quarter of Caulfield Park is an arboretum of specimen trees from
around the world, with lawn beneath. The southeastern corner has mixed non-indigenous
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eucalypts (young) and European trees over lawn. The rest of the park contains playing fields, often
fringed with non-indigenous eucalypts.
Fauna
The following vertebrate fauna were observed by the author at Caulfield Park in 2017 except
where otherwise noted. An asterisk before a species’ name indicates that it is introduced. Species
are ordered according to the taxonomic sequence presently used by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Common name

Scientific name

Latest

Comments

Fish

*Common (or European) Carp

Cyprinus carpio

reported by B. Ryan

Mammals

Common Brushtail Possum
Trichosurus vulpecula
Common Ringtail Possum Pseudocheirus peregrinus
*Black Rat
Rattus rattus

seen by B. Ryan

Birds

*Greylag Goose
Anser anser
*Domestic Duck
Australian Wood Duck
Chenonetta jubata
*Mallard
Anas platyrhynchos
Pacific Black Duck
Anas superciliosa
Little Pied Cormorant Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Great Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo
White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae
Nankeen Night Heron
Nycticorax caledonicus
Dusky Moorhen
Gallinula tenebrosa
Eurasian Coot
Fulica atra
Masked Lapwing
Vanellus miles
Silver Gull
Larus novaehollandiae
*Rock Dove
Columba livia
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Crested Pigeon
Ocyphaps lophotes
Galah
Cacatua roseicapilla
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo
Calyptorhynchus funereus
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Cacatua galerita
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Musk Lorikeet
Glossopsitta concinna
Eastern Rosella
Platycercus eximius
Laughing Kookaburra
Dacelo novaeguineae
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Little Wattlebird
Noisy Miner
Magpie-lark
Willie Wagtail
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike
Grey Butcherbird
Australian Magpie
Little Raven

Anthochaera carunculata
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Manorina melanocephala
Grallina cyanoleuca
Rhipidura leucophrys
Coracina novaehollandiae
Cracticus torquatus
Gymnorhina tibicen
Corvus mellori
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15 are resident
10 were seen, of various breeds
resident at the lake

2012

seen by D. Fleming
2 seen at the lake and on an oval
Seen often, including breeding
2014 1 seen by D. Lustig
c. 2015 seen by B. Ryan
seen by B. Ryan
Abundant
2014
2011

2012
2012
2014

2000
2000

Seen by D. Fleming
seen by B. Ryan
a brief visit seen by D. Fleming

seen by L. Hiller
seen by B. Ryan
seen by D. Lustig
also seen in 2017 opp. council
depot
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Common name
*House Sparrow
Welcome Swallow
*Common Blackbird
*Common Starling
*Common Myna
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Scientific name
Passer domesticus
Hirundo neoxena
Turdus merula
Sturnus vulgaris
Acridotheres tristis

Latest Comments
2014 seen by L. Hiller
2014 seen by L. Hiller
2016

seen by D. Lustig

In addition, Grey-headed Flying-foxes would be expected in warmer months.
The regular records of Nankeen Night Herons at the lake over the past decade are significant
because that species is on the state list of ‘near threatened’ species. The birds roost in the trees
beside the lake, particularly on the island.
The Great Cormorant is rare in metro Melbourne except along the Yarra River. The solitary record
at Caulfield Park in 2012 does not indicate that the park provides suitable habitat; it was probably
a brief visit in transit. Similarly, the 2011 record of Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo and infrequent
records of kookaburras at the park do not indicate that the park provides viable habitat for those
species.
The other indigenous fauna species listed above are common in suburbia but the diversity of birds
is unusual for Glen Eira, mainly because of the combination of aquatic, arboreal and open grassy
habitat.
The lake and its fringing trees represent the most important fauna habitat in the park, hosting
herons and a range of other waterbirds. Some of the waterbirds are attracted by food provided by
park visitors. That food poses a health risk to some of the birds and it contributes to the nutrient
pollution of the lake. Excessive nutrients represent a significant problem, including the health risk
of toxic blue-green algal blooms that may harm wildlife and park visitors, particularly children.
Carp tolerate and exacerbate the turbidity and excessive nutrients in the lake.
The recently created ‘Aviary’ garden has been planted with an eclectic mix of species, mostly
from Australia. Plants of different sizes and shapes have been included to mimic the structure of
a shrubby forest, with the hope of attracting small native birds such as wrens. However, there are
currently few if any of the target bird species in Caulfield North, the garden is small
(approximately 800 m²) and no part of it is further than 6 m from a path, which puts off small
understorey birds.
The large eucalypts distributed widely around the park provide food for insects and certain
indigenous birds, particularly parrots and honeyeaters. A few trees contain hollows that provide
nest sites for parrots (including Sulphur-crested Cockatoos) and they may also provide roost sites
for native microbats. These types of habitat are steadily improving as the eucalypts age.
When unoccupied by humans and dogs, the playing fields provide feeding grounds for Whitefaced Herons, Welcome Swallows, Crested Pigeons and the introduced Rock Doves (or domestic
pigeons).
Knowledge Base
The survey for this study involved visits at various times of day and at night, between April and
June 2017. A standard 20-minute, 2-hectare bird census was conducted on 12/5/17 and again on
2/6/17. The weather was good for fauna observation during every visit but the time of year means
that some seasonal fauna would have been missed. The total survey time was roughly eight hours.
Additional information about birds was provided by Mr Brendan Ryan of Council’s Parks staff
and by avid bird observer, Mr Michael Norris. Mr Norris’s records are also provided on the
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website of the Friends of Caulfield Park. The records of Ms Debbie Lustig, Mr David Fleming
and Mr Lewis Hiller were extracted from the eBird database. The Atlas of Living Australia was
also consulted but yielded no additional useful information.
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7.4 Caulfield Racecourse Reserve
Summary
The two central lakes and their surroundings (Figure 6) support locally rare, indigenous wetland
plants and waterbirds – many of them unique in Glen Eira. One underwater plant species is rare
throughout central southern Victoria. The diversity of indigenous plants and birds is high for Glen
Eira. There are also six Coast Manna Gums (now rare in Glen Eira) around stables southeast of
the racetrack, perhaps some of them planted. Scattered grain from horse feed supports a large
number of starlings and doves, which in turn provide prey for raptors.

Figure 6. The more southerly lake and fringing vegetation at Caulfield Racecourse Reserve.

Flora
The table below lists the twenty indigenous plant species found in 2017 to be growing wild in the
reserve (or thought to be probably wild, in cases indicated by question marks). Bold names
indicate the 11 species that were not detected growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira during this
study. The narrow columns represent three sections of the reserve. The symbols in those columns
indicate the abundance of each species using the following symbols:
– Scarce, to the extent of being at risk of dying out from the site;
✓ Present in moderate numbers, not dominant within a vegetation stratum;
D Dominant (or sharing dominance) within the vegetation stratum, at least in some areas;
M Many individuals but with too little cover to be dominant in the relevant vegetation stratum.
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Scientific name

Common name

Other

Wild Indigenous Plant Species in 2017

South lake
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North lake
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Comments

Trees

–? 6 trees immediately south of the
racetrack, around stables

Eucalyptus viminalis subsp. pryoriana
Coast Manna Gum

Grassy wetland plants (Order Poales)

Juncus australis
Juncus pallidus
Juncus sarophorus
Juncus usitatus
Lachnagrostis filiformis

Austral Rush
Pale Rush
Broom Rush
Rush
Common Blown Grass

 D?
✓ M
 D
 ✓?
 ✓


wild and planted around north
lake
8 plants found

Aquatic or semi-aquatic species

Alternanthera denticulata
Lesser Joyweed
Crassula helmsii
Swamp Crassula
Lobelia anceps
Angled Lobelia
Myriophyllum verrucosum Red Water-milfoil
Persicaria decipiens
Slender Knotweed
Persicaria lapathifolia
Pale Knotweed
Phragmites australis
Common Reed
Potamogeton ochreatus
Blunt Pondweed
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani River Club-rush

 ✓
– 
✓
✓

M
✓
D D
D
–?


approximately 120 plants seen
1 patch on nth bank of nth lake
4 plants seen
underwater
22 plants, perhaps some planted
abundant but hidden underwater
2 patches

Others

Dysphania pumilio
Epilobium hirtigerum
Helichrysum luteoalbum
Lythrum hyssopifolia

Clammy Goosefoot
Hairy Willow-herb
Jersey cudweed
Small Loosestrife

M

✓
✓ –
M –
✓

100 plants at NE of south lake
45 at nth lake; also in bare ground

Juncus bufonius is extremely likely to appear in the warmer months.
The records above of Alternanthera denticulata, Crassula helmsii, Juncus australis, Juncus
sarophorus, Juncus usitatus, Persicaria lapathifolia and Potamogeton ochreatus appear to be the
first and only records of those species in Glen Eira. Of these, Juncus sarophorus and Potamogeton
ochreatus may well appear at the Rippon Lea lake (see Section 7.2 on p. 22) as a result of transport
by wind or waterbirds.
The Red Water-milfoil (Myriophyllum verrucosum) is a submerged plant in the southern lake. Its

identity has been determined with 90% confidence and a specimen will be lodged with the
National Herbarium of Victoria for confirmation. The species is rare in the Melbourne region. The
lake is periodically dredged to prevent plants like this fouling the pump that is used to extract
water for watering the racetrack. Dredging has not completely destroyed the population yet but
that is a real possibility in future.
The vegetation in and around the southern lake is a close reproduction of a natural wetland. The
northern lake is less naturalistic as a result of the species and cultivars planted there and the steep
banks around much of the circumference.
Two Coast Manna Gums growing just outside the southernmost extremity of the main racetrack
(Figure 7) do not appear in the 1945 aerial photograph at 1945.melbourne online, indicating a
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more recent origin. Their location would be odd for a deliberate planting. Some of the other four
Coast Manna Gums around the same stables do seem to be present on the 1945 aerial photograph
(before the stables were built), suggesting that they may well be wild trees.

Figure 7. Two Coast Manna Gums at the southern extremity of the racetrack.

Scientific name

Common name

South lake

Planted Plant Species in 2017

North lake

The following list is similar to the one above but it contains only species that have been planted.
They are indigenous species except for the Lomandra, which might have been selected on the
basis of its similarity to the indigenous Lomandra longifolia.


Grassy wetland plants (Order Poales)

Baumea articulata
Ficinia nodosa
Carex appressa
Juncus pallidus
Lomandra cultivar
Bolboschoenus ?medianus

Jointed Twig-rush
Knobby Club-rush
Tall Sedge
Pale Rush
Mat-rush
Marsh Club-rush

 D
D
✓
✓

D 
D

The following list is similar to the ones above but it contains only species that pose a threat to the
survival of the indigenous flora. Red indicates species that pose a serious threat.
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Environmental Weed Species in 2017

Scientific name
Common name
Cenchrus clandestinus
Kikuyu
Cortaderia selloana
Pampas Grass
Cynodon dactylon var. dactylon
Couch
Cyperus congestus
Dense Flat-sedge
Cyperus eragrostis
Drain Flat-sedge
Fraxinus angustifolia
Desert Ash
Juncus articulatus
Jointed Rush
Paspalum distichum
Water Couch
Rubus anglocandicans
Blackberry
Sporobolus africanus
Rat-tail Grass

M
–
✓
–
✓
–
–
D
–
D

South lake
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North lake
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D
D

✓



Fauna
The following vertebrate fauna were observed at Caulfield Racecourse Reserve by the author in
2017, except where a different observer and/or year are given. An asterisk before a species’ name
indicates that it is introduced. Species are ordered according to the taxonomic sequence presently
used by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Common name

Scientific name

Comments; Observer

Mammals

Common Brushtail Possum
Common Ringtail Possum
*Red Fox

Trichosurus vulpecula
Pseudocheirus peregrinus anonymous, 1973
Canis vulpes

Frogs

Common Froglet

Crinia signifera

Birds

Australian Wood Duck
Chenonetta jubata
Pacific Black Duck
Anas superciliosa
Grey Teal
Anas gracilis
Australasian Grebe Tachybaptus novaehollandiae
Little Pied Cormorant Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Little Black Cormorant Phalacrocorax sulcirostris
Great Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo
Australian Pelican
Pelecanus conspicillatus
White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae
Intermediate Egret
Ardea intermedia
White-bellied Sea-eagle
Haliaeetus-leucogaster
?Brown Goshawk
?Accipiter fasciatus
Purple Swamphen
Porphyrio porphyrio
Dusky Moorhen
Gallinula tenebrosa
Eurasian Coot
Fulica atra
Masked Lapwing
Vanellus miles
Silver Gull
Larus novaehollandiae
*Rock Dove
Columba livia
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Little Corella
Cacatua sanguinea
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D. Lustig, 2016
D. Lustig, 2016
L. Hiller
G. Groves, c. 2015
E. Noyes
An anonymous 2010 ‘Birdata’ record
Soaring overhead: L Hiller, 18/9/14
Could have been a Brown Falcon

Very abundant
L. Hiller, 2016
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Scientific name

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Cacatua galerita
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Noisy Miner
Manorina melanocephala
White-plumed Honeyeater…
…Lichenostomus penicillatus
Magpie-lark
Grallina cyanoleuca
Willie Wagtail
Rhipidura leucophrys
Australian Magpie
Gymnorhina tibicen
Little Raven
Corvus mellori
*House Sparrow
Passer domesticus
Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena
Australian Reed-warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus
*Common Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
*Common Myna
Acridotheres tristis

Comments; Observer

L. Hiller
L. Hiller
L. Hiller
L. Hiller
L. Hiller

D. Lustig, 2016

No fishing was attempted in this study. Mr Brendan Ryan of Glen Eira City Council’s Parks
department advises that Common (or European) Carp are present in all lakes in the municipality.
In the Caulfield Racecourse lakes, carp would be expected to disturb the mud and make the habitat
less suitable for native aquatic plants (e.g. the water-milfoil), invertebrates, tadpoles and
waterbirds.
Additional frog species may well be apparent during the warmer months and Chestnut Teal would
be expected at times when they are not so dispersed across Victoria as during this study. Like the
Australasian Grebes that were observed during this study, other diving birds (e.g. Blue-billed
Ducks) or swans may be attracted by the submerged plants in the southern lake. Ibis are likely to
visit, particularly as Straw-necked Ibis were recorded at Caulfield Railway Station in 2016. The
Peregrine Falcon recorded by Mr Lewis Hiller in Caulfield in 2014 may well hunt doves at the
racecourse. Snipe may be attracted to areas of dense rushes, such as in Figure 6.
The Intermediate Egret is listed as ‘endangered’ in Victoria. The solitary record from 2010 was
probably of a bird using the lakes as a ‘stepping-stone’ in transit between wetlands with more
aquatic vertebrate prey than is present at Caulfield Racecourse Reserve.
The same could be said of the 2017 record of a Great Cormorant, which is a rare species in metro
Melbourne except along the Yarra River.
The diversity of birds around the lakes is high by suburban standards, particularly for waterbirds.
Recommendations
The author recommends investigating ways to avoid unnecessary removal of submerged plants in
the lakes when work is done to keep clear the inlets to pumps used for watering the racetrack.
That is particularly important in the southern lake because of its abundance of submerged plants,
including the Red Water-milfoil. Those plants are critically important for pond life, diving birds
and overall wetland ecology.
Although relocation of wildlife has become rather strictly regulated by state government in recent
years, there is a good ecological case for introducing indigenous frog species that are not already
present. A ‘citizen science’ project in the warmer months would establish which frog species are
already present other than the Common Froglets found in the present study – see Section 9.2 on
p. 66. Additional frog species could improve the lakes’ food chain.
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Knowledge Base
The fieldwork for this study covered all publicly accessible areas of the Caulfield Racecourse
Reserve. The time taken was roughly eight hours spread over several days in April and May 2017,
including morning, afternoon, dusk and early evening. The author also recorded flora and fauna
in September 2015, but not exhaustively.
Assistant Racecourse Manager, Mr Greg Groves, provided information about the recent history
of the lakes and their vegetation, and also his observations of occasional visits by pelicans. The
observations of Ms Debbie Lustig, Ms Emma Noyes and Mr Lewis Hiller were extracted from
the eBird database.
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7.5 Red Gums at Carnegie & Murrumbeena Train Stations
Summary
There are stands of well-maintained River Red Gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) at the
‘Rosstown Woodland’ around Carnegie railway station and in the southern car park of
Murrumbeena railway station. One of the trees, opposite Chestnut St, Carnegie, is a very
impressive, large example of the species, estimated to be over a century old.
These stands of trees represent biodiversity hotspots because of their values for habitat and natural
heritage value, e.g. conveying a key aspect of the pre-colonisation landscape and vegetation. They
receive planning protection under the Heritage Overlay of the Glen Eira Planning Scheme, as sites
HO132 and HO123 respectively.
The trees provide food, nest sites and roost sites for many of the remaining indigenous birds, and
also for insects and possibly microbats.
The nationally endangered Swift Parrot was observed in Murrumbeena in 1998 near Ardyne St
and 2001 at 44 Rosella St. Swift Parrots probably migrate annually through Murrumbeena and
Carnegie en route between their Tasmanian summer breeding sites and their mainland foraging
sites, usually going unnoticed. The stands of River Red Gums beside the Carnegie and
Murrumbeena railway stations are potential ‘refuelling stations’ or ecological stepping-stones on
the Swift Parrots’ migrations.
During this study, the stands of River Red Gums have been obscured from full public view behind
fences around the ‘skyrail’ construction project. Some of the crowns appear to have deteriorated.
The undated state government document titled ‘Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal
Project Tree Retention Summary Report’ from 2015 or 2016 indicates that at Carnegie, an effort
would be made to retain the larger River Red Gums ‘where possible’. At Murrumbeena station,
the report indicates that at least one large Rived Red Gum would be removed and for the others,
‘Their viability will be monitored and assessed as construction progresses’. The report indicates
that the anticipated tree losses at Murrumbeena station relate to the storage of machinery used for
the construction.
The continued biodiversity and heritage values of the stands of River Red Gums at the railway
stations will depend on how many trees die as a result of the construction work. Damage to
eucalypt roots can take several years or more to kill a River Red Gum, often in times of stress
such as prolonged dry weather.
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7.6 Boyd Park Sanctuary, Murrumbeena
Summary
This ‘biodiversity hotspot’ is the fenced and gated enclosure at the southern end of Boyd Park,
extending approximately 50 m north from the edge of the railway reserve. The fenced sanctuary
differs from the rest of Boyd Park in that it retains far more remnant plant species from the precolonisation flora, despite having been cleared more than once in the past. Indigenous species of
shrub, tree and groundcover have been planted over many years to support the wild plants in
providing wildlife habitat and a wildflower display in spring.
History
This site is on part of the former Outer Circle Railway, which ceased operating in the 1890s
(according to Wikipedia). The construction, demolition and levelling of the railway line would
have destroyed any native vegetation that remained in the corridor prior to construction.
By 1945, the aerial photograph available online at ‘1945.melbourne’ shows the Boyd Park
Sanctuary having an expanse of grass with two young eucalypts (one matching the tree in Figure
9) and three shrubs or saplings. According to a 2004 management plan for the Outer Circle
Railway Linear Park by Mark McWha Pty Ltd, “The land remained as unkempt paddock until
1960, when a ‘local resident group’ formed, with the intention of ‘cleaning up’ the area”.
It follows that almost all the indigenous plants in the fenced sanctuary today have been planted or
persisted in the grass or blown in since 1960. Two species that can be confidently stated to have
persisted are Wattle Mat-rush (Lomandra filiformis) and the Thatch Saw-sedge (Gahnia radula)
that is so dense in Figure 8. The former has only recently been propagated and its seeds do not
disperse far; the latter produces no seeds and cannot be propagated. Species that have almost
certainly blown in from elsewhere include Common Blown-grass (Lachnagrostis filiformis) and
Hairy Willow-herb (Epilobium hirtigerum). Some of the indigenous grasses may have been
brought in on machinery, clothing or footwear.
In 1984-85, local residents campaigned for the site and the rest of Boyd Park to become parkland
rather than a residential subdivision, as had been proposed (according to the abovementioned
management plan). Mr Paul Caine was one of the people who took an interest in the site and has
provided this study with his recollections of indigenous plant species growing there in 1992. Many
of those species are no longer present but many others have been planted since. The management
plan of 2004 mentions the role that the Glen Eira Environment Group had already played in
planting indigenous species in the area – a role that included Boyd Park Sanctuary. Council’s
records of plantings show substantial plantings of indigenous species in 2010 and 2016, which are
apparent in Boyd Park Sanctuary and elsewhere in Boyd Park.
The size of many of the non-indigenous eucalypts and wattles present today suggests that they
were planted around the time the park was proclaimed, in the late 1980s. Some of them, such as
the Green Wattle (Acacia decurrens), have produced offspring.
The history of plantings, combined with the lack of contemporaneous documentation of plantings
and wild species prior to 2010, make the origins of some currently occurring plant species
impossible to tell with any confidence.
During the course of this study, ‘skyrail’ was under construction. A temporary mesh fence was
erected on the sanctuary’s southern boundary but rubble and soil from the construction work found
their way across the fence into the sanctuary’s native vegetation. Plants of Lachnagrostis filiformis
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and Epilobium hirtigerum that had been previously restricted to the fenceline were destroyed, but
there is a reasonable chance that they may recolonise.

Figure 8. The area of dense ground flora next to the railway reserve, which is to the left.

Figure 9. The area of sparser understorey furthest from the railway reserve.
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Flora
The table below lists the 36 wild, indigenous plant species that were either found in the fieldwork
for the present study, or (in the case of the grey-shaded entries) appear in Mr Paul Caine’s 1997
list of species that he recalled having been present five years earlier. Some of the species treated
as ‘wild’ may well be descendants of planted plants; e.g. the somewhat weedy species, Clematis
decipiens, is germinating naturally but the parents may have been planted. Bold names indicate
the six species found in this study that were not found growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira.
Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name

Common name

Comments

Moss

Breutelia affinis

Common Breutelia

Trees

Acacia implexa
Acacia mearnsii
Acacia melanoxylon
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Eucalyptus ovata
Melaleuca ericifolia

Lightwood
Black Wattle
Blackwood
River Red Gum
Swamp Gum
Swamp Paperbark

Possibly planted

Sweet Bursaria
Drooping Cassinia
Hop Goodenia
Prickly Tea-tree
Golden Spray

1 only
Possibly planted
Possibly planted

Wild; possibly also planted
Questionably indigenous
Questionably indigenous

Shrubs

Bursaria spinosa
Cassinia arcuata
Goodenia ovata
Leptospermum ?continentale
Viminaria juncea

Possibly planted

Climber

Clematis decipiens

a small-leafed clematis

Wild; possibly also planted;
becoming weedy

Creepers and Scramblers

Acaena novae-zelandiae
Bidgee-widgee
Geranium sp. 2
Variable Crane’s-bill
Geranium species
an unidentified cranes’-bill
Tricoryne elatior
Yellow Rush-lily

Offspring from plantings?
Possibly not indigenous

Grassy Species (order Poales)

Eragrostis brownii
Common Love-grass
Gahnia radula
Thatch Saw-sedge
Juncus bufonius
Toad Rush
Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Lachnagrostis filiformis
Common Blown Grass
Lomandra filiformis
Wattle Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides
Weeping Grass
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass
Schoenus apogon
Common Bog-rush
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass
Other ground flora

Arthropodium ?strictum
Caesia ?parviflora
Cotula australis

Chocolate Lily
Pale Grass-lily
Common Cotula
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Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name
Drosera ?hookeri
Epilobium hirtigerum
Hypoxis ?hygrometrica
Microtis ?parviflora
Pterostylis curta
Pterostylis nutans

Common name
Branched Sundew
Hairy Willow-herb
Golden Weather-glass
Slender Onion-orchid
Trim Greenhood
Nodding Greenhood

Comments

Offspring from plantings?
A single plant discovered 2017

Sadly, when the author returned to the site in October to check the three orchid species he had
seen in August, all that was left in their place was disturbed soil. The onion-orchids should have
been in full flower and the other two orchid species should have had withered stems and leaves.
The cause of the disappearance of the orchids is unknown.
The mixture of plant species above is different in important ways from any natural plant
community. The vegetation structure is very variable, as seen in Figures 8 and 9.
The following list contains species that have been planted, as found in 2017. An asterisk at the
start of a species’ name indicates that it is not indigenous.
Planted Species seen in 2017
Scientific name

Common name

Comments

Trees

*Acacia decurrens
Green Wattle
*Ficinia nodosa
Knobby Club-rush
Myoporum petiolatum
Sticky Boobialla
Allocasuarina littoralis
Black Sheoak
Eucalyptus ovata
Swamp Gum
*Eucalyptus species
various eucalypts
Eucalyptus viminalis subsp. pryoriana…
…Coast Manna Gum
Melaleuca ericifolia
Swamp Paperbark

Questionably indigenous

Shrubs

Acacia paradoxa
Correa reflexa
Goodenia ovata
*Hakea salicifolia
Indigofera australis
Kunzea leptospermoides
Olearia ramulosa
Ozothamnus ferrugineus

Hedge Wattle
Common Correa
Hop Goodenia
Willow-leaf Hakea
Austral Indigo
Yarra Burgan
Twiggy Daisy-bush
Tree Everlasting

Creepers

Geranium sp. 2
Kennedia prostrata

Variable Crane’s-bill
Running Postman

Grassy species (order Poales)

Lomandra longifolia subsp. longifolia…
…Spiny-headed Mat-rush
Poa labillardierei
Common Tussock-grass
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma ?setaceum
Bristly Wallaby-grass
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass
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Planted Species seen in 2017
Scientific name

Common name

Comments

Other ground flora

Bulbine bulbosa
Yellow Bulbine-lily
Chrysocephalum semipapposum…
…Clustered Everlasting
Dianella laevis
Smooth Flax-lily
Dianella tasmanica
Tasman Flax-lily
Pterostylis curta
Trim Greenhood

planted in 1995 and 2017

Mr Paul Caine of the Glen Eira Environment Group advises that some of the Trim Greenhoods in
the sanctuary are the descendants of wild plants transplanted from the corner of Helensea Ave &
Merton St, Caulfield North, immediately prior to that property being redeveloped in 1995.
Maroonhoods (Pterostylis pedunculata) were also transplanted into the sanctuary but none of that
species could be found in 2017. He also advises that some other Trim Greenhoods in the sanctuary
were planted in autumn 2017 after they had been rescued from a road project in or near Oakleigh,
probably the Dingley Bypass.
The following list contains only plant species that pose a threat to the survival of the indigenous
flora.
Environmental Weed Species seen in 2017
Scientific name
Ehrharta erecta
Fraxinus angustifolia
Galium aparine
Hedera helix
Ligustrum lucidum
Oxalis corniculata
Stellaria media
Vulpia bromoides
Zantedeschia aethiopica

Common name
Panic Veldt-grass
Desert Ash
Cleavers
Ivy
Large-leafed Privet
Creeping Wood-sorrel
Chickweed
Squirrel-tail Fescue
White Arum Lily

Fauna
During the two hours (approximately) that the author spent in the sanctuary in 2017, he observed
only four common urban birds in the fenced sanctuary, plus possum scats. The noisy construction
of skyrail probably reduced the presence and detection of fauna. However, any of the vertebrate
fauna in Boyd Park more broadly are likely to occur in the sanctuary. Therefore, the list of
vertebrate fauna in Section 7.7 (p. 42) is the best indication of the sanctuary’s likely fauna.
The sanctuary’s trees, in combination with those elsewhere in Boyd Park, may occasionally serve
as a ‘refuelling station’ or ecological stepping-stone for migrating Swift Parrots, which are
recorded some years in or near Murrumbeena. Swift Parrots are listed as endangered under the
federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Recommendations
It is recommended for Council to investigate the cause of the disappearance of the three orchid
species between August and October 2017. The objective would be to prevent a similar incident
if any orchids reappear in future.
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Re-emergence of orchids should be checked in June 2018 at the locations that have been provided
to Council. If any orchids are found, protective measures should be considered not only to avoid
the cause of the disappearances in 2017 but also to reduce the damage done by snails or slugs. To
avoid risk to dogs, iron-based baits (with low toxicity to mammals) could be placed in bait stations
that prevent access by dogs or children.
During and soon after the skyrail construction work on the sanctuary’s southern edge, checks
should be made for any requirements to minimise harm to the sanctuary’s vegetation from
incursions of weeds, soil and construction waste.
Knowledge Base
Approximately two hours of fieldwork was done within the fenced sanctuary for this study in May
to August 2017, some of it in the company of Mr Rob Scott and the Council staff who manage
the vegetation. The orchids were re-checked on 26th October 2017. The author also recorded flora
and fauna in September 2015, but not exhaustively. Mr Paul Caine provided his 1990s plant list
and information about the origins of the greenhoods. Additional data were sought from the usual
sources such as the Atlas of Living Australia and eBird but there were no records specifically
relevant to the sanctuary. Data for a broader area around the sanctuary are discussed in the next
section, about the rest of Boyd Park.
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7.7 Boyd Park, Murrumbeena (excluding the Sanctuary)
Summary
Leaving aside the sanctuary at its southern end, Boyd Park is mostly a typical urban park with
lawns and gardens, but it is a biodiversity hotspot because it includes:
• A few old River Red Gums, one of them estimated as 100+ years old;
• A colony of Trim Greenhoods, whose only known additional occurrence in Glen Eira is in the
sanctuary at the park’s southern end (see three pages up);
• Small numbers of other indigenous plants that have survived past clearing or recolonised
subsequently;
• Extensive plantings of indigenous plant species in mulched garden beds, mostly planted in
recent years; and
• A tree canopy formed by indigenous and Australian native species that provides habitat for
native birds that are uncommon in most of Glen Eira, probably sometimes including the
endangered, migratory Swift Parrot.
History
Prior to European colonisation, Murrumbeena Ck flowed northward along an alignment that went
through the current-day Springthorpe Gardens, along the footpath from Omama Rd into Boyd
Park and along the western edge of Wilson St. The original cadastre in the 19th Century set aside
a drainage reserve for the creek, which now forms part of Boyd Park. A 1925 plan of the area *
shows the creek flowing in a natural channel until just north of Waroongaa Rd, then diverted into
a straight channel to what is now the northeastern corner of Boyd Park.
The rest of the current-day Boyd Park was reserved for the Outer Circle Railway in the 1880s,
which only ran until the 1890s (according to Wikipedia). A bridge was built over the diverted
Murrumbeena Ck. The 1925 plan shows that the railway was raised on an earth embankment from
Lawrance St to the bridge and from the bridge to Dandenong Rd.
The construction, demolition and levelling of the railway line and its embankments would have
destroyed all, or nearly all, native vegetation that remained in the corridor prior to construction.
By 1945, the aerial photograph available online at ‘1945.melbourne’ shows Boyd Park mostly
comprising an expanse of grass interrupted by the denuded channel of Murrumbeena Ck. The
exceptions were:
• A house and garden centrally located on the Dandenong Rd frontage, since revegetated (Figure
10);
• Three trees opposite Lawrance St, since removed;
• Some medium-sized trees (typically 10 m crown diameter) on the park’s western edge for
130 m south from Neerim Rd (some of which remain, e.g. on the right side of Figure 11); and
• Some additional trees of similar size on the eastern edge, within approximately 100 m of the
sanctuary (some of which remain, e.g. on the left edge of Figure 11).

*

Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works, ‘Detail Plan No. 2564’, available from the State Library of Victoria’s
website.
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Figure 10. Near Dandenong Rd, revegetation with a shrubby understorey that would suit small
understorey birds if dogs were not so numerous there.

Figure 11. Looking eastward across Boyd Park near its southern end, framed by two old River Red
Gums. The gum on the right has hollows suitable for wildlife, and locally rare orchids grow beneath.
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According to a 2004 management plan for the Outer Circle Railway Linear Park by Mark McWha
Pty Ltd, “The land remained as unkempt paddock until 1960, when a ‘local resident group’
formed, with the intention of ‘cleaning up’ the area”. Council’s historical publication titled ‘The
Boyd Walk’ states that Murrumbeena Ck was replaced by an underground pipe in the 1960s,
which would have destroyed any remaining indigenous flora along the route (as would extensive
sewerage work through the park shown on the 1925 plan).
‘The Boyd Walk’ goes on to say that the land became public open space in 1988, followed by
extensive community tree planting in 1989–90 and the official naming as Boyd Park in 1992. The
trunk girth of some of the trees today are consistent with having been planted in the late 1980s.
Planting in the park has continued, guided since 2004 by the aforementioned management plan.
Since 2000, indigenous species have been the strong focus of planting in the sections south of
Neerim Rd and within 60 m of Dandenong Rd, although ‘indigenous’ has been interpreted rather
loosely and pre-existent non-indigenous plants remain intermingled with the indigenous ones. A
substantial proportion of the indigenous species in the park have been planted in the last few years.
Flora
Revegetation near Dandenong Rd (Figure 10) has similar vegetation structure to some types of
native vegetation but the mix of species and the ground cover are unnatural. River Red Gums like
those in Figure 11 capture an essential element of the pre-colonisation landscape and provide good
wildlife habitat, even though the surrounding vegetation is quite different from 200 years ago.
The history of clearing, draining, construction, demolition and gardening means that nearly all the
indigenous plants in the park today have been planted. The exceptions are as follows:
• The large River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) in Figure 11, beside the rear of 19
Ricourt Av, is so large in trunk girth and so coincident with a tree in the 1945 aerial photograph
that it appears likely to be a wild tree, perhaps over a century old. A few others in that vicinity
may also be wild;
• The Trim Greenhoods (Pterostylis curta) beneath that River Red Gum may have persisted since
European activity began there, or perhaps they are descendants of plants transplanted into the
nearby sanctuary in 1995 (see Section 7.6). Inquiries failed to find any evidence that they have
been planted;
• Small numbers of other indigenous plants that have survived past clearing or recolonised
subsequently;
• A few Wattle Mat-rushes (Lomandra filiformis) close to Dandenong Rd may have persisted
since prior to colonisation;
• A number of other plant species have probably recolonised the park after arriving by wind or
on machinery, dog fur, clothing or footwear.
Based on the fieldwork in this study, the following is a full list of all the twenty plant species that
are (or may be) in the categories above. Bold names indicate the three species that were not
detected growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira during this study.
Apparently Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name

Common name

Moss

Breutelia affinis

Common Breutelia
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Apparently Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name

Common name

Comments

Trees

Acacia implexa
Lightwood
Acacia mearnsii
Black Wattle
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
River Red Gum
Eucalyptus viminalis subsp. pryoriana…
…Coast Manna Gum
Melaleuca ericifolia
Swamp Paperbark

Quite possibly planted
Possibly planted
1 only, probably planted
Probably planted

Shrubs

Bursaria spinosa
Cassinia arcuata

Sweet Bursaria
Drooping Cassinia

Possibly planted
Probably blown in

Climbers

Clematis decipiens
a small-leafed clematis
Muellerina eucalyptoides
Creeping Mistletoe

Some may be wild; others are planted
One on a gum near the William St entrance

Grassy species (order Poales)

Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Juncus bufonius
Toad Rush
Juncus subsecundus
Finger Rush
Lachnagrostis filiformis
Common Blown Grass
Lomandra filiformis
Wattle Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides
Weeping Grass
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass

At least some are wild
Blown in, for sure
Origin quite uncertain
Blown in, for sure
1 only, near Dandenong Rd
Quite likely partly wild
Probably arrived inadvertently with people

Other ground flora

Cotula australis
Dianella revoluta group
Pterostylis curta

Common Cotula
Black-anther Flax-lily
Trim Greenhood

Probably blown in
Probably planted
25 rosettes, probably wild

The following species have definitely been planted as indigenous species. (No attempt is made here to
document all the other plantings, which are not important for botanical biodiversity.)
Planted Species
Scientific name

Common name

Comments

Trees

Acacia melanoxylon
Allocasuarina littoralis

Blackwood
Black Sheoak

Shrubs

Acacia paradoxa
Correa species
Goodenia ovata
Indigofera australis
Lasiopetalum baueri

Hedge Wattle
Correa
Hop Goodenia
Austral Indigo
Slender Velvet-bush

Not an indigenous form

Not truly indigenous

Climber

Clematis decipiens

a small-leafed clematis

Grassy species (order Poales)

Austrostipa mollis
Ficinia nodosa

a spear-grass
Knobby Club-rush
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Planted Species
Scientific name
Common name
Lomandra longifolia subsp. longifolia…
…Spiny-headed Mat-rush
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass

Comments

Other ground flora

Dianella tasmanica

Tasman Flax-lily

A range of garden weeds inevitably volunteer themselves in the garden beds. On the whole,
Council controls them quite effectively. However, White Arum Lily (Zantedeschia aethiopica) is
defying control in the south and it poses a major threat to the survival of the greenhoods. Two
other species are defying control and competing vigorously with planted plants: Caper Spurge
(Euphorbia lathyris) and Panic Veldt-grass (Ehrharta erecta). (In the former case, there is a little
doubt about which species of spurge.)
Fauna
The following vertebrate fauna were observed at Boyd Park Sanctuary. Entries without a date
were in 2017 and those without an observer’s name were by the author in this study. The noisy
construction of skyrail in 2017 probably reduced the presence and detection of fauna toward the
southern end of Boyd Park. An asterisk before a species’ name indicates that it is introduced.
Species are ordered according to the taxonomic sequence presently used by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Common name

Scientific name

Comments; Observer

Mammals

Common Brushtail Possum
Common Ringtail Possum

Trichosurus vulpecula Debilitating some significant eucalypts
Pseudocheirus peregrinus as above

Birds

*Rock Dove
Columba livia
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Crested Pigeon
Ocyphaps lophotes
Yellow-tailed Black-CockatooCalyptorhynchus funereus
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Musk Lorikeet
Glossopsitta concinna
Eastern Rosella
Platycercus eximius
Tawny Frogmouth
Podargus strigoides
White-throated Needletail
Hirundapus caudacutus
White-browed Scrubwren
Sericornis frontalis
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Noisy Miner
Manorina melanocephala
Pink Robin
Petroica rodinogaster
Golden Whistler
Pachycephala pectoralis
Magpie-lark
Grallina cyanoleuca
Grey Butcherbird
Cracticus torquatus
Australian Magpie
Gymnorhina tibicen
Pied Currawong
Strepera graculina
Little Raven
Corvus mellori
Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena
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Scientific name Comments; Observer
Turdus merula
Sturnus vulgaris D. Fleming
Acridotheres tristis

The White-throated Needletail has undergone a marked decline in Victoria since the 1985 observation of roughly 10,000 flying over Boyd Park, so it has become listed as vulnerable in Victoria.
The 1985 observation at Boyd Park does not reflect any importance of the park for the species.
The Pink Robin is an uncommon seasonal visitor to metro Melbourne. It needs dense shrubbery
for habitat (see www.birdlife.org.au). Boyd Park provides such habitat near Dandenong Rd
(Figure 10), where a bird was seen in 2013, but the abundance of dogs would soon displace such
a shy bird.
Golden Whistlers were common urban birds a few decades ago but have become uncommon,
particularly in Glen Eira. Mr David Fleming commented that a Golden Whistler was the ‘last bird
I expected to see’ in Boyd Park in 2011. That was again near Dandenong Rd, as was the 2016
observation of four Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoos, which are occasional visitors to Glen Eira as
they traverse the suburbs.
White-browed Scrubwrens are in decline in metro Melbourne. They are very sedentary (see
www.birdlife.org.au), so the absence of any record of them around Boyd Park since 2013 suggests
that they may have died out, e.g. due to cats. There is little chance of recolonisation.
The other fauna in the list above are common urban species, even though the Tawny Frogmouth
often goes unnoticed.
The trees in Boyd Park may occasionally serve as a ‘refuelling station’ or ecological steppingstone for migrating Swift Parrots, which are recorded some years in or near Murrumbeena. Swift
Parrots are listed as endangered under the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. Swift Parrots breed in Tasmania in summer and migrate through
southeastern mainland Australia in the winter. One of the local records corresponds to a stop-off
during northward migration and the other corresponds to a stop-off during southward migration.
In both cases, it seems likely that the Swift Parrots paused because of the presence of flowering
eucalypts. Swift Parrots probably migrate through the area annually but mostly go undetected.
Recommendations
The habitat value of the reconstructed bushland within 60 m of Dandenong Rd is seriously
compromised by the prevalence of dogs, particularly as it is an ‘off lead’ area. If there is to be any
hope of shy birds like the Pink Robin making more than rare, momentary visits, dogs should be
excluded from the bushy area except on the footpath. The presence of roaming or cavorting dogs
also detracts greatly from feelings of contact with nature in the bushy area.
If no Trim Greenhoods emerge in the fenced sanctuary in 2018 (as discussed in Section 7.5), it is
recommended that some of the Trim Greenhoods beneath the large River Red Gum in Figure 11
be bred up in a nursery for re-planting in both locations. That would improve the species’ security
in the event of further misadventure.
The greatest threats to the survival of the Trim Greenhoods are: (a) smothering by White Arum
Lilies; (b) smothering by mulch, which they have already survived at least once; and (c) slugs or
snails, which have been eating the orchids’ leaves.
It is therefore recommended:
• To undertake careful but concerted destruction of the White Arum Lilies around the orchids;
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• For the Parks staff to note the undesirability of applying mulch over the orchids, particularly
during April to October each year; and
• To place snail bait around the orchids periodically during April to September. To avoid risk to
dogs, iron-based baits (with low toxicity to mammals) could be placed in bait stations that
prevent access by dogs or children.
Knowledge Base
Approximately five hours of fieldwork was done in Boyd Park for this study, on 10th & 12th May,
22nd August and 26th October 2017. The author also recorded flora and fauna in September 2015,
but not exhaustively.
The fauna observations by Mr David Fleming and Mr Lewis Hiller were extracted from the eBird
database and the observation of needletails by Evan Thomas came from the Victorian Biodiversity
Atlas.
Mr Brendan Ryan provided records of recent plantings and a copy of the 2004 management plan
for Boyd Park. Three of his staff met the author on site and took him to the Trim Greenhoods,
which had not been identified until then.
Mr Rob Scott also met the author on site and provided information about recent plantings and
management.
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7.8 Moorabbin Reservoir, Bentleigh East
Summary
Moorabbin Reservoir is at 675 Warrigal Rd, Bentleigh East. The grounds, and particularly the
embankments and raised ground, support a substantially greater diversity of wild, indigenous
flora, and in a more resilient state, than anywhere else in Glen Eira. That is despite the soil having
been shifted and shaped into a quite unnatural form. A total of 31 wild, indigenous plant species
was found in this study’s inspection on 28th April 2017. Of those, 5 species of moss, 1 liverwort
and 6 species of flowering plant are the only known surviving occurrences in Glen Eira, although
some of these may well be found elsewhere in the right season. More species would be detected
around the reservoir at other times of year.
No significant fauna have been recorded from the site or its immediate surroundings, but a more
protracted study might detect reptiles, frogs and invertebrates whose rarity in Glen Eira is similar
to the site’s flora.
The site is not open to the public but some of the indigenous flora can be seen from the footpath
along Warrigal Rd.

Figure 12. The southern embankment, with plantings of woody species over wild native grasses and a
drift of wild Sandhill Sword-sedge (Lepidosperma concavum). Native mosses are diverse and abundant.
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Figure 13. The western embankment, dominated by indigenous plantings, including grasses.

Figure 14. The property’s northwest corner, with Leptospermum continentale and Dianella
?tasmanica of uncertain origin, and a dense screen of Yarra Burgan that would suit small insecteating birds.
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History
When the covered reservoir was constructed in 1932, the locality name was Moorabbin *, hence
the name ‘Moorabbin Reservoir’ despite being in current-day Bentleigh East.
Part of the construction of the reservoir involved amassing an earth mound on the southern side
of the reservoir, easily seen from Warrigal Rd. At the time of this study’s site inspection, several
bare patches on the slope (batter) of the western embankment exposed the orange mixture of sand
and gravel that is distinctive of the ‘Red Bluff Sandstone’ geological formation. Figure 14 is an
example. The Geological Survey of Victoria shows that prior to colonisation, there was a
windblown dune overlaid upon the Red Bluff Sandstone. The past presence of the dune explains
why this study found drifts of the Sandhill Sword-sedge (Lepidosperma concavum) on the site –
the only known occurrences in Glen Eira.
As seen in the photographs above, the embankments are much steeper than the natural terrain of
the area and the soil has been substantially altered. The reservoir’s construction would have
destroyed almost all the pre-existing vegetation. The grounds were planted with a mixture of
introduced trees (e.g. the pines in Figure 12) and Australian native trees and shrubs, followed in
recent years by plantings of indigenous and nearly-indigenous species (Figure 13).
Despite all these alterations to the land and its vegetation, a remarkable number of indigenous
plant species have recolonised, dominating the understorey over substantial areas.
Flora
The table below lists the 31 indigenous plant species found on 28th April 2017 to be growing wild
in the site (or thought to be probably wild, in cases indicated by question marks). Bold names
indicate the 12 species that were not detected growing wild anywhere else in Glen Eira during this
study, but the Crassula, Chiloscyphus and some of the mosses may well be found elsewhere in
the right season. The symbols in the ‘Abundance’ column have the following meanings:
– Scarce, to the extent of being at risk of dying out from the site;
✓ Present in moderate numbers, not dominant within a vegetation stratum;
D Dominant (or sharing dominance) within the vegetation stratum, at least in some areas;
M Many individuals but with too little cover to be dominant in the relevant vegetation stratum.
Apparently Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name

AbunCommon name dance Comments

Mosses & liverworts

Campylopus clavatus
Broody Swan-neck Moss
Campylopus introflexus
Heath Star Moss
Chiloscyphus semiteres
Green Worms
Hypnum cupressiforme
Common Hypnum
Polytrichum juniperinum Common Juniper-moss
Rosulabryum billarderi
Common Thread-moss

✓
–
✓
D
–
✓

On the western embankment
Abundant on the southern embankment
Near the mobile phone tower

Trees

Acacia melanoxylon
Melaleuca ericifolia

Blackwood
Swamp Paperbark

✓?
✓

Approximately 7 on the west embankment
Along southern periphery

Hedge Wattle
Sweet Bursaria

M?
–?

mainly western embankment
2 only, on western embankment

Shrubs

Acacia paradoxa
Bursaria spinosa
*

See article on p. 3 of The Argus of 8th April 1932, available at trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/4445677.
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Apparently Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name
Ozothamnus ferrugineus

AbunCommon name dance Comments
Tree Everlasting –? 4 only, on western embankment

Fern

Pteridium esculentum

Austral Bracken

D

Southern end of western embankment

Nodding Saltbush
Running Postman

–
–?

4 SW of reservoir; 1 in NE
3 on SE embankment; 2 at ‘valve 10’ in
NW

Creepers

Einadia nutans
Kennedia prostrata
Grassy species (order Poales)

Austrostipa mollis
a Spear-grass
Eragrostis brownii
Common Love-grass
Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Lepidosperma concavum
Sandhill Sword-sedge
Lomandra filiformis ssp. coriacea Wattle Mat-rush
Lomandra filiformis ssp. filiformis Wattle Mat-rush

M
✓
–
D
✓
✓

Lomandra longifolia ssp. longifolia…
…Spiny-headed Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides
Weeping Grass
Rytidosperma fulvum
Leafy Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma geniculatum
Kneed Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma racemosum Clustered Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma setaceum
Bristly Wallaby-grass

✓
D
✓
✓ 
✓ 

Other ground flora

Crassula decumbens
Dianella ?tasmanica

Spreading Crassula
Tasman Flax-lily

Epilobium billardierianum subsp. cinereum…
…Variable Willow-herb
Epilobium hirtigerum
Hairy Willow-herb
Lythrum hyssopifolia
Small Loosestrife

Widespread
c. 100 on flat ground just south of reservoir
1 only
40 m² & 100 m² patches on southern batter
c. 50, widespread
c. 26, SW of reservoir on flat &
embankment
– 4 only; at least one is not planted

– 
–? 2 in NW corner and 1 on SE corner of
batter
– Just downhill of southern embankment
✓ Just downhill of southern embankment
– Just downhill of southern embankment

The Sandhill Sword-sedge (Lepidosperma concavum) is rare in metro Melbourne. The closest
records from the past twenty years are:
• 5 km to the southeast, at The Grange Reserve in Clayton South, where it was recorded in 2001
and is probably still present;
• 6 km to the southwest at Bay Rd Reserve in Sandringham, where it was recorded in 2003 and
is probably still present;
• 6 km to the south-southwest in Cheltenham Park, where it was recorded in 2003 and may still
be present;
• 7 km to the southwest at George St Reserve and adjacent golf courses in Sandringham, where
it was recorded in 2002 and is very likely to remain present;
• 7 km to the southeast at what has since become the intersection of the Dingley Bypass Rd and
the Westall Rd Extension, where it was recorded in 1999 and may still be present, if it survived
recent roadworks;
• At Picnic Point in Hampton until at least 2003, but it was not present when I checked in 2017.
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The Running Postman (Kennedia prostrata) has become similarly rare in metro Melbourne to the
Sandhill Sword-sedge. The only records within 10 km from the past twenty years are:
• 3½ km to the north, beside Scotchmans Ck, where it was recorded in 2005 but possibly from
planted plants, and in any case, it is probably no longer present;
• 6 km to the south-southwest in Cheltenham Park, where it was recorded in 2001 but may well
have died out since;
• 6 km to the southwest at Bay Rd Reserve in Sandringham, where it was recorded in 2002 and
is probably still present (at least after the periodic burns there);
• 7 km to the southwest at George St Reserve and adjacent golf courses in Sandringham, where
it was recorded in 2009 and is probably still present;
• 9 km to the northeast at Highbury Park, where it was recorded in 2005 but has most likely died
out.
The two plants of Running Postman on the western embankment beside the sign for ‘valve 10’
appear to be in no immediate peril but they may be producing few seeds due to restricted
pollination and they may disappear in the absence of the fire or soil disturbance that is needed for
seeds to germinate. The three (approximately) intertwined plants on the southeastern corner of the
embankment, close to the property gate, are at great peril. They germinated following recent soil
disturbance, which has also stimulated germination of many plants of the very serious weed, Gorse
(Ulex europaeus). The Gorse could kill the Running Postman plants by outcompeting them.
Otherwise, the likely use of herbicide to kill the Gorse would also kill the Running Postman unless
great care is taken.
There is potential scientific importance in the presence of flax-lily plants that appear to be an
unusual form of Dianella tasmanica, one of which is seen as the strappy-leafed plant in the
foreground of Figure 14. However, the flax-lilies may belong to a different species from far away,
if it has been planted. In that case, it would be of little scientific interest, if any.
The following list contains the Victorian native species (mostly native to the sandbelt) that have
been planted around the reservoir, adding to the habitat of the wild indigenous plants.
Planted Indigenous Species
Scientific name

Common name

Trees

Acacia longifolia subsp. longifolia Sallow Wattle
Acacia melanoxylon
Blackwood
Leptospermum laevigatum
Coast Tea-tree

Abundance Comments
✓ Not indigenous to the site
✓ 
D Not indigenous to the site

Shrubs

Acacia paradoxa
Acacia stricta
Banksia marginata
Indigofera australis
Melicytus dentatus
Ozothamnus ferrugineus

Hedge Wattle
Hop Wattle
Silver Banksia
Austral Indigo
Tree Violet
Tree Everlasting

Grass

Poa labillardierei

Common Tussock-grass

✓
– 
–
–
–
–
✓

The following list contains wild, non-indigenous species found during the 2017 site inspection.
The species are colour-coded to indicate the author’s assessment of the level of environmental
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hazard that each species poses, with red for ‘serious’, orange for ‘moderate hazard’ and green for
inconsequential.
Wild, Introduced Species
Scientific name
Common name
Acacia longifolia subsp. longifolia Sallow Wattle
Agrostis capillaris
Brown-top Bent
Aira caryophyllea
Silvery Hair-grass
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Sweet Vernal-grass
Avena barbata
Bearded Oat
Brassica ?fruticulosa
Twiggy Turnip
Briza maxima
Large Quaking-grass
Bromus catharticus
Prairie Grass
Cenchrus clandestinus
Kikuyu
Chamaecytisus palmensis
Tree Lucerne
Cotoneaster glaucophyllus
Cotoneaster
Dysphania pumilio
Clammy Goosefoot
Ehrharta erecta
Panic Veldt-grass
Ehrharta longiflora
Annual Veldt-grass
Erigeron sumatrensis
Fleabane
Galenia pubescens
Galenia
Hypochaeris radicata
Cat’s Ear
Ligustrum lucidum
Large-leafed Privet
Lycium ferocissimum
African Box-thorn
Oxalis ?pes-caprae
Soursob
Pittosporum undulatum
Sweet Pittosporum
Romulea rosea
Common Onion-grass
Salpichroa origanifolia Pampas Lily-of-the-Valley
Sporobolus africanus
Rat-tail Grass
Ulex europaeus
Gorse (Furze)
Vulpia bromoides
Squirrel-tail Fescue
Vulpia myuros
Rat’s-tail Fescue
Portulaca oleracea Pigweed (Common Purslane)

Abundance
✓
✓
✓
M
–
✓
M
–
D
–
✓
✓
✓
✓
–
✓
✓
–
–
✓
✓
✓
–
✓
✓
✓
–
–

Comments






North of the reservoir












Fauna and Habitat
Only very common urban birds were observed during the two hours of site inspection on 28th
April 2017. Traffic noise from Warrigal Rd made detection of birds difficult. There is abundant
evidence of digging and grazing by rabbits around the property, but not to the extent that the
author has concerns about environmental harm. (Native animals would once have had similar
effects, and removal of rabbits would threaten the survival of some indigenous plant species by
allowing weeds to dominate.)
The only other fauna records within 500 m of the reservoir that could be found are from a residence
on Tudor St, again involving only very common urban birds. There are copious eBird records
from nearby Huntingdale Golf Course by Mr David Fleming but they are not particularly relevant
to the Moorabbin Reservoir because of large habitat differences; e.g. the golf course records
include many waterbirds that would find no habitat at the covered Moorabbin Reservoir.
In season, pine nuts at the Moorabbin Reservoir property probably attract cockatoos. Dense
plantings of indigenous shrubs, mainly on the western embankment, may attract small insecteating birds such as Brown Thornbills. The trees and shrubs, generally, would provide nest sites
for a range of birds, both native and introduced. Open, grassy areas with adjacent shrub cover may
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provide habitat for common lizards such as Garden Skinks. The diversity of indigenous plants
may provide habitat for indigenous invertebrates that have no habitat in the surrounding urbanised
environment.
Recommendations
Prioritisation of land management effort might be helped by checking whether records of past
plantings within the property suggest that some of the locally rare plant species may be just the
result of planting. This particularly applies to Running Postman, Tasman Flax-lily and Tree
Everlasting. If they have been planted, they are not as precious, or need as much attention, as if
they are the last wild remnants of their species in the municipality.
As discussed above, the three (approximately) plants on the southeastern corner of the
embankment, close to the property gate, are at great peril from Gorse and the likely use of
herbicide to kill the Gorse. It is recommended that the Gorse be urgently killed by cut-and-paint
method, taking great care not to affect the Running Postman.
Knowledge Base
Two hours of fieldwork were done at the Moorabbin Reservoir property for this study, on 28th
April 2017. Thanks to South East Water for making the inspection possible.
Information about the site’s vegetation and wildlife was sought from South East Water
(particularly through Mr Doug Stewart) and from Mr Mark Mooney of Local Habitat Pty Ltd,
which is the vegetation management contractor for the site.
Further data was sought from the sources cited above and from all the sources described in Section
3.1.
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7.9 Yarra Yarra Golf Course, Bentleigh East
Summary
Based on all available bird observation data, Yarra Yarra Golf Course has the most diverse birdlife
of anywhere in Glen Eira, including some species not present elsewhere in the municipality. The
large expanse of park-like tree cover and a substantial waterbody in the south combine to provide
habitat that is different from anywhere else in Glen Eira. The significance of the course’s flora is
uncertain because there are no prior plant records and this study did not have permission to enter
the property. However, it has been determined that there are at least two plants of the Clustered
Bush-pea, which is rare throughout metro Melbourne. Viewed from outside the fence, the course
is seen to have indigenous wetland vegetation and many habitat trees with nest hollows (e.g.
Figure 15).

Figure 15. Many of the course’s trees are large and have hollows that suit nesting or roosting by
microbats, possums, owls, kookaburras and parrots such as these Rainbow Lorikeets, seen near
the McGuiness Rd gate.

Flora
The following table of wild, indigenous plant species is likely to be quite incomplete, as it derives
from inspections from the few locations on the golf course boundary where there is no wall
blocking the view. Abundances cannot be inferred from such a selective sample of the course.
Views of the lake were at considerable distance, revealing many indigenous rushes but not with
adequate clarity to identify individual species. The presence of at least two wild plants of
Clustered Bush-pea in 2017 was demonstrated by a series of photographs provided to the author.
That species is rare throughout metro Melbourne.
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Apparently Wild Indigenous Plant Species
Scientific name

Common name

Tree

Acacia melanoxylon
Melaleuca ericifolia

Blackwood
Swamp Paperbark

Shrub

Cassinia arcuata

Drooping Cassinia

Pultenaea dentata

Clustered Bush-pea

Fern

Pteridium esculentum
Austrostipa mollis

Austral Bracken
a Spear-grass

Grassy species (order Poales)

Juncus amabilis
Hollow Rush
Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Rytidosperma geniculatum Kneed Wallaby-grass

Fauna and Habitat
Treed golf courses usually provide good habitat for birds due to the combination of trees, grassy
expanses and waterbodies, so they are often well surveyed by bird observers. As a result, the
‘citizen science’ database, ‘eBird’, contains 76 bird lists from Yarra Yarra Golf Course in recent
years. The following table shows the accumulated eBird list combined with the data from the
present study, which provided all the 2017 records. Pre-2017 records are all from Mr Lewis Hiller
except for Grey Shrike-thrush, which is from Mr David Fleming. An asterisk indicates an
introduced species.
Wild Fauna
Scientific name

Common name

Latest
year

Mammal

Common Brushtail Possum

Trichosurus vulpecula

2017

Chenonetta jubata
Anas superciliosa
Anas gracilis
Anas castanea
Aythya australis
Tachybaptus novaehollandiae
Poliocephalus poliocephalus
Anhinga melanogaster
Phalacrocorax varius
Phalacrocorax sulcirostris
Phalacrocorax carbo
Pelecanus conspicillatus
Egretta novaehollandiae
Ardea alba
Threskiornis molucca
Threskiornis spinicollis

2017
2016
2015
2016
2015
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2014
2015
2016

Birds

Australian Wood Duck
Pacific Black Duck
Grey Teal
Chestnut Teal
Hardhead
Australasian Grebe
Hoary-headed Grebe
Darter
Pied Cormorant
Little Black Cormorant
Great Cormorant
Australian Pelican
White-faced Heron
Great Egret
Australian White Ibis
Straw-necked Ibis
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Wild Fauna
Scientific name
Common name
Black-shouldered Kite
Elanus axillaris
Black Kite
Milvus migrans
Whistling Kite
Haliastur sphenurus
Spotted Harrier
Circus assimilis
Swamp Harrier
Circus approximans
Brown Goshawk
Accipiter fasciatus
Collared Sparrowhawk
Accipiter cirrhocephalus
Wedge-tailed Eagle
Aquila audax
Little Eagle
Hieraaetus morphnoides
Brown Falcon
Falco berigora
Australian Hobby
Falco longipennis
Black Falcon
Falco subniger
Peregrine Falcon
Falco peregrinus
Purple Swamphen
Porphyrio porphyrio
Dusky Moorhen
Gallinula tenebrosa
Eurasian Coot
Fulica atra
Masked Lapwing
Vanellus miles
Pacific Gull
Larus pacificus
Silver Gull
Larus novaehollandiae
unidentified tern species (overhead)
*Rock Dove
Columba livia
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Common Bronzewing
Phaps chalcoptera
Crested Pigeon
Ocyphaps lophotes
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo
Calyptorhynchus
funereus
Gang-gang Cockatoo
Callocephalon fimbriatum
Galah
Cacatua roseicapilla
Long-billed Corella
Cacatua tenuirostris
Little Corella
Cacatua sanguinea
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Cacatua galerita
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Musk Lorikeet
Glossopsitta concinna
Little Lorikeet
Glossopsitta pusilla
Australian King-Parrot
Alisterus scapularis
Crimson Rosella
Platycercus elegans
Eastern Rosella
Platycercus eximius
Swift Parrot
Lathamus discolor
Tawny Frogmouth
Podargus strigoides
White-throated Needletail
Hirundapus caudacutus
Laughing Kookaburra
Dacelo novaeguineae
Spotted Pardalote
Pardalotus punctatus
White-browed Scrubwren
Sericornis frontalis
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Noisy Miner
Manorina melanocephala
White-plumed Honeyeater Lichenostomus penicillatus
New Holland Honeyeater Phylidonyris novaehollandiae
Eastern Spinebill
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Grey Shrike-thrush
Colluricincla harmonica
Magpie-lark
Grallina cyanoleuca
Grey Fantail
Rhipidura fuliginosa
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2016
2015
2017
2016
2016
2015
2015
2017
2015
2017
2015
2015
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2017
2017
2017
2015
2015
2015
2012
2017
2015
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Wild Fauna
Scientific name
Common name
Willie Wagtail
Rhipidura leucophrys
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike Coracina novaehollandiae
Grey Butcherbird
Cracticus torquatus
Australian Magpie
Gymnorhina tibicen
Pied Currawong
Strepera graculina
Grey Currawong
Strepera versicolor
Little Raven
Corvus mellori
*House Sparrow
Passer domesticus
*European Greenfinch
Carduelis chloris
*European Goldfinch
Carduelis carduelis
Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena
Tree Martin
Hirundo nigricans
Silvereye
Zosterops lateralis
*Common Blackbird
Turdus merula
*Common Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
*Common Myna
Acridotheres tristis

Latest
year
2016
2015
2017
2017
2017
2014
2017
2016
2013
2015
2017
2014
2016
2017
2017
2016

The tally of 85 bird species far exceeds any other site list in Glen Eira.
It is instructive to consider why there are so many species in the bird list. There are many
waterbirds because of the lake; woodland birds because of the park-like tree cover; forest birds
because some areas have fairly dense trees and shrubs; seed-eaters because of the grass and reseeding of lawn; and raptors because of the good hunting ground provided by the park-like
landscape. Proximity to Karkarook Park and several other golf courses allows many bird species
to fulfil their habitat needs by moving between those sites, thereby increasing the local bird fauna.
The bird list is also notable for the number of species that are uncommon in metro Melbourne or
unique within Glen Eira (e.g. Gang-gang Cockatoo, Collared Sparrow-hawk, Black Kite and
Black Falcon). Most of those species have only been recorded once or twice in the past five years,
so they are not very reliant on the golf course for their overall habitat needs. Nevertheless, at the
very least, the substantial number of such records indicates that the golf course serves as an
ecological stepping stone for uncommon birds as they move about the region.
The presence of old trees bearing hollows and crevices means the golf course probably supports
microbats. The lake is probably home to frogs but none could be heard on 28th April 2017, which
is a poor time of year to be checking. It is difficult to speculate about other fauna without being
able to enter the property.
Mr Brendan Ryan of Glen Eira City Council’s Parks department advises that Common (or
European) Carp are present in all lakes in the municipality. In the lake at Yarra Yarra Golf Course,
carp would be expected to disturb the mud and make the habitat less suitable for native aquatic
plants, invertebrates, tadpoles and waterbirds.
Recommendations
The golf course may benefit by promoting the birdlife that can be seen on the course. Golf courses
can obtain support and guidance for environmental initiatives from:
• The Australian Golf Environment Initiative, which is run by the Australian Golf Course
Superintendents' Association;
• The Environmental Strategy for Australian Golf Courses, which was prepared by the
Australian Golf Union (Golf Australia);
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• The Golf Environment Organisation, GEO (see www.golfenvironment.org); and
• The R&A’s ‘Working with Nature’ web page.
These resources may also help the club to conserve the rare Clustered Bush-peas at the course.
Liaison between the golf club and BirdLife Australia may also be mutually beneficial.
Knowledge Base
During this study, approximately two hours were spent inspecting the golf course from outside,
on 28th April 2017. Most of the inspection was in the early afternoon, but frog calls were sought
(in vain) during an early evening visit to the gate at the end of Niki Ct, near the lake.
The overall landscape, tree cover and the lake were further investigated using Google Maps’ 3D
imagery and ‘StreetView’.
Additional data was sought from the sources described in Section 3.1.
The presence of Clustered Bush-pea was established by a verbal report supported by series of
clearly identifiable photographs taken at the golf course in 2017.
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8. Additional Sites
This chapter summarises places in Glen Eira that do not meet the criteria of biodiversity hotspots
in the previous chapter but still retain a small amount of native vegetation or provide substantial
habitat (or potential habitat) for urban wildlife. This chapter does not document the many
occurrences of small numbers of common indigenous plant species in lawns, car parks and similar
habitats.

8.1 East Bentleigh Primary School and Moorleigh Community Village
The grounds of East Bentleigh Primary School, Taraleigh Steiner Pre-school and Moorleigh
Community Village have a moderate cover of mature eucalypts and smaller native trees. The
vegetation provides the structure and food resources for a very good representation of Glen Eira’s
common urban birds, possums and invertebrates. The trees also provide nest sites. Playing fields
provide habitat for ground-feeding birds such as Masked Lapwings and Ibis.
The proximity to Yarra Yarra Golf Course (Section 7.9), other golf courses and Karkarook Park
probably increases the abundance of wildlife. Some of the rarer bird species that visit those other
sites probably pass through or over the school, pre-school and community village from time to
time.
Although the habitat is inadequate to support uncommon fauna, the abundance of common species
has a heightened value because it gives so many people contact with nature. That is particularly
important for the children at the school and pre-school, for the same reasons that they have
vegetable gardens and domestic ducks. The wildlife provides an educational resource and a more
natural environment and ambience for childhood development.

8.2 Packer Park and Mallanbool Reserve
Garden beds in the southeast of Packer Park and around the perimeter of Mallanbool Reserve are
planted with mixtures of indigenous plants of the sandbelt and other Australian native species.
Probably the oldest planting is a large Coast Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis subspecies
pryoriana) that provides a canopy over the playground at Packer Park (Figure 16). (The gum is
not a remnant from pre-colonisation; The ‘1945.melbourne’ web page shows that in 1945, the
tree’s current location was occupied by a blackberry patch in a paddock.) Among the most recent
plantings are rain gardens along the floodway in Mallanbool Reserve, comprising rushes with no
overstorey. More generally, the understorey varies from absent to dense at all heights.
The tree canopy provides food, perching sites and nest sites for common urban birds. It also
provides habitat for possums and invertebrates. Open, grassed areas provide habitat for groundfeeding birds such as Masked Lapwings and Ibis when they are not displaced by humans and dogs.
The areas of denser understorey could provide habitat for small insect-eating birds such as Whitebrowed Scrubwrens and Brown Thornbills if the garden beds were wider. As it is, the dense
understorey beds are so narrow and close to paths that pedestrians and dogs walk right next to the
potential habitat, discouraging shy birds. Probably the best potential for encouraging small birds
is in the eastern corner of Packer Park, 100 m northeast of the playground. There, the garden bed
is wider and offers more seclusion for birds as plants grow. (Passive surveillance in parks is in
conflict with wildlife needs.)
The swale near the playground is occupied by small numbers of three indigenous species of frog
(Southern Brown Tree Frog, Pobblebonk and Common Froglet). Only the first of these was
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observed during this study (due to time of year) and the others were observed by Ms Christine
Renowden.
The areas of greatest habitat potential in Packer Park, being the swale and the garden bed in the
southeast, are held back from achieving that potential by their designation as ‘dogs off lead’ areas.
Dogs are displacing birds and frogs, and urinating on the rushes where the frogs take cover. (Frogs
breathe by diffusion through their skin, which is very vulnerable to contamination.)

Figure 16. The large Coast Manna Gum at Packer Park.

8.3 Glenhuntly Railway Reserve
Some remnant indigenous understorey remains in a strip on the eastern side of the train tracks
immediately south of the Glenhuntly Station platform. In a 1994 botanical survey by Mr Damien
Cook, this verge was perhaps the best remnant of indigenous wildflowers in Glen Eira. Among
the species were Running Postman, two species of bluebell, two species of bindweed and three
species of wattle in abundance. Long-term local resident, Mr Paul Caine, recalls the rail reserve
being subject to regular burning until c. 1983, which would have encouraged wildflowers.
In 2017, little of the native vegetation remains. Regular, indiscriminate herbicide spraying has
killed the wildflowers and favoured weeds including cotoneasters and Canary Island palms; nearly
all the wattles have all been removed; and a footpath along Royal Av has been constructed through
the eastern fringe of the strip. The only remaining indigenous plants that could be found in this
study were two Hedge Wattles (Acacia paradoxa), one Jersey Cudweed (Helichrysum
luteoalbum), some Wattle Mat-rush (Lomandra filiformis) and small numbers of three common
native grasses (Microlaena stipoides, Rytidosperma fulvum and Rytidosperma racemosum). The
extent of native vegetation has contracted to a strip 50 m long and up to 3 m wide, from opposite
Waratah Av to the next rail gantry south.
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8.4 Booran Reserve
The newly created park, Booran Reserve in Glen Huntly, includes recent plantings of groundcover
plants (mostly indigenous species) and three rows of Australian native trees to create an ‘urban
forest’ in a fenced enclosure (Figure 17). It also retains an impressive, medium sized, planted
River Red Gum on the northern edge.
The groundcover plantings will soon attract a range of indigenous and introduced invertebrates
such as bees and hover-flies. It is planned that understorey species will be planted beneath the
rows of trees to improve the habitat provided by the urban forest. Without the understorey, the
trees (Kanooka and Red Ironbark) will attract only common urban birds and insects, e.g. Rainbow
Lorikeets, Magpies and Little Ravens, which are already abundant in the area.
In the mulch beneath the rows of trees, three wild, indigenous groundcover plants have
volunteered themselves: two Variable Willow-herbs (Epilobium billardierianum subspecies
cinereum) and one Pale Rush (Juncus pallidus). They are vulnerable to being sprayed with
herbicide as part of general weed control. The main weeds present are Soursob (Oxalis pescaprae), Couch (Cynodon dactylon), Wandering Trad (Tradescantia fluminensis), Panic Veldtgrass (Ehrharta erecta), Cat’s Ear (Hypochaeris radicata) and Sweet Pittosporum (Pittosporum
undulatum). Only the first three of these have potential to be a protracted problem.

Figure 17. The new ‘urban forest’ at Booran Reserve.
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9. Community Contributions to Biodiversity
9.1 Providing Habitat
Glen Eira is a patchwork of habitats, as described in Section 6.2 (p. 14). While some wild
indigenous flora and fauna cannot spread far from a ‘biodiversity hotspot’, others can exist in, or
even rely on, habitat around homes. For example, Garden Skinks can survive around houses (with
no cats), Blue-banded Bees visit flowers in gardens, and Brown Thornbills spend their days
foraging from one shrubby garden to the next. Some animals rely on gardens and nature strips to
augment their core habitat in a hotspot, particularly in lean times. Some indigenous plant species
are mainly found these days in certain kinds of nature strip.
In these ways, the right kinds of nature strips and private gardens play a significant role in the
welfare and survival of quite a few indigenous plant and animal species. Let us consider how this
role can be improved by Glen Eira’s human community.
Firstly, trees are very important for most native birds and many insects, but not just any sort of
trees. As discussed in Section 6.2 (p. 14), a 2005 study of the bird communities of Melbourne’s
eastern and southeastern suburbs1 concluded that hotspots of remnant (wild) native vegetation are
vital for maintaining native bird communities and that Australian native trees can provide
important supplementary habitat. The authors went on:
‘Many of the benefits of native streetscapes for native birds, as outlined above, are not
realised in exotic [i.e. non-native] streetscapes, as evidenced by the findings of this study.
Considering the benefits of native streetscapes for bird communities, the implementation of
effective strategies and incentives that encourage the planting of native vegetation in
streetscapes and gardens should be paramount. This should include the full complement of
vegetation life-forms from ground covers to trees. Furthermore, it is likely that the planting
of indigenous vegetation would be more beneficial for bird communities by providing
resources more closely resembling those of park remnants. Recher (2003) suggests that
retaining all remaining native vegetation should be paramount for future restoration
actions.’
The habitat that Australian native trees provide for native insects has been shown to be superior
to non-native trees in Perth2, and that finding can reasonably be extrapolated to Glen Eira. Native
reptiles are very dependent on an appropriate type of leaf litter for their habitat 3, and it is clear
that most non-native trees provide a quite different leaf litter, and with different seasonality, than
the trees that have co-evolved with native reptiles.
These research findings provide a clear pointer to the types of trees that people can plant to best
support the native bird communities: indigenous species are best, other Australian natives next,
and other species are of least benefit (or often none at all). A similar conclusion can be reached
regarding shrubs.
Sadly, urban redevelopment is leaving less and less space for trees to be retained. That makes it
even more important to take opportunities to plant the right sorts of trees and shrubs where space
is available, and to give existing trees adequate care and Arboricultural maintenance.
1

White J.G., Antos M.J, Fitzsimons J.A. and Palmer G.C. (2005). Non-uniform bird assemblages in urban environments: the influence of streetscape vegetation. Landscape and Urban Planning 71: 123-135.
2
Bhullar S. and Majer J. (2000). Arthropods on street trees: a food resource for wildlife. Pacific Conservation Biology
6: 171-173.
3
Jellinek S., Driscoll D.A. and Kirkpatrick J.B. (2004). Environmental and vegetation variables have a greater
influence than habitat fragmentation in structuring lizard communities in remnant urban bushland. Austral Ecology
29: 294-304.
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It is also important to note that small insect-eating birds do not persist in the absence of a shrub
layer that provides them with cover from predators, including pets.
Exotic shrubs and certain Australian native shrubs with prolific nectar production tend to favour
aggressive Red Wattlebirds, Noisy Miners or Rainbow Lorikeets, leading to displacement of small
insect-eating birds. Loss of small insect-eating birds may lead to outbreaks of insect pests and
consequent tree dieback.
The following are some of the best plant species to plant for providing habitat for indigenous
fauna. Information about the indigenous species and their growing requirements can be found in
the book, ‘Flora of Melbourne’ 4.
Indigenous trees

Allocasuarina verticillata (Drooping Sheoak) – a medium tree
Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River Red Gum) – only with plenty of space around it
Eucalyptus melliodora (Yellow Box) – needs substantial space
Indigenous shrubs

Acacia longifolia var. sophorae (Coast Wattle) – medium shrub
Acacia paradoxa (Hedge Wattle) – lots of bright flowers, and prickly to give birds cover
Bossiaea cinerea (Showy Bossiaea) – showy yellow and red flowers in early spring
Bursaria spinosa (Sweet Bursaria) – copious white flowers in summer, good for butterflies
Epacris impressa (Common Heath) – flowers in autumn–spring, attracting insects & spinebills
Goodenia ovata (Hop Goodenia) – small shrub with yellow flowers in much of the year
Indigofera australis (Austral Indigo) – very showy magenta flowers, early in spring
Kunzea leptospermoides / ericoides (Burgan) – large shrub; copious white flowers in summer
Leptospermum myrsinoides (Heath Tea-tree) – small, sparse shrub with white to pink flowers
Ozothamnus ferrugineus (Tree Everlasting) – medium shrub with white ‘cauliflower’ flowers
Solanum laciniatum (Large Kangaroo Apple) – showy purple flowers for much of the year
Non-indigenous trees

Eucalyptus leucoxylon (Yellow Gum, or Blue Gum in S.A.) – forms vary from small to large
Non-indigenous shrubs

Acacia species (wattles)
Buddleja davidii (Butterfly Bush) – from China, but excellent for native butterflies
Grevillea species
Melaleuca species (paperbarks and honey-myrtles)

Apart from planting, residents can improve habitat by:
• Keeping cats away from birds;
• Preventing dogs from chasing birds in parks, particularly waterbirds when they are nesting;
• Not feeding butcherbirds, currawongs, magpies or other species that eat the young of smaller
birds, as that causes the predators to breed up and kill more prey;
• Not leaving pet food or food scraps outdoors where foxes can get it (which increases their
breeding rate and population density);
• Installing a ‘bee hotel’ for native bees;

4

Bull M. and others (2014). ‘Flora of Melbourne’, 4th edition. Hyland House. 608 pp.
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• If lizards are present, leaving a roof tile, small pile of sticks or other cover for them to hide
under;
• Creating a ‘frog bog’ if frogs are known to occur nearby (see below).
However, note that it is cruel and counterproductive to entice wildlife to a place where they may
be caught by pets.
For more information about providing habitat in private gardens, search the internet for ‘guide to
backyard biodiversity’.

9.2 Citizen Science
As noted in Section 5, bird observers have done an excellent job in documenting Glen Eira’s
birdlife, but information about frogs, lizards and microbats is woefully scarce. The best
opportunity to correct the deficiency for frogs and lizards is through a coordinated campaign of
community searching and recording, or ‘citizen science’.
The campaign would be run during the warmer months of the year, when frogs and lizards are
active. Glen Eira City Council is the ideal organisation to coordinate such a campaign.
There are some excellent online resources and smartphone apps for the general public to learn
how to find and identify fauna, and submit observations and photographs to online databases.
For frogs, the best option for the Glen Eira community is probably the Melbourne Water Frog
Census app for smartphones – see www.melbournewater.com.au/frogcensus. It allows users to
make a sound recording of frog calls and submit the recording and associated information to
Melbourne Water. An expert will then identify the frog (or confirm the submitter’s identification)
and enter the observation into both a Melbourne Water database and the Atlas of Living Australia.
The app and various other online resources can help people identify frogs for themselves and
show the discoveries that others in the community are making.
Searching for lizards and identifying them has to be done differently, as the process is visual rather
than aural and there is no analog to the Melbourne Water Frog Census. Searching may involve
setting out roof tiles (or similar) to entice lizards to hide underneath, and then checking at times
when the lizards are likely to be there. Gloves and care are important for avoiding injury from
spiders or other hazardous animals that may hide under the tiles or anywhere that lizards are
sought. Once lizards are detected, either incidentally or by searching, it is best to take photographs
in the hope of capturing identifying features that can be quite subtle in skinks. The Museum of
Victoria’s website is a good resource for identifying lizards. Details and photographs of a lizard
observation can be easily submitted to the Atlas of Living Australia through its website. Council
could set up a ‘project’ within the Atlas of Living Australia to allow participants to readily see
what each other are discovering, and to build a sense of group ownership of the information being
gathered.
Gathering data about microbats is more difficult. The usual professional methods are trapping and
analysis of ultra-high-frequency sound recordings, neither of which is feasible for citizen science.
An alternative that is more feasible but less thorough would be to erect ‘bat boxes’ – similar to
nest boxes but designed for roosting bats – and periodically check whether microbats occupy
them. Care must be taken to avoid hazardous climbing, handling of animals or allowing feral bees
to occupy a bat box. If and where microbats are found to occupy a bat box, a professional could
be called upon to identify the species and use the usual professional methods to determine whether
other species are in the area.
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Invertebrates such as butterflies, bees and beetles could also be surveyed by citizen science. The
Museum of Victoria’s Bowerbird website (www.bowerbird.org.au) is probably the best resource
to use for that purpose. Data submitted through Bowerbird and then verified is channelled into the
Atlas of Living Australia.
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Appendix A - Indigenous Plant Species Inventory
The table below lists the indigenous species that were seen growing wild in Glen Eira during the present
study. The list includes mosses, liverworts, ferns and flowering plants. Additional species that have been
recorded prior are tabulated immediately after the list below.
Within each of the major plant groups in the list, species are ordered alphabetically according to the names
adopted by the National Herbarium of Victoria.
The eight columns to the right of the species names refer to the sites in Chapter 7. The abundance of each
species in each site, as recorded in 2017, is represented in those columns by the following symbols:
– Scarce, to the extent of being at risk of dying out from the site;
✓ Present in moderate numbers, not dominant within a vegetation stratum;
D Dominant (or sharing dominance) within the relevant vegetation stratum, at least in some areas;
M Many individuals but with too little cover to be dominant in the relevant vegetation stratum.
A question mark in a cell indicates that all of the species at the site are of uncertain origin – natural, planted
or descendants of planted plants. Where there is a mixture of planted and natural individuals of a species,
the abundance indicated is for the natural plants only. The final column indicates other locations where the
species were seen.

Mosses and Liverworts
Breutelia affinis
Campylopus clavatus
Campylopus introflexus
Chiloscyphus semiteres
?Eurhynchium praelongum
Hypnum cupressiforme
Lunularia cruciata
Polytrichum juniperinum
Rosulabryum billarderi
Thuidiopsis furfurosa
Tortula ?antarctica
Fern
Pteridium esculentum

Trees
Acacia implexa
Acacia mearnsii
Acacia melanoxylon
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus × studleyensis
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Eucalyptus melliodora

Common Breutelia
Broody Swan-neck Moss ✓
Heath Star Moss –
Green Worms ✓
Common Feather-moss

Austral Bracken D

Lightwood
D ✓? ✓?
Black Wattle
– ✓ ✓?
Blackwood ✓? ✓ ✓
Swamp Gum
✓?
Studley Park Gum
✓ ✓
River Red Gum
Yellow Box
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Yarra Yarra Golf Course

Glen Huntly Rwy Station

Rippon Lea Estate

Other

✓ ✓

Common Hypnum D
Moonwort
Common Juniper-moss –
Common Thread-moss ✓
Golden Weft-moss
a moss
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Caulfield Racecourse

remainder of Boyd Park

Boyd Park Sanctuary

Common name

Elsternwick rwy reserve

Scientific name

Moorabbin Reservoir

The Known Wild Indigenous Species of Glen Eira in 2017

Probably more widespread
Nature strip at dead end of
Nina Ct, Bentleigh East
✓

Scattered widely
lawn, Wilson St, M’beena
Nature strip of Nina Ct,
Bentleigh East
–

Nature strip at dead end of
Nina Ct, Bentleigh East;
beside rwy line near
Nepean Hwy

1 at Brighton Cemetery
Scattered thinly & widely
1 only, near Labassa
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–? –?
✓? –?

Eucalyptus viminalis ssp. pryoriana Coast Manna Gum
Melaleuca ericifolia
Swamp Paperbark ✓

Goodenia ovata
Ozothamnus ferrugineus
Pultenaea dentata
Solanum laciniatum

✓
Hop Goodenia
Tree Everlasting –? –?
Clustered Bush-pea
Large Kangaroo Apple

Climber
Clematis decipiens
Muellerina eucalyptoides

a small-leafed clematis
Creeping Mistletoe

Einadia nutans
Geranium sp. 2
Kennedia prostrata
Lobelia anceps

–

1 found on rwy embankment near Heywood St
Has potential to be weedy
One only, near William St
✓

Kidney-weed

Nature strip at dead end of
Nina Ct, Bentleigh East

✓

5

–
Only on North Rd median,
Ormond
–

Common Spike-rush
Common Love-grass ✓
Thatch Saw-sedge

Juncus amabilis
Hollow Rush
Juncus australis
Austral Rush
Juncus bufonius
Toad Rush
Juncus pallidus
Pale Rush
Juncus sarophorus
Broom Rush
Juncus subsecundus
Finger Rush
Juncus usitatus
Rush
Lachnagrostis filiformis
Common Blown Grass
Lepidosperma concavum
Sand-hill Sword-sedge
Lomandra filiformis5
Wattle Mat-rush
Lomandra longifolia subsp. longifolia
Spiny-headed Mat-rush
Lomandra nana
Dwarf Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides
Weeping Grass

Will probably occur spontaneously in many places

–

Grassy species (in the order Poales)
Austrostipa mollis
a Spear-grass M M
Austrostipa scabra
Rough Spear-grass
Eleocharis acuta
Eragrostis brownii
Gahnia radula

Yarra Yarra Golf Course

–

✓
 –

Nodding Saltbush – ✓
✓
Variable Crane’s-bill
Running Postman –?
Angled Lobelia  

Other
Springthorpe Gardens

–?

Shrubs
Acacia longifolia subsp. sophorae
Coast Wattle
–?
Acacia paradoxa
Hedge Wattle M? –?
Bossiaea cinerea
Showy Bossiaea
–
Bursaria spinosa
Sweet Bursaria –? M ✓ ✓?
Cassinia arcuata
Drooping Cassinia
–? –?

Creepers and Scramblers
Dichondra repens

Glen Huntly Rwy Station

Rippon Lea Estate

Caulfield Racecourse

remainder of Boyd Park

Boyd Park Sanctuary

Common name

Elsternwick rwy reserve

Scientific name

Moorabbin Reservoir

The Known Wild Indigenous Species of Glen Eira in 2017

✓

Also on rwy batter at
Woodville Av Glen Huntly
–
D?

✓ ✓
✓ ✓ M M
D
✓?
 
✓?
 ✓ ✓ ✓
D
✓ D ✓ ✓  ✓
–
–

–

–
–

✓ ✓

✓

–

–

Booran Res; wasteland

Common on drying mud

persists in some lawns

Lomandra filiformis in Glen Eira mostly comprises intermediates between the two recognised subspecies.
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Aquatic and Semi-aquatic Species
Alternanthera denticulata
Lesser Joyweed
Crassula helmsii
Swamp Crassula
Landoltia punctata
Thin Duckweed
Lemna disperma
Common Duckweed
Myriophyllum verrucosum
Red Water-milfoil
Persicaria decipiens
Slender Knotweed
Persicaria lapathifolia
Pale Knotweed
Phragmites australis
Common Reed
Potamogeton ochreatus
Blunt Pondweed
Typha orientalis
Cumbungi
Wolffia australiana
Tiny Duckweed
Others
Cotula australis
Common Cotula
Crassula decumbens
Spreading Crassula
Dysphania pumilio
Clammy Goosefoot
Dianella revoluta group
Black-anther Flax-lily
Dianella ?tasmanica
Tasman Flax-lily
Epilobium billardierianum subsp. cinereum
Variable Willow-herb
Epilobium hirtigerum
Hairy Willow-herb
Helichrysum luteoalbum
Jersey cudweed
Lythrum hyssopifolia
Small Loosestrife
Microtis parviflora
Slender Onion-orchid
Pimelea curviflora
Curved Rice-flower
Pterostylis curta
Trim Greenhood
Pterostylis nutans
Nodding Greenhood
Pterostylis pedunculata
Maroonhood

–
D M
✓
✓ – ✓ ✓
✓ M

Yarra Yarra Golf Course

Glen Huntly Rwy Station

Rippon Lea Estate

Caulfield Racecourse

remainder of Boyd Park

Boyd Park Sanctuary

Common name

Rytidosperma caespitosum
Common Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma fulvum
Leafy Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma geniculatum
Kneed Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma racemosum
Clustered Wallaby-grass
Rytidosperma setaceum
Bristly Wallaby-grass
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani
River Club-rush
Schoenus apogon
Common Bog-rush
Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass

Elsternwick rwy reserve

Scientific name

Moorabbin Reservoir

The Known Wild Indigenous Species of Glen Eira in 2017

–

Other
North Rd median, Ormond

–
–
North Rd median, Ormond
–? –
M

D ✓
 

✓
–
✓
M

 

✓
M
✓
D
D

 

✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
–
✓ 
✓
D ✓?
–?
–
–

✓

– 
 –
–
✓ ✓
–
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M
M
✓ –


North Rd median, Ormond
Probably in nature strips

–

Booran Reserve; May
volunteer on wasteland
Volunteers on drying mud
Volunteers on wasteland
Volunteers on drying mud

Naturalised in a Glen
Huntly garden, rescued in
1995 from Caulfield Nth
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Previously Recorded Wild Indigenous Species of Glen Eira
Scientific name

Common name

Last
record Location

Mosses and Liverworts
Bryum pachytheca
a moss
Ditrichum difficile
a moss
Gemmabryum pachythecum Acorn-fruited Thread-moss
Tayloria octoblepharum
Dung Moss
Thuidium cymbifolium
Eastern Weft-moss
Ferns & Fern Allies
Lindsaea linearis
Selaginella uliginosa

1886
1884
1886
1886
1886

Murrumbeena
Murrumbeena
Murrumbeena
Near Murrumbeena, on dung
Murrumbeena

Screw Fern pre 1904 Caulfield
Swamp Selaginella
1914 ‘Glenhuntly along Rosstown line’

Other
Acacia oxycedrus
Spike Wattle
1903
Acaena echinata/ovina
Sheep’s Burr c. 2002
Acaena novae-zelandiae
Bidgee-widgee
1992
Apodasmia brownii
Coarse Twine-rush undated
Arthropodium strictum
Chocolate Lily
1992
Allocasuarina paradoxa
Green Sheoak
1934
Brachyscome parvula
Coast Daisy
1902
Caesia parviflora
Pale Grass-lily c. 1900
Centipeda cunninghamii
Common Sneezeweed
1902
Centrolepis aristata
Pointed Centrolepis
1887
Convolvulus erubescens group
Pink Bindweed
1994
Convolvulus remotus
Grassy Bindweed
1994
Correa reflexa var. reflexa
Common Correa
1903
Corybas incurvus
Slaty Helmet-orchid
1886
Cotula coronopifolia
Water Buttons
1902
Cynoglossum suaveolens
Sweet Hound’s-tongue
1885
Daviesia latifolia
Hop Bitter-pea c. 1900
Daviesia ulicifolia
Gorse Bitter-pea
1902
Dillwynia glaberrima
Smooth Parrot-pea
1911
Drosera glanduligera
Scarlet Sundew
1886
Drosera macrantha
Climbing Sundew
1903
Drosera pygmaea
Pygmy Sundew
1902
Drosera spatulata
Spoon-leaf Sundew
1884
Epacris impressa
Common Heath
1891
Glossodia major
Wax-lip Orchid
1900
Gompholobium huegelii
Common Wedge-pea
1902
Goodenia geniculata
Bent Goodenia
1902
Goodenia humilis
Swamp Goodenia
1902
Hakea decurrens
Bushy Needlewood
1903
Hardenbergia violacea
Purple Coral-pea
1903
Isolepis producta
Nutty Club-rush undated
Juncus caespiticius
Grassy Rush
1873
Juncus holoschoenus
Jointed Rush
1887
Leptorhynchos squamatus
Scaly Buttons
1903
Leptorhynchos tenuifolius
Wiry Buttons
1902
Lindsaea linearis
Screw Fern pre 1900
Lobelia pratioides
Poison Lobelia
1897
Melaleuca squarrosa
Scented Paperbark
1889
Myriophyllum crispatum
Upright Water-milfoil
1887
Orthoceras strictum
Horned Orchid
1896
Ottelia ovalifolia
Swamp Lily
1889
Oxalis exilis
Shady Wood-sorrel
1902
Oxalis perennans
Grassland Wood-sorrel
1994
Patersonia occidentalis
Long Purple-flag
1884
Pentapogon quadrifidus
Five-awned Spear-grass c. 1900?
Pimelea humilis
Common Rice-flower c. 2002
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Glen Huntly
Rwy cutting beside Riddell Pde
Boyd Park Sanctuary
Caulfield
Boyd Park Sanctuary
South Caulfield
Glen Huntly and Murrumbeena
Caulfield
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Glen Huntly
Glen Huntly Railway Station
Glen Huntly Railway Station
Glen Huntly
Murrumbeena
‘Rosstown, Caulfield’
Caulfield
Caulfield
Murrumbeena
Caulfield
Elsternwick
Glen Huntly
Glen Huntly
Caulfield
Caulfield
Caulfield South
Caulfield & Murrumbeena
Glen Huntly & Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Caulfield, Glen Huntly & Rosstown
Glen Huntly
Glen Huntly
Caulfield
Caulfield
Caulfield
Glen Huntly
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Caulfield
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Caulfield
Caulfield
Murrumbeena
Caulfield (swamp)
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Glen Huntly Railway Station
Caulfield
Caulfield
Rwy cutting beside Riddell Pde
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Scientific name
Plantago varia
Pterostylis nana
Pterostylis pedoglossa
Poa sieberiana
Ricinocarpos pinifolius
Schoenus nitens
Sebaea albidiflora
Senecio squarrosus
Stylidium despectum
Thelionema caespitosum
Trachymene composita
Tricoryne elatior
Triglochin striata
Utricularia dichotoma
Viminaria juncea
Wahlenbergia communis
Wahlenbergia luteola
Wurmbea dioica
Xanthosia huegelii
Xanthorrhoea minor
Xyris gracilis

Page 73

Common name
Variable Plantain
Dwarf Greenhood
Prawn Greenhood
Grey Tussock-grass
Wedding Bush
Shiny Bog-rush
White Sebaea
Leafy Fireweed
Small Triggerplant
Tufted Blue-lily
Parsnip Trachymene
Yellow Rush-lily
Streaked Arrow-grass
Fairies’ Aprons
Golden Spray
Tufted Bluebell
Yellowish Bluebell
Common Early Nancy
Heath Xanthosia
Small Grass-tree
Slender Yellow-eye

Last
record
1885
c. 1870?
1922
1902
c. 1900
1884
1888
1903
1897
1887
1886
1992
1902
1884
1992
1994
1994
1903
1882
1902
1902
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Location
Caulfield
Caulfield
Carnegie
Glen Huntly
Caulfield
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Glen Huntly
Glen Huntly
Glen Huntly
Caulfield
Caulfield & Glen Huntly
Boyd Park Sanctuary
Rosstown (Murrumbeena)
Caulfield
Boyd Park Sanctuary (planted?)
Glen Huntly Railway Station
Glen Huntly Railway Station
Glen Huntly
Caulfield
Murrumbeena
Caulfield & Glen Huntly
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Appendix B - Environmental Weed Inventory
The table below lists all species of introduced plant species that were seen in this study in situations where
they appeared to be causing the loss of indigenous plants or preventing them from establishing. Introduced
species will inevitably volunteer themselves in places where conditions have been made intolerable for
indigenous plants, but that only makes them symptoms of environmental change, not causes. Only species
that appear to be causing change are included here.

Acacia longifolia subsp. longifolia
Sallow Wattle
Agrostis capillaris
Brown-top Bent
Aira caryophyllea
Silvery Hair-grass
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Sweet Vernal-grass
Avena barbata
Bearded Oat
Brassica fruticulosa
Twiggy Turnip
Briza maxima
Large Quaking-grass
Bromus catharticus
Prairie Grass
Bromus diandrus
Great Brome
Cenchrus clandestinus
Kikuyu
Chamaecytisus palmensis
Tree Lucerne
Chrysanthemoides monilifera ssp. monilifera Boneseed
Cortaderia selloana
Pampas Grass
Cotoneaster glaucophyllus
Cotoneaster
Cotoneaster pannosus
Cotoneaster
Cynodon dactylon var. dactylon
Couch
Cyperus congestus
Dense Flat-sedge
Cyperus eragrostis
Drain Flat-sedge
Ehrharta erecta
Panic Veldt-grass
Ehrharta longiflora
Annual Veldt-grass
Eragrostis curvula
African Love-grass
Erigeron sumatrensis
Fleabane
Euphorbia ?lathyris
Caper Spurge
Foeniculum vulgare
Fennel
Fraxinus angustifolia
Desert Ash
Galenia pubescens
Galenia
Galium aparine
Cleavers
Genista monspessulana
Montpellier Broom
Hedera helix
Ivy
Hypericum tetrapterum Square-stem St John’s Wort
Hypochaeris radicata
Cat’s Ear
Juncus articulatus
Jointed Rush
Ligustrum lucidum
Large-leafed Privet
Lycium ferocissimum
African Box-thorn
Oxalis pes-caprae
Soursob
Paspalum distichum
Water Couch
Phoenix canariensis
Canary Island Date Palm
Pittosporum undulatum
Sweet Pittosporum
Romulea rosea
Common Onion-grass

Moorabbin Reservoir

remainder of Boyd Park

Boyd Park Sanctuary

Glen Huntly Rwy Station

Common name

Elsternwick rwy reserve

Scientific name

Caulfield Racecourse

The table is to be interpreted the same as Appendix A except for the additional feature that red cells indicate
the most serious threats to indigenous flora.

Other

✓
✓
✓
M
–
✓
M
–

✓ ✓
–
✓ D
–
✓
M

D
–

✓
–
–

✓

M
D
D D ✓
–
✓

widespread as lawn & a weed
✓ M ✓
✓

D

Very common throughout
North Rd, Ormond

✓

–
✓

✓
–

✓

–
✓
✓

✓
–
✓

Rippon Lea lake
✓

–
–
✓

✓

–
–
D D
D
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–

–
✓
✓

–

Rubus anglocandicans
Salpichroa origanifolia
Setaria parviflora
Sporobolus africanus
Ulex europaeus
Vicia sativa
Vulpia bromoides
Vulpia myuros
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Oxalis corniculata

Blackberry –
Pampas Lily-of-the-Valley
✓
Slender Pigeon Grass
Rat-tail Grass D
Gorse (Furze)
Common Vetch
Squirrel-tail Fescue
Rat’s-tail Fescue
White Arum Lily
Creeping Wood-sorrel
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Moorabbin Reservoir

remainder of Boyd Park

Boyd Park Sanctuary

Common name

Glen Huntly Rwy Station

Scientific name

Elsternwick rwy reserve
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Caulfield Racecourse
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Other

–
Rail reserves
✓
✓
–
✓
✓ M
–

✓
–

+
Probably common in Jul-Dec
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Appendix C - Fauna Inventory
The following table lists the wild vertebrate species that are believed to occur in Glen Eira, at least
occasionally. The second column indicates the most recent year of a reliable record of each species. The
last column summarises how well represented each species is within Glen Eira, as inferred by the author,
assisted by very experienced bird observer and Glen Eira resident, Mr Lewis Hiller.
An asterisk before a species’ name indicates that it is introduced. Species are ordered according to the
taxonomic sequence presently used by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning. Names
in bold are listed by the department as rare or threatened on a state-wide scale.
Latest
Scientific name. Year Status in Glen Eira

Common name
Mammals

Common Brushtail Possum
Common Ringtail Possum
Grey-headed Flying-fox
*Red Fox
*European Rabbit
*House Mouse
*Brown Rat
*Black Rat

Trichosurus vulpecula
Pseudocheirus peregrinus
Pteropus poliocephalus
Canis vulpes
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Mus musculus
Rattus norvegicus
Rattus rattus

2017
2017
2003
2015
2017
2017
1998
2017

Abundant in suburbia
Abundant in suburbia
Probably common in some seasons
Abundant in suburbia
Localised, e.g. Moorabbin Reservoir
Abundant in suburbia
Probably common
Abundant in suburbia

Frogs

Common Froglet
Crinia signifera 2016 Localised, e.g. Packer Park
Southern Bullfrog (Pobblebonk) Limnodynastes dumerilii 2016 Rare
Southern Brown Tree Frog
Litoria ewingii 2017 Rare
Reptiles

Marbled Gecko
Garden Skink

Phyllodactylus marmoratus 2016 Rarely noticed but possibly common.
Probably absent at colonisation.
Lampropholis guichenoti 2017 Uncertain

Fish

Shortfin Eel
*Common (or European) Carp
*Mosquitofish

Anguilla australis 2017 Possibly confined to Elster Ck area
Cyprinus carpio 2017 Reportedly common in lakes
Gambusia holbrooki 2017 Uncertain

Birds

Blue-billed Duck
Oxyura australis
Black Swan
Cygnus atratus
*Greylag Goose
Anser anser
*Domestic ducks (various breeds)
Australian Wood Duck
Chenonetta jubata
*Mallard
Anas platyrhynchos
Pacific Black Duck
Anas superciliosa
Grey Teal
Anas gracilis
Chestnut Teal
Anas castanea
Hardhead
Aythya australis
Australasian Grebe
Tachybaptus novaehollandiae
Hoary-headed Grebe
Poliocephalus poliocephalus
Darter
Anhinga melanogaster
Little Pied Cormorant
Phalacrocorax melanoleucos
Pied Cormorant
Phalacrocorax varius
Little Black Cormorant
Phalacrocorax sulcirostris
Great Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo
Australian Pelican
Pelecanus conspicillatus
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2014
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2015
2017
2015
2015
2017
2015
2016
2017
2017

Transient; a rare visitor
Transient; an occasional visitor
Resident at Caulfield Park
Resident at Caulfield Park
Common near waterbodies
Resident at Caulfield Park
Common near waterbodies
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor to Yarra Yarra GC
Regularly at waterbodies
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor
Regularly at waterbodies
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor
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Common name
Scientific name.
White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae
White-necked Heron
Ardea pacifica
Great Egret
Ardea alba
Intermediate Egret
Ardea intermedia
Cattle Egret
Ardea ibis
Nankeen Night Heron
Nycticorax caledonicus
Australian White Ibis
Threskiornis molucca
Straw-necked Ibis
Threskiornis spinicollis
Yellow-billed Spoonbill
Platalea flavipes
Black-shouldered Kite
Elanus axillaris
Square-tailed Kite
Lophoictinia isura
Black Kite
Milvus migrans
Whistling Kite
Haliastur sphenurus
White-bellied Sea-Eagle
Haliaeetus leucogaster
Spotted Harrier
Circus assimilis
Swamp Harrier
Circus approximans
Brown Goshawk
Accipiter fasciatus
Collared Sparrowhawk
Accipiter cirrhocephalus
Wedge-tailed Eagle
Aquila audax
Little Eagle
Hieraaetus morphnoides
Brown Falcon
Falco berigora
Australian Hobby
Falco longipennis
Black Falcon
Falco subniger
Peregrine Falcon
Falco peregrinus
Nankeen Kestrel
Falco cenchroides
Purple Swamphen
Porphyrio porphyrio
Dusky Moorhen
Gallinula tenebrosa
Eurasian Coot
Fulica atra
Masked Lapwing
Vanellus miles
Pacific Gull
Larus pacificus
Silver Gull
Larus novaehollandiae
unidentified tern species (overhead)
*Rock Dove
Columba livia
*Spotted Dove
Spilopelia chinensis
Common Bronzewing
Phaps chalcoptera
Brush Bronzewing
Phaps elegans
Crested Pigeon
Ocyphaps lophotes
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus funereus
Gang-gang Cockatoo
Callocephalon fimbriatum
Galah
Cacatua roseicapilla
Long-billed Corella
Cacatua tenuirostris
Little Corella
Cacatua sanguinea
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Cacatua galerita
Rainbow Lorikeet
Trichoglossus haematodus
Scaly-breasted Lorikeet Trichoglossus chlorolepidotus
Musk Lorikeet
Glossopsitta concinna
Little Lorikeet
Glossopsitta pusilla
Purple-crowned Lorikeet Glossopsitta porphyrocephala
Australian King-Parrot
Alisterus scapularis
Crimson Rosella
Platycercus elegans
Eastern Rosella
Platycercus eximius
Swift Parrot
Lathamus discolor
Red-rumped Parrot
Psephotus haematonotus
Fan-tailed Cuckoo
Cacomantis flabelliformis
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Latest
Year
2017
2017
2017
2010
2014
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2015
2017
2015
2015
2017
2017
2016
2015
2017
2017
2017
2015
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2015
2017
2017
2016
2014
2017
2017
2015
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2015
2017
2017
2016
2015
2016
2017
2015
2017
2001

Status in Glen Eira
Regularly at waterbodies
Rare visitor, with irruptions
Occasional visitor
Rare visitor
Rare visitor, not really indigenous
Breeding; Regularly at waterbodies
Common in flight and on open grass
Common in flight and on open grass
Rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Vagrant
Rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Vagrant, only flying over
Rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Widespread; moderately common
Rare visitor
Rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Occasional visitor, mainly flying over
Widespread; moderately common
Vagrant
Localised but not rare
Transient visitor; no suitable habitat
Regularly at waterbodies
Occasional visitor to waterbodies
Occasional visitor to waterbodies
Common around open grass
Moderately common
A common urban bird
Vagrant; no suitable habitat
A common urban bird
A common urban bird
Occasional visitor; no suitable habitat
Very rare vagrant; no suitable habitat
A common urban bird
Occasional visitor
Rare visitor
A fairly common urban bird
Occasional visitor
Becoming fairly common
No longer rare
A common urban bird
Rare visitor
A common nomad of flowering trees
Occasional visitor
Rare visitor
Rare visitor
Rare visitor
Common in areas with eucalypts
Pauses briefly during migration
Rare visitor
Vagrant
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Common name
Scientific name.
Common Koel
Eudynamys scolopacea
Barn Owl
Tyto alba
Tawny Frogmouth
Podargus strigoides
White-throated Needletail
Hirundapus caudacutus
Laughing Kookaburra
Dacelo novaeguineae
Sacred Kingfisher
Todiramphus sanctus
Spotted Pardalote
Pardalotus punctatus
Striated Pardalote
Pardalotus striatus
White-browed Scrubwren
Sericornis frontalis
Brown Thornbill
Acanthiza pusilla
Red Wattlebird
Anthochaera carunculata
Little Wattlebird
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Noisy Miner
Manorina melanocephala
White-plumed Honeyeater Lichenostomus penicillatus
New Holland Honeyeater Phylidonyris novaehollandiae
Eastern Spinebill
Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Scarlet Robin
Petroica multicolor
Pink Robin
Petroica rodinogaster
Golden Whistler
Pachycephala pectoralis
Grey Shrike-thrush
Colluricincla harmonica
Magpie-lark
Grallina cyanoleuca
Rufous Fantail
Rhipidura rufifrons
Grey Fantail
Rhipidura fuliginosa
Willie Wagtail
Rhipidura leucophrys
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike Coracina novaehollandiae
Grey Butcherbird
Cracticus torquatus
Australian Magpie
Gymnorhina tibicen
Pied Currawong
Strepera graculina
Grey Currawong
Strepera versicolor
Little Raven
Corvus mellori
*Skylark
Alauda arvensis
*House Sparrow
Passer domesticus
*Eurasian Tree Sparrow
Passer montanus
*European Greenfinch
Carduelis chloris
*European Goldfinch
Carduelis carduelis
Mistletoebird
Dicaeum hirundinaceum
Welcome Swallow
Hirundo neoxena
Tree Martin
Hirundo nigricans
Australian Reed-warbler
Acrocephalus stentoreus
Silvereye
Zosterops lateralis
*Common Blackbird
Turdus merula
*Song Thrush
Turdus philomelos
*Common Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
*Common Myna
Acridotheres tristis
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Latest
Year
2015
2011
2017
2017
2015
2014
2017
2016
2015
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2000
2013
2011
2012
2017
2017
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2000
2017
2001
2017
2015
2001
2017
2014
2016
2017
2017
2014
2017
2017

Status in Glen Eira
Rare visitor during migration
Rare
A common urban bird
Aerial; increasingly rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Vagrant
Rare; reliant on eucalypt cover
Vagrant
Rare and declining
Moderately common in leafier areas
A common urban bird
A common urban bird
A common urban bird
Declining, localised but not yet rare
Declining, localised but not yet rare
Declining, localised but not yet rare
Rare, transient visitor passing through
Occasional visitor; poor habitat
Rare visitor
Vagrant; no suitable habitat
A common urban bird
Transient presence during migration
Occasional visitor; no suitable habitat
Rare
Seasonally nomadic around Glen Eira
Widespread; not rare
A common urban bird
A common urban bird
Occasional visitor
A common urban bird
Rare visitor
Common in urban centres
Rare visitor
Not rare
Occasional visitor
Rare visitor (no mistletoe!)
Widespread; moderately common
Rare visitor
Occasional visitor
Seasonally nomadic around Glen Eira
A common urban bird
Rare visitor
A common urban bird
A common urban bird

Attachment 2: Summary of community and stakeholder consultation feedback
Feedback/suggestion
Broad commitment statements are
needed
The action plan relies on advocacy and
needs to be stronger.

General

Would like to see a plan around
reporting and progress on its
implementation.
Subset of species should be selected as
indicators of the health of the flora,
fauna, soil, fungus, water and air and
surveyed at regular intervals
Conduct assessment of biodiversity in
private property/ do more to protect
biodiversity in private property

Discussion
Contained in ESS, see section 6. Councils has
committed to : “Protect and enhance
biodiversity and public amenity in Glen Eira.”
Dr. Lorimer was commissioned to provide
Council with the Biodiversity report. He
identified the ‘hotspots’ for biodiversity in the
municipality. Many of these are not on Council
managed land and Council will need to
advocate and seek partnerships for protecting
biodiversity at these sites.
The actions from this plan will be reported on
through the Environmental Sustainability
Action Plan. This is reported on annually.
This will be incorporated into the citizen
science project.




Increase understanding of the
importance of indigenous and exotic
trees for urban wildlife

Large areas of private property (Rippon Lea
Estate, Caulfield Racecourse Reserve etc)
included in report
Residential areas not included, outside the
scope of the Biodiversity Report

Community education and citizen science
project included in Implementation Plan.
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Officer recommendation
Explanation of a link to ESS and other
relevant documents has been
included in the Implementation Plan.

Incorporate into existing ESS
reporting framework.
Incorporate suggestion

Assessing biodiversity in residential
property was beyond the scope of
this report. The protection of
vegetation on private property
should be considered as part of the
development of an Urban Forest
Strategy and the Classified Tree
Register.
Citizen science projects would also
help to capture some of this
information
Ongoing as part of Sustainability
Education Program.

Further work can be done around the
importance of linking habitats
Council to consider supporting an
active friends group

Subset of species should be selected as
indicators of the health of the flora,
fauna, soil, fungus, water and air and
surveyed at regular intervals
Provide professional development
opportunities to key Council staff
around biodiversity management
Increase the amount of information on
Council’s website of birds and other
fauna
Clarify the use of the term ‘wild’

Rippon Lea
Estate

Link BIP to state biodiversity plan
entitled Protecting Victoria’s
Environment – Biodiversity 2037
Include microbats, Grey‐headed Flying
Fox, frogs and insects in citizen science
projects
The National Trust welcomes the
opportunity to work in collaboration
with Council to enhance and protect
biodiversity at Rippon Lea where
appropriate. The Trust would be
pleased to work on education and
biodiversity projects with Council.

Incorporate suggestion in community
education and citizen science
projects
Council actively supports and promotes a
number of community volunteer organisations
that promote sustainability and we are open to
new partnership opportunities.
This will be incorporated into the citizen
science project.

Incorporate suggestion

Contained in ESS, see C4.2

A new guide to indigenous species and the
fauna that they attract has been developed and
will soon be on the website.
The term ‘wild’ is used in a certain context in
the Biodiversity Report

This suggestion will be incorporated in the
design of citizen science projects. Planned for
implementation in 2018‐19. Officers will work
with key stakeholders to design this project.
Officers will work with Rippon Lea to develop a
citizen science project and promote
biodiversity values.
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Incorporate suggestion and ensure
the term ‘wild’ is used in relation to
remnant vegetation in future
publications
Officers are aware of the plan but do
not feel it needs a specific reference
in the report or implementation plan.
Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Yarra Yarra
Golf Course

It would be great to see fauna surveys
and revegetation taking place

Caulfield
Racecourse
Reserve

Do not consider introducing frog
populations, due to low success rates
and risk of disease and focus instead
on protecting and enhancing habitat
Undertake survey of fish species

Caulfield
Park

In advocacy to DELWP, include the
planting of indigenous wetland and
heathland plant species in
revegetation works
DELWP have advised that the report
will be forwarded to the new
Racecourse Reserve Trust for
consideration as part of the Strategic
Management Plan.
Redesign and add more low‐medium
density indigenous plants in Aviary
Garden

Create small paths for children in
Aviary Garden
Ensure island in pond is always
vegetated to allow for nesting
More vegetation and less lawn
Remove brick/stone edging around
lake and create a vegetated and
gentler gradient to provide frog
habitat

Council will explore opportunities for further
surveys to be conducted at Yarra Yarra Golf
Course.
Introducing frogs is discussed in Biodiversity
Report

Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Can be included in a citizen science project if
access is possible.

Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Officers will include this in our advocacy to
DELWP.

Incorporate suggestion

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan
(Officers are currently reviewing the Caulfield
Park Masterplan. The recommendations from
the Biodiversity report and feedback from
residents will be considered in that process.
There will also be further opportunities for
residents to provide feedback.)
To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

Consider suggestion

Consider suggestion

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

Consider suggestion

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan
To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

Consider suggestion
Consider suggestion
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Officers do not recommend
introducing frog species to the
Caulfield Park lake.

Packer Park

Boyd Park

Large population of ducks and geese
are currently residing in lake which
deters native waterfowl
Refresh signage and conduct
community education on the
importance of not feeding bread to
ducks and geese
As exotic trees die off, replace them
with large indigenous trees
Consider installing nesting boxes in
trees to provide habitat for native
birds
Consider fencing sensitive pockets of
vegetation and frog habitat (ponds).
Packer Park has great potential for
urban wildlife. (more detail of
suggestions in submission)
Northern end of park should be dog
free
Southern end of park should be
managed more closely in terms of
weeding and retention of indigenous
species
Consider fencing sensitive pockets of
vegetation that support orchids
Expand on protective measures in
relation to orchids
Propagate orchid species
Improve connectivity within park to
support small birds

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

No action required

Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

Consider suggestion

To be considered in Caulfield Park Masterplan

Consider suggestion

Consider in Open Space Strategy Refresh (due
to be updated in 2018)

Consider suggestion

The Implementation Plan contains an action to
consider making this area of the park a dog on‐
leash area
Parks staff will implement the report’s
recommendations with particular regard to the
orchid species.

Incorporate this suggestion

Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Consider suggestion.

Consider suggestion

Incorporated in Implementation (see action
7.6)

Incorporate suggestion

Consider in Open Space Strategy Refresh (due
to be updated in 2018)
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Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.
Consider suggestion

Booran
Urban
Forest
Trees

Include frog habitat features

The planting of understorey vegetation is
included in the Implementation Plan

Incorporate this suggestion

Most species in the Street Tree
Planting Preferred Species Palette are
exotic and should be indigenous.

The Street Tree Planting Palette will be
reviewed as part of the Urban Forest Strategy.
Nature‐strip trees must meet with some
stringent criteria before being selected.
Whether exotic, native or indigenous, Council
selects the species that will perform best on
the nature‐strips.
Council will continue to advocate for the
protection of the River Red Gums at
Murrumbeena and Carnegie Stations to the
State Government. An advocacy campaign is
underway.

When updating the planting palette
biodiversity values will be
considered.

River Red Gums at Murrumbeena,
Hughesdale and Carnegie stations
need protection, especially in light of
nearby development

Included in Biodiversity

One River Red Gum at Hughesdale Station will
become Council’s asset following the Level
Crossing Removal – this will be protected and
maintained.
Place a vegetation protection overlay
on River Red Gums

Plant more indigenous trees, perhaps a
target of 10% of Council’s annual tree
planting

The River Red Gums at these stations are
subject to protection overlay but the State
Government Planning Minister can overrule
this protection.
Council is considering a Classified Tree register,
the Biodiversity report will be considered as
part of that process.
Council has committed to protect and over
time enhance remnant vegetation and other
plant native communities and trees in its
Environmental Sustainability Strategy and Open
Space Strategy. A stronger emphasis on
planting Indigenous trees could be considered
in the Urban Forest Strategy.
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Included in Biodiversity
Implementation Plan.

Consider suggestion

More work can be done on identifying
hollow bearing trees
Retain winter‐flowering trees as they
provide food for Swift Parrots
(Lathamus discolour), a species listed
as endangered
When lopping dead branches of trees
within Council‐owned land, leave 40cm
for Tawny Frogmouth (Podargus
strigoides) perches
Understorey More shrubs and prickly bushes in all
planting
parks and ovals to provide habitat for
small birds
Encourage the planting of indigenous
vegetation in laneways, schools and
kindergartens to create habitat
corridors
Fauna
Recognise the importance of other
habitat features, including logs,
boulders, rocks and leaf litter that
support a range of species
Grey‐headed Flying Fox (Pteropus
poliocephalus) listed as a vulnerable
species, this is not listed in the report
but has been seen in GE.
Include the recording of microbats in a
citizen science project
Promote the use of apps and other
online resources, such as Clean Air
Urban Landscape Hub App and
Bowerbird, for citizen science projects
Ensure that the difference between
native and non‐native fauna is clear,
for example Common Blackbirds
(Turdus merula)

This can be included in the citizen science
project.
This suggestion will be considered in Draft
Urban Forest Strategy and included in our
sustainability education activities.

Incorporate suggestion
Incorporate suggestion

Consider suggestion as part of
Council’s operations

Consider suggestion as part of
Council’s operations
Sustainability education with schools and
kindergartens is undertaken as part of our
current programs. This includes encouraging
the planting of indigenous vegetation.
This is included in Council’s Environmental
Sustainability Strategy.

Ongoing

These opportunities should be
maximised where possible.

Incorporate suggestion into citizen
science project.

Incorporate suggestion into citizen
science project.
Incorporate suggestion into citizen
science project.

Ensure this is made clear in
community education and citizen
science projects.
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Involve community in recording frogs
during spring and autumn using song
meters
Make use of data loggers or infra‐red
motion detector cameras in citizen
science projects
Include intervertebrates in future
studies
Reconsider the installation of bat
boxes, due to potential disease risk
Encourage residents to install nesting
boxes for parrots
Feral
animals

Cat curfews to protect fauna

Incorporate suggestion into citizen
science project.
Incorporate suggestion into citizen
science project.
Outside the scope of the Biodiversity Report

The Report recommends the use of bat boxes
to
Encouraging the community to build nest boxes
been part Sustainability Education activities in
the past and will continue.
This is not contained within the draft
Implementation Plan or any other Council plan.
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Consider suggestion in future
reports or include in citizen science
projects
Incorporate suggestion
Include suggestion as part of
Council’s existing Sustainability
Education Programs.
Implement a community education
campaign ‐ Safe Cat, Safe Wildlife

All Community and Stakeholder Feedback
Draft Biodiversity Implementation Plan
A total of 11 people completed the Have Your Say survey, 10 were online and one was hardcopy.
Many stakeholders made submissions including Christine Renowden, Zoologist & Leap Into Nature;
April Seymore, Port Phillip Eco Centre; Kerry Henningsen, Department of Environment, Land, Water
& Planning; Lewis Hiller, local resident and experienced bird watcher; Rob Scott, Naturelinks
Landscape Management and Jessica Hood, National Trust (Victoria).
The feedback is presented below.
Feedback received from Christina Renowden – Zoologist & Leap Into Nature
General comments on report:
















Overall, the report is highly detailed and encapsulates as much as is possible a good
summary of the ‘biodiversity’ in Glen Eira. I view the report more as a flora and fauna
assessment of Glen Eira, as the author stated, reporting on all aspects of biodiversity (i.e. all
living things from the genetics of individuals, through to microscopic organisms, bacteria,
fungi, plants and animals to the ecosystems they occur in), is a massive task.
In acknowledgements there is reference to thanking the ‘Boonerwrung’. This should be spelt
Boon Wurrung, see http://www.boonwurrung.org/
As stated by the author, the field work was not conducted in an optimal time of year for
detecting fauna and some flora species. Spring and early summer and autumn would be
more suitable.
I think the report demonstrates the importance of citizen science. This report was more of a
snapshot of flora and fauna. To have a more thorough investigation, more time would be
needed to target specific species at the right time of year.
The identification of ‘hotspots’ should be useful to Council to prioritise works in relation to
protection of the existing values and enhancement of habitat values if required.
More work could be done on identifying hollow‐bearing trees in Glen Eira. This could be
done through a citizen science project (City of Melbourne have done this). As some of our
indigenous bird species and possibly other hollow‐dependent fauna will make use of hollows
in non‐indigenous or exotic trees as well. It would be great to understand the possible
importance of exotic trees to urban wildlife in Glen Eira (e.g. for birds, possums, bats). This
could have been covered a bit more in the report.
Other habitat features that could be added into the mix are recognising the importance of
large woody debris (logs), boulders, rocks and leaf litter, for a range of species including
invertebrates, insects, frogs, skinks, birds.
The report made good mention of structural habitat requirements for small insectivorous
birds, such as Brown Thornbill, White‐browed Scrubwren and nectivorous birds such as
Eastern Spinebill. This should be considered for any future plantings.
Just a note on Hardheads, these are a diving duck species, so they need a reasonable depth
for foraging in wetlands. This is a species listed as Vulnerable in Victoria. So it would be great
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to keep an eye on this species and its habitat use and frequency in Glen Eira.
(https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/50450/Advisory‐List‐of‐
Threatened‐Vertebrate‐Fauna_FINAL‐2013.pdf)
Great to hear that Swift Parrots frequent trees in Glen Eira for foraging resources. A good
argument for retaining as many winter‐flowering trees as possible in the council area. These
birds will be quite nomadic when on the mainland, moving in response to available food
resources (eating nectar, some insects and lerps). They breed in Tasmania and migrate to
the mainland in winter to find food. This species is listed as Critically Endangered under the
Federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, listed as threatened
under the Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, and is Endangered in Victoria (see
reference link above).
With regards to recording microbats, there are likely to be several species that occur in the
Council area, but they may only be detected with an Anabat or other specialised recording
device. Another great citizen science opportunity! You may want to speak with Elizabeth
Walsh and Michael Norris from Bayside Friends of Native Wildlife. They use Anabats to
regularly record microbats in Bayside. You can have the data/calls sent to an expert to
identify. You can also purchase Anabats here: https://www.titley‐
scientific.com/au/products/anabat‐systems
It is important to ensure the difference between native and non‐native fauna is clear.
Common Blackbirds, or Eurasian Blackbirds are an introduced species to Australia, these are
not native.
Further work or more detail could be provided in regard to linking habitats, that is habitat
connectivity within the council area and beyond. Identifying potential habitat links and
working towards improving and enhancing these. This may be through enhancing existing, or
creating habitat to bolster connectivity between important habitat areas or ‘hotspots’.
Clarification may be required in regards to some of the wording, such as ‘wild’. I interpreted
this word in its context to mean ‘remnant vegetation’, that is, vegetation that existed in Glen
Eira prior to European settlement. Remnant provides greater clarity as ‘wild’ could refer to
any plant that is growing wild outside of gardens. Also, indigenous vegetation of local
provenance is vegetation which occurs naturally (and has done so prior to European
settlement) in the GE area. Native could be anywhere from Australia.
A recommendation I have for Caulfield Lake, is to remove the brick/stone edging and create
a softer and more gentle gradient with additional plantings to create more frog‐friendly
habitat.
It would be great to get more people recording frogs in spring and autumn in Glen Eira
through a citizen science awareness program and making use of the MW Frog Census App.
Some notes regarding citizen science, there are other apps, locals could use, including
recording Grey‐headed Flying‐fox through the Clean Air Urban Landscape Hub App (CAUL),
Bowerbird is a great site for getting help in identifying animals, especially invertebrates.
A note on Grey‐headed Flying‐fox. This species listed as Vulnerable under the Federal EPBC
Act 1999 and listed under the Victorian FFG Act 1988 and Vulnerable in Victoria, see
threatened advisory list link as above. This was not recognised in the report. GHFF roost at
Yarra Bend Park in Kew and there is also a smaller roost site at Myuna Farm on Dandenong
Creek. These megabats (different to the small microbats), fly out from their roost to feed on
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fruiting trees, they eat nectar, pollen, fruits and are a very important species across Australia
for dispersal of eucalyptus seeds as they fly such long distances. I have seen GHFF flying over
at night around Packer Park, and feeding in the eucalypts around Mallanbool Reserve. I
would suggest other residents have seen them in their gardens and other parks. I have also
noted two dead GHFF and have submitted these records through the CAUL App (See above).
City of Melbourne ran a large ‘BioBlitz’ project with Melbourne Museum and other
researchers, it may be worthwhile talking to them about what worked and how they did it.
o On a side note: I am interested in doing a research project as part of my Masters at Uni
of Melbourne, looking at nature connection, environmental education possibly with
schools and citizen science. I am looking at possible collaborations and partnerships so it
would be good to talk more about this down the track.
It may be good to have a focus for citizen science, so frogs, birds or insects (pollinators), that
are important for providing ecosystem services to residents and also for their inherent value.
There are many ways to gather data, it is great to get people out and connecting with nature
and their local place. But you can also install data loggers to record nature sounds or even
infra‐red motion detector cameras. The sound recording may be great for frogs at say
Caulfield Racecourse where people may not be able to get access to the site.
Obviously, it wasn’t the right season or time available to understand invertebrate life,
particularly insects. But insects are a major component of ‘biodiversity’ so it would be great
to have a better understanding in this area.
Putting up Bat Boxes to record microbats is a possibility, however, you need to have had
shots against diseases that bats carry – so probably not realistic for most GE residents.
There are lots of opportunities in GE for planting of indigenous vegetation, I am thinking
laneways, schools, kindergartens, and sections of parks (like Packer Park). It doesn’t have to
be large areas, all small areas add up to create pockets and ‘stepping stones’ of habitat.
In regard to protection of remnant vegetation in Boyd Park, has a fence been thought of as a
way to keep dogs and people out of sensitive areas that may support orchids, like what has
been done in the southern part of Boyd Park along the railway?
Have you thought of supporting a more active friends group in GE, e.g. Friends of wildlife
type group?
Just a consistency note, in the text the author states the scientific name after the common
name in the plant section, but doesn’t put the animal scientific name in the fauna section.
Page 65. It would be good to link in and make mention of the current Zoos Victoria campaign
around keeping cats inside ‘Safe Cat Safe Wildlife’ https://www.zoo.org.au/news/safe‐cat‐
safe‐wildlife
A note again about GE considering fencing sensitive areas, frog habitat, important remnant
vegetation. Fencing Packer Park ponds would benefit frog populations and other wildlife.

Comments on Implementation plan:



Is a one‐year implementation plan long enough, what can be achieved in one year?
Rippon Lea – also consider microbats, Grey‐headed Flying‐fox. It would be great to know
what kind of frog species occur at Rippon Lea. I would also think the insect life could be very
interesting.
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Should also consider targeting other areas outside of Rippon Lea, for citizen science/ habitat
protection and enhancement works.
Section 7.4 – Introducing frogs and Caulfield Racecourse Reserve
Introducing frogs is most unlikely to get research and ethics approval from the State
Environment Department, DELWP. Moving and translocating frogs has not proven to be
successful, it is highly experimental, there is a high risk of disease transmission, moving and
translocating animals is not common practice in the management of ecological systems. It is
much better to monitor existing habitats and ensuring more habitat is created or enhanced
for frogs to move in naturally. Removing steep edges and replacing with a gentle
embankment and plantings would be most beneficial.
Surveys for frogs needs to be done at the appropriate time of year, spring, early summer and
autumn. As I mentioned above, you could deploy a ‘song meter’ for areas with difficult
access, these are used in bioacoustics, recording bird and frog calls (obviously you need
someone to id the calls too) http://www.faunatech.com.au/products/songmeter3.html
In regards to GE actions and opportunities – these seem quite broad with no timelines or
who specifically in council is responsible. Would it be worthwhile having a clearer set of
actions with timing, frequency and staff allocated to each key area, e.g. ‘operational’,
‘advocacy’, and ‘education’ ? For example, are the operational actions in house staff or are
these contractors?
For an example, some of your actions in 7.6 in regards to orchids seem too broad
“Implement protective measures” – what are your proposed measures (fencing, signage,
community awareness ‘campaigns’)? You may go further than requesting a dog on leash
area, and fence important areas to protect flora, such as the orchid species found during the
study.
It is a worthwhile idea propagating the orchid species where possible to use in plantings
down the track.
Section 9: I think this would be terrific for GE residents, to not only value nature in their local
area, but to work as a community and inform GE’s management of our natural places. This
ties in very nicely with Biodiversity 2037 – see below)
Section 5.2: This is a must where ever possible to protect and conserve all indigenous
remnant trees, we also need to understand the importance on native and exotic trees for
urban wildlife in GE.
Section 8: good to see more understorey plantings are planned for the Booran Urban Forest
– this is needed. Packer Park offers such a great location for families, and it has great
potential for urban wildlife. Improving and protecting the frog habitat should include:
o more refuge areas (e.g. adding more logs, rocks etc.) and additional plantings;
o creating more swales, ponds/wetlands where it is naturally boggy.
o fencing the wetland areas would be beneficial to frog species as dogs and people may
accidentally disturb egg masses during the breeding season (spring) and thus jeopardies
successful breeding events for the three species that occur there.

Other general comments:


There was no reference to the ‘Biodiversity 2037: Protecting Victoria’s Environment –
Biodiversity 2037’ this is Victoria’s plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals
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and improve our natural environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/biodiversity‐plan
Feedback received from April Seymore, Port Phillip Eco Centre









As a community‐run organisation specialising in urban biodiversity, the Port Phillip
EcoCentre commends City of Glen Eira for commissioning the Biodiversity Report and
creating a Biodiversity Implementation Plan for the key hotspots, both sites managed by
Council and others.
We make four further recommendations to sit above your site‐specific management and
advocacy actions:
1. That a broad commitment statement is made to maintain and achieve net
improvements to biodiversity, connectivity and ecosystem health in Glen Eira across
private and public landscapes.
2. That subset of species are selected (possibly by Graeme Lorimer) as indicators of the
health of the flora, fauna, soil, fungus, water and air of Glen Eira; and that these species
are surveyed at regular intervals by Council and/or community groups supported by
Council, to monitor progress and any changes over time through management effort but
also climate impacts.
3. That Open Space management contracts key selection criteria, guidelines or similar tools
are periodically reviewed by community naturalists or experts such as the EcoCentre, to
identify any opportunities for simple management amendments that will provide
beneficial return, e.g. when lopping dead branches, leave 40cm for Tawny Frogmouth
perches.
4. That Council provide professional learning opportunities to key Council staff, e.g. Arthur
Rylah Institute’s 2017 Forum on Planning and Monitoring for Biodiversity Management
(aimed for land managers) cost one day and $60, a site walk with EcoCentre staff is $105
ph.
We believe that a sustainable environment plan must integrate biodiversity health alongside
resource‐reduction activities, and are pleased to see Glen Eira recognising and protecting
the values of your characteristic natural heritage and essential ecosystem services.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or clarification needed.

Feedback received from Kerry Henningsen, Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning
Thanks for forwarding the GECC draft Biodiversity plan. The comments regarding the frogs,
submerged plants, along with the retention of the manna gums in the south‐east of the reserve are
noted. When adopted, please forward a copy of the plan to me and I will arrange for it to be
forwarded to the new Caulfield Racecourse Reserve Trust (when appointed), for consideration as
part of the Caulfield Racecourse Reserve Strategic Management Plan.
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Feedback received from Lewis Hiller, local resident and bird watcher

















Please find attached a document with my feedback and thoughts on the implementation
plan, included are my notes on sites covered which I am personally familiar with.
As you will see I am particularly interested in Council's endeavours to protect, enhance and
expand wildlife habitat in Glen Eira.
I enjoyed contributing to the Biodiversity in Glen Eira report.
I would be very keen to see the establishment of citizen science projects recording
observations of wildlife in the area.
More generally I would also be very keen to assist Council with bird and other wildlife
surveying, and where biodiversity information and records are desired in future.
This could potentially include (if interest expressed) contributing information towards the
Glen Eira City Council websites' biodiversity entries linked below which contains excellent
information, though in my opinion could be expanded to encompass a more comprehensive
range of birds and other species. Please let me know if I can be of any assistance in this
regard.
Caulfield Park – A large population of introduced ducks and geese is present which
deter/exclude native waterfowl, I suggest these be monitored/managed. More pressing in
my opinion however is the prevalent occurrence of artificial feeding of bread to these ducks
(as well as encouraging other introduced birds like Common Mynas), so I endorse the
recommendation raised to refresh signage educating/reminding people not to feed them.
I consider the aviary garden to be a welcome addition and thoughtful, however due to
relatively recent plantings and more‐so the isolation of said garden, as well as the noted
proximity to walkways deters small bush birds like thornbills (locally threatened by lack of
suitable habitat in Glen Eira generally) which would otherwise utilise it, I think key here
should ideally be additional plantings of dense indigenous understorey vegetation in the
Park in some semblance of continuity, particularly in the proximity of the Aviary garden (this
vegetation noticeably lacking in the rest of Caulfield Park). This would help to provide
habitat connectivity. I would also suggest that consideration be given to planting more
indigenous/native large specimen tree plantings at Caulfield Park as older exotic trees
become senescent, which will also help provide nectar for honeyeaters and lorikeets. Also if
not already implemented the installation of nesting boxes could be considered.
Caulfield Racecourse – I was surprised and impressed to read in the report about the
discovery of the rare red water‐milfoil species which had survived despite dredging. In
theory I am keen on the idea of adding new frog species, however given their proneness to
fungal diseases etc. this may as noted in the recommendations be inadvisable and in any
case require expert supervision, so yes ‘requires more investigation’ seems apt. However, a
frog monitoring project, preferably ongoing, sounds useful. Perhaps a survey of fish species
present could also be undertaken?
I like the idea of the DELWP consultation with regards to any major proposed site
redevelopments. I also think more indigenous wetland and heathland plant species could
potentially be introduced as part of a revegetation programme as there is seemingly a high
concentration of weed species and it is a very exposed site with little shelter habitat present.
Red Gums Carnegie and Murrumbeena Train Stations – As noted excellent old rare habitat
trees, I have received reports of breeding Red‐rumped parrots, lorikeets and rosellas. I hope
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these trees are protected into the future and their health status monitored as a result of
recent root disturbance from railworks.
Boyd Park – The dog control proposal sounds encouraging. As per Caulfield Park
recommendations I would note that the site could potentially accommodate more bird
species than it does at present due to the same issue of lack of habitat connectivity in the
immediate area locally (despite the park itself presenting reasonable quality habitat), so
revegetation particularly of understorey vegetation and grasses to create wildlife corridors
would facilitate the recolonisation of the park by small native birds. Local residents could
also be educated and involved in local habitat improvement in their own gardens, and
encouraged to set up nesting boxes, bat boxes. I have heard anecdotal reports of several
native small bird species including wrens which are now no longer present.
Ripponlea Estate‐ Said partnership with the Estate sounds promising. Could be interesting if
occasional birdlife/wildlife surveys could be conducted to increase the Council’s wildlife
knowledgebase and interest in local community. (Personally I would potentially be keen to
assist such an endeavour if interest present).
Yarra Yarra Golf Course – It seems logical for there to be a comprehensive flora survey
undertaken if permission can be granted. Ideally communicate with YYGC as to ideal planting
suggestions to enhance habitat quality. Also desirable would be setting‐up nesting boxes for
parrots as these are seemingly in short supply in the GC (though there are a few), and even
more‐so in GE.
Citizen science‐ Am very keen on the idea of Council increasing the knowledgebase of under‐
surveyed fauna such as lizard species, as well as hearing reports on local bird sightings if a
platform could be developed, perhaps online, to facilitate local community information
transfer. Also as noted under the Boyd Park entry greater communication with local
residents about biodiversity issues and projects centred around appropriate garden
plantings and wildlife awareness could be worthwhile.

Feedback received from Rob Scott, Naturelinks Land Management
Thanks for sending me a copy of the biodiversity report and draft implementation plan. I only
received it late yesterday so have only had a quick read. As usual Graeme has done an expert and
thorough job and it was a privilege working with him if only briefly. As you probably know I have had
a guiding hand in the Boyd Park sites for several years now as well as a historic involvement with the
Sandringham rail reserve. I only have 3 suggestions.
1. There is no reference to implementing the tree protection in section 5.2. As the report states
some of these trees are the only living link with pre‐European settlement and as such hold
unique values. I have witnessed other remnant Yellow Box in the Sandbelt (of which there
are less than a dozen) die from lack of required maintenance.
2. There is an opportunity to increase biodiversity through implementing section 9.1 –
Providing Habitat and section 9.2 Citizen Science. The draft implementation plan does not
refer to these sections. I know the Port Phillip Ecocentre has a citizen science program
around invertebrates.
3. An indigenous planting list for the areas Council has an operational presence in – Boyd Park
and Caulfield Racecourse Reserve would be a valuable resource which Dr Lorimer could
provide if engaged to do so. I would be happy to work on this if required.
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Feedback received from Jessica Hood, National Trust (Victoria)
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Feedback received from Have Your Say
Do you think the Draft Biodiversity Implementation Plan is an effective plan to implement the
recommendations of the Biodiversity in Glen Eira report?
Yes:

3

No:

8

Why?
‘Yes’ responses:






Better than nothing is my response rather than a positive yes or no. The responses to action
are very high level and it would be good to see a plan around collecting and reporting on
progress as a component of the plan, understanding that the sustainability dept has
“control” of it’s implementation.
I think it is great to try and protect the biodiversity in Glen Eira. It is important to focus on
"hot Spots" .I would however, like to see Council conduct an assessment of biodiversity in
private housing as I think there is considerable biodiversity and opportunities to work with
the public and private landholders to improve the wildlife corridors within the municipality. I
would also like to see Glen Eira go further and restore degraded areas‐ especially on Elster
Creek but elsewhere in the municipality.
Time will tell. How will resources be allocated to make it all work? You can put a person on
the moon if you really want to. How much does Glen Eira want to protect and enhance its
biodiversity?

‘No’ responses:





Because ratepayers with large trees are not offered a rate reduction to keep them. This
means the microclimate and sub‐layer species and bird life are also lost.
Although biodiversity report identifies issues that could be tackled, the action points largely
rely on advocacy. Biodiversity in Glen Eira has dwindled to the poorest in Melbourne Metro
area through neglect and bad planning. Although it is very important to protect what little
remains of our biodiversity as identified, advocacy with action would have produced a more
productive plan.
Overall, it's quite feeble and does little to introduce any worthwhile changes or actions to
effectively protect the remaining sites of biodiversity in Glen Eira, or to encourage greater
biodiversity on Council owned sites. For example, the first action in relation to the railway
corridor is naive and lazy ‐ that VicTrack should protect the vegetation. Of course it should as
the landowner, but to expect Victoria's largest landowner to just 'protect' the vegetation is
shortsighted. If Council was serious, it would develop an action that added value to actually
have some form of impact. The original report is quality, this action plan does little to do it
justice. It reads like a shelf sitter document, demonstrating limited accountability for any
meaningful change or improvement to occur. This action plan needs a really serious review
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to demonstrate that Council is prepared to do more than just adopt motherhood actions
that are unlikely to ever improve the City's limited biodiversity.
Whilst it is a good start it does not go far enough to protect and preserve the very little
remaining biodiversity pockets that are remaining in Glen Eira.
Aviary Garden: Redesign and add more low‐medium density native and indigenous shrubs to
provide habitats for smaller birds. Create small paths for children to explore along in that
area to playground to omit lawn and maintenance there. Caulfield Park Pond: Ensure the
island in pond is always vegetated to allow for nesting areas. Caulfield Park: Many more
vegetated areas and much less lawn. Plant lots more suitable shrubs and trees throughout GI
to reduce chemical use and maintenance and mitigation for Climate Change disruption
repercussions. Contact the Port Phillip EcoCentre and Friends of Elster Creek to assist with
planning for biodiversity, habitats, public education and citizen science projects.
The recommendations put forward in the reports draft plan just do not go far enough to
promote and facilitate biodiversity within Glen Eira. Way too many of the sites of
importance are found on 'non council' land, meaning at the end of the day the council has
no real control over what occurs on these sites. Relying on the race course and golf course to
do the right thing, in regards to the natural hotspots they have is mighty hopeful and
probably only going to disappoint as they are businesses out for profit not biodiversity
protection. Many of the recommendations are described as 'advocacy' work, which at the
end of the day may not result in any actual progress. You, the Council, have the power to
compel the privately owned locations to put forward real action to protect and expand
native floral populations and densities. Real change and real progress requires more than
just advocating and talking. Action and money is required. Having also red through the
councils street tree strategy, preferred species, I have noticed an enormous contradiction in
the councils apparent idea of biodiversity. The Bio Plan strongly advocates for the increased
use of nature strips as hot spots/areas for plants and animals and yet in the tree guide 28
out of the chosen 38 species of tree are not indigenous to Australia. How does the council
hope to promote the biodiversity protection of native plants and animals if you plant a
majority of trees that are not indigenous to this continent? A mere 10 species of indigenous
tree are in the guide. Surely you can do better than this. We live in Australia just so you
know, so to promote the biodiversity of native plants and animals the planting of Australian
flora needs to be done. Non native species can only serve to promote the existence of non
native (pest) species such as the Common Myna bird, the worst of them all. On your website
you have provided a document "Indigenous Plants of Glen Eira", this is a great guide,
providing a range of floral species of the locality. Hows about you at the Council follow this
guide yourself, plant more native species.
There are 2 main threats to the 7.1 Sandringham Railway Line verge, Elsternwick, non‐
Council site. The first is the possible intense development on the sites of the homes to the
West of the railway line. As currently the fauna on the railway line flee from
drought/fire/mowing or animal threat to the gardens along the railway, particularly along
the Western edge. The second threat is from the abundant foxes that live on the railway
land and also from the roaming (loose) cats. cats roam freely day and night and it is not
unusual to see a cat with a dead/wounded/maimed/decapitated bird or lizard in their
mouths along or adjacent to the railway. cats need to be secured in order for the birds and
lizards to be safe ‐ can this be mandated as in other councils?
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I support the strongest measures to conserve the conservation values in Boyd Park. The
reconstructed bushland area at the northern end of the reserve should become dog free.
The under‐story is in poor condition there, through dog usage, poor weeding practice and a
general lack of attention in terms of active management. Resources need to be applied to
this area to manage it as a single entity, carry out appropriate indigenous plantings and
manage weeds in a preemptive manner so that they are not allowed to become rampant.
The sanctuary area at the southern end needs to be weeded more frequently and managed
to conserve its values. There has for example been a marked reduction of the occurrence of
kangaroo grass there, as well as other local species. Active management, brought about
through the allocation of resources needs to ensure this important natural area survives into
the future. In particular it needs to be protected from the impact of pedestrian traffic from
the Skyrail project. The impact of the project needs to be monitored over time to assess its
effect on the natural values of the reserve, especially around the perimeter of the reserve.
The red gums at Murrumbeena, Hughesdale and Carnegie Stations are vital in protecting the
natural and aesthetic values of these areas. They are vital to neighbourhood character. The
impact of Skyrail on them has to be assessed against their importance. Active management
should be in place to help these trees, for example providing additional water to them and
the consideration of aerating their roots to combat compaction. This took place at the
southern end of Boyd Park over 20 years ago and the trees there appear to be in reasonable
to good shape. The point is that money and resources need to be allocated to ensure that
these and other important natural areas in Glen Eira are protected. Otherwise, it's all largely
a waste of time.

Do you have any other comments about the Draft Biodiversity Implementation Plan?




One action Glen Eira could include into its plan would be to plant more indigenous trees via
a target of 10% of Glen Eira’s annual tree planting this could be easily achieved. A survey of
our public open space areas could identify suitable park to take these trees. Council has the
powers to place a vegetation protection overly on the River Red Gums at Carnegie and
Murrumbeena this would give these identified trees some protection under of our planning
scheme laws and would greatly strengthen council’s advocacy role if and when needed.
Certainly I support the positive points of the Draft Plan, but I believe a largely advocacy
approach will not protect Glen Eira biodiversity or stop it sliding into a more perilous
position.
Yes, more poorly worded actions. With such limited biodiversity in the City, why aren't there
more specific actions about what should occur at Caulfield Park? All the document does is
refer the issue to the 'Masterplan'. This is a cop out of an action. Greater specificity is
needed to guide the Masterplan about how enhanced biodiversity outcomes could be
achieved. The action provides for no accountability or transparency for what to expect.
Further, if Council was really serious about protecting the Red Gums at Carnegie and
Murrumbeena Stations, particularly as it's noted the State wants to undertake a future
development, why isn't Council recommending these particular trees be protected under
the Glen Eira Planning Scheme? The report highlights their significance and the report
should recommend the be seriously investigated for the suitability of a VPO or HO. Either
that, or it should seek some form of agreement from the State to ensure their protection,
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considering the biodiversity, character and landscape contribution these Red Gums make to
their highly urban neighbourhoods.
Much stronger actions need to be put in place to ensure the remaining examples of
indigenous plant and tree species and protected and preserved. Are all the remaining
indigenous tree species given special protection? It appears not from the draft
recommendations.
I was a little disappointed that the areas which are not hot spots appear to have no plans
around them while Booran Road Reserve does. I would think that some of the recent
planting’s along, for example, Marara Road reserve would have been candidates for
comment. Almost all planting have been with non endemic or not even indigenous plants. I
believe the ash street put in, possibly as a carbon offset, are particularly inappropriate. They
are just weeds waiting to happen.
There is needs to be more than just implementation for biodiversity, the council needs to
ensure there is proper follow up work to ensure that species planted and areas being
naturalised are continually monitored for their health and protection. For example along the
railway lines between McKinnon and Bentleigh stations after the works had been completed
a series of planting were done along the fence lines, these gardens/areas have now just
been left and are having to overly compete with kikuyu grasses and other species. Trees
found inside the Bentleigh Station railway carpark are of poor health, not helped by being
planted in such exposed areas prone to extreme heats reflected off the tarmac and are
suffering. Where are the council employed workers? The tufted grasses found along the
Centre road shopping strip need to be pruned/trimmed and the rubbish collected within
them moved. Overall this biodiversity plan seems to me to be just a series of political, non
binding, obscure statements, commitments and ideas that at the end of the day require little
actual work from the Council. As the saying goes, 'Action speaks louder than Words'
It is a good start. There are additional fauna to be regularly found along the 7.1 Sandringham
Railway Line verge, these include rainbow lorikeets, silvereyes, butcherbirds, Australian
magpies, crows, Pied currowong, singing honeyeater, white eared honeyeater, red
wattlebird, fleshy ghekos, skinks, cockatoos and galahs. The spotted pardolots are a recent
addition. There used to be abundant frogs along the railway living in the stone ballast until
the 1996 prolonged drought, I no longer hear their chorus after rain. I saw a powerful owl on
my fence some years ago now. We now have a dawn chorus of birdsong since the plantings
along the railway (Rob Scott, myself and others) have grown. The morning song is quite
wonderful.
I would like to see lots more community engagement and education. I would also like to see
Glen Eira planting many more shrubs and prickly buses that provide protection for small
birds in all parks and ovals. Working with East Bentleigh, Taraleigh Kinder and Moorleigh and
then surrounding properties to create wildlife habitat and corridors is also welcome.

Would you be interested in participating in a citizen science project to help monitor local
biodiversity?
Yes:

7

No:

2
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ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATE TO DELEGATIONS UNDER THE PLANNING
AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987

Author:

Tienyi Long, Legal and Governance Officer

Trim No:

18/1129526

Attachments: 1.

S6 Council Delegations to Staff - Planning and Environment Act (with
tracked changes)

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To make minor amendments to the Instrument of Delegation from Council to staff relating to
powers, duties and functions under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic).
RECOMMENDATION
That Council, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 98(1) of the Local Government
Act 1989 and section 188 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, resolve that:
1.

there be delegated to specific Council staff the powers, discretions and authorities
set out in the attached Instrument of Delegation (refer Attachment 1);

2.

the existing Instrument of Delegation to Council staff be revoked effective
immediately upon the Instrument of Delegation referred to in paragraph (1) coming
into effect;

3.

the powers, discretions and authorities conferred on the specified Council staff by the
Instrument of Delegation must be exercised in accordance with the delegations,
procedures and limitations set out in the Instrument of Delegation and in accordance
with any guidelines or policies that Council may from time to time adopt;

4.

the Instrument of Delegation be sealed; and

5.

the Instrument of Delegation:
a)
b)

comes into force immediately when the seal of Council is affixed to it; and
remains in force until Council determines to vary or revoke it.

BACKGROUND
The attached amendments reflect changes in the Planning department, including a new
department name (from Town Planning to Urban Planning) and new position titles for staff
within that department. Other minor changes reflect changes to the law and practice.
It is noted that this update was originally submitted for Council approval on 22 May 2018, but
the agenda item was withdrawn to resolve an administrative error in the attachment.
Corresponding changes to Instruments of Appointment and Authorisation for Planning staff
were approved by Council resolution on 22 May 2018.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
NA
FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
NA
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POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
The attached Instrument is made pursuant to section 98(1) of the Local Government Act
1989 and section 188 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
NA
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
That Council approves the amendments to the attached Instrument of Delegation in
accordance with the Recommendation.
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Glen Eira City Council
INSTRUMENT OF DELEGATION
Members of Council Staff
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 188 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and section
98(1) of the Local Government Act 1989, Glen Eira City Council (Council):
1.

delegates each duty and/or function and/or power described in column 1 of the Schedule (and
summarised in column 2 of the Schedule) to the member of Council staff holding, acting in or
performing the duties of the office or position described opposite each such duty and/or function
and/or power in column 3 of the Schedule;

2.

records that references in the Schedule are as follows:
‘CCSPP’ means Coordinator City Strategy and Place Planning;
‘CPBC’ means Coordinator Building Services, Planning and Building Compliance;
‘CUP’ means Coordinator Urban Planning;
‘CUPV’ means VCAT Coordinator;
‘DIEL’ means Director Infrastructure, Environment and Leisure;
‘DPP’ ’ means Director Planning and Place;
‘ESC’ means Engineering Services Coordinator;
‘GMPI’ means Group Manager Projects and Infrastructure;
‘MCF’ means Manager City Futures;
'MCSC' means Manager Community Safety and Compliance;
‘MUP’ means Manager Urban Planning;
‘PBCM’ means Planning and Building Compliance Manager;
‘PCESO’ means Planning Customer Experience and Support Officer and Coordinator Planning
Customer Experience and Support;
‘PStratP’ means Principal Strategic Planner;
‘PUP’ means Principal Urban Planner;
‘PUPS’ means Principal Urban Planner (Subdivisions);
‘SPCEO’ means Senior Planning Customer Experience Officer;
‘Specific Planning Officers’ means CCSPP, CUP, CUPV, DPP, MCF, MCSC, MUP, PBCM,
PStratP, PUP, PUPS, SPCEO, SUP, StratP, SStratP and UP;
‘SUP’ means Senior Urban Planner;
‘StratP’ means Strategic Planner;
‘SStratP’ means Senior Strategic Planner; and
‘UP’ means Urban Planner.
‘CTP’ means Coordinator Town Planning;
‘CStratP’ means Coordinator Strategic Planning;
‘CPBC’ means Coordinator Planning and Building Compliance;
‘DIEL’ means Director Infrastructure, Environment and Leisure;
‘DPP’ ’ means Director Planning and Place;
‘ESC’ means Engineering Services Coordinator;
‘MIA’ means Manager Infrastructure Assets;
'MCSC' means Manager Community Safety and Compliance;
‘MCF’ means Manager City Futures;
‘MTP’ means Manager Town Planning
‘PBCM’ means Planning and Building Compliance Manager;
‘PSO’ means Planning Support Officer;
‘PTO’ means Planning Technical Officer;
‘PTP’ means Principal Town Planner;
‘SP’ means Subdivision Planner;
‘Specific Planning Officers’ means DPP, CTP, CStratP, PBCM, MCSC, MTP, MCF, PTO, PTP, SP,
STP, SupP and TP;
‘STP’ means Senior Town Planner;
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‘StratP’ means Strategic Planner;
‘SupP’ means Supervising Planner; and
‘TP’ means Town Planner.
3.

declares that:
3.1

this Instrument of Delegation is authorised by a resolution of Council passed on
17 October 2017 12 June 2018; and

3.2

the delegation:

3.3

3.2.1

comes into force immediately the common seal of Council is affixed to this
Instrument of Delegation;

3.2.2

remains in force until varied or revoked;

3.2.3

is subject to any conditions and limitations set out in sub-paragraph 3.3 and the
Schedule; and

3.2.4

must be exercised in accordance with any guidelines or policies which Council from
time to time adopts; and

the delegate must not determine the issue, take the action or do the act or thing:
3.3.1

if the issue, action act or thing is an issue, action or thing which Council has
previously designated as an issue, action, act or thing which must be the subject of
a Resolution of Council; or

3.3.2

if the determining of the issue, taking of the action or doing of the act or thing would
or would be likely to involve a decision which is inconsistent with a
(a) policy; or
(b) strategy adopted by Council; or:

3.3.3

if the determining of the issue, the taking of the action or the doing of the act or
thing cannot be the subject of a lawful decision, whether on account of section
98(1)(a)-(f) (inclusive) of the Act or otherwise; or

3.3.4

the determining of the issue, the taking of the action or the doing of the act or thing
is already the subject of an exclusive delegation to another member of Council staff.

The seal of Glen Eira City
Council was affixed hereto in )
the presence of:

)
)

………………………………Councillor

………………………………Chief Executive Officer
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1
SCHEDULE
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.4B

Power to prepare an amendment to the Victoria Planning
Provisions.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.4G

Function of receiving prescribed documents and a copy of the
Victoria Planning Provisions from the Minister.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.4H

Duty to make amendment to Victoria Planning Provisions
available.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.4I

Duty to keep Victoria Planning Provisions and other
documents available.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.8A(2)

Power to prepare amendment to the planning scheme where
the Minister has given consent under s.8A.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.8A(3)

Power to apply to the Minister to prepare an amendment to
the planning scheme.

Not delegated

s.8A(5)

Function of receiving notice of the Minister’s decision.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.8A(7)

Power to prepare the amendment specified in the application
without the Minister’s authorisation if no response received
after 10 business days.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.8B(2)

Power to apply to the Minister for authorisation to prepare an
amendment to the planning scheme of an adjoining municipal
district.

Not delegated
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
If authorised by the Minister.

2
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.12(3)

Power to carry out studies and do things to ensure proper use
of land and consult with other persons to ensure co-ordination
of planning scheme with these persons.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.12A(1)

Duty to prepare a municipal strategic statement (including
power to prepare a municipal strategic statement under s.19 of
the Planning and Environment (Planning Schemes) Act 1996).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.12B(1)

Duty to review planning scheme.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.12B(2)

Duty to review planning scheme at direction of Minister.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.12B(5)

Duty to report findings of review of planning scheme to
Minister without delay.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.14

Carry out duties of the Responsible Authority as set out in
subsections (a) to (d).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.17(1)

Duty of giving copy amendment to the planning scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.17(2)

Duty of giving copy s.173 agreement.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.17(3)

Duty of giving copy amendment, explanatory report and
relevant documents to the Minister within 10 business days.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

3
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.18

Duty to make amendment etc available.

s.19

Power to give notice, to decide not to give notice, to publish
notice of amendment to a planning scheme and to take any
other steps necessary to tell anyone who may be affected by
the amendment about its preparation.

s.19

Column 3
DELEGATE

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

Function of receiving notice of preparation of an amendment
to a planning scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

Where Council is not the planning authority
and the amendment affects land within
Council's municipal district; or
where the amendment will amend the
planning scheme to designate Council as
an acquiring authority.

s.20(1)

Power to apply to Minister for exemption from the
requirements of s.19.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.21(2)

Duty to make submissions available.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.21A(4)

Duty to publish notice in accordance with section.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.22

Duty to consider all submissions.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.23(1)

After considering submissions, change amendment, refer to a
panel or abandon amendment.

Not delegated
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4
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.23(1)(b)

Duty to refer submissions which request a change to the
amendment to a panel.

s.23(2)

Power to refer to a panel submissions which do not require a
change to the amendments.

Not delegated

s.24

Function to represent Council and present a submission at a
panel hearing (including a hearing referred to in s.96D).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.26(1)

Power to make report available for inspection.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.26(2)

Duty to keep report of panel available for inspection.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.27(1)

Duty to consider panel's report.

Not delegated

s.27(2)

Power to apply for exemption if panel's report not received.

Not delegated

s.28

Duty to advise the Minister if abandoning an amendment.

s.29

Power to adopt amendment

s.30(4)(a)

Duty to say if amendment has lapsed.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.30(4)(b)

Duty to provide information in writing upon request.

Specific
Planning
Officers

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

Specific
Planning
Officers

Specific
Planning
Officers
Not delegated
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The power to make a decision to abandon
an amendment cannot be delegated.

5
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.32(2)

Duty to give more notice if required.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.33(1)

Duty to give more notice of changes to an amendment.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.36(2)

Duty to give notice of approval of amendment.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.38(5)

Duty to give notice of revocation of an amendment.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.39

Function of being a party to a proceeding commenced under
s.39 and duty to comply with determination by VCAT.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.40(1)

Function of lodging copy of approved amendment.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.41

Duty to make approved amendment available.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.42

Duty to make copy of planning scheme available.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46AS(ac)

Power to request the Victorian Planning Authorityto provide
advice on any matter relating to land in Victoria or an objective
of planning in Victoria.

Not delegated
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

6
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.46GF

duty to comply with directions issued by the Minister

Column 3
DELEGATE

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GG

duty to include a condition in a permit relating to matters set
out in s.46GG(c) and (d)

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GH(1)

power to require the payment of an amount of infrastructure
levy to be secured to Council's satisfaction

DIEL

where council is a collecting agency

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GH(2)

DIEL

power to accept the provision of land, works, services or
facilities in part or full satisfaction of the amount of
infrastructure levy payable

where council is a collecting agency

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GH(3)

DIEL

duty to obtain the agreement of the relevant development
agency or agencies specified in the approved infrastructure
contributions plan before accepting the provision of land,
works, services or facilities by the applicant

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF
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where council is a collecting agency

7
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.46GI(1)

duty to keep proper accounts of any amount of infrastructure
levy paid to it as a collecting agency or a development agency
under Part 2 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987

Column 3
DELEGATE
DIEL
DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GI(2)

DIEL

duty to forward to a development agency any part of an
infrastructure levy paid to council which is imposed for plan
preparation costs incurred by development agency or for
carrying out of works, services or facilities on behalf of the
development agency

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GI(3)

duty to apply levy amount only in accordance with s.46GI(3)
(a) and (b)

DIEL
DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s46GI(4)

DIEL

power to refund any amount of infrastructure levy paid to it as
a development agency under Part 2 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 if satisfied that the development is not
to proceed

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
must be done in accordance with Local
Government Act 1989

8
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.46GI(5)

duty to take action described in s.46GI(5)(c) – (e) where
s.46GI(5)(a) and (b) applies.

Column 3
DELEGATE

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

DIEL
DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GL

power to recover any amount of infrastructure levy as a debt
due to Council

DIEL

where council is a collecting agency

DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46GM

duty to prepare report and give a report to the Minister

DIEL
DPP

where council is a collecting agency or
development agency

MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF
s.46N(1)

Duty to include condition in permit regarding payment of
development infrastructure levy.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46N(2)(c)

Function of determining time and manner for receipt of
development contributions levy.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46N(2)(d)

Power to enter into an agreement with the applicant regarding
payment of development infrastructure levy.

Specific
Planning
Officers

476

Power to reduce or waive infrastructure
levy is limited to DIEL, DPP, MTPMUP,
MCF

9
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.46O(1)(a) &
(2)(a)

Power to ensure that community infrastructure levy is paid or
agreement is in place, prior to issuing building permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46O(1)(d) &
(2)(d)

Power to enter into agreement with the applicant regarding
payment of community infrastructure levy.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46P(1)

Power to require payment of amount of levy under s.46N or
s.46O to be satisfactorily secured.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46P(2)

Power to accept provision of land, works, services or facilities
in part or full payment of levy payable.

DIEL
DPP
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

s.46Q(1)

Duty to keep proper accounts of levies paid.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46Q(1A)

Duty to forward to development agency part of levy imposed
for carrying out works, services or facilities on behalf of
development agency or plan preparation costs incurred by a
development agency.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.46Q(2)

Duty to apply levy only for a purpose relating to the provision
of plan preparation costs or the works, services and facilities in
respect of which the levy was paid etc.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

10
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.46Q(3)

Power to refund any amount of levy paid if it is satisfied the
development is not to proceed.

Column 3
DELEGATE
DIEL
DPP

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Only applies when levy is paid to Council
as a development agency.

MTPMUP
MCF
s.46Q(4)(c)

DPP

Duty to pay amount to current owners of land in the area if an
amount of levy has been paid to a municipal council as a
development agency for plan preparation costs incurred by the
council or for the provision by the council of works, services or
facilities in an area under s.46Q(4)(a).

s.46Q(4)(d)

Duty to submit to the Minister an amendment to the approved
development contributions plan.

s.46Q(4)(e)

Duty to expend that amount on other works etc.

s.46QC

Power to recover any amount of levy payable under Part 3B.

s.46QD

duty to prepare report and give a report to the Minister.

MTPMUP
MCF

Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP

DIEL
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF

Duty to keep a register of all applications for permits and
determinations relating to permits.

Must be done in accordance with Part 3.

With the consent of, and in the manner
approved by, the Minister.

Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP

s.49(1)

Must be done within six months of the end
of the period required by the development
contributions plan and with the consent of,
and in the manner approved by, the
Minister.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers
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Where council is a collecting agency or
development agency.

11
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.49(2)

Duty to make register available for inspection.

Column 3
DELEGATE
PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.50(4)

Duty to amend application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.50(5)

Power to refuse to amend application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.50(6)

Duty to make note of amendment to application in register.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.50A(1)

Power to make amendment to application.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.50A(3)

Power to require applicant to notify owner and make a
declaration that notice has been given.

s.50A(4)

Duty to note amendment to application in register.

Specific
Planning
Officers
PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.51

Duty to make copy of application available for inspection.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

12
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.52(1)(a)

Duty to give notice of the application to owners/occupiers of
adjoining allotments unless satisfied that the grant of permit
would not cause material detriment to any person.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1)(b)

Duty to give notice of the application to other municipal
councils where appropriate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1)(c)

Duty to give notice of the application to all persons required by
the planning scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1)(ca)

Duty to give notice of the application to owners and occupiers
of land benefited by a registered restrictive covenant if may
result in breach of covenant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1)(cb)

Duty to give notice of the application to owners and occupiers
of land benefited by a registered restrictive covenant if
application is to remove or vary the covenant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1)(d)

Duty to give notice of the application to other persons who
may be detrimentally affected.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(1AA)

Duty to give notice of an application to remove or vary a
registered restrictive covenant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.52(3)

Power to give any further notice of an application where
appropriate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.53(1)

Power to require the applicant to give notice under section
52(1) to persons specified by it.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

13
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.53(1A)

Power to require the applicant to give the notice under section
52(1AA).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.54(1)

Power to require the applicant to provide more information.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.54(1A)

Duty to give notice in writing of information required under
s.54(1).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.54(1B)

Duty to specify the lapse date for an application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.54A(3)

Power to decide to extend time or refuse to extend time to
give required information.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.54A(4)

Duty to give written notice of decision to extend or refuse to
extend time under s.54A(3).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.55(1)

Duty to give copy application, together with the prescribed
information to every referral authority specified in the planning
scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57(2A)

Power to reject objections considered made primarily for
commercial advantage for the objector.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.57(3)

Function of receiving name and address of persons to who
notice of decision is to go.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

14
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.57(5)

Duty to make available for inspection copy of all objections.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57A(4)

Duty to amend application in accordance with applicant's
request, subject to s.57A(5).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57A(5)

Power to refuse to amend application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57A(6)

Duty to note amendments to application in register.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57B(1)

Duty to determine whether and to whom notice should be
given.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57B(2)

Duty to consider certain matters in determining whether
notice should be given.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.57C(1)

Duty to give copy of amended application to referral
authority.

s.58

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

Duty to consider every application for a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.58A

Power to request advice from the Planning Application
Committee.

Column 3
DELEGATE
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.60

Duty to consider certain matters.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.60(1A)

Power to consider certain matters before deciding an
application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.60(1B)

Duty to consider number of objectors in considering whether
use or development may have significant social effect.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

16
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.61(1)

Power to determine permit application, either to decide to
grant a permit, to decide to grant a permit with conditions or to
refuse a permit application.

Specific Planning
Officers

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
The exercise of this power is limited to the
following circumstances:
i)
there have been no objections lodged;
and
ii)
the application/amending plan is
generally in compliance with existing
policy or guidelines; and
iii)
the application has not been referred to
the Council or the Delegated Planning
Forum for determination.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for a
brothel or a Sexually Explicit Adult
Entertainment Venue; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines; or
iii)
an application is for extension of time for
tennis court illumination beyond
10.00pm; or
iv)
a proposal involves dwellings exceeding
one level, except where the delegate is
DPP or MTPMUP who may grant a
permit allowing a double storey
development.
The permit must not be inconsistent with a cultural
heritage management plan under the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006.
The power to refuse a permit can only be
exercised where the delegate considers that:
i)the application is contrary to law; or
ii)the application is inconsistent with policy; or
iii) a referral or authority has directed refusal; or
iv) the applicant has failed to carry out a direction
pursuant to the Planning Scheme or Planning and
Environment Act.
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.61(1)

Power to determine permit application, either to decide to
grant a permit, to decide to grant a permit with conditions or to
refuse a permit application.

Column 3
DELEGATE
DPP
MTPMUP
CTPCUP,
CUPV

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Delegation to be exercised at a Delegated
Planning Forum.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for
a brothel or a Sexually Explicit
Adult Entertainment Venue; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines.
The permit must not be inconsistent with a
cultural heritage management plan under
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.
The power to refuse a permit can only be
exercised where the delegate considers
that:
i)

the application is contrary to law; or

ii)

the application is inconsistent with
policy; or

iii)

a referral or authority has directed
refusal; or
the applicant has failed to carry out
a direction pursuant to the
Planning Scheme or Planning and
Environment Act.

iv)
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.61(2)

Duty to decide to refuse to grant a permit if a relevant
determining referral authority objects to grant of permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.61(2A)

Power to decide to refuse to grant a permit if a relevant
recommending referral authority objects to grant of permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.61(3)(b)

Duty to refuse to grant the permit without the Minister's
consent.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.61(4)

Duty to refuse to grant the permit if grant would authorise a
breach of a registered restrictive covenant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(1)

Duty to include certain conditions in deciding to grant a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(2)

Power to include other conditions.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(4)

Duty to ensure conditions are consistent with subsections (a),
(b) and (c).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(5)(a)

Power to include a permit condition to implement an approved
development contributions plan.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(5)(b)

Power to include a permit condition that specified works be
provided on or to the land or paid for in accordance with
section 173 agreement.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.62(5)(c)

Power to include a permit condition that specified works be
provided or paid for by the applicant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(6)(a)

Duty not to include a permit condition requiring a person to
pay an amount for or provide works except in accordance with
s.62(5) or s.46N.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.62(6)(b)

Duty not to include a permit condition requiring a person to
pay an amount for or provide works except a condition that a
planning scheme requires to be included as referred to in
s.62(1)(a).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.63

Duty to issue the permit where made a decision in favour of
the application (if no one has objected).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.64(1)

Duty to give notice of decision to grant a permit to applicant
and objectors.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.64(3)

Duty not to issue a permit until after the specified period.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.64(5)

Duty to give copy of decision on an application that is exempt
under planning scheme from the requirements of s.64(1),
s.64(2) and s.64(3) to objectors.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.64A

Duty not to issue permit until the end of a period when an
application for review may be lodged with VCAT or until
VCAT has determined the application, if a relevant
recommending referral authority has objected to the grant of
a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

This provision applies also to a decision to
grant an amendment to a permit – see
section 75A.
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1
DELEGATE

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.65(1)

Duty to give notice of refusal to grant permit to applicant and
person who objected under s.57.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.66(1)

Duty to give notice under s.64 or s.65 and copy permit to
relevant determining referral authorities.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.66(2)

Duty to give a recommending referral authority notice of its
decision to grant a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

If the recommending referral authority
objected to the grant of the permit or the
responsible authority decided not to
include a condition on the permit
recommended by the recommending
referral authority.

s.66(4)

Duty to give a recommending referral authority notice of its
decision to refuse a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

If the recommending referral authority
objected to the grant of the permit or the
recommending referral authority
recommended that a permit condition be
included on the permit.

s.66(6)

Duty to give a recommending referral authority a copy of any
permit which Council decides to grant and a copy of any notice
given under s.64 or s.65.

Specific
Planning
Officers

If the recommending referral authority did
not object to the grant of the permit or the
recommending referral authority did not
recommend a condition be included in the
permit.

s.69(1)

Function of receiving application for extension of time of
permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.69(1A)

Function of receiving application for extension of time to
complete development.

Specific
Planning
Officers

488

CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.69(2)

Power to extend time.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.70

Duty to make copy permit available for inspection.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.71(1)

Power to correct certain mistakes.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.71(2)

Duty to note corrections in register.

PSOPCESO
Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.73

Power to decide to grant amendment subject to conditions.

Column 1
DELEGATE
Specific
Planning
Officers

490

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
The exercise of this power is limited to the
following circumstances:
i)
there have been no objections
lodged; and
ii)
the application/amending plan is
generally in compliance with
existing policy or guidelines; and
iii)
the application has not been
referred to the Council or the
Delegated Planning Forum (DPF)
for determination.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for
a brothel or a Sexually Explicit
Adult Entertainment Venue; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines; or
iii)

an application is for extension of
time for tennis court illumination
beyond 10.00pm; or

iv)

a proposal involves dwellings
exceeding one level, except where
the delegate is DPP or MTPMUP or
CTPCUP, or CUPV who may grant
an amended permit allowing a
double storey development.
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.73

Power to decide to grant amendment subject to conditions.

Column 1
DELEGATE
DPP
MTPMUP
CTPCUP,
CUPV

s.74

Duty to issue amended permit to applicant if no objectors.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.76

Duty to give applicant and objectors notice of decision to
refuse to grant amendment to permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.76A(1)

Duty to give relevant determining referral authorities copy of
amended permit and copy of notice.

PSOPCESO

Duty to give a recommending referral authority notice of its
decision to grant an amendment to a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.76A(2)

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Delegation to be exercised at a Delegated
Planning Forum.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for
a brothel or a Sexually Explicit
Adult Entertainment Venue; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines.

Specific
Planning
Officers

491

If the recommending referral authority
objected to the amendment of the permit or
the responsible authority decided not to
include a condition on the amended permit
recommended by the recommending
referral authority.
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1
DELEGATE

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.76A(4)

Duty to give a recommending referral authority notice of its
decision to refuse a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

If the recommending referral authority
objected to the amendment of the permit or
the recommending referral authority
recommended that a permit condition be
included on the amended permit.

s.76A(6)

Duty to give a recommending referral authority a copy of any
amended permit which Council decides to grant and a copy
of any notice given under s.64 or s.76.

Specific
Planning
Officers

If the recommending referral authority did
not object to the amendment of the permit
or the recommending referral authority did
not recommend a condition be included on
the amended permit.

s.76D

Duty to comply with direction of Minister to issue amended
permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.83

Function of being respondent to an appeal.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.83B

Duty to give or publish notice of application for review.

Specific
Planning
Officers

492

CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.84(1)

Power to decide on an application at any time after an appeal
is lodged against failure to grant a permit.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CStratP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

493

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
The exercise of this power is limited to the
following circumstances:
i)
there have been no objections
lodged; and
ii)
the application/amending plan is
generally in compliance with
existing policy or guidelines; and
iii)
the application has not been
referred to the Council or the
Delegated Planning Forum (DPF)
for determination.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for
a brothel; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines; or
iii)
an application is for extension of
time for tennis court illumination
beyond 10.00pm; or
iv)
a proposal involves dwellings
exceeding one level, except where
the delegate is DPP or MUP who
may grant a permit allowing a
double storey development.
The power may only be exercised by the
delegate where:
i)
no objections have been lodged;
and
ii)i)
the application is generally in
compliance with existing policy or
guidelines.
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.84(1)

Power to decide on an application at any time after an appeal
is lodged against failure to grant a permit.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MUP
MCF

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Delegation to be exercised at a Delegated
Planning Forum.
The power cannot be exercised where:
i)
an application is for use of land for
a brothel; or
ii)
an application is for use of land for
gaming machines.
The permit must not be inconsistent with a
cultural heritage management plan under
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.
The power to refuse a permit can only be
exercised where the delegate considers
that:

s.84(2)

Duty not to issue a permit or notice of decision or refusal after
an application is made for review of a failure to grant a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

494

i)

the application is contrary to law; or

ii)

the application is inconsistent with
policy; or

iii)

a referral authority has directed
refusal; or

iv)

the applicant has failed to carry out
a direction pursuant to the
Planning Scheme or Planning and
Environment Act.
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.84(3)

Duty to tell principal registrar if decide to grant a permit after
an application is made for review of its failure to grant a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.84(6)

Duty to issue permit on receipt of advice within 3 working
days.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.86

Duty to issue a permit at order of VCAT within 3 working days.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.87(3)

Power to apply to VCAT for the cancellation or amendment of
a permit.

CStratPCCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
SupP

s.90(1)

Function of being heard at hearing of request for cancellation
or amendment of a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.91(2)

Duty to comply with the directions of the VCAT.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.91(2A)

Duty to issue amended permit to owner if VCAT so directs.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.92

Duty to give notice of cancellation/amendment of permit by
VCAT to persons entitled to be heard under s.90.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.93(2)

Duty to give notice of VCAT order to stop development.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.95(3)

Function of referring certain applications to the Minister.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.95(4)

Duty to comply with an order or direction.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96(1)

Duty to obtain a permit from the Minister to use and develop
its land.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96(2)

Function of giving consent to other persons to apply to the
Minister for a permit to use and develop Council land.

s.96A(2)

Power to agree to consider an application for permit
concurrently with preparation of proposed amendment.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96C

Power to give notice, to decide not to give notice, to publish
notice and to exercise any other power under s.96C.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96F

Duty to consider panel's report under s.96E.

DPP

Not delegated
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.96G(1)

Power to determine to recommend that a permit be granted or
to refuse to recommend that a permit be granted and power to
notify applicant of the determination (including power to give
notice under s.23 of the Planning and Environment (Planning
Schemes) Act 1996).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96H(3)

Power to give notice in compliance with Minister's direction.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96J

Power to issue permit as directed by the Minister.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.96K

Duty to comply with direction of the Minister to give notice of
refusal.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s. 96Z

duty to keep levy certificates given to it under ss. 47 or 96A for
no less than 5 years from receipt of the certificate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97C

Power to request Minister to decide the application.

s.97D(1)

Duty to comply with directions of Minister to supply any
document or assistance relating to application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97G(3)

Function of receiving from Minister copy of notice of refusal to
grant permit or copy of any permit granted by the Minister.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97G(6)

Duty to make a copy of permits issued under s.97F available
for inspection.

Specific
Planning
Officers

Not delegated
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.97L

Duty to include Ministerial decisions in a register kept under
s.49.

s.97MH

Duty to provide information or assistance to the Planning
Application Committee.

Column 1
DELEGATE
Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.97MI

Duty to contribute to the costs of the Planning Application
Committee or subcommittee.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.97O

Duty to consider application and issue or refuse to issue
certificate of compliance.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97P(3)

Duty to comply with directions of VCAT following an
application for review of a failure or refusal to issue a
certificate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97Q(2)

Function of being heard by VCAT at hearing of request for
amendment or cancellation of certificate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97Q(4)

Duty to comply with directions of VCAT.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.97R

Duty to keep register of all applications for certificate of
compliance and related decisions.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.98(1)&(2)

Function of receiving claim for compensation in certain
circumstances.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.98(4)

Duty to inform any person of the name of the person from
whom compensation can be claimed.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.101

Function of receiving claim for expenses in conjunction with
claim.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.103

Power to reject a claim for compensation in certain
circumstances.

s.107(1)

Function of receiving claim for compensation.

s.107(3)

Power to agree to extend time for making a claim.

s.114(1)

Power to apply to VCAT for an enforcement order.

DPP
Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP
CUP
CUPV
CPBC
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
SupP

s.117(1)(a)

Function of making a submission to VCAT where objections
are received.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.120(1)

Power to apply for an interim enforcement order where s.114
application has been made.

Column 1
DELEGATE

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

CUP
CUPV
CPBC
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
SupP

s.123(1)

Power to carry out work required by enforcement order and
recover costs.

DPP

s.123(2)

Power to sell buildings, materials, etc salvaged in carrying out
work under s.123(1).

DPP

s.129

Function of recovering penalties.

CPBC
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
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Except Crown land
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.130(5)

Power to allow person served with an infringement notice
further time.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CPBC
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
MCSC
PBCM

s.133

Power to appoint authorised officer to enter land to carry out
specific functions.

s.149A(1)

Power to refer a matter to VCAT for determination.

DPP
CPBC
CCSPP
CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
SupP
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

34
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.149A(1A)

Power to apply to VCAT for the determination of a matter
relating to the interpretation of a s.173 agreement.

CStratPCCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

s.156

DPP

Duty to pay fees and allowances (including a payment to the
Crown under subsection (2A)), and payment or
reimbursement incurred by the panel in carrying out its
function unless the Minister directors otherwise under
subsection (2B), power to ask for contribution under
subsection (3) and power to abandon amendment or part of it
under subsection (4).

MTPMUP
MCF

s.171(2)(f)

Power to carry out studies and commission reports.

DPP

s.171(2)(g)

Power to grant and reserve easements.

DPP

s.173

Power to enter into agreement covering. matters set out in
s.174

DIEL
DPP
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

---

Power to decide whether something is to the satisfaction of
Council, where an agreement made under section 173 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires something to be
to the satisfaction of Council or Responsible Authority.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CPBC
DIEL
DPP
ESC
MCSC
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM

---

CPBC

Power to give consent on behalf of Council, where an
agreement made under section 173 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 requires that something may not be
done without the consent of Council or the Responsible
Authority.

DIEL
DPP
ESC
MCSC
MIAGMPI
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM

s.177(2)

Power to end a s.173 with the agreement of all those bound by
an covenant in the agreement or otherwise in accordance with
Division 2 of Part 9.

DIEL
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

36
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.178

Power to amend a s.173 agreement with the agreement of all
those bound by any covenant in the agreement or otherwise in
accordance with Division 2 of Part 9.

Column 1
DELEGATE
DIEL
DPP

s.178A(1)

Function of receiving application to amend or end an
agreement.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178A(3)

Function of notifying the owner as to whether it agrees in
principle to the proposal under s.178A(1).

CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

s.178A(4)

Function of notifying the applicant and the owner as to
whether it agrees in principle to the proposal.

CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

s.178A(5)

Power to propose to amend or end an agreement.

s.178B(1)

Duty to consider certain matters when considering proposal to
amend an agreement.

DPP
Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.178B(2)

Duty to consider certain matters when considering proposal to
end an agreement.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178C(2)

Duty to give notice of the proposal to all parties to the
agreement and other persons who may be detrimentally
affected by decision to amend or end.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178C(4)

Function of determining how to give notice under s.178C(2).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178E(1)

Duty not to make decision until after 14 days after notice has
been given.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178E(2)(a)

Power to amend or end the agreement in accordance with the
proposal.

CTPCUP
CUPV

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

If no objections are made under s.178D.
Must consider matters in s.178B.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP
s.178E(2)(b)

Power to amend or end the agreement in a manner that is not
substantively different to the proposal.

CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

505

If no objections are made under s.178D.
Must consider matters in s.178B.
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.178E(2)(c)

Power to refuse to amend or end the agreement.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CTPCUP
CUPV

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
If no objections are made under s.178D.
Must consider matters in s.178B.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP
s.178E(3)(a)

Power to amend or end the agreement in accordance with the
proposal.

CTPCUP
CUPV

After considering objections, submissions
and matters in s.178B.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP
s.178E(3)(b)

Power to amend or end the agreement in a manner that is not
substantively different from the proposal.

CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

506

After considering objections, submissions
and matters in s.178B.
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.178E(3)(c)

Power to amend or end the agreement in a manner that is
substantively different from the proposal.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CTPCUP
CUPV

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
After considering objections, submissions
and matters in s.178B.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP
s.178E(3)(d)

Power to refuse to amend or end the agreement.

CTPCUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
PTP
SupP

s.178F(1)

Duty to give notice of its decision under s.178E(3)(a) or (b).

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178F(2)

Duty to give notice of its decision under s.178E(2)(c) or 3(d.)

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178F(4)

Duty not to proceed to amend or end an agreement under
s.178E until at least 21 days after notice has been given or
until an application for review to VCAT has been determined
or withdrawn.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.178G

Duty to sign amended agreement and give copy to each party
to the agreement.

DPP
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After considering objections, submissions
and matters in s.178B.

40
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.178H

Power to require a person who applies to amend or end an
agreement to pay the costs of giving notices and preparing the
amended agreement.

DPP

s.178I(3)

Duty to notify, in writing, each party to the agreement of the
ending of the agreement relating to Crown land.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.179(2)

Duty to make available for inspection copy agreement.

DIEL
MIAGMPI
Specific
Planning
Officers

s.181

Duty to apply to the Registrar of Titles to record the agreement
and to deliver a memorial to Registrar-General.

DIEL
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.181(1A)(a)

Power to apply to the Registrar of Titles to record the
agreement.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

s.181(1A)(b)

Duty to apply to the Registrar of Titles, without delay, to record
the agreement.

DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.182

Power to enforce an agreement.

Column 1
DELEGATE
CPBC
DIEL
DPP
MCSC
MTPMUP
MCF
PBCM

s.183

s.184F(1)

s.184F(2)

s.184F(3)

s.184F(5)

Duty to tell Registrar of Titles of ending/amendment of
agreement.

DIEL
Specific
Planning
Officers
DPP

Power to decide to amend or end an agreement at any time
after an application for review of the failure of Council to make
a decision.

MTPMUP

Duty not to amend or end the agreement or give notice of the
decision after an application has been made to VCAT for
review of a failure to amend or end an agreement.

MTPMUP

MCF
DPP
MCF
DPP

Duty to inform the principal registrar if the responsible
authority decides to amend or end an agreement after an
application is made for the review of its failure to end or
amend the agreement.

MTPMUP

Function of receiving advice from the principal registrar that
the agreement may be amended or ended in accordance
with Council’s decision.

MTPMUP

MCF
DPP
MCF
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Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

s.184G(2)

Duty to comply with a direction of VCAT.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.184G(3)

Duty to give notice as directed by VCAT.

Specific
planning
Officers

s.198(1)

Function to receive application for planning certificate.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.199(1)

Duty to give planning certificate to applicant.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.201(1)

Function of receiving application for declaration of underlying
zoning.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.201(3)

Duty to make declaration.

Specific
Planning
Officers
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Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

-

Power to make a decision relating to the conduct of a
mediation or alternative dispute resolution process before
VCAT, including a decision to settle the mediationmatter.

Column 1
DELEGATE
Specific
Planning
Officers

Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
1. Where Council is a party to a mediation
or alternative dispute resolution
process before VCAT.
2. If the matter has previously been
subject to a determination by Council
or Delegated Planning Committee or
delegate at a Delegated Planning
Forum, can only be exercised if, in the
opinion of DPP, MTPMUP, MCF, CUP
or SupP CUPV the matter being
mediated is of a minor nature and the
intent of the decision of the Council or
Delegated Planning Committee or
delegate at the Delegated Planning
Forum is not compromised; or
3. If the matter has previously been
subject to a determination by a
planning officer under delegation from
Council, can only be exercised under
direction of DPP, MTPMUP, MCF,
CUP or SupP CUPV if the decision to
settle the mediation involves a power,
duty or function under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 that has not
been delegated to the delegate.
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44
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

-

Determine that a matter be considered at a mediation or
alternative dispute resolution process before VCAT.

CStratPCCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
SupP

-

Power to decide, in relation to any planning scheme or permit
that a specified thing has or has not been done to the
satisfaction of Council.

Specific
Planning
Officers

-

Power, in relation to any planning scheme or permit, to
consent or refuse to consent to any matter which requires the
consent or approval of consent.

Specific
Planning
Officers

-

Power to approve any plan or any amendment to a plan or
other document in accordance with a provision of a planning
scheme or condition in a permit.

Specific
Planning
Officers

-

Power to give written authorisation in accordance with a
provision of a planning scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

s.201UAB(1)

Function of providing the Victorian Planning Authority with
information relating to any land within municipal district.

CCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
SupP
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987
Column 1

Column 1

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

s.201UAB(2)

Function to provide the Victorian Planning Authority with
information requested under subsection (1) as soon as
possible.

s.224(8)

duty to provide information requested by Victorian Planning
Authority under s.201UAB(1) not yet provided to Planning
Authority

Column 1
DELEGATE
CCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
SupP
CCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
SupP
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Column 1
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS

46
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT REGULATIONS 2015
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3
DELEGATE

Column 4

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

r. 6

Function of receiving notice, under section 19(1)(c) of the
Act, from a planning authority of its preparation of an
amendment to a planning scheme.

Specific
Planning
Officers

r.21

Power of responsible authority to require a permit applicant
to verify information (by statutory declaration or other written
confirmation satisfactory to the responsible authority) in an
application for a permit or to amend a permit or any
information provided under s.54 of the Act.

Specific
Planning
Officers

r.25(a)

duty to make copy of matter considered under section
60(1A)(g) available for inspection free of charge

Specific
Planning
Officers

Where Council is the responsible
authority.

r.25(b))

function of receiving a copy of any document considered
under section 60(1A)(g) by the responsible authority and
duty to make the document available for inspection free of
charge

Specific
Planning
Officers

Where Council is not the responsible
authority but the relevant land is within
Council's municipal district.

r.42

Function of receiving notice under section 96C(1)(c) of the
Act from a planning authority of its preparation of a
combined application for an amendment to a planning
scheme and notice of a permit application.

Specific
Planning
Officers

Where Council is not the planning
authority and the amendment affects land
within Council's municipal district; or
where the amendment will amend the
planning scheme to designate Council as
an acquiring authority.
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CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Where Council is not the planning
authority and the amendment affects land
within Council's municipal district; or
where the amendment will amend the
planning scheme to designate Council as
an acquiring authority.

47
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT (FEES) REGULATIONS 2016

Column 1

Column 2
THING DELEGATED

r.19

Power to waive or rebate a fee relating to an amendment of
a planning scheme.

Column 3
DELEGATE
CCSPPCTP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

r.20

power to waive or rebate a fee other than a fee relating to
an amendment to a planning scheme.

CTPCCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF

r.21

Duty to record matters taken into account and which formed
the basis of a decision to waive or rebate a fee under r.19
or r.20.

CTPCCSPP
CUP
CUPV
DPP
MTPMUP
MCF
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Column 4
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

48
GLEN EIRA PLANNING SCHEME
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

DELEGATE

All provisions of the
Glen Eira Planning
Scheme unless
otherwise
identified13 –
19.03, 21-22.04-4,
31 - 37, 41, 42.02,
42.03, 43.01, 45.01,
45.03, 45.06, 51,
52.04, 52.05,
52.06-2 – 52.06-5,
52.07- 52.27,
52.29-52.30, 54-55,
61-64, 67

Exercise Council’s powers, discretions and authorities,
carry out Council’s duties and perform Council’s
functions.

43.04-1



Power to approve a development plan.

43.04-3



Power to allow a dDevelopment pPlan to be prepared
and implemented in stages.

MTPMUP



Power to amend a dDevelopment Pplan.

CTPCUP

Specific
Planning
Officers

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
Delegate must comply with any conditions
or limitations imposed by Council where
the action involves exercising a power,
duty or function delegated under the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 or
regulations under that Act.

Not delegated
DPP

Power can only be exercised by delegate
at Delegated Planning Forum or by
Council.

CUPV
52.01
– 52.02, 56, 65, 66

Exercise Council’s powers, discretions and authorities,
carry out Council’s duties and perform Council’s
functions.

52.03

•

Power to grant permit contrary to a provision under
the specific sites and exclusions.

Specific
Planning
Officers

Not delegated
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Delegate must comply with any
conditions or limitations imposed by
Council where the action involves
exercising a power, duty or function
delegated under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 or regulations under
that Act.

49
GLEN EIRA PLANNING SCHEME
Column 1

Column 2

PROVISION

THING DELEGATED

52.06-1

•

Power to reduce or waive car parking.

•

Power to decide on an adequate number of car
spaces to be provided for uses which are not
specified in the table at Clause 52.06-5.

Column 3
DELEGATE
Specific
Planning
Officers

Column 4
CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS
The power to reduce or waive car parking
specified in the table in Clause 52.06-5 is
limited to a reduction of up to ten car
spaces.
An application involving a reduction of
more than ten car spaces may only be
determined by DPP or MTPMUP.

52.28

Power to grant permit for gaming machines.

Not delegated

52.46

Power to grant a permit for brothels.

Not delegated

19.04
, 43.04-1, 52.03

Exercise Council's powers, discretions and authorities,
carry out Council's duties and perform Council's
functions in relation to brothel and Sexually Explicit Adult
Entertainment Venue applications, development plan
approvals, specific sites and exclusions.

Not
delegated
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SALE OF PROPERTIES TO RECOVER UNPAID RATES - 6 PROPERTIES

Author:

John Vastianos, Chief Financial Officer

Trim No:

18/1132562

Attachments: 1.

Confidential Attachment S181 - 120618 (CONFIDENTIAL)

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To recommend exercising legal action pursuant to the powers granted to Council under
S181 of the Local Government Act 1989, to sell land to recover unpaid rates or charges.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council notes, as a last resort, officers are to commence the process of selling the
properties detailed in the confidential attachments provided to Councillors, to recover all
outstanding rates and charges. This action is taken pursuant to the powers granted to
Council under Section 181 of the Local Government Act 1989. The objective is to recover
the monies owed.
BACKGROUND
Council Policy and Previous Action Taken
Council’s policy covering the Payment of Rates makes provision for the sensitive handling of
instances of genuine financial hardship. The policy also gives authority and flexibility in
pursuing the small % of ratepayers in default of their obligations.
One section of the policy relates to the power of Council to move to sell a property to recover
rates unpaid for a period of three or more years (Section 181 of the Local Government Act
1989).
In previous years Council has exercised its powers under S181 and this action has resulted
in the defaulting owner/ratepayers fully discharging their liability prior to Council selling their
properties.
Since 2003-04 Council has taken action under S181 against 36 properties.
The results have been excellent, with 27 of the debts being paid in full and the remaining 9
entering into acceptable payment arrangements.
This stand has enabled Council to collect over $320,000 of outstanding rates and charges
from owner/ratepayers who had refused to make payment(s) or enter into a suitable
arrangement.
ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
Action to be taken
Council has sent many notices and attempted to make personal contact with the listed
ratepayers in an attempt to recover the debts. Judgements have been obtained in the
Melbourne Magistrates Court and warrants for the collection of the debts have been served
by the Sheriff’s Office. No responses have been forthcoming.
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Council has fully complied with the provisions set out in Section 181(1a, b & c) of the Local
Government Act 1989. These are as follows:
ß
ß
ß

Parts of the debts have been overdue for more than 3 years.
There are no current arrangements between Council and the owner/ratepayer(s) to
repay the debts.
Council has a Court order requiring payment of the debts.

None of the above-mentioned steps have resulted in the payment of the debts in full and it is
considered that the only course of action available is to initiate the process to sell the
properties to recover the debts. Please note that any debt is a charge against the property
and must be paid before ownership can be transferred.
The Local Government Act 1989 stipulates the process for this, being:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Serve notice on all people with an interest in the land requiring payment. This notice
is to
include a copy of the relevant Section of the Local Government Act 1989 detailing
Council’s power to sell;
Give public notice of the intention to sell the land(s);
Obtain a valuation of the properties by a qualified valuer (it is our intention to use an
independent firm of valuers with a well-regarded reputation);
Appoint a Real Estate Agency to conduct the sales; and
Advise all people with an interest in the properties of the date and time of the auction.

If at any time through this process the debts are paid in full (including all costs incurred at
that time), the process will cease.
In the event that the property is sold under Section 181, Council recovers its money and the
balance is payable to the owner.
It is proposed that Council take legal action against the following property owners/ratepayers
under Section 181 of the Local Government Act 1989.
Property Details - Current Situation
Property 1
This property is a brick veneer dwelling of 100 square metres, built in 1959 and
situated in Bentleigh East.
The property is situated close to major roads, shopping strips, schools, hospitals,
parks and all public transportation.
As per Certificate of Title the property has been in the same ownership for over 20
years.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 820,000
$ 860,000
$ 43,000
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Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $9,416.25.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$5,224.00

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$1,300.60

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,194.70

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$7,719.30

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$1,604.80

Interest for year 2017/2018

$448.40

Legal fees for 2017/18

$345.10

Payments 2017/2018

$-300.00

Total amount outstanding as at 01/07/18

$9,817.60

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$9,416.25

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since May 2014.
The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer via
post and phone.
In March 2016 a previous Judgement was paid to avoid legal action and the sale of
the property under Section 181 of the Local Government Act 1989.
A set aside Judgement letter was drafted for the owner to seek finance to pay the
further arrears that had accumulated.
Since then, no further payments were made, notwithstanding many attempts to
contact the rate-payer.
The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in January 2017 in the
Magistrates Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act
1989.
No contact, payment or arrangement was entered into and as a result, judgement in
favour of Glen Eira Council was obtained in May 2017.
An unsuccessful execution of a distress warrant through the Sheriff’s office in
October 2017 was made.
Directly after the Sheriff made contact the owner approached Council and entered an
arrangement to pay a weekly sum to meet half of the debt by December 2017 and
then a monthly arrangement for the balance within a 12 month period.
Since this time one $300 payment has been received. Council has made many
attempts to contact the owner without success.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 4 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 12
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand
detailing the debt without payment of the debt in full from the owner/ratepayer.
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Property 2
This property is a 1910’s brick house of 130 square metres situated on a block of 678
square metres in Bentleigh.
The property is situated close to major roads, shopping strips and all public
transportation. It is also in the McKinnon Secondary College ‘zone’.
As per Certificate of Title the property has been in the same ownership since 1988,
however a Notice of Disposition (received in 1995) and contact with the owner on
Title confirm a sale of property did take place in 1995. It appears the new owners
(current rate-payers) have not been updated on the Certificate of Title.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 1,330,000
$ 1,330,000
$
66,500

Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $17,004.10.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$10,163.65

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$2,475.15

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,740.30

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$14,379.10

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$2,326.65

Interest for year 2017/2018

$880.05

Legal fees for 2017/18

$0.00

Payments 2017/2018

$-0.00

Total amount outstanding

$17,585.80

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$17,004.10

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since November 2011. (Originally September
2005).
Council approved the sale of this property pursuant to S181 of the Local Government
Act in late 2011.
An “Intention to Sell” letter was sent to all interested parties on the Title in October
2011 and a relative of the rate-payer (who is also the mortgagee) paid the full amount
owing in November 2011, clearing the Judgement amount and halting the sale of the
property.
The rate-payer entered an arrangement to pay rates as they became due.
Council has accepted four arrangements since this time with no payments
forthcoming, notwithstanding many attempts to contact the rate-payer and
conversations of promised payments.
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The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer via
post and phone and two broken arrangements (no payments at all).
The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in January 2013 in the
Magistrates Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act
1989.
In April 2013 Council obtained a further Judgement.
Between April 2013 and now, a further 2 arrangements were agreed to and not
maintained.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 6 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 20
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand
detailing the debt without payment of the debt in full from the owner/ratepayer.
Property 3
This property is a 1997 brick veneer home of 346 square metres in Caulfield North.
The property is situated close to major roads, shopping strips, schools, parks and all
public transportation.
As per Certificate of Title the property has been in the same ownership since
February 1997.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 1,700,000
$ 2,310,000
$
115,500

Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $18,030.35.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$11,201.25

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$1,580.00

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,371.30

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$14,152.55

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$3,831.80

Interest for year 2017/2018

$1,004.10

Payments 2017/2018

$-0.00

Total amount outstanding as at 01/07/18

$18,988.45

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$18,030.35

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since September 2014.
The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer via
post and phone. Forthcoming offers of payments were not maintained.
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The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in July 2015 in the Magistrates
Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act 1989.
Judgement in favour of Glen Eira Council was obtained in December 2015.
A payment arrangement was entered in January 2016 but was not maintained after 2
payments.
An execution of a distress warrant through the Sheriff’s office in July 2016 yielded no
results.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 4 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 11
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand
detailing the debt without payment of the debt in full from the owner/ratepayer.
Property 4
This property is a 1923 weatherboard dwelling on 589 square metres of land situated
in Elsternwick.
The property is situated close to major roads, shopping strips, schools, parks and all
public transportation.
As per Certificate of Title the property was transferred via a Will in March 2005.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 1,180,000
$ 1,210,000
$
60,500

Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $18,248.95.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$11,198.35

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$3,077.10

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,261.30

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$15,536.75

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$2,331.35

Interest for year 2017/2018

$963.80

Payments 2017/2018

$-0.00

Total amount outstanding as at 01/07/18

$18,831.90

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$18,248.95

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since July 2012.
The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer via
post and phone.
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The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in October 2012 in the
Magistrates Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act
1989.
Judgement in favour of Glen Eira Council was obtained in January 2013.
An execution of a distress warrant through the Sheriff’s office in February 2013
resulted in an arrangement plan. In February 2014 payments ceased. Numerous
attempts to contact the rate-payer did not result in any further payments. Last
payment received 28/02/14.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 6 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 17
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand
detailing the debt without payment of the debt in full from the owner/ratepayer.
Property 5
This property is a one bedroom apartment of 51 square metres constructed in 1961
and situated in St Kilda East.
The property is situated close to major roads, shopping strips, schools, parks and all
public transportation.
As per Certificate of Title the property has been in the same ownership since March
2008.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 156,000
$ 330,000
$ 16,500

Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $10,699.10.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$6,055.00

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$2,250.55

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,493.00

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$9,798.55

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$790.80

Interest for year 2017/2018

$507.60

Payments 2017/2018

$-200.00

Total amount outstanding as at 01/07/18

$10,896.95

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$10,699.10

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since September 2009.
The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer via
post and phone and two broken arrangements.
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The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in September 2013 in the
Magistrates Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act
1989.
Judgement in favour of Glen Eira Council was obtained in March 2014.
An unsuccessful execution of a distress warrant through the Sheriff’s office in June
2014 was made.
A pre S181 action letter generated a $200 payment in November 2017 but no contact
from the rate-payer.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 9 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 26
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand
detailing the debt without payment of the debt in full from the owner/ratepayer.
Property 6
This property is a 1987 4 bedroom dwelling of 322 square metres, in excellent
condition situated in Caulfield North.
The property is situated close to major roads, parks, shopping strips and all public
transportation.
As per Certificate of Title the property has been in the same company/trust ownership
since October 2006.
Current Council statutory valuations (level of value as at 1 January 2016) are:
ß
ß
ß

Site Value
Capital Improved Value
Net Annual Value

$ 1,030,000
$ 2,290,000
$
114,500

Details of Debt
The arrears carried forward as at 30 April 2018 were $41,656.30.
Item

Amount

Rates and charges as at 30 June 2017

$25,715.35

Interest as at 30 June 2017

$9,230.35

Legal fees to 30 June 2017

$1,540.30

Sub Total as at 30 June 2017

$36,486.00

Rates and charges for 2017/2018 (full year)

$3,990.05

Interest for year 2017/2018

$2,177.80

Legal fees for 2017/18

$0.00

Payments 2017/2018

$-0.00

Total amount outstanding as at 01/07/18

$42,653.85

Total amount outstanding as at 01/05/18

$41,656.30

Action taken to date
Rates and charges outstanding are since November 2009.
The current complaint resulted after numerous attempts to contact the rate-payer
via post and phone.
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The owner was served with a Complaint (Summons) in October 2012 in the
Magistrates Court in accordance with Section 180 (1) of the Local Government Act
1989.
Following the serving of the Complaint the owner contacted the debt collection
agency with a promise of payment by mid November 2012.
With no forthcoming payment nor contact by the rate-payer Council obtained
Judgement in February 2013, followed by an unsuccessful execution of a distress
warrant through the Sheriff’s office.
In May 2015 Council became aware the company had become de-registered.
In December 2016 Council prepared and initiated pre rental demand letters and other
forms of communication to try to contact the owners to pay the arrears.
In October 2017 lawyers representing the owner contacted Council. Further
correspondence detailing the debt was sent by Council. Unfortunately negotiations
halted and no further communication or payment has been forthcoming.
For this debt, Council has sent at least 8 Annual Rate and Valuations notices, 26
Instalment Notices, numerous reminder and final notices and other letters of demand.

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable
POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
S181 of the Local Government Act 1989
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Not applicable
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
In all these cases we have:
ß
ß
ß

Non-payment of rates for in excess of 3 years;
No acceptable response to previous legal proceedings;
Large and mounting debts.

Equity for all ratepayers that pay their rates on time, as well as responsible cash
management, require that action under Section 181 of the Local Government Act 1989
should proceed..
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Financial Management Report

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To report Council’s finances in the Financial Management Report for the period ending
30 April 2018.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council notes the Financial Management Report for the period ending 30 April 2018.
BACKGROUND
The report includes a comparison of year-to-date (YTD) actual income and expenditure with
budgeted (YTD and forecast end-of-year) and other information for the current financial year.
This report also provides a review of the 2017-18 Capital Works Program, cash flow reports
and investment reports.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
(a) Forecast
Council’s forecast operating surplus is projected to be $28.25m, which is $11.03m ahead of
the adopted Annual Budget.
Please note that this positive variance includes a consideration of $5.23m recognising
Council’s appointment as Committee of Management for land on the corner of Kambrook,
Glen Eira and Booran Roads in East Caulfield. Council was appointed as Committee of
Management by the State Government for this land. Please note this is a non-cash item.
(b) Recycling Matters
China’s recent ban on receiving certain types of recycling materials has severely disrupted
recycling markets worldwide with significant impacts being felt in Victoria.
For the 2017-18 financial year, Council was receiving income for the collection of
recyclables. With the impact of China’s policy change, Council will now pay for the collection
and disposal of recyclable materials, with the overall change being a net increase of $130
per tonne. As a result, some income and expenditure adjustments have been made in the
2017-18 forecast.
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(c) Financial Position
Council’s financial position is sound. The Balance Sheet indicates a satisfactory financial
position with forecast total current assets of $80.22m and total current liabilities of $67.21m.
Cash and investment holdings at 30 April are $67.16m. This is higher than originally
budgeted due to the opening cash position being better than expected and results in a
forecast liquidity ratio of 1.19 as at 30 June 2018.

FINANCIAL, RESOURCE, RISK AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The key financial objectives for Council are:
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß
ß

Manage finances appropriately within the constraints set by the State Government’s
Rate Capping regime.
Renew and upgrade our ageing assets and community facilities.
Maintain essential services at not less than current levels.
Set fee increases that are manageable and sustainable.
Invest in continuous improvement, technology and other enablers to efficiency and
embrace customer outcomes.
Keep day-to-day costs manageable and rates below our peers.

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
Section 138 of the Local Government Act 1989 (the Act).
COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Council officers in preparing the Financial Management Report, take into account other
plans and strategies in regard to services and initiatives which commit financial and nonfinancial resources for the current financial year.
LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme Five: Informed and Engaged
A well governed Council that is committed to transparency and engages residents in
decision–making.
OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.
CONCLUSION
The positive operating result year to date is higher than was anticipated when the annual
budget was set. The Balance Sheet position and the cash position are sound.
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Executive Summary
for the period ending 30 April 2018
a) Current Month Budget Result
At the end of April 2018, the performance against budget from ordinary activities showed a
positive variance of $7.76m due to higher than anticipated income of $5m and favourable
variance in operating expenditure of $2.77m (refer to page 8 for details of the variances).

b) Current Month Forecast Result
The forecast result expected for the financial year is an operating surplus of $28.25m
compared with the original adopted 2017-18 Annual Budget of $17.22m. This operating
surplus includes the recognition of a non-monetary item ($5.23m) being the land located on
the corner of Kambrook, Glen Eira and Booran Roads.
The current monthly forecast movement from ordinary activities shows an increase in
operating revenue of $1.27m and an increase in operating expenditure of $432k.

c) Liquidity
Working capital is the excess of current assets above current liabilities. This calculation
recognises that although Council has current assets, some of those assets are already
committed to the future settlement of liabilities in the following 12 months, and are therefore
not available for discretionary spending.
Council will continue to have a large investment in capital works projects. Council is required
to hold sufficient cash to cover ‘Restricted Assets’ such as: Residential Aged Care Deposits,
Public Open Space Reserve, Contract Deposits and Fire Services Property Levy.

Liquidity Ratio (Working Capital)
125%
124%
123%

123.96%

122%
121%
120%
119%

119.36%

118%
117.86%

117%
116%
115%
114%
2016-17 Actuals

2017-18 Budget
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d) Open Space
Contributions
All multi-unit developers pay a uniform 5.7 per cent of the value of the land (or give Council
5.7 per cent of the area of the land). All money raised by the levy will go into more and better
open space.

Open Space Reserve
The balance of the Open Space Reserve as at 30 April 2018 is as follows:

Description
Open Space Contributions Received
Open Space Capital Expenditure *
Net Movement
Opening Balance as at 1 July 2017

2017-18 Current

2017-18

Month Actual

Year to Date

$1,490,282

$8,018,364

($8,902)

($113,698)

$1,481,380

$7,904,666
$3,696,235

Closing Balance – Open Space Reserve**

$11,600,901

*Includes Booran Reserve.
**Please note: the table above excludes expenditure on improving existing public open space, which
is expenditure allowable under Section 20(2) of the Subdivision Act.
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Superannuation – Defined Benefits Scheme
Vested Benefits Index (VBI)
Defined benefit plans are required by law to have an actuarial investigation at least once
every three years. Vision Super monitors the vested benefit position of the defined benefits
plan on a quarterly basis.
The VBI is the key index that the super fund regulator, APRA, considers when assessing the
financial position of the Defined Benefit Plan. In simple terms, this measures whether there
would be enough assets to meet the liabilities of the Defined Benefit Plan if it became
necessary to pay all members their total entitlements on a particular day.
Under the superannuation prudential standards, VBI’s must generally be kept above a fund’s
nominated shortfall threshold, currently 97%. The higher the index the less chance of a
future call.
For the Plan to be in a satisfactory financial position requires a VBI of 100% or more.
Below is the estimated VBI updated to 31 March 2018.

Defined Super - Vested Benefits Index (VBI)

Index
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Forecast adjustments for April 2018
Income from ordinary activities increase of $1.27m
The favourable income forecast movement is mainly due to:


Grants (Operating and Capital) – Increase of $179k mainly due to Council receiving
the first half of the recycling services temporary relief funding from the State
Government of $131k. The funding is designed to offset some of the extra costs
incurred by Council as a result of the recycling market disruption.



Contributions (Monetary) – relates to open space contributions received during the
year. These contributions are transferred to the Open Space Reserve pursuant to
section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988.
The increase of $1.02m is based on the timing of Council receiving open space
contributions. These amounts are variable in nature and it is difficult to determine the
exact timing of anticipated contributions

Expenditure from ordinary activities increase of $432k
The expenditure forecast movement is mainly due to:


Employee Costs – decrease of $97k.
This includes all labour related expenditure and on-costs such as allowances, leave
entitlements, employer superannuation and WorkSafe.



Contractor Payments – increase of $558k.
The increase is mainly due to increased costs of parking management of $628k
which is offset by increased income.



Other Expenses – increase of $132k.
The increase is mainly due to provision for parking infringement debtors of $53k and
court lodgement fees of $82k, both of which are offset by additional parking
infringements income.
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Income Statement
for the period ending 30 April 2018
2017-18
Year to Date
Actual

2017-18
Year to Date
Budget

2017-18
Year to Date
Variance

$ 000's

$ 000's

$ 000's

2017-18
2017-18
2017-18
Year to Date Last Month Current Month
Variance
Forecast
Forecast

(%)

$ 000's

$ 000's

2017-18
Current
Month
Forecast
Movement
$ 000's

2017-18
Annual
Budget

2017-18
Budget
Forecast
Variance

2017-18 Budget
Forecast
Variance

$ 000's

$ 000's

(%)

Income
Income from Ordinary Activities
88,873

88,687

185

0.2%

88,868

88,873

5

88,757

115

0.1%

545

667

(122)

(18.3%)

719

678

(40)

800

(122)

(15.2%)

Waste and Recycling Charges

14,720

14,914

(195)

(1.3%)

14,720

14,720

0

15,060

(341)

(2.3%)

Grants (Operating and Capital)

19,841

19,071

770

4.0%

22,610

22,789

179

22,423

366

1.6%

1,356

1,000

356

35.6%

1,512

1,556

44

1,200

356

29.7%

General Rates
Supplementary Rates

Interest Received
User Fees

23,136

22,574

562

2.5%

27,781

27,738

(43)

27,185

554

2.0%

Statutory Fees and Fines

7,442

5,297

2,145

40.5%

8,293

8,424

131

6,280

2,145

34.2%

Contributions (Monetary)

8,018

6,875

1,143

16.6%

8,098

9,118

1,020

7,500

1,618

21.6%

Other Income

2,510

2,359

151

6.4%

3,057

3,034

(23)

2,951

83

2.8%

166,441

161,445

4,995

3.09%

175,658

176,932

1,273

172,157

4,775

2.8%

62,304

63,353

1,049

1.7%

73,285

73,188

97

74,335

1,147

1.5%

4,077

4,902

825

16.8%

5,491

5,411

79

5,997

585

9.8%

25,631

26,443

812

3.1%

31,853

32,411

(558)

31,839

(573)

(1.8%)

Maintenance

5,494

5,558

64

1.2%

7,055

7,031

24

6,648

(382)

(5.8%)

Utility Services

3,204

3,751

547

14.6%

4,060

4,039

22

4,528

489

10.8%

772

970

198

20.4%

961

955

7

1,034

80

7.7%

4,555

3,901

(654)

(16.8%)

5,412

5,545

(132)

4,707

(838)

(17.8%)

Grants and Subsidies

904

833

(71)

(8.5%)

1,062

1,033

29

926

(107)

(11.6%)

Borrowing Costs

558

552

(6)

(1.1%)

666

667

(0)

660

(6)

(1.0%)

107,499

110,264

2,765

2.5%

129,847

130,279

(432)

130,674

396

0.3%

58,942

51,181

7,760

15.2%

45,811

46,653

842

41,483

5,170

12.5%

5,230

(0)

5,230

100.0%

5,230

5,230

-

(0)

5,230

100.0%

368

420

(52)

(12.5%)

474

455

(19)

501

(45)

(9.1%)

1,377

1,161

(216)

(18.6%)

1,744

1,888

(144)

1,531

(358)

(23.4%)

Total Income from Ordinary Activities

Expenses
Expenses from Ordinary Activities
Employee Costs
Materials and Consumables
Contractor Payments

Insurances
Other Expenses

Total Expenses from Ordinary Activities

Surplus before non operational activities
Non-operational Activities
Contributions - Non Monetary
Proceeds from Sale of Property, Infrastructure, Plant and Equipment
Written Down Value of Assets Sold/Disposed
Depreciation and Amortisation

Surplus for the period

18,315

19,362

1,047

5.4%

22,287

22,203

84

23,234

1,031

4.4%

44,848

31,079

12,107

39.0%

27,484

28,247

763

17,219

11,029

64.1%

Key to Variance - Positive figures relate to an increase in revenue and a decrease in expenditure. Negative figures relate to a decrease in
revenue and increase in expenditure.
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Balance Sheet
for the period ending 30 April 2018
Actuals
2016-17

Annual
Budget
2017-18

Annual
Forecast
2017-18

Year to
Date Actual
2017-18

Previous
Month's
Actuals

$ 000's

$ 000's

$ 000's

$ 000's

$ 000's

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Trade and Other Receivables
Other Assets
Total Current Assets

61,111
12,739
1,497
75,348

57,644
10,408
1,297
69,349

64,396
14,322
1,497
80,215

67,163
35,778
0
102,942

70,557
38,003
50
108,610

Non-Current Assets
Property, Infrastructure, Plant and Equipment
Intangible Assets
Investments in Joint Operations
Other Financial Assets
Total Non-Current Assets

2,183,334
764
1,592
5
2,185,695

2,072,236
1,042
2,125
5
2,075,408

2,210,682
764
1,592
5
2,213,043

2,511,094
573
1,592
5
2,513,264

2,510,495
592
1,592
5
2,512,684

TOTAL ASSETS

2,261,043

2,144,756

2,293,258

2,616,206

2,621,294

Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Trust Funds and Deposits
Provisions
Interest-Bearing Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

14,717
29,874
12,850
3,343
60,784

16,494
25,501
13,391
3,455
58,841

21,026
29,874
12,850
3,455
67,206

6,782
34,262
12,877
3,504
57,425

7,157
32,580
12,819
3,482
56,038

Non-Current Liabilities
Provisions
Interest-Bearing Liabilities
Other Liabilities - Joint Operations
Total Non-Current Liabilities

1,431
18,302
2,420
22,152

1,186
14,848
2,568
18,602

1,431
14,848
2,420
18,698

1,407
15,473
2,420
19,300

1,499
15,777
2,420
19,696

Total Liabilities

82,937

77,443

85,904

76,725

75,734

Net Assets

2,178,106

2,067,314

2,207,354

2,539,481

2,545,561

Equity
Accumulated Surplus
Asset Revaluation Reserve
Public Open Space Reserve
Total Equity

919,972
1,254,438
3,696
2,178,106

926,386
1,130,179
10,749
2,067,314

948,220
1,254,438
4,696
2,207,354

956,914
1,570,966
11,601
2,539,481

964,475
1,570,966
10,120
2,545,561

Liabilities
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Performance Graphs
Financial Performance
for the period ending 30 April 2018

000's

$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$0
Jul-17

Aug-17

Sep-17

Oct-17

Nov-17

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Mar-18

Apr-18

Actuals

$99,495

$92,917

$85,781

$78,833

$73,363

$72,745

$65,093

$57,285

$50,926

$44,848

Budget

$97,093

$89,492

$81,214

$73,672

$66,518

$60,103

$52,206

$44,716

$37,416

$31,079

Actuals

May-18

Jun-18

$24,509

$17,219

Budget

The April 2018 year to date financial performance was $12.11m better than the year to date budget mainly due to:


Better than anticipated income received for Statutory Fees and Fines of $2.15m, Contributions (Monetary) of $1.14m, Grants of $770k,
User Fees of $562k, $356k in Interest Received and Other Income of $151k.



Favourable variances in expenditure items including: Employee Costs of $1.05m, Materials and Consumables of $825k, Contractor
Payments of $812k, Utility Services of $547k and Insurances of $198k. Unfavourable variances include: Other Expenses of $654k and
Grants and Subsidies of $71k.



Contributions (Non-Monetary) - Council’s appointment as Committee of Management (COM) for Booran Road Community Reserve,
located on the corner of Kambrook, Glen Eira and Booran Roads of $5.23m. This is a non-cash item.
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Financial Performance
for the period ending 30 April 2018

2017-18 Forecast categories of expenditure

Grants
12.88%

Materials and
services
31.77%

Contributions
5.15%
Other revenue
2.59%

Net (loss) on
sale/disposal of
property,
infrastructure,
plant and
equipment
0.93%

User fees
15.68%
Employee costs
47.55%

Depreciation and
amortisation
14.43%
Borrowing costs
0.43%

2017-18 Forecast sources of income

Statutory fees
and fines
4.76%
Other expenses
4.89%
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Cash and Investments
for the period ending 30 April 2018

$80,000
$70,000
000's

$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000

Jul-17

Aug-17 Sep-17

Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18

Actuals

$56,082 $58,699 $68,022 $63,280 $75,458 $75,259 $68,334 $77,274 $71,026 $66,793

Budget

$51,550 $51,604 $56,040 $57,671 $62,906 $61,182 $55,754 $59,349 $58,288 $52,681 $58,225 $57,644

Restricted Cash $35,421 $36,759 $38,399 $36,445 $39,351 $38,408 $39,833 $41,938 $39,969 $43,043
$56,500 $58,057 $68,312 $62,778 $75,920 $74,545 $68,043 $76,576 $70,294 $67,267 $71,000 $64,396
Forecast
Actuals

Budget

Restricted Cash

Forecast



Council’s year to date cash balance of $66.79m is higher than budget for the current month. Council’s forecast position to June 2018 of
$64.4m has been adjusted to reflect the movements in Council’s Income Statement and Capital Works Program forecast adjustments.



Council has cash assets that are subject to restrictions. Restricted funds as at 30 April 2018 include: residential aged care deposits of
$26.06m, trust funds and deposits of $4.87m (including asset protection permits), open space reserve of $11.6m and fire services
property levy of $510k.
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Rates Income and Debtors
for the period ending 30 April 2018
Rate and Charges Income – is an important source of revenue, accounting for approximately 61 per cent of the total revenue received by
Council annually. Glen Eira continues to have the second-lowest average rates and charges in metro Melbourne.
Rate Capping - The Victorian Government’s Fair Go Rates System (FGRS) limits the maximum increase in Councils’ average rates. The
amount is calculated by dividing total revenue from general rates by the total number of rateable properties in the municipality.
Each year the Minister for Local Government sets the average rate cap increase for Councils.
The cap for 2017-18 was set at forecast CPI of 2.0% (2.5% for 2016-17).
Rate Payments - Rates are paid in four instalments during the year: February, May, September and November. Council’s cash flow is
impacted by the timing of rate payments. The following table reflects the rate debtors balance as at 30 April 2018.
Rate Debtors

2017-2018 Year
to date
$'000

Arrears Brought Forward
2017-18 Rates & Garbage Generated
2017-18 Fire Services Property Levy
Total Rates & Charges
Payments/Adjustments:
Glen Eira Pension Rebate
State Government Rebate
Fire Services Property Levy Rebate
Receipts
Interest
Supplementary Valuations
Adjustments
Total Payments/Adjustments

5,824
102,981
12,327
121,132
(341)
(1,653)
(369)
(90,770)
398
738
26
(91,972)

Rates & Charges Balance at Month End

29,160
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Investment Interest Rates
for the period ending 30 April 2018

3.00%

2.50%

2.00%

Jul-17

Aug-17

Sep-17

Oct-17

Nov-17

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Mar-18

Apr-18

Actuals

2.54%

2.48%

2.47%

2.45%

2.46%

2.47%

2.47%

2.48%

2.48%

2.48%

Budget

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

Actuals

Budget

Council achieved a lower return of 2.48% against the budget of 2.50%.
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Capital Works Expenditure Program
As at the end of April 2018, total capital works expenditure forecast for 2017-18 is expected
to be $45.95m, represented by:





New capital works projects as per the 2017-18 Annual Budget $32.82m
Capital works funding $1.26m
Carry forward expenditure from the 2016-17 financial year $5.12m
Forecast increase year to date $6.55m.

(a) Capital Works Forecast Adjustments ($792k) for April 2018:


Transfer of funds of $717k for the completion of HVAC works from the Town Hall
accommodation budget. The HVAC works are an integral part of the Town Hall
accommodation upgrade and were required to be completed prior to undertaking
further office works.
The works include purchasing a more intelligent technology and less energy
intensive system, additional fire zoning measures being put in place (e.g. ducts,
damping, sealers etc.), upgrading the chiller pedestal to meet safety requirements
and installing a Building Management System for automatic temperature controlling.



Increase of funding of $131k for new works at Booran Reserve, post opening, in
response to requests from adjacent residents and users following transition to
operations. These items relate to ongoing safety and rectification of excessive
damage from users of the new facility which is more heavily utilised than anticipated.
Examples include: replanting of damaged soft landscape areas, installation of
additional landscape protective fencing, safety fencing extension above the Eastern
wall to prevent balls being lost and rectification of vandalism to the tadpole frag cast
sculptures and event cabinets for BBQ shelter bookings etc.



Finalisation of funding of $135k for original project works at Booran Reserve – This
relates to the additional costs on CCTV, temporary safety fencing, cost of extended
site facility hiring and salaries that were over and above the original contingency
budget.



Additional funding of $330k for drainage works. The funding comprises $180k for a
number of small high risk flood related projects such as Dunoon Street,
Murrumbeena, Narrawong Street, Caulfield South and Clarence Street Elsternwick
and additional funding of $150k for emergency drainage works due to the collapsed
drain in Aileen Avenue.



Increase of funding of $146k for the Packer Park retaining wall due to an increase in
the scope of work and associated costs.
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Brought forward $600k in footpath works from the 2018-19 footpaths replacement
program. This will be funded by monies from traffic management projects that are not
proceeding in 2017-18 including Pedestrian Safety works ($300k), Residential Safety
($225k) and School Safety ($75k).
The reason for not proceeding with these works is due to complications in obtaining
VicRoads approval, works involved in special building overlays and potential conflict
with future structure plans and major capital works.
Not proceeding with some of these projects in 2017-18 enables works to be
consolidated in line with structure plans to prevent duplication, minimising impact and
frustration for the community.



Additional funding of $50k for cricket net training bay upgrades. This funding is from
Sports and Recreation Victoria through the Community Sports Infrastructure Fund,
for Cricket net training bay upgrades at East Caulfield, Centenary and Victory Parks.

(b) Capital Works Performance Graphs
The below graphs reflect the 2017-18 budget allocations for the main asset category and
performance against budget and forecast.

Main Asset Category
$14,000

$12,000

Expenditure (Thousands)

$10,000

$8,000

$6,000

$4,000

$2,000

$-

Public
Lighting

Roads

9,812,188

Plant,
Furniture &
Equipment
5,361,856

476,500

11,016,000

350,000

3,510,000

12,321,248

5,567,575

476,500

11,016,000

3,970,447

3,442,075

4,414,917

2,481,802

183,571

7,772,860

3,702,758

Buildings

Car Parks

Drainage

Parks and
Open Space

Total Funds @ beginning of 2017-18 $

8,093,105

497,633

3,598,000

Annual Forecast $

8,394,705

497,633

Year To Date Actuals $

2,924,239

500,676

Total Funds @ beginning of 2017-18 $

Annual Forecast $
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Monthly Performance against Budget and Forecast
$50
$45

Expenditure (Millions)

$40
$35
$30
$25
$20
$15
$10
$5
$2017-18 Annual Forecast
Approved Budget

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

350

1,228

2,895

4,218

5,392

7,917

9,918

15,628

20,815

25,911

31,958

45,754

34,007

39,205

738

2,143

4,339

7,347

10,765

14,863

17,682

21,671

26,805

30,664

YTD Actuals

1,024

3,160

4,464

7,689

10,573

13,085

14,593

20,068

22,857

25,423

Variance between Annual forecast vs Actuals

(674)

(1,932)

(1,569)

(3,471)

(5,181)

(5,168)

(4,675)

(4,440)

(2,042)

488
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Capital Works Program Expenditure
for the period ending 30 April 2018
$50,000
$40,000
000's

$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0
Actuals
Forecast (Inc. carry forwards)

Jul-17

Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18

$1,024

$3,160

$4,464

$7,689 $10,573 $13,085 $14,593 $20,068 $22,857 $25,423

$350

$1,228

$2,895

$4,218

Actuals

$5,392

$7,917

Feb-18 Mar-18

Apr-18

May-18 Jun-18

$9,918 $15,628 $20,815 $25,911 $31,958 $45,754

Forecast (Inc. carry forwards)

Council’s capital expenditure is behind forecast by $488k mainly due to Warm Season Grass of $990k, Building renewal works of $906k,
Landscape Enhancement Works at Duncan McKinnon of $149k and Duncan McKinnon Netball Courts Lighting of $134k. Offsetting this is
Drainage Works of $1.7m which is ahead of forecast.
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Capital Works Program Expenditure
Capital Works Program Expenditure
for period ending 30 April 2018
Description

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

Carry
Forwards
from
2016-17

Adopted
Annual
Capital
Budget

Capital
Grant
Funding

Budget Plus YTD Work YTD
2016-17
In Progress Forecast
Carry
Forward

2017-18

YTD
Variance

Annual Forecast Forecast
Projected end of Adjustments
June 2018
expenditure

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

2017-18

($)

CAPITAL WORKS: PRIORITY ITEMS
Continuous Improvement & Innovation
Information Systems

50,000

900,000

-

950,000

30,065

370,000

339,935

950,000

160,000

1,018,000

-

1,178,000

232,518

984,500

751,982

1,234,500

Vehicle Replacements

-

1,672,041

-

1,672,041

991,786

720,000

(271,786)

1,672,041

Footpath Replacement

-

2,010,000

-

2,010,000

1,959,140

1,357,000

(602,140)

2,610,000

Kerb and Channel Replacement
Road Rehabilitation
Drainage Improvement

-

30,223

163,000

56,500
600,000

163,000

-

163,000

100,177

130,400

248,918

3,188,000

-

3,436,918

3,071,988

2,498,918

(573,070)

3,491,918

55,000

-

28,000

(88,000)

3,570,000

-

3,598,000

3,442,075

1,710,000

(1,732,075)

3,510,000

Local Road Resurfacing

-

1,500,000

-

1,500,000

1,387,584

950,000

(437,584)

1,500,000

-

Right of Way Renewal

-

336,600

-

336,600

139,189

221,600

82,411

336,600

-

274,159

600,000

-

874,159

368,094

674,159

306,065

874,159

-

77,633

400,000

-

477,633

500,676

197,633

(303,043)

477,633

-

900,000

309,898

620,000

310,102

900,000

-

53,377

10,724

53,377

42,653

53,377

17,149,728

12,543,914

10,487,587

Local Area Traffic Management (LATM) Replacement
Car Park Rehabilitation
Roads to Recovery
Traffic Signal Upgrade
TOTAL PRIORITY ITEMS

53,377

323,926
-

576,074
576,074

(2,056,327)

17,773,228

-

892,087

15,681,567

623,500

Bicycle Strategy Implementation

136,204

250,000

-

386,204

60,117

Warm season grass Program

182,334

710,000

-

892,334

630,040

507,080

-

507,080

1,771

1,467,080

-

1,785,618

691,928

1,620,334

928,406

2,432,618

647,000

CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL
CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES

Sustainable Initiatives
TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES

318,538

1,620,334
-

(60,117)
990,294
(1,771)

305,204
1,620,334
507,080

(81,000)
728,000
-

CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL-LIBRARIES
& LEARNING CENTRES

Library and Information Services
TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALLIBRARIES
CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL-TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

-

809,336

63,179

872,515

686,648

701,294

14,646

872,734

219

-

809,336

63,179

872,515

686,648

701,294

14,646

872,734

219

Traffic Engineering

586,946

1,175,000

-

1,761,946

426,066

551,380

125,314

1,106,946

(655,000)

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALTRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

586,946

1,175,000

-

1,761,946

426,066

551,380

125,314

1,106,946

(655,000)

1,000,000

-

1,000,000

26,079

(26,079)

1,000,000

-

535,000

-

542,546

304,164

(5,993)

389,546

(153,000)

CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL-PUBLIC
OPEN SPACES AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Major Playground Upgrade
Playground Minor Equipment/Art Rolling Program
Carnegie Swim Centre Maintenance

7,546

50,000

-

100,000

2,397

Minor Park Improvements

-

642,000

-

642,000

304,648

Sports Ground Lighting

-

180,000

-

180,000

18,940

Cricket Net Facilities Upgrade

-

95,000

-

95,000

22,328

Public Hall Furniture

-

10,000

-

10,000

Plinth Curbing

-

115,000

-

115,000

96,330

Open Space Lighting Program

-

75,000

-

75,000

66,144

Sports facility lighting Program

-

100,000

-

100,000

2,802,000

-

2,859,546

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALPUBLIC OPEN SPACES AND RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES

50,000

57,546

GLEN EIRA CITY COUNCIL

-

841,030

298,171
394,000
24,600

(2,397)

100,000

-

89,352

562,000

(80,000)

(18,940)

180,000

2,272

144,500

49,500

10,000

10,000

10,000

-

115,000

18,670

115,000

-

(66,144)

75,000

-

100,000

-

100,000

100,000

-

941,771

100,741

2,676,046

(183,500)
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Capital Works Program Expenditure
for period ending 30 April 2018 (continued)
Description

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

Carry
Forwards
from
2016-17

Adopted
Annual
Capital
Budget

Capital
Grant
Funding

Budget Plus YTD Work YTD
2016-17
In Progress Forecast
Carry
Forward

2017-18

YTD
Variance

Annual Forecast Forecast
Projected end of Adjustments
June 2018
expenditure

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

2017-18

($)

CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL-BUILDING
WORKS
Building Improvements
Kitchen/ Joinery Renewal
Roof Renewal

228,381
39,874

110,000

-

338,381

65,493

248,371

182,878

338,381

-

61,000

-

61,000

54,404

43,050

(11,354)

61,000

-

165,000

-

204,874

75,007

43,000

(32,007)

204,874

-

Painting Program

-

121,000

-

121,000

21,075

43,800

22,725

121,000

-

Switchboard Renewal

-

100,000

-

100,000

35,795

60,000

24,205

100,000

-

Floor Covering Replacement Renewal

-

187,000

-

187,000

23,651

36,000

12,349

187,000

Public Toilet Upgrade Rolling Program

-

285,000

-

285,000

9,026

(9,026)

480,000

195,000

Forward design Program

-

640,000

-

640,000

8,625

(560,000)

Bathroom Renewal

-

88,500

-

88,500

1,757,500

-

2,025,755

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALBUILDING WORKS
CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUAL-SHOPPING
CENTRES

268,255

-

-

64,000

55,375

80,000

85,800

85,800

88,500

-

293,076

624,021

330,945

1,660,755

(365,000)

-

-

Annual Shopping Streetscape Program

-

100,000

-

100,000

34,847

60,000

25,153

100,000

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: ROLLING ANNUALSHOPPING CENTRES

-

100,000

-

100,000

34,847

60,000

25,153

100,000

-

9,405,380

2,973,595

4,498,800

1,525,205

8,849,099

(556,281)

250,000

25,000

125,000

100,000

250,000

474,441

169,619

104,000

(65,619)

637,441

TOTAL ROLLING ANNUAL

1,231,285

8,110,916

63,179

CAPITAL WORKS: MAJOR PROJECTS
Bentleigh Rotunda

-

250,000

Duncan Mackinnon Netball Court Redevelopment

-

374,441

-

100,000

Precinct Plan- Lord Reserve, Carnegie Pool, Koornang
Park
Bailey Skate Park Redevelopment
Carnegie Swim Centre Redevelopment
Duncan Mackinnon Reserve Netball Courts lighting
Duncan Mackinnon Athletics Track Upgrade
Lord Hex Pavilion Upgrade
TOTAL MAJOR PROJECTS

484,651
75,000

-

-

150,000

-

750,000

75,000

-

100,000
-

100,000

80,802

100,000

19,198

100,000

-

484,651

32,400

290,790

258,390

1,036,651

-

75,000

73,224

-

150,000

15,956

150,000

1,000,000

1,282,503

1,000,000

250,000
-

75,000

-

-

-

634,651

1,624,441

350,000

2,609,092

1,679,504

1,769,790

237,823

1,421,517

173,483

1,832,823

635,788

457,823

163,000
552,000

(73,224)

75,000

-

134,044

150,000

-

(282,503)
-

1,800,000
75,000

800,000
-

90,286

4,124,092

1,515,000

(177,965)

1,882,823

50,000

(113,698)

266,000

266,000

(291,663)

2,148,823

316,000

CAPITAL WORKS: OPEN SPACE STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
Open Space Strategy Initiatives
Booran Reserve
TOTAL OPEN SPACE STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION

237,823

1,421,517

173,483

1,832,823

113,698
749,486

457,823

-

SHORT TERM PROJECTS
CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERMENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
Energy Efficient St Lighting-Planning / project
development

-

51,500

-

51,500

9,315

(9,315)

51,500

-

250,000

-

250,000

108,112

98,000

(10,112)

250,000

-

152,700

-

152,700

25,574

27,200

1,626

166,300

13,600

-

454,200

-

454,200

143,001

125,200

(17,801)

467,800

13,600

Residential Services Minor Improvements

-

220,000

-

220,000

44,439

170,000

125,561

220,000

-

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-AGED
CARE

-

220,000

-

220,000

44,439

170,000

125,561

220,000

-

Family Youth and Children's Centre upgrades

-

11,800

-

11,800

10,537

11,800

1,263

11,800

-

Replacement of FDC Equipment

-

5,000

-

5,000

4,545

5,000

455

5,000

-

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-FAMILY &
CHILDREN'S SERVICES

-

16,800

-

16,800

15,082

16,800

1,718

16,800

-

Park Lighting Energy Efficiency Upgrade
Photovoltaic systems on council assets to generate
renewable energy
TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERMENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES

-

-

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-AGED CARE

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-FAMILY &
CHILDREN'S SERVICES
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Capital Works Program Expenditure
for period ending 30 April 2018 (continued)
2017-18
Description

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

2017-18

Carry
Adopted
Forwards
Annual
from 2016-17 Capital
Budget

Capital
Grant
Funding

Budget Plus YTD Work YTD
2016-17
In Progress Forecast
Carry
Forward

YTD
Variance

Annual Forecast Forecast
Projected end of Adjustments
June 2018
expenditure

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

($)

2017-18

($)

($)

2017-18

($)

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-PUBLIC OPEN
SPACES AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Half Share Fencing

-

100,000

-

100,000

7,785

(7,785)

100,000

-

Perimeter Fencing Upgrade

-

85,000

-

85,000

78,866

85,000

6,134

85,000

-

60,000

-

62,437

106,391

62,437

(43,954)

62,437

-

275,000

-

275,000

14,300

(14,300)

275,000

83,500

2,406

81,094

229,500

Recreation

2,437

Moorleigh Village Multi-purpose Sports Training facility

-

Replacing and Reinforcing Retaining wall and Bridge

83,500

-

-

83,500

146,000

Public Toilet Upgrade Rolling Program

-

350,000

-

350,000

-

350,000

-

Sports Ground Lighting

-

70,000

-

70,000

28,301

35,000

6,699

70,000

-

Shade Sails Rolling Program

-

65,000

-

65,000

54,768

65,000

10,232

65,000

-

565,000

-

863,491

50,644

200,000

149,356

863,491

-

-

26,322

39,209

26,322

(12,887)

26,322

114,302

137,000

22,698

137,000

137,000

694,259

197,287

2,263,750

283,000

Landscape Enhancement Works-Stage 2- Walking/
Running Circuit

298,491

Outdoor Fitness Stations and Instructional Signage

26,322

-

Elsternwick MCHC

-

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-PUBLIC
OPEN SPACES AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

410,750

1,570,000

-

-

1,980,750

496,972

-

-

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT
Parking Ticket Machines

114,000

-

-

114,000

136,288

-

(136,288)

114,000

-

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

114,000

-

-

114,000

136,288

-

(136,288)

114,000

-

-

(14,182)

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-BUILDING
WORKS
Furniture & Fittings- emergency replacement

50,000

-

50,000

14,182

Renewal of Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning

739,911

-

219,000

-

958,911

1,458,271

1,509,911

51,640

1,675,911

717,000

Building Renewal works

193,413

2,286,000

2,579,413

213,572

1,119,413

905,841

2,362,413

(217,000)

DDA Compliant front access by Changing Ramp

-

ILU Refurbishment-Upgrade of carpets, bathrooms,
kitchens etc.
IP Based high resolution video surveillance CCTV
security system

New Sound System

-

60,000

150,000

-

215,195

-

85,000

-

85,000

-

67,400

-

67,400

20,000

-

20,000

1,246

20,000

18,754

20,000

160,000

-

635,651

652,961

434,388

(218,573)

660,651

25,000
44,560

-

GESAC

475,651

Public Toilet Exeloo

126,439

14,004
18,473

120,195
85,000
-

-

-

60,000

65,195

Ormond Kinder Upgrade

100,000

50,000

60,000

-

106,191

150,195

(65,000)

85,000

85,000

(18,473)

77,400

10,000
-

-

126,439

170,999

170,999

-

170,999

Landscaping of Early Learning Centres

-

40,000

-

40,000

21,635

30,000

8,365

40,000

-

Removal of Hazardous Material

-

85,000

-

85,000

13,435

57,000

43,565

85,000

-

Installation of swipe cards and CCTV

-

111,000

-

111,000

17,018

78,800

61,782

111,000

-

Signage Upgrade

-

100,000

-

100,000

1,058

20,000

18,942

100,000

-

-

-

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

-

-

Park gates

2,500

Property Acquisition- Neerim Road, Carnegie

-

Halley Park Scout Hall Demolishen
TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-BUILDING
WORKS

1,603,109

3,433,400

100,000

-

3,642,911

3,620,447

(22,464)

3,620,447

3,620,447

59,780

70,000

10,220

70,000

70,000

5,136,509

6,299,545

7,338,653

1,039,108

9,341,516

4,205,007

10,000

6,720

10,000

3,280

10,000

CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-OTHER
Furniture & Fittings

-

Library Furniture & Fittings

10,000
-

Annual GESAC Plant and Equipment Replacement

-

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS: SHORT TERM-OTHER

-

276,000
286,000

-

276,000

6,600
327,752

342,074

(6,600)
14,322

425,000

149,000

286,000

341,072

352,074

11,002

435,000

149,000

TOTAL SHORT TERM PROJECTS

2,127,859

5,980,400

100,000

8,208,259

7,476,399

8,696,986

1,220,587

12,858,866

4,650,607

TOTAL CAPITAL WORKS EXPENDITURE

5,123,705

32,818,841

1,262,736

39,205,282

25,422,898

25,910,986

488,088

45,754,108

6,548,826
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Financial Strategy
Each year, the Auditor-General of Victoria performs an audit of the Local Government sector
and produces a report to Parliament of the results of those audits. As part of this process,
the Auditor-General assesses the financial sustainability of Councils. In 2016-17 the AuditorGeneral assessed the financial sustainability risk at an individual Council level. The following
pages explain and present the Auditor-General’s financial sustainability risks and criteria and
page 21 provides indicators for Glen Eira City Council.

(a) Financial sustainability risk indicators
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Financial Strategy (continued)
(b) Financial sustainability risk assessment criteria
The financial sustainability risk of each local council is assessed using the criteria outlined
below:
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Financial Strategy (continued)
Monthly Report Relative to Financial Strategy
Financial Sustainability Risk Indicators

Objective

2016-2017
Actuals

2017-2018
Annual Budget
as at 30 June
2018

2017-2018 Risk
2017-2018
based on
Annual
Forecast as at Annual Forecast
as at 30 June
30 June 2018
2018

Comment

(1) Net Result

Generating surpluses consistently
of greater than 0%.

16.76%

10.00%

15.51%

Low

Council is generating positive surpluses.

(2) Underlying Result (%)

Generating surpluses consistently
of greater than 0%.

16.00%

9.00%

12.98%

Low

Council is generating positive surpluses.

(3) Liquidity

To measure Council's ability to
repay short-term liabilities as they
fall due. The indicator is to be
greater than 1.0.

1.24

1.18

1.19

Low

Council's forecast to 30 June 2018 indicates a Liquidity
Ratio of greater than 1.0.

Lower than 40% relates to the
ability to repay debt from ownsource revenue.

15.72%

13.08%

12.89%

Low

Council is operating at a ratio of lower than 40%,
therefore has the ability to repay debt from own-source
revenue.

Generating enough cash from
operations to fund new assets.
The indicator is to be greater than
100%.

157.42%

111.07%

102.99%

Low

Council is generating enough cash from operations to
fund new assets.

To ascertain the level of risk of
insufficient spending on asset
renewal. The indicator is to be
more than 1.5.

1.58

1.73

2.06

Low

Council operates at a low level of risk with respect to
capital replacement.

To ensure there is sufficient
spending on Council's asset base.
The indicator is to be greater than
1.0.

1.24

1.29

1.29

Low

Council spends sufficient funds on its asset base.

$1,557

$1,591

$1,586

$270

$270

$270

$1,899

$2,357

$2,341

(4) Indebtedness

(5) Internal Financing

(6) Capital Replacement

(7) Renewal Gap

Council aims to keep average rates and charges significantly below
benchmark Councils and provide a pensioner rate rebate over the State
Government's universal rebate.

•         Average Rates and Charges
•         Pensioner Rate Rebate

Operating costs per property should be kept as low as possible in order to
generate both operating surpluses and lower Rates.

Council aims to keep average
rates and charges significantly
below benchmark Councils and
the pensioner rate rebate above
the State Government 's universal
rebate.

Council should aim to keep
average operating costs below the
average benchmark Councils.
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In terms of Rates per assessment, Glen Eira is again the second lowest of
the 21 Inner Melbourne Councils (2015/16: also second lowest) and is $283
per assessment ($18.3M) below the average outcome.

In terms of operational expenditure (excluding depreciation), Glen Eira
ranks as spending $161 less per assessment ($10.4M) than the average
for the Inner Melbourne Councils grouping.
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Assurance Map
The assurance map considers the key risks to Council in achieving its objectives and performance
expectations, and the assurance activities which have been conducted over the operation of controls
that apply to those risks. The Assurance Map is indicative of the type of activity in place to provide
Council Management with comfort that the control environment is operating as intended. A formal
review of strategic risks is undertaken annually by Executive. The risks have been identified, assessed
and ranked in order of risk exposure to Council. The assurance map will be updated after every formal
review and when assurance activities are proposed or undertaken.
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APPOINTMENT OF SIGNATORIES FOR 2017-18 FINANCIAL REPORT

Author:

John Vastianos (Chief Financial Officer)

File No:

18/179002

Attachments:

Not applicable

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
To appoint two Councillors as signatories to the 2017-18 Financial Statements and
Performance Statement.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
Appoints the Mayor and Deputy Mayor to sign the 2017-18 Financial Statements and
Performance Statement.

BACKGROUND
The State Government has a structured process it applies to approving the end-of-year
Financial Report.
Council is required to consider the (proposed) Financial Statements after the external
auditors (Victorian Auditor-General’s Office - VAGO) have performed their role but before the
audit by the Auditor-General is finalised.
Council is not expected to audit any of the figures itself. Council is expected to assure itself
that due process has been followed (e.g. by the activities of the independent external
auditors etc.), to ensure that the statements represent the financial position of the Council. In
Glen Eira, this role is carried out mainly through the Audit Committee with its mix of
Councillors and independent Members.
Past practice has been that the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, or one Councillor Member of the
Audit Committee to be the authorised signatories.

ISSUES AND DISCUSSION
The 2017-18 Financial Report will be reviewed at Council’s Audit Committee meeting on
Friday, 17 August 2018.
Council will be asked to adopt the statements ‘in principle’ at the Ordinary Council meeting
on Tuesday, 4 September 2018. This will in effect mean that Council is confirming that an
appropriate process (as confirmed by the Audit Committee) has been followed in preparing
the Statements. In this respect, Council will be relying on the Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office to confirm the accuracy of the statements and compliance with accounting standards.
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FINANCIAL, RESOURCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Financial conclusions should not be drawn until after the statements are audited and
finalised by the Auditor-Generals Office.

POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
(i) Local Government Act 1989
Section 132 (5) - Annual Report preparation:
The Council must ensure that the Performance Statement and Financial Statements, in their
final form after any changes recommended or agreed by the auditor have been made, are
certified in accordance with the regulations by:
ß
ß

2 Councillors authorised by the Council for the purposes of this subsection; and
any other prescribed persons.

(ii) Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014
ß
ß

Section 18 - Certification of Performance Statement; and
Section 21 - Certification of Financial Statements.

(iii) Audit Act 1994
Section 9 - Audit opinions on Financial Statements:
The Audit Act 1994 requires the Auditor-General to form an opinion on your Financial Report
and Performance Statement and provide a copy of the audit reports to you and the Minister
for Local Government.

COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT
The Audit Committee will meet on 17 August 2018 to consider the accounts and
recommended that the accounts be adopted in principle, subject to some minor
amendments, and subject to no significant changes by the Auditor-General.

LINK TO COUNCIL AND COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme 5: Informed and Engaged
A transparent and accountable Council that engages its residents in decision-making.

OFFICER DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect interest in this
matter.

CONCLUSION
That Council appoints the Mayor and Deputy Mayor to sign the 2017-18 Financial
Statements and Performance Statement.
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10.

URGENT BUSINESS

11.

ORDINARY BUSINESS

12 JUNE 2018

11.1 Requests for reports from Officers
11.2 Right of reply
11.3 Councillor questions
11.4 Public questions to Council
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12.
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CONSIDERATION OF ITEMS IN CAMERA

There are no items of confidential business to be considered at the meeting.
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CLOSURE OF MEETING
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